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ABSTRACT

While the history of the du Pont family and Du Pont Company have been
well-documented, little is known about the everyday lives of the Irish Catholic
immigrants who lived and worked at the home plant near Wilmington, Delaware. To
correct this oversight, "Labor at Home" explores every aspect of the powder workers’
domestic world—from religious beliefs, family structure, gender relations, and ethnic
ties, to houses, furnishings, and yards-and uses this data to support new conclusions
about cultural identity and class affiliation. As early as the 1820s, for example,
powder mill families began to convey their increasing affiliation with bourgeois
American society by amassing their savings, by selectively purchasing status-laden
goods like tea sets and parlor furnishings, by acquiring property, by financing
churches and schools, and by pursuing occupational and social mobility.
Paradoxically, they also maintained certain beliefs and customs that proclaimed their
identity as wage-earning Irish Catholics. Growing potatoes, drinking large quantities
of whiskey, displaying crucifixes, and encouraging assertive female behavior
perpetuated their unique ethno-religious heritage, yet these practices fueled the
prejudices that confined the Irish to the lower ranks of society. Hence, this
dissertation further demonstrates that status, identity, and consciousness are
determined in complex and often contradictory ways.

viii
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INTRODUCTION

In 1802, a French immigrant named Eleuthere Irenee du Pont de Nemours
established a manufactory for black powder along the banks of the Brandywine Creek
near Wilmington, Delaware. By 1902, the small, family firm had evolved into an
international corporation with diverse interests and plants across the United States.
The Du Pont company closed the Brandywine powder mills in 1921, but the original
site has been preserved under the auspices of the Hagley Museum and Library, along
with an unprecedented collection of primary source materials. Although the history
of the du Pont family, the Du Pont Company, and the explosives industry have been
well documented, little has been done to study the everyday lives of the
predominantly Irish workforce.

"It is such a pity that the workingmen have all been

forgotten," lamented one powder man’s descendant.

"All these elaborately furnished

homes of the wealthy don’t give any indication of how the people lived that did the
work."1 Exploring the domestic world of workers at the du Pont powder mills not
only corrects this imbalance, but provides new insights into the ways in which wageearning Irish Catholics defined themselves in relationship to the rest of American
society.
The initial idea for this project grew out of an undergraduate course that I took
at the University of Delaware in 1987. Entitled "Historical Archaeology and the
Museum," the class was taught on the Hagley property and included excavation of a
workers’ dwelling site. Since then, most of my scholarly efforts have been conscious
attempts to apply the methods of material culture and cultural anthropology to the
study of laboring Americans. Over time, this approach led me to become

‘Quoted in Glenn Porter, The Workers’ World at Hagley exhibition catalog
(Greenville, DE: Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation, 1981), 8.
•>
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3
increasingly dissatisfied with determinations of social status that privilege income
levels and occupational categories. Like Alice Kessler-Harris, Michael Kazin, and a
growing number of other historians of labor, I recognize that wage work is not the
central organizing principle in most individuals’ lives—even when they are wage
workers—and instead, that people have multiple and sometimes conflicting identities
deriving from their positions as husbands, wives, parents, children, workers,
managers, Catholics, Protestants, and so forth. As social constructions, these
"multipositional" perceptions of self are frequently transformed by economic forces,
especially those that relate to the workplace, but they originate in the social contexts
of home and family.- While historians have long understood the importance of
household structure, ethnicity, and community life to the development of identity and

2My work attempts to reconcile an ethnographic "action approach" with the recent
attempts by some labor historians to integrate gender and race into their discussions of
class. On the utility of the action approach see: James Henretta, "Social History as
Lived and Written," American Historical Review 84 (December 1979): 1295, 132122; Rhys Isaac, The Transformation of Virginia. 1740-1790 (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press for the Institute of Early American Culture,
1982), 323-357; and Rosemary Crompton, "Class Theory and Gender," The British
Journal of Sociology 40, no. 4 (1989), 565-567. For statements concerning workers’
perceptions of themselves as more than merely workers see: Lizabeth Cohen, Making
a New Deal: Industrial Workers in Chicago. 1919-1939 (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1990), 6; Alice Kessler-Harris, "Treating the Male as Other:
Redefining the Parameters of Labor History," 194, and Earl Lewis, "Invoking
Concepts, Problematizing Identities: The Life of Charles N. Hunter and the
Implications for the Study of Gender and Labor," 294-296, both in Labor History 34,
nos. 2-3 (Spring-Summer 1993). The term "multipositionality" is Lewis’s, and it
reflects the influence of standpoint theory and poststructural discourse analysis.
While frequently echoed by scholars o f working women, the assertion by Michael
Kazin that a ll workers "have simultaneously articulated not one ideology, but several,
roughly corresponding to different spheres of their lives," has had only limited impact
on the field as a whole. Despite the acknowledgement that factors like race, gender,
ethnicity, religion, age, skill, and household structure matter, most labor historians
remain fixated on the white, male worker and his efforts to resist proletarianization in
the workplace. For a critique of the focus on class struggle, see Michael Kazin,
"Struggling With Class Struggle: Marxism and the Search for a Synthesis of U. S.
Labor History," Labor History 28 (Fall 1987), 512. For criticism of labor history’s
inherent gender bias, see Ava Baron, "Gender and Labor History: Learning from the
Past, Looking to the Future," in Work Engendered: Toward a New History of
American Labor ed. Ava Baron (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991), 1-37.
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4
consciousness, the majority continue to categorize people, and by extension, their
values and beliefs, primarily in terms o f what they (or the head of their household)
did for a living.3 Despite the recognition that few Americans left written records,
they also exhibit a reluctance to supplement documentary sources with material,
visual, and oral evidence.

"Labor at Home," by contrast, focuses its attention on the

domestic world, broadly construed to include everything from religious beliefs, family
structure, ethnic traditions, and gender relations to attitudes about company housing,
private home ownership, interior space, consumer goods, yards, foodways,
occupational mobility, and gentility. Using a wide variety of sources and
methodologies, it argues that Irish Catholics defined themselves in cultural terms, not
economic ones, and further, that the household was the locus of identity and
consciousness in industrializing America, not the factory. Because the Irish Catholic
home was a female-centered space, headed by the bean a t i, this dissertation also
underscores the direct relationship between women’s activities (both waged and
unwaged) and the processes of class formation and group affiliation.

In this respect,

my work not only attempts to bridge the gap between material culture and labor
history, but between labor history and women’s history.4

3This emphasis on work reflects the primacy still accorded to Marxist (or
materialist) theories of class, consciousness, and culture. Although seldom
acknowledged outright, a materialist framework undergirds much o f the social history
published since the 1960s. For an explicit admission of this perspective see Richard
Stott, Workers in the Metropolis: Class. Ethnicity, and Youth in Antebellum New
York City (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990), 5. A similar statement appears in
Kathy Piess, Cheap Amusements: Working Women and Leisure in Turn-of-theCenturv New York (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1986), 9.
4Influenced by the growing body of feminist scholarship and its findings about
gender, a small group of labor historians has challenged the centrality of the
workplace itself. Alice Kessler-Harris, in particular, has recently called for a "radical
reconceptualization" of the field that would shift attention from the factory to the
household and take gender, not class, as its central organizing question. KesslerHarris, 193 and 195. Although she does not indicate what a household-centered study
of working people would look like, the vast literature on middle-class domesticity and
material culture affords many models. Representative works on the nineteenth
century include. Katherine Kish Sklar, Catherine Beecher: A Study in American
Domesticity (New York: W. W. Norton, 1976); Mary Ryan, The Cradle of the
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Hagley provided an excellent environment for the study of working-class
domesticity and its effect on workers’ own perceptions of identity and status. First,
the continuous operation of the Brandywine powder mills throughout the nineteenth
century enabled me to evaluate the impact of social, political, and economic changes
on wage-earning Irish Catholic households over "a considerable historical period."5
However, because the influx of Irish immigrants into this community continued
throughout the study period, it was impossible to identify the particular decade in
which specific changes took place. Rather, evidence suggests that transitions varied
according to each family’s length of residence in this country, its size and structure,
and the strategies for success it employed. Second, broad-based studies of powder
workers by Hagley staff members and students at the University of Delaware formed
a strong foundation for more detailed analysis. And finally, a high proportion of
primary materials concerning everyday life has survived to the present day. These
include wage ledgers, rent books, maps and atlases, boarding house accounts,
property surveys, historic photographs, archaeological assemblages and reports, extant
buildings, artifacts, and oral histories. Du Pont family members and their associates
also left a vast amount of personal and business correspondence, which discloses
information about Brandywine residents at all economic levels. When combined with
data from census schedules, parish registers, probate inventories, Sunday school

Middle Class: The Family in Oneida Countv. New York. 1780-1865 (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1981); Clifford Clark, The American Family Home.
1800-1860 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1986); Colleen
McDannell, The Christian Home in Victorian America. 1840-1900 (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1986); Katherine Grier, Culture and Comfort: People.
Parlors, and Upholstery. 1850-1930 (Boston: The Margaret Woodbury Strong
Museum, 1988); Sally McMurry, Families and Farmhouses in Nineteenth-Century
America: Vernacular Design and Social Change (New York: Oxford University Press,
1988); Stuart Blumin, The Emergence of the Middle Class: Social Experience in the
American Citv. 1760-1900 (New York: Cambridge, 1989); Elizabeth Garrity, At
Home: The American Family. 1750-1870 (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1990); and
Richard Bushman, The Refinement of America: Persons. Houses. Cities (New York:
Vintage Books, 1992).
5E. P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1963), 11.
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receiving books, local newspapers, and city directories, they provide new and
important information about the ways in which Irish Catholic immigrants adjusted to
life in industrializing America.6
Although we cannot know precisely why powder mill families emigrated to the
United States, they undoubtedly believed that their chances for success were better
here than in Ireland. Unlike most Irish immigrants, however, their roots were in
Ulster, especially counties Donegal, Tyrone, and Fermanagh. The northern province
of Ireland was better-developed and far more prosperous than the rest of the country,
but the best land remained in the hands of Anglo-Protestant landlords and their
middlemen. Catholics and Scots-Irish Presbyterians, who formed the majority of the
region’s population, were forced to lease small and therefore marginally-productive
plots in the hills. With limited acreage, short leases, low wages, and high rents, they
tilled the soil primarily for subsistence and relied on supplementary occupations like
flax spinning and linen weaving to pay their landlords.7 The passage of numerous
penal laws added to these indignities by denying the right of relig:.ous dissenters to
vote, practice their faith, educate their children, hold political offices, or enter the

6Most studies of the Irish in America have focused on large, metropolitan areas,
not semi-rural industrial communities. For a discussion of this point, see Kerby
M iller’s recent review essay, "Urban Immigrants: The Irish in the Cities," The
Journal of Urban History 16, no. 4 (August 1990): 428-441; and Jay P. Dolan’s
"Introduction," Journal of American Ethnic History 10, nos. 1 and 2 (Fall 1990Winter 1991): 8-15. Notable exceptions include: Anthony F. C. Wallace, St. Clair:
A Nineteenth-Centurv Coal Town’s Experience with a Disaster-Prone Industry (New
York: Alfred Knopf, 1987); David M . Emmons, The Butte Irish: Class and Ethnicity
in an American Mining Town. 1875-1925 (Chicago: University of Illinois Press,
1990); and Peter Way, Common Labour: Workers and the Digging of North
American Canals. 1780-1860 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993).
7The largest segment of the farming population in pre-famine Ulster were the socalled small-holders, who occupied between two and ten acres of land. Average
wages for farm laborers in the Parish of Ardstraw, County Tyrone, ranged from eight
to ten pence per day, and the average rent was twenty shillings per acre. See
Angelique Day and Patrick McWilliams, eds. Parishes of County Tyrone 1: 1821.
1823. 1831-36. vol. 5 of Ordnance Survey Memoirs of Ireland (Belfast: The Institute
for Irish Studies, 1990), 2-14; and Kerby Miller, Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and
the Irish Exodus to North America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 49.
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professions. By the end of the eighteenth century, rising rents, falling prices, and
deepening cultural differences compelled many Ulstermen to emigrate to the United
States. By 1805, a small group had found their way to New Castle County,
Delaware, where a newly-founded complex of powder and textile mills offered the
hope of social and economic advancement. Their experiences are the subject of this
study.
Generally speaking, the everyday situations faced by powder mill families
closely resembled those of other Irish immigrants living in the nineteenth-century
United States. Men emigrated first, secured work in the powder yards, and then sent
for their relatives. Families were large and sometimes extended. For some, daily life
was a struggle to survive. To help make ends meet, children went to work at an
early age, and married women took in boarders, laundry, and piecework.

Du Pont

company clerks kept careful track of each employee’s household income, crediting
monthly wages and boarding fees, then debiting expenditures for rent, fuel, medical
services, and goods purchased at local stores. While accustomed to the rhythms of
rural life, most individuals successfully made the transition to industrial time.
Factory bells signalled the beginning of each work day, and once inside their
respective mills, operatives performed their tasks according to strict guidelines. After
ten hours had passed, the powder men went home, but if a large order needed to be
filled, they labored around the clock. Although work "in the powder" offered
steadier and better-paid employment than farming, there were many dangers.
Explosions were frequent, and they produced a high percentage of female-headed
households.

Like other Irish communities in industrializing America, the Brandywine

also had a high rate of geographic mobility. Nevertheless, a stable core o f skilled
men and their kin had established themselves by the 1820s, and their presence enabled
the recreation o f Irish Catholic culture on American soil.
The longer a family remained in the community, however, the more their
experiences, beliefs, and behavior diverged not only from those of their counterparts
in other industrial villages, but from those of their neighbors. The du Pont company
preferred to hire and promote from within, and wage accounts show that once a
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common laborer became a powder man, his earnings and savings increased steadily.
A significant percentage of each family’s annual income still went to pay rent on their
company-owned house, to put food on their table and clothes on their backs, but
stability endowed many Brandywine households with money to spend on education,
church memberships, parlor furnishings, fashionable clothing, and leisure activities as
well. Unlike Irish immigrants elsewhere, they did not devote much time to fraternal
associations, political parties, or religious sodalities. They also failed to exhibit any
behavior that might be construed as being overtly "radical."8 Many wage workers
voiced their opposition to the capitalist system in the nineteenth century, including
some Wilmingtonians.9 Workers in the powder yards shared many traits with these

8For this study, radical is defined as the opposite of conservative, where
conservative defines those interested in upholding the capitalist wage system. The
triumph of liberalism in the nineteenth century resulted in a reformulation of these
terms. Previously, "radical" applied to those whose beliefs and behavior signaled an
opposition to a social order based on aristocracy, monarchy, deference, and classical
republicanism. Over time, "radical" came to define those opposed to capitalism and
its attendant modes of social and political organization. See Isaac Kramnick,
Republicanism and Bourgeois Radicalism: Political Ideology in Late-EiehteenthCenturv England and America (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990).
’The first labor organizations in Wilmington were the Union Cordwainers Society
and the Brandywine Coopers’ Association, which had come into existence by 1834.
Workingmen o f the city also had their own newspaper, The Delaware Free Press,
founded in 1830. Its stated object was "To awaken the attention of working people to
the importance of co-operating in order to attain that rank and station to which they
are justly entitled by their virtue and industry." Powder, paper, textile, and flour
milling remained important, but by mid-century, Wilmington had a diverse and
thriving economy, which depended primarily on shipyards, iron foundries, morocco
shops, railroad car factories and carriage works. The Knights of Labor, formed in
Philadelphia in 1869, recruited many new members from among the city’s skilled
laborers, and reached its peak of influence in the 1880s. The first recorded strike by
an organized labor union in Delaware occurred in 1883, when seventeen employees of
a Baltimore and Ohio Railroad contractor struck for a wage increase. Their success
was repeated by state telegraphers later that year and by the 3,000 employees of ten
morocco leather plants in 1884. Between 1893 and 1897, twenty strikes in various
branches of industry were called in Wilmington. This pattern continued into the
twentieth century, as the unions developed in strength, and reached a high of twentyone strikes in 1934 alone. Wilmington’s labor protests were, however, tame by
comparison with those of other U. S. cities. See Delaware: A Guide to the First
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labor activists. With the exception of the common laborers, they were all highly
trained, well-paid, and autonomous. In some ways they even resembled Eric
Hobsbawm’s "labor aristocrats," however, the use of this term does not accurately
convey the totality of their experiences.10 Specific complaints and grievances aside,

State, compiled and written by the Federal Writers’ Project of the WPA (New York:
Hastings House, 1938), 101-103; and Carol Hoffecker, Wilmington. Delaware:
Portrait of an Industrial City (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press for the
Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation, 1974), 119.
10Hobsbawm acknowledged that many factors contributed to the formation of a
labor aristocracy, but it is the causal relationship between steady, well-paid work and
conservative political stance that remains paramount. Other characteristics, which are
really consequences of the aristocracy’s stability, are: occupational exclusivity; an
ability to reproduce itself; membership in voluntary organizations, especially trade
unions; and a higher social status relative to semi-skilled and unskilled laborers.
Were it not for the absence of voluntary associations in the powder mill community,
powder men could be considered a labor aristocracy, but I reject the use of this term
on other grounds. Specifically, I believe the term has limited utility for understanding
workers’ perceptions of themselves because its emphasis on the materialist
foundations of consciousness forces scholars to classify skilled workers as members of
the working class. Hobsbawm once admitted that, "As against several colleagues who
have primarily stressed the cultural element in the labour aristocracy—its lifestyles,
ideology, etc.—I remain sufficient of a traditional Marxist to stress its determination
by the economic base . . . Only men who could expect a certain level of wages . . .
could enjoy the life-styles and develop the tastes and characteristic activities of the
labour aristocracy." The problem with this statement is that the lifestyle, tastes, and
activities of skilled workers in both Britain and America frequently resembled those of
the middle class. As Hobsbawm himself acknowledged, "By the accepted social
criteria of Victorian Britain [the labor aristocracy] belonged to the respectable as
distinct from the rough classes, but respectability, at least in aspiration, extended
much beyond its limits." In fact, he continues, "it was regarded as part of a broad
stratum of shopkeepers, small employers, and, until the end of the century, office
workers: the Victorian lower middle class." Because stable, high wages "blurred the
line" between the working class and the middle class, the labor aristocracy in Britain
did not come into existence (i.e. did not form collective organizations and adopt a
politically conservative ideology) until after 1850, when, significantly, skilled workers
began to believe themselves "cut off" from the ranks of white-collar professionals,
managers, and small merchants. However, Hobsbawm also believed that, "If the way
out of the working class was relatively open, as I think was the case for white
Protestant nineteenth-century Americans, [a labor aristocracy] would not need to
develop." In other words, as long as skilled laborers were able to perceive
themselves to be members of the lower middle-class, and as long as they shared the
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there is no evidence that powder workers ever challenged the hegemony of their
employers, not even during wartime, when they could have easily taken advantage of
the company’s need for their labor to win higher wages, shorter hours, or safer
working conditions.
From the founding of the powder mills in 1802 to the company’s centennial
celebration in 1902, there were only two episodes of organized labor protest in this
community. The first occurred in 1835, when independently-contracted coopers
working in the powder yards joined their counterparts in Wilmington and struck for
higher wages.11 The second took place more than fifty years later, when a small
group of recently laid-off carpenters formed a secret society and exacted their revenge
against the company by burning its barns and issuing threats of physical violence

lifestyle, tastes, and activities of their economic superiors, then they had no need to
organize collectively, act conservatively, or fashion a new identity for themselves as
aristocrats of labor. Despite these caveats regarding "relatively open" social
structures, American labor historians have categorized many skilled workers as labor
aristocrats. David Emmons, for example, asserts the formation of a labor aristocracy
in Butte, Montana. Although he recognizes the affinity that existed between Irish
copper miners and the lower middle class, he concludes that such well-paid, stable
workers did not aspire to middle-class status because "greater prestige" adhered to
their elevated position within the working class. Like the powder workers, however,
Irish miners in Butte met many of the criteria that we commonly use to determine
middle-class status, and greater attention to their domestic world than Emmons
provides would likely revise his male-dominated, work-centered interpretation. See
Eric Hobsbawm, "The Labor Aristocracy in 19th Century Britain," in Labouring
Men: Studies in the History of Labour (New York: Basic Books, 1964); "Debating
the Labour Aristocracy," and "The Aristocracy of Labour Reconsidered," in Workers:
Worlds of Labor (New York: Pantheon Books. 1984); and Emmons, 134, 137, 15556, 181.
uJohn Rumm, "Mutual Interests: Managers and Workers at the Du Pont
Company, 1802-1915," vol. I (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Delaware, 1989),
113-115. In response to the strike, company managers signed contracts for powder
kegs with craftsmen from as far away as Boston, but shipping delays eventually
disrupted business so much that they agreed to a wage increase the following month.
The coopers went back to work, but the du Ponts had learned their lesson, and they
immediately built their own cooper shop with machines capable of producing between
3,000-5,000 staves a day. It was complete by 1837.
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against its managers.12 If the yard foremen, powder workers, refiners, colliers,
common laborers, wheelwrights, millwrights, blacksmiths, and masons were
sympathetic to the cause of their brother coopers and carpenters, they never showed
it. Despite occupational, ethnic, and religious similarities with activist Irish workers,
certain aspects of life in the powder mill community precluded the development of
radical thought and behavior. Chief among these was the company’s particular
philosophy of labor management.
The complexity of the Irish experience in the powder mill community cannot
be understood apart from their relationship with their employers. In contrast to most
manufacturing enterprises, the du Pont company’s domination of its market
throughout the nineteenth century, coupled with the volatile nature of its product and
the correspondingly small size of its workforce before 1902, successfully insulated
both management and labor from the rigors o f technological and organizational
development.13 The firm also differed in terms of its owners’ patrician origins and
cosmopolitan outlook. In the words of Joseph Frazier Wall, Alfred I. du Pont’s
biographer, "America has had at least two families who, because their members have
made major contributions to our history through more than two generations, are
entitled to be called dynasties: the Adams family of Massachusetts and the du Ponts of
Delaware."14 As titled members of the French aristocracy and as committed to the
ideals of the Enlightenment as they were to noblesse oblige, the family’s distinctive
ness was reflected in the unusual alliance its members forged with their employees.

12Ibid., 174-180. The company’s response was to engage four Pinkerton
detectives to infiltrate the community. Three men, one woman, and a fourteen-yearold boy were arrested and convicted of arson in December 1891, exactly one year
after the first barn burning, yet mysterious fires continued to plague the company
until 1904.
I3PhiIip Scranton, "Varieties of Paternalism: Industrial Structure and the Social
Relations of Production in American Textiles," American Quarterly 36, no. 2
(Summer 1984), 237.
14Joseph Frazier Wall, Alfred I. du Pont: The Man and His Family (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1990), xviii.
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Beginning with E. I. du Pont in 1802 and continuing at least until the death of
his son, Henry, in 1889, managers of the powder company pledged to uplift their
workmen through various policies of direct assistance, including good wages, interestbearing savings accounts, free or low-cost housing, education for children,
opportunities for advancement, and impressive benefits for widows. They facilitated
the emigration of their workmen’s families from Ireland, and they did so in numbers
that went well beyond their need for labor. At the same time, the du Ponts
encouraged the formation of new Catholic parishes. Unlike other manufacturers in
the region, the Deistic leaders of the company declined to promote evangelical
Protestantism among their work force, and practiced religious tolerance instead. In
exchange, workers were loyal and deferential. Writing to Eleuthera du Pont Smith
from her new home in Seymour, Indiana, in 1873, Catharine Davison expressed
strong feelings for her husband’s former employers:
I hope yourself and all the Dupont famely [sic] is well. I long to hear from
you all for with the exceptions of my own family thare [sic] is no one this side
of the sea that feels so near to me as that name[.] [I]t was my first home in
America and now in my old adge [sic] your frienship [sic] seems more dear to
me than ever.1S
Of course, not all employees were as amiable as Davison. Company ledgers record
frequent days missed, sabotaged equipment, and drinking and smoking on the job, but
such passive resistance pales in comparison with Irish labor protests elsewhere. If
these immigrants had settled in Troy, Butte, Pottsville, New York, San Francisco, or
any of the other industrial communities with a significant Irish presence, then they
might have joined labor unions, fraternal associations, religious sodalities, and
political parties in greater numbers, and these organizations might have encouraged
some kind of protest movement. David Emmons and others have rightly argued that
ethnically-based organizations arose in many communities as a means of defending
Irish identity in the face of native-born hostility. Protected by the benevolence of
their employers, however, Brandywine residents apparently had no need to organize

15Catharine Davison, Seymour, Indiana, to Mrs. Smith, 1/30/1873, file 21, Box
6, Acc. 389. One of Davison’s daughters was named Eleuthera.
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collectively and maintained their historic orientation to the fam ily.16 The irony is
worth emphasizing: for all of their efforts to modernize and rationalize the
production o f black powder, the du Pont family’s backward-looking attitude towards
labor management provided a framework that allowed the Irish to maintain their
traditional social mores while selectively embracing new ones.
This dissertation concludes that the specific accumulation matrix17 of the
powder mill community enabled wage-earning Irish Catholics to develop a close
affinity for bourgeois American society even as they retained crucial aspects of their
distinctive ethno-religious heritage. Like most immigrants who came to the United
States in the nineteenth century, the Irish first encountered modern capitalism and its
attendant modes of social and political organization in their homeland.18 Since
conditions in Ireland were not conducive to their economic and social advancement,
Catholics and dissenting Protestants alike left to pursue what they hoped would be a
better life in industrializing America. While individual members of powder mill
households seldom committed their thoughts, beliefs, or aspirations to paper, the
consistently conservative character of their behavior between 1802 and 1902 suggests
that they were not axiomatically opposed to, alienated from, or immiserated by the
capitalist wage system. To insist on this point does not deny the greater social,
economic, and political power of their employers. The industrial paternalism of the

16Emmons, 94-107. For the Irish, the family was a unit of social reproduction
that included extended networks of kin or cairde. Cairde is the Gaelic word for
"friends," but as Kerby Miller notes, only family members bore this title. Non
related persons, regardless o f intimacy, were merely "acquaintances," or lucht
aitheantais. M iller, 54-56
17An accumulation matrix is the term coined by Philip Scranton to describe "the
broad range of social and economic factors that together constitute the total situation
for production and profit faced by entrepreneurs." While Scranton recognizes that the
social relations of production are designed specifically to enhance the economic
viability of an enterprise, his conception of and attention to the accumulation matrix
affords historians of labor a excellent way to avoid reducing paternalism to "a costcalculation in an idealized rational entrepreneur’s account books." Scranton, 236.
18This point is made in John Bodnar, The Transplanted (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1985), 115.
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du Ponts, like all forms of paternalism, grew out o f a need to justify an unequal
system of social relations in which some people lived off the labor of others.19
Rooted in the seigniorial world of medieval Europe, it was resolutely patriarchal and
hierarchical, yet it was also a system based on reciprocal demands and obligations.
In this respect, industrial paternalism bore a remarkable similarity to the
communitarian ethos that bound people together in rural Ireland. Inured to the reality
of social stratification, powder mill families accepted a degree of subordination as a
condition of everyday life along the Brandywine, but they did not do so naively.
Although American society was as stratified as the one they left, the position of Irish
Catholics within it was not dictated by law, and most residents of this community
were able to manipulate the paternalistic system to their own advantage. From their
standpoint, steady work, decent wages, and a high expectation of achieving property,
occupational, and social mobility were significant gains in and of themselves, but the
real benefit was the corresponding sense that they had acquired some control over the
exercise of their own lives. This perception, in turn, is what allowed them to identify
with certain aspects of middle-class culture despite their position as wage earners."0

19On the origins of paternalism see Eugene D. Genovese, Roll. Jordan. Roll: The
World the Slaves Made (New York: Vintage Books, 1972), 4-7; and Gerald Zahavi,
Workers. Managers, and Welfare Capitalism: The Shoeworkers and Tanners of
Endicott Johnson. 1890-1950 (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1988), x and 1-2.
■“ Historian Walter Nugent has persuasively argued that an ability to achieve and
maintain some control over one’s own life via the ownership of property is what
prevents laboring Americans from developing the sense of alienation and immiseration
required for class-based protest. His conclusion rests on the proposition that the
expectation of property ownership increased after the Civil War, when the
transformation of American society’s predominantly frontier-rural mode of production
into a metropolitan one caused the meaning of property to change. By the turn of the
century, he contends, "property" included the attainment of status-bearing consumer
goods (personal property) and occupational status (intellectual property) as well as the
possession of real estate. Since property ownership is one of the chief criteria for
determining class affiliation, this expanded definition resulted in a "successful
refitting" of the lower middle class between 1860 and 1920. Through a process of
embourgeoisment, small holders, independent artisans, merchants, non-manual
professionals, and many wage workers acquired a stake in America’s modern,
capitalistic society. Nugent thus concludes that most working people behave
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These conclusions differ from the ones usually advanced by students of Irish
workers in America. Since the 1970s, most of the community and occupational
studies that comprise the "new" labor history have emphasized how immigrants and
native-born workers alike deviated from the larger society. Despite the plethora of
studies that document the existence of "alternative cultural meanings and distinctive
subjectivities in working-class expression and behavior," skeptics argue that the
failure of large-scale opposition movements should be seen as evidence that
"American workers shared the economic individualism of the middle classes, that they
were fundamentally motivated by material self-interest, and that they embraced no
’conscious rejection of capitalism,’ no ’negation of bourgeois society.’ "21 Although
both sides make valid points, this debate portrays working-class culture and middleclass culture as oppositional or mutually exclusive constructs. As such, it has limits
for understanding Irish immigrants’ perceptions of their own identity and status.
The assumptions that lie behind this dichotomy appear to rest on a materialist
conception of culture, in which the ideology, aspirations, and consciousness of a
particular group are seen to emanate from a base of shared economic interests.22

conservatively because equality of opportunity, coupled with a high expectation of
property ownership, broadly defined, has led them to believe that they are already
enjoying the benefits of revolution. In other words, "Why fight when you already
had some control anyway?" See Walter Nugent, "Toqueville, Marx, and American
Class Structure," Social Science History 12, no. 4 (Winter 1988), 325-344 passim.
21Quoted in Leon Fink, "The New Labor History and the Powers of Historical
Pessimism: Consensus, Hegemony, and the Case of the Knights of Labor," Journal of
American History 75, no. 1 (June 1988), 116-118. See also the responses to Fink by
Jackson Lears, John Diggins, George Lipsitz, Mari Jo Buhle, and Paul Buhle.
"According to Alice Kessler-Harris, the biggest problem facing the field of labor
history today is a "growing discontent with the utility of materialist conceptions of
history." As radicals themselves, she explains, most of the labor historians writing
since the 1960s have looked to workers for evidence that a viable alternative to
bourgeois, individualistic, competitive capitalism existed. When the limits of a
strictly Marxist or materialist framework became apparent in the 1970s, a new
generation of historians turned to a "culturalist" perspective. Following E. P.
Thompson and Herbert Gutman, the culturalist approach purportedly "replaced the
Marxian notion that consciousness came from the social relations of production with a
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Because there was a wide disparity in income and wealth in the nineteenth century,
this approach implicitly compels historians to emphasize cultural differences and class
conflict. Although dichotomies like home/work, male/female, and working
class/middle class remain useful in terms of understanding how individuals and groups
make sense of the complexities and inconsistencies around them, they are merely
theoretical constructs. As such, they do not capture the diversity of working people’s
beliefs and behavior, the multidimensional relationships that exist between work
experiences and family life, or the nuances and contradictions inherent in workers’
perceptions of themselves as complex individuals.23 While seeming self-evident, the
materialist assumptions about culture that inform most social and labor histories seem
to have prevented scholars from problematizing the social construction of class in the
way that others have done for race and gender.

"Labor at Home," by contrast, takes

an anthropological view and defines culture as a product o f shared knowledge.24 In

broader concept of culture, in which identity derived from an amalgam of factors such
as race, skill, community, religion, and ethnicity." Despite the pervasiveness of this
rhetoric, most of the labor historians who claim to employ a "culturalist" approach, in
fact, continue to privilege material interests in their interpretations of worker values
and behavior. As Kessler-Harris herself admitted in an earlier essay, "in the end, we
never struggled with the meaning of culture. We simply abandoned abstract Marxian
conceptions of class and shifted to more comfortable Thompsonian versions." On the
limits of materialist history see, Leon Fink, "Culture’s Last Stand?: Gender and the
Search for Synthesis in American Labor History," Labor History 34, nos. 2-3
(Spring-Summer 1993), 178; and Alice Kessler-Harris, "A New Agenda," in
Perspectives in American Labor History: The Problems o f Synthesis ed. by Carroll
Moody and Alice Kessler-Harris (Dekalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1989),
219. Revisionist rhetoric aside, the claim that "Labor historians instinctively accept a
materialist conception of history," still rings true. See Richard Oestreicher, "Separate
Tribes? Working-Class and Women’s History?," Reviews in American History 19
(1991), 229.
23This point about dichotomies is persuasively made in Carole Turbin, Working
Women of Collar Citv: Gender. Class, and Community in Trov. New York. 1864886 (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1992), 10-13.
24This approach has long characterized other fields. On shared knowledge as the
basis of culture see Mary Douglas and Baron Isherwood, The World of Goods:
Towards an Anthropology of Consumption (New York: Basic Books, 1979); Clifford
Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays (New York: Basic Books,
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this way, my dissertation is able to show how members of different economic classes
were alike as well as how they diverged.
In applying this perspective to the home and family life of ordinary working
people, the following chapters demonstrate further that perceptions of identity derive
primarily from social relations in the household, not the factory. The experiences of
workers at the du Pont powder mills illustrate this point. Under the guiding hand of
their employers, the Irish successfully created a unified ethnic enclave, which allowed
them to preserve the vitality of their affiliative networks, to regulate the importation
of new workers into the community, to assert the dominance of a home-centered,
vernacular spirituality over the official, parish-centered faith o f the Roman Catholic
Church in America, and to re-affirm the central role of women both at home and in
the larger community. Despite hostility from the native-born, Anglo-Protestant
majority, the Irish also continued to wake their dead, drink whiskey, eat potatoes and
cabbage, and christen their children with ancestral names like Bridget and Patrick.
The perpetuation of these folkways, when taken together, clearly defined the Irish as
a distinct subculture. Paradoxically, a close analysis of their domestic world also
reveals their tacit endorsement of certain values and behaviors associated with
America’s "dominant liberal social and political ideology of progress."25 Powder
mill households amassed substantial savings accounts, for example, and a sizeable
number purchased real property.

Irish families also signified their changing status

through the purchase and use of various consumer goods. Workers’ dwellings seldom
had a separate parlor, but many Brandywine homes boasted mahogany bureaus, tea
sets, and other objects associated with middle-class gentility. While restricted in
terms of what they could do to alter interior spaces, the company allowed residents of

1973); and Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality:
A Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge (New York: Anchor Books, 1966).
25Daniel J. Walkowitz, Worker City. Company Town: Iron and Cotton Worker
Protest in Trov and Cohoes. New York. 1855-84 (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1978), 253. Walkowitz concludes that the pervasiveness of this ideology
reinforced the subjective perception of Irish iron workers that they had achieved "the
good life."
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company-owned housing to appropriate certain exterior spaces for their exclusive use.
Designed to strengthen worker loyalty to the company, this act had an added sideeffect: it reinforced the tenants’ respect for "private" property rights. And finally,
du Pont employees avidly pursued social mobility. All of the powder workers were
once common laborers, and many others became skilled craftsmen or independent
businessmen. Though modest, these accomplishments were sufficient to confirm the
perception that class lines were fluid, and that powder mill families had regained the
sense of personal autonomy denied them in Ireland. By situating ourselves at the
standpoint of the domestic world, then, we can see how members of this community-and presumably other ones--fashioned a bicultural identity as Irish-Americans.

CHAPTER S U M M A R Y
Each chapter of this study explores a different aspect of everyday life in the
powder mill community. The first chapter, "Mutual Interests," establishes the
historical context. It orients the reader with a brief discussion of colonial
development in New Castle County, Delaware, and the rise of manufacturing along
the Brandywine Creek. Within this framework, it outlines the history of the du Pont
family and Du Pont Company, reviews the work of black powder making, and
describes how the company’s policies of direct assistance managed to further Irish
hopes for economic advancement and autonomy while maintaining traditional, and
thus, deferential social relations.
The second chapter, "The Ties that Bind," reviews the motives behind Irish
emigration and examines the process of assisted immigration to the powder mill
community. Letters between the du Ponts and their agents in Philadelphia record the
names, ages, fares, ships, ports, and dates of arrival of Irish immigrants, and the petit
ledgers (wage books) indicate which employees sponsored which passengers and how
much they had remitted to Ireland. This information has been entered into a
relational database (Paradox) and cross-referenced with database files based on federal
census schedules and local Catholic baptismal registers. In this way, Chapter 2 is
also able to reconstruct the affiliative networks that existed between du Pont
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employees and the persons whom they helped bring out of Ireland. As Kerby Miller
and others have shown, the very act of leaving Ireland signalled a willingness to break
with tradition and embrace new values and behaviors. At the same time, emigration
imposed tremendous feelings of loss and guilt. The Irish devised many elaborate
strategies to help themselves cope with these emotions, but sponsoring the passage of
friends and family to America and remitting back money to Ireland were the most
effective methods employed. Moreover, by consciously maintaining familial networks
on both sides of the Atlantic, powder workers found an important way to preserve
their Irish Catholic identity on American soil. However, the fact that most of the
powder mill families were from Ulster may have predisposed them to espouse
modern, bourgeois values.
Chapter 3, "Irish Catholicism as a Cultural System," evaluates the tension that
existed between the vernacular faith of Irish immigrants and the increasingly parochial
orientation of the Roman Catholic Church in America. Despite the growth of new
parishes in the nineteenth century, primary sources confirm that Irish folk beliefs and
a home-centered Catholic piety continued to influence behavior and beliefs along the
Brandywine. Diaries and letters of local pastors were used with pew rent subscription
lists, wage books, and baptismal registers to determine membership rates and activity
in the parishes. Additional information was contained in the receiving books of the
Brandywine Manufacturers’ Sunday School, where Catholics, Presbyterians,
Episcopalians, Methodists and Baptists each received instruction in their appropriate
catechism. Nineteenth-century prayer books, devotionals, and periodicals at the
American Catholic Historic Society in Philadelphia were examined in order to
compare the powder workers’ actual behavior with Catholic prescriptive literature of
the period. Although the preservation of a home-centered faith clearly conveyed Irish
loyalty to their own cultural traditions, a transition to official or Post-Tridentine
doctrine announced their slow and gradual acceptance of new, "American" values like
republicanism and egalitarianism.
Chapter 4, "Irish Catholic Home Life and the Status of Women," examines the
central role of powder mill wives within this home-centered outlook. After describing
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the specific conditions in Ireland that invested Irish women with the primary
responsibility for home and family life, the chapter explores their economic and social
contributions to powder mill households. Additional insights about female gender
roles came from an anthroponymic analysis o f the names listed in local Catholic
baptismal records. As historians and anthropologists have shown, the patterned
repetition of certain personal names within a community is an important indicator of
the traits and values endorsed by its members. Following this lead, a quantitative
analysis o f Irish Catholic naming patterns reveals how powder mill families preserved
their traditional, matri-centered culture within the confines of American society’s
patriarchal framework.
Turning to the physical characteristics o f powder mill households, the next
three chapters document the material world. Chapter 5, "Workers’ Housing along the
Brandywine," reconstructs the appearance of workers’ housing around the powder
mills and presents quantitative data about the number of dwelling units, the average
number o f rooms, average dimensions, construction materials, and finish. To explain
how company housing policies reflected contemporary attitudes about labor, it also
discusses how rents were assigned, whether housing was segregated by occupational
status, how the company’s housing and housing policies compared with those of other
firms, and how Irish families responded to these conditions. While the character of
du Pont workers’ housing varied, crowded quarters and company ownership of most
available dwellings paralleled the situation immigrants had known in Ireland. In fact,
some families seem to have preferred the familiar and therefore comforting nature of
the landlord-tenant relationship, and they occupied company housing even when other
options became available. This attitude contributed to the formation of a stable labor
force and to the interpretation that life along the Brandywine was free from conflict.
But other sources show the importance of home ownership to many workers, who
saved their money and bought real estate as quickly as possible after emigration.
Although the ownership of property remained a risky proposition for wage laborers, a
company-sponsored savings plan aided this effort, and a significant minority pursued
the autonomy that came with it.
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Like buildings, household goods have the ability to communicate information
about their owners’ values and behavior. Chapter 6, "All the Goods and Chattels,"
determines what kinds o f tools and furnishings Brandywine families owned, where
they got them, and how they used them. Despite their position as wage workers,
evidence indicates that powder mill families actively participated in the growing
consumer culture of nineteenth-century America. An analysis of more than 100
probate inventories revealed that 60 percent of the enumerated powder mill
households contained the kinds of fashionable furniture and ceramics associated with
the pursuit of middle-class gentility and status. These findings are significant, since
Stuart Blumin and Mary Ryan, among others, have argued that lower incomes
necessarily prevented manual laborers from buying the kinds of goods and services
that signified affiliation with the non-manual middle class. Chapter 6 refutes this
interpretation, and argues that Irish households consciously used certain kinds of
furnishings to convey not only their changing social status, but their relationship to
the rest of American society.
Chapter 7, "Porches, Yards, Gardens, Fences," explores a similar use of
exterior space. Although considered an industrial village, the powder mill community
had a decidedly agrarian character. An analysis of gardening equipment, livestock,
summer kitchens, dairies, and meathouses, for example, indicates that Brandywine
families regularly supplemented store-bought foodstuffs with home-made and home
grown items. As in Ireland, food production remained the responsibility of female
family members, and endowed exterior space with a decidedly gendered character.
Door yards, porches, gardens and outbuildings thus constituted a transitional work
area akin to the traditional Irish "haggard," where raw materials were processed into
usable forms. Similarly, the volume of potatoes, cabbages, and dairy products
consumed by these households attests to the continuation of traditional Irish foodways.
Usually neglected by historians, the outdoor environment clearly sustained the powder
mill households and their identity in important and subtle ways. On the other hand, it
also contributed to their acculturation. All of the land surrounding the powder yards
was private property, but du Pont employees had unrestricted access to many areas.
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As a result, workers who lived in company-owned housing came to feel a sense of
entitlement and eventually appropriated areas for their exclusive use. By preserving
their ties to the land, no matter how tenuous, these uses of exterior space added their
sense of self-control.
Having thus established the contours of the powder workers’ domestic world,
Chapter 8 relates this data to classic and current perspectives on class affiliation and
social mobility. Although a small minority in every industrial community managed to
become shop foremen, merchants, and saloon keepers, most historians agree that the
vast majority of Irish immigrants lacked the necessary skills, the personal ambition,
and the willingness to take a risk that were needed to pursue social mobility. This
argument often reflects a firm conviction that occupational categories are the most
objective—and therefore best—criteria for determining class affiliation. Since job
titles, technological skill, and income levels undoubtedly affected how individuals in
the past viewed themselves, this chapter examines patterns of occupational mobility
along the Brandywine, but then contrasts the results with a strong body of evidence
concerning non-occupational avenues to social mobility. As Karen Haltunnen, John
Kasson, and others have shown, the forces of democratization and commercialization
combined in such a way as to widely disseminate knowledge of the so-called
"intricacies of etiquette" around which the nineteenth-century middle class purportedly
coalesced. Despite arguments to the contrary, Chapter 8 shows that a search for
security did not uniformly prevent Irish Catholic immigrants from either aspiring to or
attaining certain middle-class standards of gentility. In fact, it appears that these
working people not only perceived gentility as a viable path to social mobility, but
their social knowledge became a kind of intellectual property akin to technological
skill. Thus, while opportunities for occupational advancement within the powder mill
community were limited, residents never believed themselves confined to the working
class.
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CHAPTER I
"M U TU A L INTERESTS”: LABOR RELATIONS AT
E. I. DU PONT D E NEMOURS A N D C O M PA NY, 1802-1902

Born in 1874 to a saltpetre refinery worker and his wife, Philip Dougherty
grew up in the powder mill community and eventually worked for the Du Pont
Company himself. In a 1955 interview, he emphatically stated:
I liked them all. All the du Ponts. I ’ll tell you why. Especially those fellows
I worked under. I knew them all. I had a reason to like them. We called
them by their first names. These du Ponts were good men. All of them. All
that I saw around here. They were brainy. Didn’t take any back step. They
were good men. They were smart men, too. I don’t believe we would ever
have had this country if it hadn’t been for Du Pont. I believe they saved this
country, myself. I really do.1
Incorporated in Paris in 1801, Du Pont is one of the oldest continuously-operating
firms in the United States and has a long history of uninterrupted family control.
During its first hundred years in America, the du Pont family worked hard to foster a
paternalistic image of its company, and as Dougherty’s statement suggests, it was
largely successful. In fact, Du Pont’s image has come under attack only in recent
decades, and in places like Delaware, where Du Pont is still the largest employer in
the state, many people remain fiercely loyal.2

‘Philip Dougherty interview, 1955, oral history files, Hagley Museum and
Library (Hereafter cited by interviewee’s name and date). In keeping with
conventions established by the Hagley Museum and Library, I will use ‘du Pont’
when referring to family members or the pre-1902 company and ‘ Du Pont’ to denote
the post-1902 corporation.
2"Top Fifty Employers," The (Wilmington. Del.) Sunday News Journal. 10
March 1996, sec. BZ, p. 25.
23
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A recent dissertation by John Rumm traced the Du Pont Company’s positive
public image to policies developed in the early nineteenth century, especially those
promoting a sense of "mutual interests" between management and labor.3 The
manufacture of black powder was a dangerous occupation, which depended upon a
highly skilled workforce. To recruit and retain such labor, the du Ponts offered high
wages, steady employment, opportunities for advancement, and benefits such as free
housing, education, pensions, and interest-bearing savings accounts. In exchange,
they expected workers to be loyal, subordinate, and deferential. Most workers
accepted this arrangement as a condition of employment in the powder yards, yet they
demanded fair treatment, respect, and autonomy, both at home and at work. While
each side responded negatively whenever the other failed to uphold the labor contract,
open conflicts were rare, and for most of the nineteenth century, workers and
managers truly had more interests in common than not.
Combining reciprocal obligations and deference, the mutualistic compact was
upheld because it mirrored the reality of life as experienced both by Irish Catholics in
Ireland and the du Ponts in France. As Kerby Miller demonstrated, the Irish were
well-accustomed to this arrangement. In Ireland, deference to authority originally
stemmed from the rundale system of land ownership, where individuals were assigned
a share of communal property in exchange for their fealty to the head of the clan.
While repeated invasions changed the ethnic and religious character of Ireland’s
landholders, the reciprocal obligations of landlords and tenants stayed the same.4 As

3John Charles Rumm, "Mutual Interests: Managers and Workers at the Du Pont
Company, 1802-1915," vol. I (Ph.D. diss., University of Delaware, 1989), vii-viii.
Rumm’s dissertation synthesizes a number of existing reports and studies but
augments them with new research. Since his focus is work and labor relations in the
powder yards, I cite him throughout this chapter.
4By 1800, a tiny, overwhelmingly Protestant proprietary class of less than 10,000
families literally owned Ireland. O f these, several hundred monopolized the majority
of the land, but Kerby M iller asserts that these "differences in political power, social
status, and wealth" did not necessarily translate into bitter antagonism between
Protestants and Catholics. "For the mass of Catholic rural dwellers, the names and
religion of their lords had changed, but the basic social structure and the ‘rules’ that
governed it remained the same." The "generally accepted model" of landlord-tenant
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for the du Ponts, membership in the French nobility entitled them to receive the same
deferential treatment as the landed gentry in Ireland, and imposed upon them the
tradition of noblesse oblige. Although conditions in America eventually forced both
sides to reevaluate their paternalistic relationship, a sense of "mutual satisfaction and
confidence" persisted until the 1890s.
Since the term "paternalism" has many connotations, its use here deserves
comment. In a 1984 article, historian Philip Scranton identified three distinct forms
of industrial paternalism: formal, like the highly structured, impersonal environment
of Lowell and its offspring; familiar, like the small, semi-rural, industrial village; and
fraternal, like the mid-sized manufacturing neighborhoods of Philadelphia.5 Life in
the powder mill community followed the familiar style of paternalism, where the
small size of the workforce enabled the du Ponts to know most of their employees by
first name and where spatial proximity provided management and labor with intimate
knowledge of each other’s domestic life and problems. Like textile workers in New
Hampshire and in the Southern Piedmont, powder workers and their families
frequently used a family analogy to describe their experiences along the Brandywine.6
While these affective bonds are elusive, it is clear that the sense of "family" felt by
powder mill workers was very real. This feeling derived partly from the paternalistic
attitude of the du Ponts towards their employees and partly from the extensive kin
networks that bound the workers to each other. Nevertheless, the personalized
paternalistic relationship and the family motif that attended it were based on "a

relations in Ireland "embodied paternalistic and deferential values which seem to have
been observed on both sides with remarkable frequency and usually without resort to
overt coercion." See Kerby Miller, Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and the Irish
Exodus to North America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 42-43.
5Philip Scranton, "Varieties of Paternalism: Industrial Structures and the Social
Relations of Production in American Textiles," American Quarterly 36, no. 2
(Summer 1984), 239-242.
'Tamara Hareven and Randolph Lagenbach, Amoskeag: Life and Work in an
American Factorv-Citv (New York: Pantheon, 1978) and Jacquelyn Dowd Hall,
James Leloudis, et al.. Like a Family: The Making of a Southern Cotton Mill World
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1987).
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defensive and conservative system of unequal obligations."7 Under this system, the
uncontested power of the manufacturer in his own village usually allowed him to reap
most of the economic benefits, to discourage upward mobility, and to arrogate the
patriarchal authority of his laborers’ households. Many industrial workers felt
repressed under the paternalistic shield but others found comfort and refuge from the
atomizing tendencies of industrial capitalism. Thus Scranton notes, "paternalism did
not function uniformly to render workers perpetual children of the father/firm."8 A
few firms, including the du Pont company, were able to find and maintain a
successful balance between corporate benevolence and worker autonomy. By
exploring the establishment and growth o f E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company
between 1802 and 1902, the rest of this chapter explains how this balance was
sustained and argues that the mutualistic ethic inspired the allegiance of Irish workers
and their families because it encouraged their social and economic advancement.
Eleuthere Irenee du Pont de Nemours established his manufactory for black
powder in 1802, only two years after his arrival in America.

Du Pont came to the

United States in 1800 accompanied by his father, Pierre Samuel, his elder brother,
Victor, and their wives and children.9 The senior du Pont, a famed economist and a
leading figure among the French Physiocrats, had served as inspector general of
commerce under Louis X V I and had been granted a patent of nobility in 1784.
During the French Revolution, Pierre Samuel was arrested for defending his king and
only narrowly escaped the guillotine. In 1797, he was arrested again, along with his
youngest son. By this time, the family had already agreed that emigration offered
their best hope of survival and they chose the United States as their destination.

7Scranton, 247.
8Ibid., 239.
9The party also included E. I. du Pont’s wife, Sophie, their three children,
Victorine, Evelina and Alfred; Victor’s wife Gabrielle Josephine, and their children,
Amelia and Charles; Sophie du Pont’s brother, Charles Dalmas; and Pierre Samuel’s
stepdaughter, Madame Bureaux de Pusy, and her son, Maurice. Maureen O ’ Brien
Quimby, Eleutherian Mills (Greenville: The Hagley Museum, 1973), 9.
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Pierre Samuel had been corresponding with Thomas Jefferson for years and was
impressed with the young country’s possibilities; the family had also heard fascinating
stories about the United States from Victor, who had been there twice on diplomatic
missions. They sailed from La Rochelle on October 2, 1799, and arrived off the
coast of Rhode Island on New Year’s Day, 1800.10
The family settled in Bergen Point, New Jersey, and quickly set about making
a living for themselves. Before leaving France, Pierre Samuel had formed the firm of
du Pont de Nemours, Pere et Fils et Cie. The family ultimately hoped to establish a
rural commune based upon physiocratic principles, but in the meantime, they opened
a commission house to promote trade between Europe and America."

E. I. du Pont

showed little interest in the venture. Irenee, as he was familiarly called, had studied
the manufacture of gunpowder under Lavoisier, the great French chemist, and had
worked in the government powder works at Essonne. Not long after the family’s
arrival, Irenee went out hunting with a friend and was surprised to discover the poor
quality of American-made gun powder. Having determined that American methods of
manufacture were hopelessly outdated, he resolved to build his own powder mills.
After some difficulty, Irenee convinced his father and brother that du Pont de
Nemours, Pere et Fils et Cie should back the venture. He then returned to France to

‘“Leonard Mosley, Blood Relations: The Rise and Fall of the Du Ponts of
Delaware (New York: Athaneum, 1980), 21-22. Mosley’s book contains many
accepted anecdotes about the family and the company, but should be consulted with
caution. More factual biographical and historical information is included throughout
John Beverly Riggs, A Guide to the Manuscripts in the Eleutherian Mills Historical
Library: Accessions through the Year 1965 (Greenville, DE: Eleutherian Mills
Historical Library, 1970). The early history of the family and company is told in the
Life of Eleuthere Irenee du Pont from Contemporary Correspondence, trans. from the
French by Bessie Gardner du Pont (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1925).
Among recent published works see Joseph Frazier Wall, Alfred I. du Pont: The Man
and His Family (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990).
"The physiocrats believed in a system of political and economic doctrines based
on the supremacy of nature, with land and agriculture being the prime source of
wealth and prosperity. Realizing that such a scheme would take time and money, the
family opened their commission house in New York and placed it under Victor’s
direction. Quimby, 9.
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seek additional sponsors from among the family’s many political acquaintances. On
April 21, 1801, the firm of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company was organized in
Paris, with a capital of $36,000 in eighteen shares of $2,000 each. Irenee was
authorized to construct the mills and administer the business for the shareholders.12
In September 1801, Irenee du Pont visited Delaware to investigate a site on the
Brandywine Creek, near Wilmington, as a possible location for the powder mills.
Although called a creek, the Brandywine is actually a river that originates in the hills
of southeastern Pennsylvania. It cascades down through the rolling farmlands of
northern New Castle County to a juncture with the navigable Christina River at
Wilmington and from thence, flows on to the Delaware River and bay. Between the
Pennsylvania state line and Wilmington, the river falls one hundred feet in a course of
four miles, providing an excellent source of water power.13 By 1800, the banks of
the Brandywine were well-lined with textile, grist, saw, and snuff mills. Additional
mills were situated along the Christina’s two other tributaries, the Red Clay and
White Clay creeks. Most o f these mills sent their products downstream to
Wilmington, which was already an important processing and distribution center by the
late eighteenth century.
Although a newcomer to America, Irenee could not have found a better place
to establish his powder works. The site he selected was three miles north of the city
and belonged to Jacob Broom, a Quaker miller. Broom had previously operated a
cotton factory there, but it had burned down several years earlier.

In Wilmington, as

in nearby Philadelphia and its hinterlands, Quakers controlled the milling, mercantile,
and shipping industries, and Broom was known to be a canny businessman.14 Dela
ware laws prohibited the sale of land to foreigners, so between April and June of

12Riggs, 576; Mosley, 22.
13J. Thomas Sharf, History of Delaware (Philadelphia: L. J. Richards and Co.,
1888), 760-761.
14Carol Hoffecker, Wilmington. Delaware: Portrait of an Industrial City
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia for the Eleutherian Mills-Hagley
Foundation, 1974), 8.
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1802, Irenee arranged for William Hamon, a naturalized Frenchman living in
Wilmington, to purchase the ninety-five acre property. He paid $6,740, well above
the going price for real estate. Locals were greatly amused. The site was far too
rocky for cultivation and textile mills were already plentiful, but as construction began
that summer, their amusement quickly turned to curiosity.
Irenee wasted little time. Wilmington had a small colony of French-speaking
emigres from the West Indies, and he promptly recruited their labor to dig
foundations, cut timber, and haul materials. For the actual construction of the mills,
however, he turned to skilled local craftsmen, who found his plans puzzling. The
powder rolling mills were to be built with the good, blue granite that outcropped
along the river banks. But each structure was to have only three masonry sides. The
fourth side, which faced the Brandywine, was to be framed with lightweight timbers,
as was the roof, which would slope down toward the water. In his limited English,
Irenee carefully explained to the men that the mills were designed to limit the amount
of damage caused by explosions. Powder manufacturing was an extremely dangerous
craft, but the thin front walls and sloping roofs of the mills would direct the full force
of any blast toward the river and away from the many support structures. As a
further precaution, the mills would be built in pairs, with wide areas o f open land
between them. Each set of mills was to have its own deep, fast-flowing race, which
carried water from the river to a giant wooden wheel. Inside each rolling mill, a
series of gears and shafts would transfer the water power to a pair of cast-iron
wheels, which would rotate vertically in a large, round, wooden basin. Once trained,
powder men would add various amounts of charcoal, sulphur, and saltpetre, which
had been processed elsewhere on the property, and tend the mill as its rotations
combined the ingredients.15 With these plans made clear, the workmen easily
followed Irenee’s directions and began laying the foundations that summer.
Construction proceeded slowly as bad weather, malaria, and material shortages
caused delays, but on May 1, 1804, the manufacture of gunpowder finally
commenced. Irenee proudly christened his first powder yard "Eleutherian Mills" (fig.

15Rumm, 9 and Wall, 43.
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1-1). The mills produced 1,500 barrels of powder weighing 45,000 pounds during
their first year of operation and after rigorous tests by the federal government
confirmed its superior quality, the company won a contract to supply the Army and
Navy.16 While the volume of business during the first few years continued to rise,
the company was perpetually plagued by debt. As biographer Leonard Mosely
explained, "Sales rose from $10,000 in 1804 to $43,000 in 1807, and there would
have been quite a profit at the end of each year had the customers, particularly the
federal government, paid their bills promptly."17 Instead, du Pont’s financial
situation remained precarious.
On August 15, 1807, the first explosion rocked the powder yard.

No one was

killed, but the damage severely slowed production. Another explosion came in
October 1811, just after du Pont began constructing a second set of mills downstream,
and added to the company’s financial burden. The War of 1812 offered a brief
reprieve. As government orders poured in, Irenee channeled all of his profits back
into the powder company and purchased another thirty-two acres of previously
developed land along the river. When the Hagley yard opened on this property in
1814, there were almost 100 men working in and around the powder mills.

Irenee

was also a full partner in two textile mills by this time. Du Pont, Bauduy, and
Company operated a woolen mill at Louviers, Victor du Pont’s home across the river,
and Duplanty, McCall, and Company ran a cotton manufactory in an old mill at

16Rumm, 3; Riggs, 576. Pierre Samuel du Pont had returned to France in the
spring of 1802. While there, he provided unofficial council to Thomas Jefferson,
then president, and to the American minister in Paris, Chancellor Robert Livingston.
Surviving correspondence indicates that du Pont played a significant role in the
acquisition of the Louisiana Territory from France. In gratitude for du Pont’s part in
securing the sale, Jefferson forwarded a July 1803 letter from E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company to Secretary of War Henry Dearborn along with his personal
recommendation. By the following year, when the powder mills had officially opened
for business, Dearborn placed an order for 22,000 pounds of powder. See Wall, 4551.
17Mosely, 26.
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Fig. 1-1. Sketch of Eleutherian Mills, 1806.
Drawn by Charles Dalmas (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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Hagley.18 The textile mills provided an additional source of employment for the
powder mill community, and many families had members working in both industries.
During the war years, however, most Brandywine men worked in the powder yards.
While they were trying to fill the government’s order in June 1815, another explosion
occurred, causing $20,000 more damage.19 Although the damage was largely
contained to the pounding mill, where the blast originated, this explosion caused the
first nine fatalities, including that of Patrick Dougherty.
The blast killed most of the men outright, but Dougherty lingered for several
days. Irenee du Pont and Thomas Ritchie, a fellow powder worker, were present at
the time of his death and signed an affidavit on June 13 indicating that,
The said Patrick desired . . . that in the case of his death, of which he was
then apprehensive, and which some time afterwards did actually take place,
that he wished all the money he had in the hands of his employers and all
other property of which he should die possessed, should go to and be given for
the use o f the wife or widow and children of his brother, Richard Dougherty,
who likewise lost his life by the accident aforesaid, excepting however that in
case two of his nephews for whom he had sometime since written, should
come from Ireland, then and in that case it was his desire that their passages
might be paid for and of his estate.20
An Irish immigrant, Dougherty had entered the powder yards as a common laborer on
May 21, 1807, and began boarding with his brother, Richard, and sister-in-law, Ann.
By the time of his

death eight years later, PatrickDougherty was

a press man in the

pounding mill and earned $18 per month.

18Victor du Pont settled in Delaware in 1810. Frustrated in his attempts to
establish a diplomatic career for himself in America, Victor tried his hand at several
professions before textile manufacturing. With Irenee’s support, he entered into a
partnership with Peter Bauduy, an emigre from San Domingo, and began producing
fine, merino wool cloth at Louviers in 1811. The mill initially proved successful, and
in 1813 he joined Raphael Duplanty and Archibald McCall, who were affiliated with
the powder company, and began manufacturing cotton. Although Irenee was a
partner in both firms, he left the daily operations to others. Riggs, 75-81.
19Ibid., 578; Rumm, 5.
“ Patrick Dougherty, affidavit dated 13 June 1815, New Castle County probate
records, (microfilm), Morris Library, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware.
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Like most of the men working for du Pont, Dougherty had a wage account
with the company. After all of the deductions for his funeral expenses were taken,
Irenee transferred a balance of $761.96 to Ann Dougherty’s account. Ann also
inherited $601.25 from her husband’s account, but not all widows were as financially
secure as she. Seeking to reassure his workmen that their families would always be
cared for, Irenee du Pont promised each widow a pension o f $100 a year plus free
housing for as long as she remained unmarried and lived on company property.
Several of the company’s best men had already quit in response to the explosion, but
the new policy convinced the majority to stay. Most of the jobs available to Irish
immigrants in nineteenth-century America carried the risk of death or disability, but
with du Pont, workmen had at least some security for their families.21
As the explosions demonstrated, powder manufacturing required a detailed
knowledge of which conditions were dangerous and which were safe. For this
reason, Irenee tried to recruit experienced powder men from France, but when they
proved too expensive and too troublesome, he decided to train some of the common
laborers already in his employ. In addition to the French-speaking emigres from San
Domingo, Irenee hired Irish immigrants, who he found would work for even less
money. He was skeptical about the Irish aptitude for powder making, however.
It will be, I believe, impossible to educate a skilled worker from the race of
Irish workers which they have in this country. I have employed nearly a
hundred of them this last year and in this quantity there were no more than
two whom [sic] I would want to work for me in the m ill.”
Nevertheless, by April 1804, Irenee had handpicked seven men to work in the powder
mills, and several were Irish. Their success led him to adopt training as an official
policy and by 1810, the French and Franco-American workmen were vastly
outnumbered.
After 1805, all new hands hired by the company, with the exception of
masons, wheelwrights, and other craftsmen, were assigned to general labor or outdoor

2IRumm, 100.
22E. I. du Pont to Victor du Pont, April 1803, Box 2, Series A, Group 4, WMSS.
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labor. General laborers shoveled materials, cleaned equipment, hauled supplies, dug
foundations, erected buildings, excavated races, cleared land, and mended fences.
Outdoor laborers tended livestock, planted and harvested crops, maintained orchards
and cleaned the stables. "No worker was admitted to the powder yard unless he had
been a considerable time at our outdoor work," Irenee later wrote. Under this
system, new employees were able to familiarize themselves with the layout of the
property and the flow of work. It also exposed them to the hazards of black powder
manufacturing and gave du Pont an opportunity to assess their potential and ability to
take orders.
Du Pont was a practical businessman who recognized that the successful
operation of his company depended upon a stable workforce. For this reason, he
particularly looked for workmen who were "peaceful," "steady," and "good-natured,"
and who "behaved faithfully and conducted themselves well."

He deliberately

rejected men who believed "that because they have crossed the ocean they ought to
make a rapid fortune" and made most Irish immigrants commit to a considerable
length of employment before they struck out on their own.23 In exchange, a
promising candidate could expect to be made a helper at the saltpetre refinery, the
press house, the charcoal house, the pounding mill, or the rolling mills, where he
would serve a kind of apprenticeship. In time, he would advance to second
workman, and later, head workman. Some became foremen of a particular yard,
some became company clerks or storekeepers, and others were apprenticed to
company coopers, millwrights, and machinists.
Wages rose according to occupation. Common laborers earned only $10 per
month in 1814, but full powder men earned between $23 and $27 as a flat rate.
Because the mills ran around the clock when an order had to be filled, powder men
usually earned overtime pay as well.24 William Green, for example, commenced
working for du Pont on November 17, 1818, and was listed as a powder man in the

23Rumm, 70-71.
24Ibid., 6 and 29-35, passim.
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Hagley yard by 1820. At that time he earned $20.50 per month, but overtime pay
and boarders raised his average monthly income to almost $40.

Because of the skill

and knowledge their work required, powder men comprised a small, elite group.
Receiving the highest wages, they also enjoyed such benefits as free housing. Green
became foreman of the Upper Yard on January 12, 1835, and held this position until
his death in 1847.iS Not all men were this successful, but the example provided by
Green and others led many unskilled Irish immigrants to believe that they, too, could
rise in Brandywine society.
By training and promoting workmen like William Green, Irenee hoped to
establish a feeling of "mutual satisfaction and confidence" between himself and his
employees. In his 1989 dissertation, John Rumm traced the du Pont company’s
efforts to foster a labor system based upon mutual interests to the influence of Pierre
Samuel du Pont de Nemours, the family patriarch. Pierre Samuel began life as the
son of a common Paris watchmaker and his early experiences taught him that there
were two classes of people, wage earners and profit makers. Anyone could move up
into the profit-making class, but the primary source of wealth was land. "All
workmen who are wise have large savings and buy farms," he told Irenee.26

■“Information on William Green was compiled from the following sources: Petit
ledger 1818, Acc. 500; Payroll ledger, volume 2, Nov. 1818-Jan. 1819, Acc. 320;
"List of Hands in 1820," file 48, Acc. 146; Boarding book, no. 1699, Acc. 500; Petit
ledger 1847, Acc. 500; William Green, probate inventory, 26 April 1847, New Castle
County probate records.
■“Quoted in Rumm, 68. Pierre Samuel’s belief in land-ownership was an
outgrowth of Physiocratic principles. In the first of his many influential pamphlets,
"Reflections on the Wealth of the State," Pierre Samuel neatly encapsulated not only
his own ideas about the value of property, but those of other notable French
economists. Although just twenty-three years old when he wrote the 1763 pamphlet,
du Pont had anticipated both Adam Smith and Henry George. His two key themes
were that all wealth derived from land and that a single tax on land would provide
ample revenue for the state. He also outlined his belief that the only legitimate
function of the state was to provide security for property through its police force,
army, and courts. Otherwise, the state should not interfere in the lives of its citizens,
who must be free to produce and to trade unhampered by state-supported monopolies,
tariffs, or regulations. "Reflections" soon caught the attention of Dr. Francois de
Quesnay, personal physician to the Marquise de Pompadour and one of the most
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E. I. du Pont shared his father’s convictions, and in the tradition of noblesse
oblige, promised to assist all those in his employ, saying, "It is my intent as well as
my character to better their situation as much as possible."27 The company’s policy
of promoting from within was part of this larger, paternalistic effort to encourage
upward mobility. Around 1813, Irenee also instituted a savings plan, whereby
workers in the powder yards accrued six percent interest on balances with the
company of more than $100. Du Pont helped his workmen bring their families to
Delaware, establish credit, buy land, move west, and acquire other positions as
well.28 Although lateral mobility and labor turnover were always high, these
incentives induced a core of workmen and their families to settle permanently along
the Brandywine.
Irenee du Pont’s program of direct assistance reflected the egalitarian
principles espoused by his father, yet it was also in keeping with the tenets of early
industrial paternalism. Despite ties to European feudalism, the social relations of
production that characterized emergent capitalist manufacturing stemmed from an
implicit understanding that,

powerful men at Versailles. Quesnay took the young du Pont under his wing and
encouraged him to produce additional articles, reports, and theoretical essays on the
subject of laissez-faire economics. By 1764, du Pont was editor of the Journal de
1’Agriculture, du Commerce et du Finances, and was a protege of Turgot and
Mirabeau as well as Quesnay. With his future secure, du Pont married in 1766. The
following year witnessed the birth of his first child, Victor Marie, and the publication
of his most ambitious work to date, Phvsiocracv. Drawn from classical Greek, the
new term referred to du Pont’s belief in government based upon the natural, physical
laws of the universe. "Just as Newton a century before had revealed the perfect
rationale of God’s physical laws, which had brought order to the universe out of
chaos, so now they, the Physiocrats, would apply these same scientific laws to man’s
chaotic political and economic systems and create a physiocratic paradise of peace and
plenty for all." Wall, 11-14.
27Rumm, 69.
28Ibid., 88-90. Information on assisted immigration will be presented in Chapter
2; on the property ownership o f du Pont employees in Chapter 5; and on
apprenticeships and occupational mobility in Chapter 8.
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Even in Republican America, where no nobility or rigid system of classes
arrogated to itself a monopoly of rank, there was a visible order based on the
exercise of power by men of capital. With that power came a responsibility to
use one’s position as God’s steward on Earth: to punish those who made
mistakes or behaved wrongly, as parents punished children, and to reward the
virtuous and competent.29
Like parental authority, paternalism "involved overlapping spheres of provision,
protection, and control, sometimes a vast array of services and restrictions, and on
occasion an informal and genuine commitment to fair dealing and reciprocal
concern."30 Protection involved insulating workers from the vagaries of the labor
market, baneful moral influences, and unethical conduct in the work place.
Provisions often included surety of labor, housing, stores, jobs for kin, and
occasionally, the support or creation of churches, schools and recreational facilities.
In exchange, employers expected loyalty, hard work, and total acquiescence to their
political, economic, social, and sometimes religious authority. There were other
kinds of labor management, to be sure, but since paternalism incorporated a familiar
form of authority (the pater familias) employers considered it especially appropriate
for facilitating the cultural transition o f artisanal or agricultural laborers to the
factory. For this reason, paternalism clearly assisted the growth of new
manufacturing enterprises like the powder mills. Over time, however, firms engaged
in such a sympathetic system of labor relations were eventually vulnerable to
competition from more ruthless manufacturers, whose rejection of paternalism enabled
them to adopt innovative and authoritarian procedures. As a result, employers could
only sustain paternalism in a context where the cultural transition remained necessary
or where "the absence of profit-threatening competition in the firm ’s product line
insulated both proprietors and hands from the rigors of technological and
organizational development."31 Since both of these conditions applied to the du Pont

29Anthony F. C. Wallace, Rockdale (New York: Alfred Knopf, Inc., 1978), 21.
30Scranton, 237.
31Ibid., 237 and 248.
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company in the nineteenth century, it was able to sustain its mutualistic system of
labor relations longer than most manufacturing firms.
From the historian’s perspective, paternalistic labor relations greatly enhanced
the stability of the du Pont company, but in the 1810s its long-term effects on
productivity and profits were unclear. Irenee personally supervised the yards to
reinforce his control over the manufacturing process and the unstable elements of his
workforce. However, by 1814 there was simply too much work and too many mills.
He appointed his brother-in-law, Charles Dalmas, to oversee the Hagley yard, and
recruited James Antoine Bidermann, the son of one of his major European
shareholders, to assist him at Eleutherian Mills. In addition, several other workmen
at each site were made "bosses." These changes allowed Irenee to spend more time
away from the yards and administer his growing concern. They also precipitated
another major catastrophe.
Irenee was attending to business in New York City on March 19, 1818, when
the graining house, pounding mill, and powder magazine exploded in swift
succession. This time, thirty-six people were killed including one bystander and one
workman’s wife and child. Only eight of the bodies could be identified, and a detail
of powder men was quickly formed to pick up the scattered remains o f the others.32
Summoned immediately back to the Brandywine, Irenee learned that the overseer had
been absent and that the yard foreman, who had been drinking, had ordered the
operator of the graining mill to run the machinery too quickly. In the graining mill,
men used various machines to break cakes of compressed powder into chunks, which
were then sifted through sieves into different-sized grains of powder. When the
equipment overheated, the powder in the mill ignited. The fire quickly spread to the
nearby pounding mill, where the cakes were made, and then to the magazine. This
time, most of the upper powder yard was destroyed, adding another substantial loss to
the company books. In response, Irenee immediately fired the foreman, Augustus
d’Autremont, and ordered his eldest son, Alfred Victor, home from Dickinson
College in Philadelphia to take d’Autremont’s place. Thereafter, Irenee stipulated

32Rumm, 103.
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that at least one member of his family must personally oversee the yard at all
times.33
The number and severity of these early explosions added to firm’s financial
problems. Irenee had had to borrow heavily from Philadelphia banks over the years,
and he still owed money to creditors and shareholders in France. To make matters
worse, he had assumed the debts of du Pont de Nemours, Pere et Fils et Cie, when
Pierre Samuel died in 1817. Several of Irenee’s subsidiary ventures, including the A.
Cardon and Company tannery at Hagley, the du Pont, Bauduy and Company woolen
mill, and the Duplanty, McCall and Company cotton factory were also in arrears.34
One of his original business partners, Peter Bauduy, had been accusing Irenee of
financial mismanagement since 1806, and in 1816, he filed suit in the Delaware Court
of Chancery to dissolve the powder company altogether.

In 1829, the suit was finally

settled in the company’s favor. By this time, the du Pont company employed 127
men, 335 people lived on company property, and the construction of a third powder
yard had begun.35 While in Philadelphia to meet with his creditors on October 31,
1834, Irenee collapsed on the sidewalk. He died later that day, at the age o f sixtythree.
During his life, E. I. du Pont had been "both pater familias and patron" along
the Brandywine and as such, his authority was neither shared nor disputed. After his
death, it was tacitly assumed that Alfred Victor would head the family, but the heir
apparent insisted that his brother-in-law, James Antoine Bidermann, assume control of
the company for the present. Bidermann had been Irenee’s right-hand man since
1814, and had become a member of the family by marrying Evelina du Pont in 1816.
He held the presidency of the company for only three years and in that time

3jIbid., 40-41; Harold Hancock, "Henry du Pont," Chapter I, 27-28, typescript
copy, Acc. 186; Wall, 62.
^Riggs, 75-81.
35"Population on the Property of E. I. du Pont & Co., 1829." Item no. I, File
143, Box 9, Acc. 146. There were 57 married men, 59 women, 70 single men, and
149 children in the community.
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successfully managed to pay off all of the firm’s French debts, including those of
Pierre Samuel. Bidermann never intended to stay permanently at the helm, however,
and in 1837 he sold his shares in the company and those of his wife back to the
remaining six siblings.36
During Bidermann’s brief tenure, Alfred Victor had been working in the
office, learning the administrative aspects of the business and preparing to take over.
When he assumed control of the company in 1837, Alfred vowed to continue all of
his father’s policies but he was ill-suited to the task. Although a brilliant chemist, he
had little aptitude for management or finance and would have preferred to conduct
experiments in the lab he had had built beside the company office. Shy and
introspective by nature, he left the day-to-day operations of the powder yards to his
younger brothers, Henry and Alexis. Alfred’s job was to direct sales, sign letters,
pay the bills, and keep the books. Bidermann continued to advise Alfred from his
country estate, Winterthur, but when Henry du Pont took control in 1850, the
company was once again in debt.37
By mid-century, there were four powder yards on the Brandywine with
structures and land worth nearly $500,000. While only 172 full-time employees were
engaged in the production of black powder, the population of the community had
risen to more than 2,000. The company also owned five textile mills, a keg mill, and
several farmsteads in surrounding Christiana and Brandywine hundreds, which
provided additional employment (fig. 1-2).38 The Mexican War and western

36Wall, 71.
37Ibid., 79.
38Glenn Uminowicz, "The Worker and His Community Along the Brandywine:
Methodology and Some Preliminary Observations," unpublished paper (1979), 6.
Population figures for the community are taken from the manuscript schedules of the
seventh (1850) federal census of population, microfilm, Morris Library, University of
Delaware. The powder mill community did not constitute a separate enumeration
district, but it was possible to extract the powder mill households from the schedules
for Brandywine and Christiana hundreds by modifying the work of Anthony Wallace
and Glenn Uminowicz, a student who applied Wallace’s methods to the powder mill
community. For a description of this methodology, see Wallace, 249, fnl and
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expansion had both boosted demand, and the powder yards produced 89,855 kegs in
1849 alone. Moreover, there were fifty-seven agencies throughout the United States
selling du Pont products. Despite these gains, problems and discrepancies were
increasingly evident. Another terrible explosion had occurred on April 14, 1847,
killing eighteen men and causing the worst amount of property damage in the
company’s history, but most of the firm’s financial difficulties seemed to stem from
mismanaged funds and resources. After repeated requests, the family ordered Alfred
to produce detailed balance sheets and was appalled to learn that the company’s new
debts totalled in excess of $500,000, that Alfred was incapable of keeping accurate
accounts, and that he had repeatedly used the company’s cash, credit, and workmen
for personal projects. Disturbed and disappointed, they asked Alfred to cede control
to his younger brother, Henry.39
The sixth of Irenee du Pont’s children, Henry was thirty-eight years old when
he assumed the presidency of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company in 1850. A
graduate of West Point, he was a staunch Whig, an avowed Deist, and a shrewd
businessman.

Like his brother Alfred, "Boss" Henry upheld his father’s commitment

to paternalism, but he also recognized that profits depended more on the cost of
production than on the price of the finished product.

"Cut costs enough and prices

can be cut to underbid competitors was his simple recipe for success." With these
principles in mind, Henry set out to reorganize the company.40
One of his first acts as president was to cut transportation costs by purchasing
his own Conestoga wagons to take powder kegs to market. Most of the kegs were
taken to the port at Wilmington and shipped to points north and south. Knowing that

Uminowicz, 8-13. Like Uminowicz, I extracted the homes of the du Ponts and their
employees, but my database also includes many other households, including those of
former employees, independent craftsmen, textile workers, farmers, merchants, tavern
keepers, inn keepers, and anyone else with an established tie to the powder mill
community. Thus, my final tally for 1850 was 2,064 individuals living in 365
households.
39Hancock, Chapter V III, 1-10.
■“Wall, 79-80.
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the company already owned a farm several miles north of the city along the Delaware
River, Henry decided to built his own warehouses and wharf, where kegs could more
easily be sent and shipped. To facilitate the efficient transfer of materials within the
powder mill complex, he laid railroad tracks and installed push-carts. During the
Crimean War, Henry sold powder to both England and Russia and used the profits to
improve the yards. When explosions occurred, as they inevitably did, Henry used the
opportunity to build larger structures and install new equipment. Other practices were
purely symbolic: Henry continued to use inexpensive candles and quill pens in the
office, and on his long walks around the powder yards he picked up random twigs of
willow to add to the charcoal pile. Unlike Alfred, who had seldom ventured far from
the office, Henry was a constant presence in the powder yards. "A quick nudge and
the whispered warning, ‘The Boss is right behind you!’ proved to be the most
effective safety monitoring device that the company had."41
Despite these alterations, Henry’s initial efforts to cut costs and thereby reduce
competition were limited. A cautious, conservative man at heart, he seldom approved
any change that seemed too costly or too radical. In fact, most of his improvements
had more to do with materials and administration and less with the production process
itself.

Like all of the du Pont men, Henry had served a complete apprenticeship in

the powder yards, working his way up from laborer to powder man. Although he
eventually learned every aspect of the trade, his younger brother, Alexis, was the
acknowledged master of powder manufacturing, and not even Henry dared tell him
how to run that side of the business.
Alexis du Pont and his successors made various technological and
organizational changes over the years. Elsewhere in the United States, increased
competition in the 1840s and 1850s had encouraged most employers to implement
supervision, time-keeping, and labor-saving devices as part of their efforts to increase
productivity, reduce fixed costs, and raise profits. As Stephen Thernstrom observed,
it was during this period that workers first came to be seen as an abstract "labor pool"

41Ibid., 80; and Hancock, V III, 10-28.
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and not as individuals.42 With this change in perception, working conditions usually
deteriorated. Frustrated by long hours, low wages, unsafe surroundings, and limited
occupational mobility, many American workers expressed their dissatisfaction and
outrage through increasing episodes of labor unrest. The Brandywine powder mills
did not suffer this problem. First, du Pont’s dominant position in the market
protected the company from pressures to rationalize, economize, and organize.
Second, the du Pont plant remained relatively small compared to other manufactories,
with a combined workforce o f less than 200 men. Like Patrick Dougherty and
William Green, most employees were Irish immigrants, whose extensive networks of
family and friends provided a continuous supply of unskilled labor throughout the
century and who still needed the economic and social protection that paternalism
provided. Third, and perhaps most important, the volatile nature of powder
manufacture precluded most attempts to speed up or alter the production process. As
a result, powder men were more autonomous than most Irish workers.
Whether at work or at home, residents of the powder mill community found
myriad ways to assert their independence. For example, there are frequent accounts
of men missing work because they wanted to attend social events, travel, or fulfill
personal and familial obligations. Alcohol consumption remained a crucial part of
Irish culture, and many men lost time or were discharged for drunkenness. A few
resorted to sabotage or industrial espionage when challenged by company authority,
but most were content to make only minor mischief. Workers were equally self
directed away from the powder yards. Despite the existence of a company-sponsored
school, parents had different ideas about education and often put their children to
work. Being Irish, they held different religious beliefs as well. While most of E. I.
du Pont’s heirs had converted to Episcopalian ism by the 1850s, their employees
remained staunch Catholics or Presbyterians. And finally, a significant percentage of
families simply moved away. Some individuals bought farms, moved west, served
apprenticeships in Philadelphia or Wilmington, or accompanied relatives to other

42Stephen Thernstrom, Progress and Poverty: Social Mobility in a NineteenthCenturv Industrial City (1964; reprinted New York: Athaneum, 1975), 43.
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manufacturing communities.43 The vast majority stayed, however, suggesting that
service to the du Pont company continued to offer a reasonable expectation of
success.44
The persistence of this expectation was intricately related to the distribution of
power among the company’s partners and the policies they enacted. After Alfred
Victor’s death on October 1, 1856, the company had been reorganized. Henry now
held eighteen shares, Alexis held fifteen, and the remaining twenty-four were evenly
distributed between Victorine, Sophie, Eleuthera, and Alfred’s eldest son, Eleuthere
Irenee. Alexis had always been more inclined to experimentation and innovation than
his brothers, and given the distribution of shares, the du Pont company might have
had a very different history had he not suffered an untimely death. While Alexis was
helping several workmen remove a large and heavy mixing box from a rolling mill on
August 22, 1857, a spark ignited the powder residue in the bottom of the box and
caused a chain reaction of explosions in the Upper Yard. Alexis was not killed
outright, but his leg and chest were crushed by the force of flying debris. When he

43"Stragglers’ Notebook," No. 1700, wage accounts, Acc. 500, gives reasons for
workers’ absences. Sophie du Pont’s diaries include numerous references to drinking
among the Irish workers and the problems it caused at home and at work. See her
entries for 26 August 1831, 30 May 1832, and 27 May 1832 for examples. The
Receiving Books of the Brandywine Manufacturers’ Sunday School, Acc. 389,
indicate when and why workmen were discharged and when and why workers moved
away from the community. They also provide statistics on religious affiliation and
attendance rates. Between 1816 and 1835, there were 570 children enrolled in the
school. O f these, 226 or 40 percent moved away, usually with their parents. From
1835 to 1850 there were 632 children of whom 32 percent left the community.
Additional data on labor turnover rates and the movement of temporary workers into
and out of the powder yards are discussed in Chapter 8.
““ One study found that 84 percent of the sixty-nine powder men working in the
Hagley yard in 1850 remained more than five years. The average length of
employment was twelve years. See Rumm, 123. Another study by Donald Adams
used payroll records to conclude that employment with the du Pont company
improved economic conditions for workers by offering year-round employment,
regular wages, overtime pay, and benefits. See Adams, "The Standard of Living
during American Industrialization: Evidence from the Brandywine Region, 18001860," Journal of Economic History 42 (1982), 903-917.
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died the following day, there was no one left to question Henry’s control of the
company or its direction.
Alexis’s death took its toll on the entire community, but its impact was slight
compared to that of the sectional crisis and Civil War. Most of the du Ponts were
opposed to the very thought of secession. During the Nullification crisis of 1832, E.
I. du Pont refused an order for gun powder from South Carolina, and when the same
state opened fire on Fort Sumter in 1861, Henry canceled all sales to his southern
agents. Neither did the family or the company favor war. Henry’s oldest child,
Henry Algernon du Pont, was a senior at West Point that year, and his cousin,
Samuel F. du Pont, was in charge of the Philadelphia Naval Yard. Both were soon
engaged in combat. As the war escalated, sales to the Army and Navy quickly
exceeded $1 million. Since there were only 214 men working for the company in
July 1861, production increased primarily through overtime and not through an
expansion of the workforce. Wages rose as well, and by 1863, powder men were
earning $25 to $30 a month as their base salary. In just six months, powder man
Darby McAteer earned $158, while foreman William Gibbons earned $238 and
cooper Henry Danby earned $193, yet rising prices probably limited real purchasing
power.45 At the company’s request, powder workers were exempted from military
service, but when rumors about Southern spies and saboteurs began to reach the
Brandywine, Henry petitioned the state for a military guard and quickly organized his
least essential workmen into two units of militia. As Lee’s army moved northward,
the Governor of Delaware made Henry du Pont Major General of the state militia and
stationed the home guards at the powder yards for the duration of the conflict.
Throughout the war, du Pont also managed to supply most of the domestic
market for powder, especially in the west, yet shipments of powder were frequently
seized en route and payments were routinely late. To keep up with demand, the mills
operated more or less continuously, but quality declined noticeably as volume rose.
As a result of this speed-up the packing room exploded on February 26, 1863, killing

45Figures reflect wages from January to June 1863. Wage book, 1863-1865, Acc.
500.
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thirteen men and destroying 10,000 pounds of powder. Two other explosions
followed later that year. By June of 1864, the Bureau of Army Ordnance owed more
than $350,000 and the du Pont company was forced to raise its prices in order to
meet the soaring costs of wages, materials, and repairs.46 The demands of war-time
production, then, laid the foundation for renewed attention to safety and expenses in
the 1870s.
After the Civil War, three trends began to develop that would have enormous
repercussions for workers during the last decade of nineteenth century. First, the du
Pont company began aggressively expanding and consolidating its role as leader of the
American powder industry. Dozens of small powder mills had arisen during the war
years, and beginning in 1865, the federal government began to auction its surplus
powder at rock-bottom prices. Du Pont still controlled 42 percent of the market, but
falling prices and rising competition aroused the need for some stability and order
within the industry. In 1872, Henry du Pont convinced nine other firms to join a new
Gunpowder Trade Association, or "Powder Trust," which set wages, controlled
production, and reduced competition. Lammot du Pont served as its first president,
and under his leadership, the trust forced many independent powder companies out of
business. One by one, the du Pont company bought out its smaller competitors and
secretly acquired a controlling share of its major rival, Hazard Powder. By the
1890s, the company owned full or controlling interests in powder mills in California,
New York, Georgia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Tennessee, Massachusetts, and Iowa,
making du Pont the largest powder concern in the United States, if not the world.47
Second, family members began to question whether periodic wage increases,
free housing, pension plans, and other forms of direct assistance should be based on
economic considerations or on the continuing welfare of workers. Widows’ pensions
were especially problematic, for the du Ponts genuinely felt that they owed widows
compensation, but the financial commitment was taxing. During the Civil War years

46Hancock, Chapter IX . There were a total of eight explosions in the powder
yards between 1861 and 1865.
47Riggs, 581-583; Wall, 127.
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alone, forty men were killed and by the early 1870s, the company was paying lifetime
pensions and giving free housing to thirty women.

Under pressure from his relatives,

Henry held widows’ pensions to a maximum of $500, and limited annuities and free
housing to a period of five years. By 1880, there were only twelve widows
remaining on the company rolls.48
The third trend originating in the 1870s concerned safety and efficiency in the
powder yards. Lammot du Pont, Alfred Victor’s second-oldest son and the next heirapparent, began conducting studies of labor efficiency in the powder yards. He
discovered that many powder workers were shirking their duties and neglecting safety
precautions. According to his cousin and colleague, Francis Gurney du Pont, the
powder men had become "a set of lazy rascals who think themselves hard worked to
do 1/4 hour work out of every hour."49 Although metal was taboo in the powder
yards, workers sometimes used copper and iron hammers instead o f the wooden ones
that were required. Matches, tobacco, coins, penknives, and shoes with nailed soles
were also prohibited, but workmen found ways to smuggle these items into the mills.
Further reports indicated that some equipment was being run too quickly and that
some employees were deliberately using improper procedures. Most workers simply
viewed these infringements as shortcuts. To the company, such negligence could and
often did cause explosions. Based on these findings, Henry authorized additional
safety precautions as well as several new labor-saving machines, but he still refused
to adopt any of the time-saving measures.50 Crucial aspects of the powder making
process thus remained the domain of highly skilled, autonomous workmen even as
other aspects of production became increasingly streamlined.
When Boss Henry died in 1889, the presidency passed to his nephew, Eugene.
The other four partners were Eugene’s two brothers, Alexis I., Jr. and Francis
Gurney du Pont, and Boss Henry’s two sons, Henry Algernon and William, but actual

48Rumm, 111-112, 117-118.
49Quoted in Rumm, 166.
50Ibid., 126-127; Hancock, Chapter X , 61-62.
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control of the business was shared by Eugene and Francis, called Frank. Their
father, Alexis I. du Pont, Sr. had earned the love and respect of the powder men by
working long hours beside them. Eugene and Frank both preferred the iaboratory
over the powder yards, however, and consequently the brothers were "not liked by
the working people" as well as their father or Uncle Henry.51 In fact, their cousin,
Lammot, would have been the preferred choice to succeed Henry as president, but
conflicts over the direction of the main company had encouraged Lammot to found a
subsidiary of his own in 1880. Technically a joint venture between du Pont, Hazard,
and Laflin and Rand, the Repauno Chemical Company manufactured dynamite in New
Jersey. No one had expected Lammot to stay away indefinitely, and when he was
killed in an explosion in 1884, Boss Henry had to groom another successor. Henry
Algernon du Pont had long headed the sales division and assumed that he would take
command after his father’s death in 1889, but his brother, William, blocked this
move. Boss Henry’s two sons were fourteen years apart in age and a deep-seated
antagonism existed between them. As a result, the mantle of leadership fell to
Eugene du Pont, the company’s general manager and eldest of the three remaining
partners.52
Eugene became a partner in 1863 at the age of twenty-three but his long years
of service to the company had not prepared him for the role of president. A quiet
and somewhat aloof man, he was fond of research and received two patents for an
improved type of charcoal. Eugene also authorized the construction of a new plant at
Carney’s Point, New Jersey for the development and production of a smokeless gun
powder. Despite these contributions, "Eugene’s administration meant stagnation."

5IRumm, 152. Various sources suggest that the close interaction between
members of the du Pont family and workmen in the powder yards contributed to the
feelings of loyalty, familiarity and affection that tied management and labor. As
domestics, cooks, and nannies, women also established close relationships with the du
Ponts. See, for example, Rumm, 104-105; Wall, 80-81; and Glenn Pryor, "Workers’
Lives at the Du Pont Powder Mills, 1877-1912," (B.A. thesis, University of
Delaware, 1977, 7-8.
S2W all, 137.
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Like Boss Henry, Eugene was unwilling to delegate authority yet he lacked the
aggressive vision that had given vitality and direction to Henry’s dictatorial rule.
Having lived most of his adult life in the shadow of his father and uncle, Eugene was
satisfied to maintain the status quo, instead.53
While Eugene assumed the administrative duties o f the presidency, Frank took
charge of day-to-day operations. Second only to Lammot du Pont in terms of his
chemical knowledge, Frank was "conservative," "authoritarian," "pious," and
"demanding."54 Also like Lammot, Frank believed that management should direct
the manufacturing process, and his efforts to tighten control and boost efficiency
raised the level of "ill feeling" among the workmen.

He stopped paying wages during

slack periods, laid off twelve long-standing employees, and brought in outsiders to
construct a new building on company property. Seldom present in the powder yards,
himself, Frank asked an assistant, Pierre Gentieu, to keep him informed of the men
and their problems. The period of "mutual interests" was ending and workers knew
it. Some responded by forming a secret society, the "Never Sweats," and turned to
arson, threats of violence, and anonymous letters for redress. The protesters held
Frank du Pont personally responsible for reneging on his family’s pledge of security
and on December 26, 1889, they set fire to one of the company’s barns. Additional
fires soon followed, and sources have even suggested that the Never Sweats caused
the explosion of 1890.

"Arson," said convicted barn-burner Edward Clark, "was the

only way to get square as you were not sure of employment from one day to another
with Frank du Pont. "55 Only a small number of du Pont employees participated in
the barn burnings, and those actually convicted were masons and carpenters, not

53Ibid., 146.
^Ibid., 148-149.
55Rumm, 176. The events surrounding the barn-burnings are described in Rumm,
173-190 and Pryor, 50-55. Frank du Pont hired Pinkerton detectives to infiltrate the
community. One of their agents, a woman who posed as a dressmaker, sent regular
reports to the company. These are found in Box 4, Acc. 1503.
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powder men. Nevertheless, the 1890s marked an important turning point in
employer-employee relations.
Although the Brandywine community was never as isolated or self-sufficient as
some studies have suggested, increasing contact with the city of Wilmington played an
important role in the decline of familiar paternalism at the du Pont powder mills. E.
I. du Pont deliberately chose a secluded spot for his manufactory, but travel to the
city of Wilmington, just three miles away, rose steadily over the decades. The
Wilmington City Railway Company extended its trolley service to Rising Sun Lane in
1864, and the Wilmington and Northern Railway ran a spur line to Wagoner’s Row in
1884 (fig. 1-3). By the 1890s, monthly wages averaged from $40 to $50 and with
house rents ranging between $24 and $60 per year, many families used their
discretionary income to shop, dine, and socialize in town. As rows of inexpensive
and moderately-priced housing arose along the railway lines, some workers bought
property within city limits and commuted to the powder mills. Cheap public
transportation also facilitated the employment of unskilled Italian laborers, whom the
new managers increasingly preferred to the established Irish workforce.

In Alfred I.

du Pont’s opinion, "An Italian will do what he is told, whereas an Irishman is apt to
get to thinking of some way to do it better."56 Some of the Italians even moved
their families out of the city and into the newly-vacant company houses of the
upwardly-mobile Irish, but others preferred Wilmington’s ethnic neighborhoods. At
the same time, other residents of the Brandywine began commuting to jobs in the city.
James Toy’s father was a carpenter in the railroad car shops. "You couldn’t get him
into powder," Toy recalled.

Richard Rowe’s father was a carriage painter.

"I don’t

know the name of the man he learned his trade with," Rowe said in an 1968
interview, "but I do know he had to walk to town." Eleanor Kane’s uncle and
cousins also learned their trades in Wilmington.

"I don’t think they ever worked in

the powder mill. Uncle Huey came to a leather morocco factory at Second and
Madison . . . I think the training period was two or three years." Her grandfather,

S6Rumm, 233. This quote also appears in Pierre Gentieu’s "Reminiscences," Acc.
207, page 13.
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Fig. 1-3. Map of powder yards and workers’ housing, ca. 1890.
Taken from Glenn Porter, The Worker’s World at Haglev (1981).
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powder man Dan Dougherty, gave Huey carfare for the trolley, but he saved the
money and walked both ways. Eventually, Huey "had Bar and Dougherty
Leatherworks at Sixth and Church and it was, well, he was successful. The other son
was a molder."57 After the Civil War, Wilmington’s most significant industries
were ship and railroad car building, foundry work, tanning, and carriage making,
which offered well-paying and safer alternatives to work in the powder mills.58
Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, both family and
company maintained their base in Delaware. On October 7, 1890, the Upper Yard at
the home plant exploded for the last time. Twenty people were injured and twelve
were killed, including a grandmother and her two-year-old grandchild. As one
resident recalled,
I was a mile and a half from the yard. When we heard the explosion we were
let out of school, and we ran to the Upper Yard to see it. The houses were all
demolished. I saw a lady out on the roof of a house on a bed tick, as we
called them. She was dying. Her name was Rose Ann Dougherty. She had a
boardinghouse there. Her husband had been killed in the powder [mills] years
before.59
The mills and most of their support structures, including the entire Upper Banks
community of workers’ houses, were practically levelled by the blast. Du Pont
offered pensions to the victims’ families and reimbursed them for medical care and
funeral expenses. This time, it did not rebuild the site. The decision was typical
both of the company’s new management and the times.
During the 1890s, the mills along the Brandywine continued to produce the
best black powder in the United States, but the facilities were no longer up to date.
Some of the younger partners, especially Pierre S. du Pont and Alfred I. du Pont,
recognized the need for new machinery, newer building designs, and a more efficient

57James F. Toy interview, 1964; Richard F. Rowe interview, 1968; and Eleanor
Kane interview, 1984.
58Hoffecker, 19.
59Quoted in Glenn Porter, The Workers’ World at Haglev exhibition catalogue
(Greenville, DE: Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation, 1981), 56.
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and rational system of movement for materials. They also saw new opportunities for
growth in the manufacture of high explosives and smokeless powder. The senior
partners, by contrast, were more interested in improving the manufacture of gun
powder for the average American sportsman. Despite the importance of Army and
Navy contracts during wartime, the general public was the du Pont company’s best
customer and as long as the mills were able to satisfy this demand, innovations were
deemed unnecessary. As assistant superintendent of the Upper Yard, Alfred I. du
Pont implemented some mechanical improvements, often without the approval of
either Eugene or Frank, but for the most part, "the dead hand of the past laid heavily
upon all operations. n6°
The opportunity for change came when Eugene du Pont suddenly died on
January 28, 1902. Once again, the family members had difficulty deciding who
should take over next. Neither Frank nor Alexis, Eugene’s brothers, were in good
health, so the family offered the presidency to Henry A. du Pont, Boss Henry’s son.
This time, Cousin Henry declined, saying he was more interested in his political
career. As the remaining partners squabbled, rumors began to circulate that the firm
would be sold to a competitor, Laflin and Rand. Upon hearing this rumor, Alfred I.
du Pont, the eldest son of the eldest son of the founder’s eldest son, claimed the
presidency as his birthright. He offered to buy the company, but the partners
considered him too young and inexperienced for the job. They relented only after
Alfred convinced two of his older cousins to join him at the helm.

Frank and Alexis

resigned and on February 26, 1902, the firm was formally reorganized with T.
Coleman du Pont as president and Pierre S. du Pont and Alfred I. du Pont as vicepresidents.61 Under their dynamic leadership, the powder company would soon
become a chemical giant.
The Du Pont Company celebrated its centennial anniversary on July 4, 1902.
Festivities at the home plant included a picnic, shooting matches, music, dancing,

“ Wall, 165-166.
61Rumm, 196-97.
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games, and fireworks. To commemorate the event, 248 men, representing the total
full-time workforce at that site, presented the new managers with a signed document,
which resolved "That the record of one hundred years in the manufacture of
gunpowder made by the Du Pont Company as a family is also shared with pride by
many of the employees whose fathers and grandfathers have been identified with the
history of the works."62 With sixty-six years to his credit, octogenarian Gilbert
Mathewson, Jr., had the longest record of service among the document’s signers.
Mathewson and his brother, George, began working in the powder yard in November
1837. Their father, Gilbert, Sr., had come to the Brandywine from Ireland and
established himself with the company by 1809. Although an accident in 1824 or 1825
prevented Gilbert, Sr., from becoming a powder man, his namesake eventually
became superintendent of the Lower Yard.63 In keeping with the paternalistic,
mutualistic ethic that governed life and work in the powder mill communities, four
generations of the Mathewson family enjoyed long and distinguished careers with the
company. Like Pierre Samuel du Pont, they benefitted from the benevolence of their
patrons and lifted themselves and their families out of one social category and into
another. In exchange for this assistance, the Mathewsons offered the du Ponts
loyalty, gratitude, and respect. Other powder mill families also followed this upward
path, but by 1902 the shift toward more modern methods of labor management and
production was well underway. While millions of Americans would eventually enjoy
"better things for better living through chemistry," the familiar, nineteenth-century
paternalism of the du Pont company had come to an end.

POSTSCRIPT
Between 1902 and 1907, Du Pont absorbed an additional 108 competitors and
increased its number of plants from five to more than fifty. The number of

62"Centennial Resolution of the Du Pont Company, 1902." No. 946, Part 2,
Series II, Acc. 500.
“ Wage accounts, No. 1700, Acc. 500; Petit ledgers, 1812-1846, Acc. 500; F. L.
Mathewson Interview, 1968.
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employees also swelled, rising from approximately 900 in 1902 to 7,400 in 1912.64
Although the company had never faced a legitimate challenge from organized labor,
Du Pont had its first unionized plants by this time, acquired when it bought
companies that were already organized. Alfred I. du Pont adhered to the tenets of
nineteenth-century paternalism and took steps to reestablish the mutualistic compact,
but he felt unions were an affront to his authority.65 "Never had no union at all in
my time," recalled John Peoples.

"Never had no trouble, even after an

explosion."66 John A. Dougherty, grandson of the aforementioned Rose Ann
Dougherty, agreed.
Union organizers never got to first base. I only know of one case where they
tried it, and my dad was in on that, and they couldn’t get him. This Charlie
Godfrey lost out on it. . . . Godfrey was practically an illiterate. Well, they
started this union business. This was stuff that was more or less under cover
that the outsiders didn’t know. Being a sort of an ignorant chap, he started to
shoot his face off, and what they were going to get, and my Dad told him, he
said, "Dodgie, "--that’s what they called him--"You’d better damn sight keep
your big mouth shut." Well, he didn’t. He went out on strike but he never
came back. Never got back in the company.67
Although workers at the home plant went out on strike in 1906, seeking an eight-hour
day, better pay, and union representation, they were soon defeated. It was the only
significant effort to organize in the history of that site. By 1910, it was clear that an
"insurmountable gulf" existed between Du Pont managers and workers.68 The
demands of World War I and the post-war recession only intensified the companywide drive for efficiency and control, and in 1921 Du Pont decided to close its
original Brandywine powder yards. As the director of the Hagiey Museum and

64Rumm, 211-215.
65Ibid., 233-235.
66John Peoples, interview, 1952. Peoples was born in 1871 in Squirrel Run.
67John A. Dougherty, interview, 1956.
68A full account of the 1906 strike is found in Rumm, 265-277.
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Library commented, "they and the way of life they represented had both become
something of an anachronism."69

69Porter, 15.
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CHAPTER II
THE TIES TH A T BIND:
F A M IL Y NETWORKS AND IRISH IM M IG R A TIO N TO TH E B RA N DYW IN E

Edward Beacom came to the Brandywine from Ireland and began working in
the saltpetre refinery on March 2, 1872. A farmer by trade, Beacom had been bom
and reared in County Fermanagh in the northern province of Ulster (fig. 2-1). With a
good education and a talent for making "rapid calculations," he decided that
opportunities for advancement were probably better in the United States than in his
homeland. His sister, Elizabeth Ward, already resided in the powder mill
community, and after a brief exchange of letters he resolved to join her in Delaware.
Ward ran a small boarding house in her home along Squirrel Run and Beacom lived
there before his 1881 marriage to another Irish emigrant, Maria Abrahams.
According to his daughter, Elizabeth, Beacom "kept his contacts with friends and
relatives in Ireland" and helped many of them emigrate to Delaware as well.
He wrote them and sent them newspapers and he brought a lot of relatives
over here. M y cousin, Sarah Cordner, came over and went to work for Mrs.
Henry du Pont and Miss Evelina du Pont. Then there were three sisters who
came over and my mother brought them to our place. Then John Cordner,
who was Sarah’s brother, came to our house. Maggie Martin wrote to my
father and asked him to let her come over, and he said she had to ask her
mother if she could come, and if her mother said she could come, then my
father would let her come. She came and often tells about how she came.
She had a sheaf of wheat on the top of her hat and she carried a cloth bag in
her hand. That was all the baggage she had. She walked up Rising Sun
[Lane] and along the Brandywine. She walked all the way. M y father was to
meet her but she got in too soon. She came on by herself and she recognized
Mrs. Stevenson because she had come from Ireland and she asked [her] for
directions."1

‘Elizabeth Beacom interview, 1967.
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Maggie Martin, in turn, helped her mother and father emigrate to the Brandywine.
They eventually lived in Squirrel Run, too.
Like Edward Beacom, Sarah Cordner, and Maggie Martin, most Irish
immigrants came to the powder mill community for one o f two reasons: they had a
job or a relative waiting for them. The two were linked, for as historians repeatedly
have shown, families formed the primary occupational network for immigrant
communities.2 Tamara Hareven, in particular, was one of the first scholars to
explain how kinship systems helped pre-industrial peoples accommodate themselves to
the rhythms of factory life.

Yet family networks also served several important non

economic functions. By promoting the resettlement of family and close friends in this
country, they sustained ties between Ireland and the United States, reinforced certain
traditional beliefs and behaviors, and contributed to the inculcation of new ones. To
place this interpretation into its proper context, this chapter will briefly review the
conditions that caused so many Irish to emigrate and evaluate the role o f the du Font
company in facilitating migration to Delaware. By cross-linking a variety of different
sources, it will then reconstruct the affiliative relationships that existed between
workers at the du Pont powder mills and the individuals whom they helped emigrate.
As a result of this investigation, the chapter is able to amend three long-standing
conclusions about Irish immigration: first, the movement of famine refugees was
enabled by the existence of family networks that had been established forty years
earlier and that persisted into the twentieth century; second, the degree to which Irish
immigrants migrated as individuals has been somewhat exaggerated; and third, while
the emigrants’ traditional Irish Catholic worldview and concomitant reliance on family
networks did mediate Irish acculturation in important ways, the fact that most powder

2ExampIes include Tamara Hareven, Family Time and Industrial Time: The
Relationship between the Family and Work in a New England Industrial Community
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1982); Brian C. Mitchell, The Paddv
Camps: The Irish of Lowell. 1821-1861 (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1988);
Stanley Nadel, Little Germany: Ethnicity. Religion, and Class in New York Citv.
1845-80 (Urbana: University of Chicago Press, 1990); Carole Turbin, Working
Women of Collar Citv: Gender. Class, and Community in Trov. New York. 1864-86.
(Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1992).
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mill families originated in Ulster may have predisposed residents of this community to
adopt modern, bourgeois values like individual initiative, personal responsibility, and
independence from traditional restraints.
More than seven million Irish men and women came to the United States
between 1740 and 1922. In what has been hailed as the most recent, definitive study
of Irish immigration to date, historian Kerby Miller demonstrates that most Irish
emigrants voluntarily left Ireland in search of better social and economic
opportunities, but perceived their situation as one of forced exile. Using more than
6,000 letters written by Irish emigrants as evidence, he determined that the exile motif
was not just a rhetorical device. Rather, it was a complex ideological defense against
the sense of change and potential misfortune associated with immigration to a new
country. Drawing on the works of structural anthropologists like Claude LeviStrauss, Miller further argues that the exile motif was rooted in a distinctive IrishCatholic worldview, which not only predated both the English conquest and the mass
emigrations of the modern period, but applied to almost all Irish emigrants, regardless
of economic level, geographic region, religious affiliation or date of departure.3
According to Miller, this traditional worldview made Irish Catholics resistant
to change and thus to the adoption of modern values. Much of this argument rests on
a Weberian view of religion, which defines Catholicism as being incompatible with
industrial capitalism and the acquisitive individualism associated with it. Many
scholars have used this paradigm successfully to explain the conservatism of various
working-class Irish Catholics, but recent work by Michael Novak and Colin Campbell
persuasively argues that there is a creative, dynamic aspect of Catholicism, which is
indeed conducive to modern values and behavior under the right social and political
conditions.4 This so-called "Catholic ethic," moreover, derives from the same Judeo-

3Kerby Miller, Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and the Irish Exodus to North
America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 5-6 and 7-8.
4Although a full discussion of these works is beyond the scope of this study, the
most relevant points can be summarized as follows: 1) Intrigued by a recognition that
the consumer revolutions of the United States and Great Britain were stimulated by
the demands of an overwhelmingly Protestant bourgeoisie, Campbell determined that
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Christian belief system that gave rise to the well-known Protestant version. Because

Protestantism must have within it two impulses, one conducive to asceticism and the
pragmatic, rational, single-minded pursuit of wealth, and another favorable to the
emergence of an imaginative, sentimental, and self-illusory form of hedonism. This
"romantic ethic," in turn, promotes a "spirit of modern consumerism," which works
in conjunction with Weber’s Puritan ethic to foster capitalist development. 2)
Drawing on Joseph Schumpeter’s critique of Weber, Novak similarly concluded that
capitalism itself has two complementary "spirits," one rational, industrious, and
accumulative, the other imaginative, innovative, and daring. Catholicism is
compatible with this visionary side of capitalism because it shares "a confidence in the
creative capacity of the human person," where each individual is called by God to
become a co-creator. Novak further argues that the Catholic’s belief in the
sacramental dimension of everyday life makes him better attuned to his creative
potential than the "otherworldly" Protestant. To amplify this argument, he uses the
term "Catholic ethic" as a counterbalance to Weber’s "Protestant ethic," but Novak
admits that the spirit or Geist he is describing is rooted in the Judeo-Christian
tradition. 3) Reconciling these points, we can see that Protestantism also derives
from the Judeo-Christian tradition, and that if it has two complementary impulses,
then so must Catholicism. And if Catholicism has an affinity for capitalism and
modern, acquisitive behavior, then we need to re-evaluate the relationship of Irish
workers to the dominant culture of nineteenth-century America.
Novak suggests that the tendency of twentieth-century scholarship to treat
Catholicism as inherently anti-capitalistic has been aided by the negative view of
capitalism expressed by the Catholic Church. Most Catholic intellectuals have blamed
Protestantism for capitalism and its attendant social problems, but their real point of
contention was the mindless pursuit of wealth for its own sake, not capitalism itself.
Under the conservative papal leadership of Pius IX , an anti-modern view held sway
for most of the nineteenth century. Pius IX died in 1878, however, and the College
of Cardinals elected Vincenzo Gioacchino Pecci to the papacy. As Leo X II, Pecci
issued the 1891 encyclical, Rerum Novarum ("The Spirit of Revolutionary Change,"
also called "The Condition of Labor"), which constitutes the first official statement by
the Vatican concerning the affinity between Catholicism and capitalism. The
presumed opposition between Catholicism and capitalism may also explain why
Catholics remain on the margins of American history despite their numbers and
cultural influence. See Michael Novak, The Catholic Ethic and the Spirit of
Capitalism (New York: The Free Press, 1993); Colin Campbell, The Romantic Ethic
and the Spirit of Modern Consumerism (London: Basil Blackwell, 1987); and Leslie
Woodcock Tender, "On the Margins: The State o f American Catholic History,"
American Quarterly 45, no. 1 (March 1993): 104-127. A recent review essay makes
similar points about the existence of a distinctive Catholic culture in America, and the
recognition by those who do study it that "an awareness of the sacramental dimension
of everyday life" is what sets Catholics apart from Protestants. See Debra Campbell,
"Flannery O ’Connor is not John Updike," American Quarterly 43, no. 2 (June 1991):
333-340.
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of the peculiar social, economic, and political conditions that characterized nineteenthcentury Ireland, most of the Irish who emigrated to America probably did tend to
favor "communalism over individualism, custom over innovation, conformity over
innovation, fatalism over optimism, passivity over action, dependence over
independence, and nonresponsibility over responsibility," but their conservative
outlook was neither inherent nor immutable.5 As countless community studies have
shown, there was a large and diverse Irish Catholic middle class in the United States
by mid-century, and working people took especial pride in the achievements of those
Irish who increasingly managed to climb even higher. While fewer in number than
their Protestant counterparts, the successes of a Henry C. Carey, a Marcus Daly, or a
Joseph Kennedy attest to the affinity that some Irish Catholics had for the capitalist
system. Like the Irish iron workers of Troy, New York, later chapters will show
how the Irish Catholics living along the Brandywine slowly came to share in
America’s "dominant liberal social and political ideology of progress," with its
emphasis on success, status and security, even as they upheld traditional,
communitarian values.5 The beginnings of this transition, however, can perhaps be
traced to the process of emigration itself.
The roots of Irish emigration stretch deep into Irish history. Despite repeated
efforts by outsiders to conquer Ireland, the island and its people were as politically
fragmented in the sixteenth century as they had been in the twelfth. Many Irish
chieftains never submitted to Anglo-Norman authority, and many conquerors
assimilated into Irish society through intermarriage. The primary impulse for
unification came under the Tudor monarchs, particularly Henry V III, who sought to

5Miller, 111.
6DanieI J. Walkowitz, Worker City. Company Town: Iron and Cotton-Worker
Protest in Trov and Cohoes. New York. 1855-84 (Chicago: University of Illinois
Press, 1978), 253; See also David M. Emmons, The Butte Irish: Class and Ethnicity
in an American Mining Town. 1875-1925 (Chicago: University of Illinois Press,
1989).
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subordinate both Gaels and Anglo-Norman descendants to the crown. Henry’s break
with the Catholic Church in 1534 intensified the conflict by politicizing religious
differences between the English and Irish.

Negative reaction to the Reformation was

especially strong in Ireland, as the Anglo-Norman, or Old English, and native Irish
formed a unified front against this dual threat to their property and faith. The militant
fervor of Counter-Reformationists in Ireland convinced the newly Protestant English
that all Catholics were enemies of English rule. Religious differences, then, were
used to justify the wholesale confiscation o f Catholic property, to create new
"plantations" like Ulster, and to resettle the plantations with Protestant loyalists.
In response to these changes, one o f the largest Catholic uprisings occurred in
1641, while England was embroiled in its Civil War. English and Irish Catholics
were quickly crushed by Cromwell’s army.

One-third of all Catholics in Ireland died

as a result of the wars, and many more emigrated to the continent. An unknown
number of political prisoners was forcibly sent to the British colonies as slaves and
indentured servants. The Cromwellians prohibited the Catholic Mass, destroyed
Catholic churches and monasteries, exiled all priests from Ireland, and ruthlessly
confiscated Catholic lands. By 1658, Catholics owned barely 20 percent of all the
land in Ireland and that land was located primarily in the bleak, infertile province of
Connaught.
After the restoration of the Stuarts in 1660, some of the religious prohibitions
against Catholics were lifted. Although once again permitted to practice their faith
openly, Irish Catholics were still excluded from political participation, and all
confiscated lands remained in Protestant hands. In 1685, however, a Catholic again
ascended to the throne of England. In exchange for Irish support in his conflicts with
Parliament, James II appointed Catholics to prominent civil and military positions.
Within a few years, however, his "conflicts" had escalated into the Glorious
Revolution. Irish forces, loyal to James II, were eventually subdued by William of
Orange (later William III) at the famous battle of the Boyne River in 1690.
This time, Catholic defeat was total, and vindictive Irish Protestants passed a
new series of penal laws. After 1703, Catholics were not permitted to purchase land.
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vote, hold office, serve in the militia, engage in certain kinds o f commerce or trades,
enter the professions, or live in towns without paying a high fee. Bishops were
banned, and all priests had to register with British authorities. No new priests were
admitted into the country, and all Catholic educational facilities were closed.
Moreover, Catholics were no longer permitted to pass land on to a single heir. By
requiring that the few remaining Catholic estates be divided up amongst ail the heirs,
the new penal laws effectively undermined whatever collective value the property
possessed. Finally, Protestant officials promised rich rewards to informers in an
effort to enforce these laws, often in the form of portions of the offending Catholics’
estates. As a result, Catholics owned less than five percent of Irish land by 1750.
Throughout the eighteenth century, most Irish Protestants believed that
enforcing the penal laws was absolutely necessary to maintaining their control.
Despite the influx of English and Scottish settlers between 1690 and 1715, Protestants
comprised only 27 percent of the total population in Ireland. Most of these settlers
lived in the northeastern province of Ulster, making it extremely difficult to enforce
the laws elsewhere, but Protestant fears soon proved unfounded. While greatly
outnumbered by the Catholic majority, their early control of the economic and
political structure had given English Protestants complete dominion over the Emerald
Isle.
Like other British possessions, Ireland experienced a period of economic
growth between 1750 and 1800. The seaports of Dublin, Belfast, and Cork
flourished, and new transportation networks connected rural regions with new markets
and new goods. As a result of its expanding commercial economy, Ireland had a
consumer revolution akin to that of Great Britain and the American colonies.
According to Kerby Miller, material comforts and an ambitious, entrepreneurial spirit
were both becoming widespread during this period, but they did not reach all levels of
Irish society.7 A small group of proprietors and long-lease holders controlled more

7Although Ireland prospered as a nation, her subordinate relationship to England
meant that she merely supplied raw materials and a ready market. Except for the
linen industry of the northeast, few manufacturing enterprises were developed in preFamine Ireland, and most of Irish society remained tied to an agricultural system
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than 95 percent of the land by 1800, and their drive for profits led them to redirect its
use along more export-oriented lines. By enclosing large areas of land for pasture,
these "commercial" farmers hoped to increase acreage and maximize production.
Coupled with a steadily rising population, these new patterns o f land use intensified
competition for the remaining farms. At the bottom levels o f Irish society, thousands
of tenant farmers and laborers turned to supplementary cottage industries. Wives and
children had always contributed to the domestic economy, but rapidly rising rents
gave their labor new purpose. The rural market became more important as well, and
farming families increasingly sold all of the agricultural products they could spare.
Amidst these endeavors, the processes of modernization continued unabated. By the
early decades of the nineteenth century, the majority of Irish families had only two
logical alternatives: permanent emigration abroad or rural pauperization at home.
Frustrated by a series of devastating famines and wholesale evictions, most Irish men
and women chose the former. Thus began a mass exodus that would continue for the
next hundred years.8
The character of Irish emigration varied greatly from 1740 to 1922, but the
occurrence o f the Great Famine from 1845 to 1849 provides historians with a simple
way of categorizing changes in immigrants’ motives and composition over time. The
nineteenth century can be neatly divided into three distinct periods of migration: 1800
to 1844, 1845 to 1855, and 1856 to 1900. The first wave of emigrants was largely
from Ulster, the most developed and commercialized province in Ireland at the time.
American port officials in 1820 recorded that 20 percent of recent Irish arrivals were
farmers, 22 percent were artisans, 10 percent were tradesmen and professionals, and
only 21 percent were common or agricultural laborers. By 1828, this demographic
pattern had shifted and almost 48 percent of the Irish passengers who disembarked at
the port of New York were artisans. As their occupations suggest, most of these
individuals were young men travelling alone. Influenced in part by the economic

which "made the great mass of rural dwellers superfluous." Ibid., 33.
8The preceding paragraphs have been condensed from "The Making of the
Emigrants’ Ireland," Part One of M iller’s book.
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recession following the end of the Napoleonic wars, they emigrated in search of better
social and economic opportunities. Whether Protestant or Catholic, they left Ireland
of their own accord, but Orangemen were clearly in the majority.9
Local observers found this pattern of departure puzzling, for it was Catholics
who had the most cause to leave Ireland. Although they comprised 70 to 80 percent
of the pre-famine population, Irish Catholics bore the greatest socio-economic and
political burdens. But as Miller explains, they also upheld a pre-modern mentality,
which defined the universe as static and tradition-bound, and its inhabitants as the
passive recipients of whatever bounties or ills God saw fit to ordain. Compared to
their Protestant neighbors, Catholics appeared "more communal than individualistic,
more dependent than independent, more fatalistic than optimistic, more prone to
accept conditions passively than to take initiatives for change, and more sensitive to
the weight of tradition than to innovative possibilities for the future."10 Believing
that God would provide for their needs, if not their wants, they especially seemed to
lack a sense of personal ambition, the trait most necessary for emigration abroad. By
the 1830s, the increasing impact of commercialization and Anglicization throughout
Ireland increasingly challenged the relevance o f their traditional worldview, and more
Catholics decided to emigrate. Most Catholics who left before 1844, however, were
associated with urban or commercial districts like Ulster and were already predisposed
towards change.11

9Ibid., 195-96. Organized in 1601 by James I, Ulster was the first successful
plantation in Ireland. Many of the Ulster settlers were Presbyterians from Scotland
and were dispossessed smallholders themselves. Hostile to the established Church of
Ireland (Anglicanism), and with distinct cultural traditions of their own, they
established a long-standing pattern of ethnic and religious separation in northern
Ireland.
10Ibid., 107.
“ Ibid., 240. An 1834 census of religion found 6,428,000 Catholics (80 percent).
825,000 Anglicans, 642,000 Presbyterians, and 22,000 other Protestant dissenters,
namely Quakers and Methodists.
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The decision to leave Ireland represented a fundamental shift in outlook for
Catholics because, as Miller noted, emigration demanded active, modern values like
individual initiative, personal responsibility, and independence from traditional
constraints. Steeped in a society that equated these qualities with Protestantism and
English oppression, Irish Catholics who exhibited such non-traditional behavior had to
justify their actions. Because exile connoted the absence, even the opposite, of
modern values and forms of behavior, they seized upon its rhetoric as a way of
rationalizing their decision to emigrate and assuring themselves that they had not
deliberately abandoned their cultural heritage. Caught between the forces of stasis
and change, the Irish were a people in transition, and the exile motif helped them
resolve the tension between "older pressures for conformity and the thrust to modern,
individualistic behavior."12 Though the Irish response to emigration clearly
gravitates toward the "traditional" end of the behavior spectrum, there is no reason to
assume that they resolved every crisis in this fashion.

Nor is there cause to believe

that all Irish Catholics responded alike. General tendencies notwithstanding, the
range of Irish behavior was wide.
Most scholars agree that the Great Famine of the 1840s spurred the
modernization of Ireland by removing those Irish men and women who were most
likely to retain traditional or pre-modern beliefs and customs. Emigration rates were
highest in south Ulster, east Connaught and the Leinster midlands, rural districts that
were impoverished by the potato blight but not so destitute that their residents could
not afford passage overseas.13 Craftsmen, shopkeepers, comfortable farmers, and
petty entrepreneurs composed a sizeable minority of the famine migrants, but the

I2Miller, 123-4. Also see Kerby A. Miller and Bruce D. Boling, "Golden Streets,
Bitter Tears: The Irish Image of America During the Era of Mass Emigration,"
Journal of American Ethnic History 10, nos. I and 2 (Fall 1990-Winter 1991): 16-35:
and Kerby A. Miller with Bruce Boling and David N. Doyle, "Emigrants and Exiles:
Irish Cultures and Irish Emigration to North America, 1790-1922," Irish Historical
Studies 22, no. 86 (September 1980): 97-125.
13Miller, Emigrants and Exiles. 293-4. The very poorest Irish, who had barely
survived the pre-famine decades, could not afford enough food to stay alive during the
1840s, let alone purchase passage to America.
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majority were considerably poorer and less skilled than previous groups. Ship
manifests from New York City in 1846 revealed that as many as 75 percent were
laborers or servants, compared with 60 percent in 1836. The lower-class composition
of the famine Irish became even more pronounced in the 1850s, with 79 to 90 percent
of the passengers in the laboring category. Also unlike earlier emigrants, a large
number of those who left between 1845 and 1855 travelled in family groups.
Consequently, this group included more women, children, and elderly or infirm
adults. They also differed in terms of their religious and cultural background.
Although the number of Catholics leaving Ireland had risen steadily since 1815, they
now constituted an overwhelming majority. Furthermore, as much as 54 percent of
these Catholics hailed from Gaelic-speaking regions. Drawn largely from the most
tradition-bound areas of Ireland, they interpreted the potato blight and resulting
famine as punishments sent by an angry God to chastise the Irish for their wickedness
and animosity toward one another. Within this framework, mass emigrations were
also seen as God’s will and the primary motive for leaving Ireland shifted from
improvement to survival.14
By 1856, mass emigration from Ireland had become a permanent institution.
Continued economic expansion in the United States, coupled with industrial
depression at home kept Irish migration rates high. Although the outbreak of the
Civil War slowed the number of annual departures to less than 31,000, migrations
soon rose back up to 72,000 per year. This pattern of rise and fall persisted until
after the turn of the century, but the character of post-famine Irish emigration
remained fairly constant. More than 51 percent of the emigrants were from the
southern- and westernmost provinces, Connaught and Munster.

Like the famine Irish,

these migrants were primarily Catholic and a large proportion were still Gaelic
speakers. While no longer a majority, as much as one-fourth of the total number of
Irish passengers in the 1890s still spoke their native tongue. In keeping with their
rural origins, post-famine emigrants possessed few skills and little capital.

In 1875

14Ibid., 291-302, passim. Over time, many Irish eventually came to blame
England for the famine.
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over 78 percent of all recorded passengers were classified as laborers and servants,
and in 1900 the comparable figure was 91 percent.

Like their predecessors between

1800 and 1844, post-famine emigrants tended to be single, young adults, in their teens
or early twenties, and they probably relied on the assistance of others to migrate.
Passenger lists have further suggested that few travelled in family groups, even
though a much higher percentage were female. Their motives also harkened back to
the pre-famine period.

"Many emigrated eagerly or at least without protest, either

alienated from a society impoverished in more than economic respects, or conditioned
to join relatives abroad, whose letters and remittances promised advantages
unavailable in Ireland."15 A large number, however, still left reluctantly and thus
conformed to older patterns.
Irish immigration to the Brandywine reflected the complexities that
characterized the Irish exodus as a whole. It began with the construction of the first
powder mills and continued throughout the entire nineteenth century. On July 8,
1803, Irenee du Pont happily reported to his brother, Victor, that the "work of
building is proceeding rapidly," and that he had been "urged on by the arrival of three
boats of Irishmen, which have furnished all the workmen we needed."16 Despite his
initial doubts about the ability of Irish laborers to learn black powder manufacturing,
du Pont was soon satisfied with their performance and wanted to retain their labor.
Like other nineteenth-century industrialists, he believed that married men were more
stable than single men but he further recognized that his Irish workmen could furnish
him with a cheap and extensive supply of potential laborers. As a result, Irenee soon
offered to help his employees bring out family members from Ireland.

I5Ibid., 345, and 345-353, passim.
l6Cited in Nuala McGann Drescher, "The Irish in Industrial Wilmington, 18001845: A History of the Life of Irish Emigrants to the Wilmington Area in the PreFamine Years." (M . A. thesis, University of Delaware, 1960), 32. Most of
Drescher’s evidence concerns Irish employees at the du Pont powder mills. She notes
in her introduction, however, that her determination of who was Irish was based on a
random analysis of last names in company wage books and correspondence. She did
not use census records, immigration agents’ correspondence, or church records.
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In keeping with Irenee’s broader policy of direct assistance, the first efforts
were personal in nature, but as demand rose, the company had to serve as an
intermediary. John Barrett’s case typifies the firm ’s involvement. An Irish
immigrant, Barrett began working in the powder yards on September 16, 1808. Eight
months later, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company sent forty guineas to William
Warner, a Philadelphia shipping agent, and asked him to arrange passage for seven
members of Barrett’s family. According to company receipts, Samuel, Joseph,
Elizabeth, Richard, Edward, Abraham, and Hugh Barrett sailed from Londonderry
aboard the ship Helena, probably sometime in August 1809. They arrived in
Philadelphia in early October but had to await passage on one of Warner’s packet
ships to Wilmington. On October 19, Warner sent du Pont the following letter:
Esteemed friends-I herewith send pr. Capt Byrnes Sloop Julia the Irish family
which I by your directions became security for the passage of--1 enclose the
only bill the owners handed me & and have at foot added their expenses for
boarding.17
The total cost of passage for all seven people was $448.32. According to Warner’s
note, John Barrett owed $261.52 plus $6.75 for the cost of his family’s boarding in
Philadelphia. At this point, the powder company intervened. E. I. du Pont paid the
balance to John Warner, William ’s brother, who ran a Wilmington shipping office,
and then charged John Barrett’s wage account. Although Barrett earned only $10 per
month in 1809, he repaid his employer in regular installments.18
By the 1820s, an organized system was in place. For most of the nineteenth
century, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. maintained accounts with various agents in
Philadelphia and Wilmington.19 Their surviving correspondence provide dates of

17William Warner to E. I. du Pont, Co., 10/19/1809. Box 6, Series A, Group 5,
LMSS.
18Wastebook, 1800-1813, Series B, Part II, Acc. 500.
19AvailabIe sources indicate that the immigration agents began their affiliation
with E. I. du Pont as powder sales and distribution agents. When necessary, they
used their positions as merchant-shippers to arrange passages from Ireland. William
Warner, the Philadelphia merchant, shipper, and agent noted above, appears to have
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departure and arrival, names of passengers, names of ships, and information about the
immigration procedure. When an employee wanted to bring out a relative, du Pont
sent a letter to the agent requesting an order of passage for that particular individual.
Upon receipt o f the request, the agent debited the fare from the company’s pre-paid
account, and sent the order back to du Pont. Passage orders, sometimes called
vouchers, were good for eight months to a year after issue and were valid for
whoever was named on the margin. Agents frequently added the words "or bearer"
to reduce identification problems at dockside.20 Du Pont gave the order to the

been in business with John Warner and Charles Warner, probably his brothers.
William’s operation was located in Philadelphia, but John and Charles had offices,
warehouses, and docks in Wilmington, as well. John Warner did business with the
du Pont company from at least 1809 to 1822, while Charles Warner and Co. enjoyed
a much longer relationship, lasting from 1816 to 1888. John Welsh, another
Philadelphia merchant, took over as the company’s primary immigration agent in the
1820s. Washington Rice, a Wilmington merchant, and James C. Aiken, a
Wilmington powder agent, both booked passages in the 1830s. However, Robert
Taylor, of Philadelphia, handled the vast majority of transactions from 1833 to 1856.
Taylor was probably an Irishman, himself, for he was an officer and an active
member in the Friendly Sons of St. Patrick. Andrew C. Craig and Co. were added in
1847 to handle the increased number of passage and draft orders sent after the
famine. A. J. Catherwood also ordered passages in the 1840s. George McHenry was
one of the last immigration agents, ordering passages and sending remittances in the
early 1850s. H. Catherwood’s Sons of Philadelphia brought out passengers in 1854
and 1855. Information on John Warner and Washington Rice is found in Incoming
Correspondence (Alphabetical), Part II, Series A, LMSS and in the early petit
ledgers. On John Welsh, see Box 416, Acc. 500. James C. Aiken appears in the
petit ledger for 1837-1839, Acc. 500. On Robert Taylor, see Boxes 386 and 385,
Acc. 500. Andrew C. Craig’s correspondence is in Box 70, Acc. 500. For A. J.
Catherwood, see Box 56, Acc. 500 and for H. Catherwood, see petit ledger 1854-55,
Acc. 500. Finally, see James A. Stewart, "The DuPont Company and Irish
Immigration, 1800-1857: A Study of the Company’s Efforts to Arrange Passages for
the Families of Its Workmen," unpublished research paper (1976).
20When individuals in Ireland could not come out, they usually sent others in their
place but often failed to inform the agent in Philadelphia of the change. Transferring
tickets thus created problems for the agents in Ireland, the agents in America, the
subscribers, and the du Ponts, who tried vainly to restrict their use. On May 5,
1846, Robert Taylor wrote to the company, "I enclose herein my order No. 322 for
the passage of Ann McCallister or bearer from Liverpool-I cannot arrange it that no
other can get a passage on this order-M y correspondents could not undertake to
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employee, or subscriber, who mailed it to the prospective passenger in Ireland.
Meanwhile, the agent in Philadelphia sent a letter to his counterpart in either
Londonderry or Liverpool, which indicated that an order had been issued and for
whom. The other agent then reserved a passage on the next available ship and sent a
letter to the passenger indicating when the ship would sail.

Passengers had to get to

the ship on their own, so the subscriber in Delaware would usually arrange to have a
draft, or money order, sent as well. The procedure was the same, but drafts were
issued, logged, and sent separately. The Philadelphia agent regularly notified du Pont
when a ship left port, which passengers it carried, when and where in America it was
expected to arrive, and when it actually had arrived. Then, du Pont notified the
subscriber, who often met the ship and personally brought his passengers to the
powder mill community. Although the agents considered embarkation sufficient to
fulfill the passage contract, du Pont waited until the passenger reached the
Brandywine before debiting the subscriber’s wage account. In many cases, the
passenger then went to work in the powder yards, repaid his subscriber, placed an
order for another relative, and the cycle began all over again.
Despite the involvement of the du Ponts and their agents, emigration from
Ireland was predominantly a British business. As historian Robert Scally explains,
The history of the emigrant trade in England and Ireland turns on the
relationship between the capital involved in the ship and the value of the
emigrant as cargo at one end of the voyage and as labor at the other end. This
relationship governed virtually every detail of the emigrants’ journey, from the
time and reasons for leaving home, the fare to be paid, the conditions aboard
ship, and even the choice of destination.21

identify the persons who present the orders--That part of the matter must be by the
person sending it—If there be any doubt of its misapplication better not send it-The
best way is if the person declines, just to return the order to the person who sent it~
and then I make no charge to you, and if the price has been paid, I return the money
when the order is returned to me—but if it be used, no matter for or by whom, the
passage money is to be paid." Robert Taylor to Messrs. E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co., 5/5/1846, File 3, Box 385, Acc. 500.
2lRobert Scally, "Liverpool Ships and Irish Emigrants in the Age of Sail," Journal
of Social History (Fall 1983), 5.
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The great bulk o f Irish immigrants travelled in ships of considerable age and marginal
profitability.

Nevertheless, the movement of Irish men and women from ports in

Ireland to ports in England and beyond was carefully choreographed. From the
lodging-house keepers and booking agents to the ships’ masters, mates, and owners,
profit was the name of the game. As in any business, the efficiency of the system
was constantly monitored, measured and revised. Costs were carefully accounted and
changed to correspond with the seasons and with demand. But despite these early
efforts at "scientific management," the Byzantine structure of the emigrant trade hid
extensive abuses.
Leaving family and friends in Ireland was a traumatic experience for many
Irish immigrants, and the physical and psychological effects of the actual voyage only
intensified their fears. Indeed, contemporary observers repeatedly remarked that a
mute, passive, inertia seem to characterize the Irish while en route to America. In an
interesting interpretive twist, Robert Scally compared the involuntary movement of
Irish immigrants, African slaves, and Polish Jews, and concluded that the passage
itself had the power to transform behavior.

"Above all the human body must be

made more or less inert if it is to behave as cargo: it must be shackled or daunted,
packed horizontally or vertically in measured and secure spaces in the ship so that it
does not resume its habits of milling about, clustering and dispersing, wandering,
dancing, exploring or fighting."” Packed into crowded steerage compartments and
segregated by sex, the Irish watched many of their established social distinctions
break down. Qualities like toughness and adaptability were valued on the docks and
aboard ship. Poles of leadership shifted from the old and wise to the young and
healthy. A large family, oral communication skills, and the gift of a good memorytraits cultivated in the tradition-bound communities from which most Irish emigrants
came—did not prepare them for the long, arduous journey, for conditions on the other
side, or for the misdeeds perpetrated against them throughout the process. Moreover,
widespread illiteracy before the 1870s made it difficult, if not impossible, for

” Ibid., 6.
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prospective passengers to read tickets and flyers, tell time, handle cash transactions,
or protect themselves from fraudulent agents and corrupt authorities.23
By the time they arrived in Delaware, many immigrants had undoubtedly
modified their behavior. Distrustful of the passenger agents, who were strangers and
therefore suspect, some Irish powder workers remitted passage orders and letters
through their local priest. As early as February 26, 1812, Rev. Patrick Kenny
recorded in his diary that "All the letters I brought from Coffee Run people were
conveyed on yesterday 25 by a skin for Galway." A native of Dublin, Kenny was the
first Catholic priest to minister among the powder workers. His successor, Rev. John
S. Walsh, served as an intermediary in the 1850s.24
While fraudulent passage and money orders were a significant problem, early
regulations suggest that the chief concern was the amount of space available in
steerage. The committees responsible for passenger legislation tried repeatedly to
establish and enforce a maximum number of "souls" which could be carried per
registered burden. Ships could carry two souls per five tons under the American code
and three souls per four tons under the British version. On paper, then, a ship of 400
tons could carry 160 people under one code and 300 under the other. Either way,
overcrowding was the norm. The problem was whether the laws referred to the total
amount of space for cargo or to the amount of unoccupied space available for
passengers. Anxious to maximize their profits, the agents, ship captains, and ship
owners generally booked passages in accordance with the former figure.25 In
response to persistent charges of corruption, Parliament passed seven Passenger Acts
between 1842 and 1855, but the high demand for tickets in this period limited their
effect on the emigrant trade.

^Ibid., 12.
24Rev. Patrick Kenny diary, 2/26/1812, Acc. 423. Rev. John S. Walsh, pastor of
St. Joseph’s on the Brandywine Roman Catholic Church, forwarded money on behalf
of his parishioners at least twice. J. S. Walsh to Mr. John Peoples, May 26, 1851
and October 13, 1853, Incoming Correspondence, Box 400, Acc. 500.
25Scally, 22.
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Corrupt practices in Britain and Ireland were felt in both Philadelphia and
Wilmington. They especially affected determinations regarding provisions, fitness for
travel, and fares. In the 1830s, standard provisions for the voyage included "two 1/2
pounds navy biscuit, one pound wheaten flour, five pounds oatmeal, two pounds rice,
half pound sugar, half pound molasses, two ounces tea & 21 quarts pure water each
weekly." Recognizing that this amount of food was not adequate for most passengers,
however, agent A. J. Catherwood advised du Pont to tell the subscribers that
passengers "would need to find some provisions of their own together with their
cooking utensils & bed & bedding."26 In general, stores of food aboard ship were
meager and of poor quality. The cost of provisions continued to rise along with the
demand for passages, and several laws were passed by Parliament to regulate their
distribution. By 1848, Parliament even debated whether to add rations of beef and
pork to the requirement, but the high cost of providing meat garnered great opposition
from ship captains and agents. The agents always informed the company when such
changes were made or anticipated. "I enclose you a schedule of the provisions as
required by the new law. And all our passengers will get full allowance." But,
Catherwood added, "Some people you cannot satisfy. No matter if you give them
pound cake every day. "27
Other problems concerned the health of the passengers. Medical officers
stationed dockside examined all ticket holders for signs of disease, and they usually
rejected the old and infirm. Temporary illnesses frequently prevented passengers
from honoring their tickets. Patrick Donahue and his family were sent for in
December 1830, but their subscriber at the powder mills was told that "they cannot
come out just yet on a/c [account] of ill health of Pat. "28 A similar letter from J. &
J. Cooke, the Londonderry agents of A. J. Catherwood in Philadelphia, said, "Sarah
Doherty aged 3 years who is in the ticket with Sarah Doherty adult (No. 1575) does

26A. J. Catherwood correspondence, n.d.. Box 56, Acc. 500.
27Ibid., 4/6/1848 and 1/26/1850.
28Ibid., 12/9/1830.
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not proceed to Philadelphia with her mother in consequence of illness."’9 Faced
with overcrowded conditions and inadequate supplies of fresh food and water, many
healthy immigrants fell ill aboard ship. Lice and outbreaks of typhus and cholera
were common. During epidemics, ships were often quarantined within sight of
American ports.

Many passengers died on board these "coffin ships,” but mortality

rates generally rose and declined in proportion to the numbers sailing.
Fares also rose and fell in accordance with passenger demand. While
employed to ensure the passengers’ good health, medical officers also determined
whether the proper fare had been charged. Throughout the first half of the century,
ticket prices were based on the age of the individual travelling. Anyone over the age
of twelve was considered an adult and paid the going rate for a single "soul." Those
under the age of twelve were considered children and paid the equivalent of a "half
soul."30 Fares fluctuated but by 1850 the passage had dropped to $21 for adults and
$15 for children.31 With no passports or other identifying materials, however,
determinations o f age were often vague. Ship captains and agents wanted to minimize
the number of "half-souls" booked and thereby maximize their profits. The Irish
wanted just the reverse and soon learned to present their teenagers as children. Since
the du Pont company paid for most passages up front, it too, preferred the lower fare.

29Ibid., 3/25/1832.
30"I have always charged full price for any that are twelve years and upwards-it
is only those under twelve upon which allowance of half-price is made." Robert
Taylor to Messrs. E. I. du Pont & Co., 11/28/1846, File 4, Box, 386, Acc. 500.
31Twelve year olds were considered adults in 1827, when John Welsh charged $33
for an adult passage. John Welsh to E. I. du Pont, 7/7/1827, Box 416, Acc. 500.
The adult fare dropped to $23 in 1839 and rose back up to $24 in 1843. See
"Miscellaneous Bills" files, Box 497, Acc. 500. By 1847, Robert Taylor charged
$24, leading du Pont to engage the services of A. J. Craig, Taylor’s former partner,
who charged only $22. Robert Taylor to E. I. du Pont & Co., 3/31/1847, Box 386,
Acc. 500 and A. J. Craig to J. Peoples, 1/6/1847 and 1/9/1847, Box 70, Acc. 500.
Additional information on fares can be found in the petit ledgers, where deductions
were regularly noted.
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In May 1851, the du Ponts wrote A. J. Catherwood contesting the assignment
of a child’s fare. Catherwood politely yet firmly replied:
Messrs~In your letter of yesterday you say that Mary Jane Allison is eleven
years of age. Now all that we know about it, we get from the manifest of
passengers p. Marv Ann which is made out at the Custom House at Derry by
the Doctor, who examines the passengers & reports their ages to the officer
before the ship leaves. And she is marked nineteen on that manifest for we
have it in our possession.32
Despite efforts to reduce the number of children travelling to the United States, a
substantial number of passengers were legitimately under the age of twelve.
Moreover, many of these children travelled without adult supervision. In 1847, at the
height of the famine migrations, Catherwood wrote, "In the barque Roval Saxon
arrived yesterday from Londonderry, came three children named McConnelogue who
say their father was, when he wrote them, in your employment. If he is there still,
will you be good enough to let him know that the children have arrived that he may
come for them or that they may be sent down to your place."33 By 1850,
Catherwood pleaded with the du Pont company, "Don’t send any single children
unless there is a grown person paid for to come with them to take care of them."
Three days later he again wrote, "You must be careful about these large families.
We are better without the children than with them unless you can get $20 each for
them. If it was late in the season we would not care so much, but it is the spring
when we can get almost any price we choose to ask in Derry."34 Since more Irish
families emigrated during and after the famine than before, children’s fares remained
a problem through the 1850s and 1860s.
While the agents’ letters provide valuable qualitative insights about the
problems of immigration, they have important quantitative uses, as well. One of the
largest database files compiled for this project correlates information gathered from

32A. J. Catherwood, Philadelphia, to Messrs. E. I. du Pont & Co., May 30,
1851, Box 56, Acc. 500.
33Ibid., 10/28/1847.
^Ibid., 1/26/1850 and 1/29/1850.
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the immigration agents’ letters and the petit ledgers (wage books). There are two
computer files with eight columns o f data each. These are (in capitals) as follows:
the passenger’s LAST N A M E , the passenger’s FIRST N A M E , DEPARTure date,
ARRIVal date, SUBSCRIBER’S name, subscriber’s ACCounT number, SOURCE
used, and NOTES. The files cover the period from December 1828 to June 1853 and
record the passage of 1,258 individuals. O f these, 645 (51%) were female and 604
(48%) were male. Nine individuals were undistinguished by sex. Although there are
some gaps in the correspondence, cross-referencing the files with the du Pont
company wage accounts, which are complete for the entire century, helped fill in
much of the missing data. Several of the wage ledgers also contain detailed lists of
persons sent for, usually with the subscriber’s name and the page number of his
account noted. However, even with access to the wage accounts it was not always
possible to locate either precise dates of departure and arrival or the name of the
subscriber. This dilemma was resolved by modifying a technique used by historical
demographers.
When demographers are unable to find an exact date of birth or death, they
enter dates of first and last appearance in the historical records (entry and exit). For
this study, then, the DEPART column represents the date before which an individual
could not have emigrated; it is either the date of the original order for passage, or the
date on which the ship sailed. In some cases, the departure date was calculated by
subtracting seven weeks from a known date of arrival.35 The ARRIVE date,
similarly, represents a date by which the individual had definitely arrived in the
United States. For some entries, it is the date of arrival in Philadelphia, as indicated
by the agent’s letter to du Pont. For other entries, it is the date when the subscriber
actually paid for the passage, or when the passenger himself began to work in the
powder yards. It was occasionally necessary to calculate the ARRIVE date by adding

35Robert Scally says the trip from Londonderry or Liverpool could take between
thirty-five and seventy-two days, with an average passage of forty-nine days. See
Scally, fn 11.
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seven weeks to a known departure date. Dates were only "created" in this way when
no other date could be found in a primary source.
While emigration from Ireland to the Brandywine continued throughout the
nineteenth century, most of the passages were ordered between 1845 and 1849, the
years of the Great Famine.36 The Irish potato famine of the 1840s is most familiar
to historians, but in fact there were several major famines in the late-eighteenth and
early-nineteenth centuries, and mass emigrations were well under way by the 1820s.
According to one estimate, more than 100,000 emigrants left Ireland between 1825
and 1830. Most were destined for North America, although a small trickle headed
for Australia and New Zealand.37 O f those immigrants named in the du Pont
company records, 451 (36%) received passage orders between December 1828 and
December 1844. Another 168 (13%) booked passage from January 1850 to June
1853. The remaining 639 immigrants (51%), however, secured their tickets between
January 1, 1845 and December 12, 1849. Although some o f these passengers
canceled or postponed their voyage, most found themselves standing on the
Wilmington docks within two months of their departure.
Despite the influx of Irish men, women, and children during the 1840s and
1850s, Wilmington attracted fewer immigrants than other cities in the mid-Atlantic
region. By 1860, only 18.9 percent of Wilmington’s population was foreign-born,
compared with 24.7 percent in Baltimore and 28.9 percent in Philadelphia. While the
majority of immigrants to Delaware in the nineteenth century were from Ireland, an

36The first major potato blight appeared suddenly in July 1845. Since most
passenger ships sailed in the spring and summer months, the earliest group of famine
refugees were forced to travel through rough winter weather. Although the risks
associated with late crossings were great, more than 50,000 passengers left Ireland
during the winter of 1845-46 alone. Famine refugees continued to leave Irish ports
into the 1850s, and Kerby Miller concludes that a total of 2.1 million Irish men and
women, or approximately one-quarter of Ireland’s pre-famine population, left Ireland
between 1845 and 1855. Of these, 1.5 million migrated to the United States. Miller,
Emigrants and Exiles. 291-292.
37PauIine Jackson, "Women in 19th Century Irish Emigration," International
Migration review X V III, No. 4 (Winter 1984), 1004.
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exact number cannot be established until 1880. According to the federal census of
that year, 3,664 of the city’s 5,674 foreign-born were Irish (64 percent), compared to
768 (14 percent) of German birth, and 903 (16 percent) of British birth.38 The rise
of manufacturing industries along the Brandywine and Christina rivers, coupled with
the construction of the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, the New Castle and
Frenchtown Railroad, and several turnpikes in the 1820s and 1830s undoubtedly
attracted the earliest immigrants, but most jobs in the city during the nineteenth
century were for skilled labor.39
The du Pont company’s policy of hiring unskilled labor and then promoting
from within probably offered an appealing alternative to common labor, despite the
inherent dangers of powder manufacture. Irish "greenhorns" were a common sight
along the Brandywine by the 1820s, but their numbers rose even higher in the late
1840s. Alfred Victor du Pont’s wife, Margaretta, wrote her son that "A fresh Irisher
threw himself from delirium into the creek this afternoon and they were nearly two
hours bringing him to. No end to the applications for work & there are now 250 men
at work."40 By the time of the 1850 federal census, almost 40 percent o f the 2,064
individuals living in the powder mill community were natives of Ireland and another
22 percent had at least one parent of Irish birth.
Many of the Irish immigrants living in the powder mill community at mid
century did not work in the powder yards, yet the du Pont company continued its
efforts to assist Irish emigration. Its interest was primarily economic, but other
factors were also involved. An 1821 letter from the company stated, "as it is always

38Yda Schreuder, "Wilmington’s Immigrant Settlement, 1880-1920," Delaware
History 23 (1988-89), 140-145.
39By mid-century, Wilmington had a specialized industrial economy in which iron,
steel, shipbuilding, railroad car manufacturing, and carriage making predominated.
The number of immigrants living and working in the city did not rise again until the
expansion of the leather tanning industry in the 1880s. See Drescher, 20-24 and
Schreuder, 143.
^Margaretta Lammott du Pont to E. I. du Pont, II, May 21, n.d., Mrs. A. V. du
Pont correspondence, 1843-47, Box 48, Acc. 384.
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our best hands who are endeavoring to save money to remit to their parents at home,
we are anxious to give them all facility for such a laudable purpose."41 In fact, the
company was so committed to this "laudable purpose" that it made every possible
effort to ensure that relatives in Ireland received their rightful share of an estate when
an employee died. A ca. 1820 list of explosion victims and their next of kin indicates
that the company sometimes had to ask other employees for the proper information.
An entry for John Brady said, "inquire of J. Brady in town." Other entries said "ask
William McGraw," "has a brother here," "father and mother in Ireland," "sister in
Cork," or "widow."42
Another series of du Pont company documents pertain to the problems of
settling powder man Henry Kyle’s estate. Kyle, an Irish immigrant, "entered the
service of Messrs. du Pont in 1825" and was killed in 1834. Because Kyle died
intestate, the du Ponts contacted his mother and only legal heir, Anne Mullin, in
Ireland. When they did, a man claiming to be Kyle’s father came forward to contest
the award. According to the Delaware General Assembly, Kyle had managed "by his
industry and saving" to accumulate a considerable amount of personal property
"amounting at present including interest to upward of $2000." He was also proven to
be the illegitimate son of Anne Mullin and one Henry Kyle, Sr., who had had little or
nothing to do with his offspring during his lifetime but managed to tie up the estate
for more than ten years in vain pursuit of a share. During this period, the money was
held in trust by Alfred du Pont and William Warner. The company retained the
services of several lawyers and investigators in Ireland trying to sort out the matter,
which was further complicated by Anne Mullin’s death and the claims of her three

41Quoted in Stewart, 38.
42The list is found in file 76, Box 6, Acc. 146. It is undated, but all of the men
listed were killed in the explosions of 1815 and 1818.
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siblings and their children. Kyle’s estate was finally settled on February 15, 1845, in
favor of Anne’s heirs.43
Settling Irish estates and assisting Irish immigration clearly caused "trouble
and responsibility," but the company considered these policies an important aspect of
their mutualistic compact. As Alfred Irenee du Pont explained to one of the
immigration agents, the company was "indebted to the men" for their good conduct,
and thus the practice was "but a small regard for the attachment" the workmen
demonstrated for their employers.44 The company continued to support these
policies after Henry du Pont became president in 1850. True to his profit-seeking
nature, Henry even extended these services to the general public. An advertisement
to that effect appeared in The Delaware Republican on March 2, 1857, but by that
date, migration from Ireland had already begun to decline.45
Unlike earlier groups of Famine immigrants, many of those who left Ireland
after 1850 were farmers and land holders, who could no longer put off migration.
Others were the wives, children, parents, or siblings of previous migrants, who had
gone to America and sent remittances home. Anthony J. Dougherty, for example,
migrated from Malin, County Donegal in 1855, began working in the powder yards,
and sent for his wife and family the following year. When Jane McFarland
Dougherty and her two children arrived in 1857, they were shocked to learn that
Anthony had been killed in a powder explosion only months before. The du Pont
company gave Dougherty’s widow a pension and assigned her a company house, free
of charge. Like Anthony Dougherty, William Flemming believed that his family

43McPheeIy, Glasgow, to E. I. du Pont & Co., 12/2/1836, Item W4-1781, Box
12, Series D, Group 4, WMSS. John Murrell, Limavady, Ireland to E. I. du Pont &
Co., 5/25/1843, Item W4-1867. Act of Delaware General Assembly re. Henry Kyle
Estate (cert, copy), 1/31/1845, Item W4-4988, Box 18, Series D , Group 4, WMSS.
Account of Henry Kyle’s estate, 2/15/1845, Item W4-2306, Box 15, Series D, Group
4, WMSS.
““ Alfred I. du Pont to Andrew C. Craig, 3 March 1847, Du Pont Letter Book,
1846-1847, Acc. 500.
45Stewart, 33.
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could make a better living here than in Ireland and emigrated in the 1860s.

His

brother, Andrew, had come first and sent money back for William ’s passage. After
about a year, William sent for his wife, Faithy Lyttle, and their two young daughters.
According to his granddaughter, Faith Betty Lattomus, "He was only over a year, I
guess, because Aunt Mattie was only about seven years old and my grandmother
came over on a sailing boat and it took her six weeks to come, with a family of two
girls."46 James Cheney, another farmer, came to the Brandywine from County
Fermanagh in the early 1880s. Cheney’s brother-in-law, Edward Beacom, and sisterin-law, Elizabeth Ward, already lived in Squirrel Run, along with their maternal
uncle, George Hurst. With their help, he also secured a position in the powder yards
and sent for his wife and four children two years later.47
Like Dougherty, Flemming, and Cheney, Irish immigrants in America
frequently worked for several years until they were able to arrange passages for their
loved ones. During this period, they usually sent money home to Ireland, but the
particulars of this practice are still vague. When combined with the petit ledgers,
however, the agents’ letters are a rich source of information about the remittance of
money to relatives in Ireland. Significantly, the Hagley sources make a clear
distinction between money orders and passage orders but exhibit the same level of
detail. Due to time constraints, the only money orders entered into the database were
those that were intended specifically to help passengers emigrate, or those that
pertained to one of several Brandywine families being traced throughout the
nineteenth century. Altogether, there were fifty-two drafts in the sample ranging in
amount from $5.25 to $59.50.
Remittances served several purposes. Sometimes they supported the everyday
subsistence needs of the subscriber’s family in Ireland. Sometimes they financed
another passage and sometimes they procured gifts and services. As Kerby Miller
and others have shown, many Irish men and women considered it an obligation to

46Faith Betty Lattomus and Madaline Betty Walls interview, 6/12/1969. Their
mother was Flemming’s daughter.
47Edward B. Cheney interview, 1958.
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send money home. In his 1868 book, The Irish In America, author John Maguire
especially emphasized the sacrifices made by Irish women, "who give up much." He
added, however, that remittances were considered a filial duty, "which they do not
and cannot think of disobeying; and which on the contrary they delight in
performing." Maguire further indicated that December and March were the busiest
months for banks and immigration offices because the Irish wanted to send money
home for Christmas and Easter. In his opinion, "misery and want are not in
accordance with the spirit of these festivals, nor with the feelings which ought to
prevail with those who believe in their teaching."48 This sentiment was also evident
in Wilmington, where in 1866 passenger agents Grimshaw and McCabe urged Irish
immigrants to "Call at 301 Market Street and send your friends a Christmas
present. "49
Money orders frequently afforded "little comforts" for the holidays, yet most
drafts were sent to help finance the cost of emigration. There are many examples in
the company records, but two will suffice to explain the practice. Henry Doran, a
mason and local innkeeper, sent a draft of $15.75 to his mother, Catharine Doran, on
February 22, 1841. At the same time, he ordered passages for three of his children,
Michael (probably aged 12), Rose (10), and Francis (8). The draft was intended to
defray the incidental costs of his children’s voyage. The children had lived with their
grandmother since March 1835, when Doran’s wife, Margaret, and several other
children emigrated to Delaware. On March 21, 1842, Henry sent his mother another
draft for $21.00. Additional drafts undoubtedly followed, for Catharine Doran was
living with her son and his family by July 1850. She was eighty years old at the
time. Like Henry Doran, Robert Baxter sent his wife, Martha, a draft for $15.75 on

48John Maguire, The Irish in America (New York: D. & J. Sadlier & Co., 1868),
313-315. Whatever their motive, the Irish in America remitted £1.5 million to
Ireland between 1850 and 1855. See Miller, Emigrants and Exiles. 293.
49The advertisement for Grimshaw and McCabe appears in the 12/17/1866 issue
of The Delaware Republican. They sold tickets on the Cunard Steam Weekly Line
for Ireland and England, Hamburg, etc. and were also willing to send money to
Ireland or England.
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January 1, 1842. Baxter sent the draft when he ordered the passage of Martha and
their children, Martha (13), Alexander (10), and John (8). Another Alexander
Baxter, probably Robert’s brother, travelled with them. They had all arrived by July
6.
Despite all efforts to ensure adequate funds for the trip, many immigrants ran
out of cash before reaching their final destination. On May 11, 1848, A. J.
Catherwood wrote John Peoples, the du Pont company clerk, that "Alice McKenna
has arrived here today . . . & has no funds to pay her lodging or fare to Wilmington.
She says she has a daughter in the city but cannot find her address. W ill you inform
John McKenna—the person who paid you the passage—of these facts and let him send
the old woman some relief." Two years later, Catherwood again wrote Peoples that
"[Patrick] Murphy & [Julia] Brady arrived p. Euxine from Liverpool yesterday and
are in want of money.

Please inform James Murphy the engager that they are

stopping at the Leeds House, No. 119 South Water Street above Dock Street."50 In
some cases, the sheer volume of remittances and the difficulty of obtaining precise
mailing addresses meant that money orders never reached Ireland at all. When
questioned by the du Ponts about this problem, agent Robert Taylor admitted that his
book keeping system was faulty and consequently that "It is possible however that
some odd one or two [orders] may have miscarried and the person who remitted the
bill should write to her parents inquiring particularly whether they have received
it."51
As these examples suggest, most Irish immigrants came to the Brandywine
under the financial auspices of a close relative. The small size of the powder mill
community and the richness of its surviving data provide a good opportunity to
reconstruct these affiliative relationships. Although many historians have argued that
Irish men and women tended to emigrate as individuals, only 44 percent of the
Brandywine-bound passengers did not travel as part of a recognizable family group.

50A. J. Catherwood to E. I. du Pont & Co., 5/11/1848 and 5/21/1850, Box 56,
Acc. 500.
51Robert Taylor to Messrs. du Pont, 10/22/1842, Box 385, Acc. 500.
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Moreover, cross-linkage with other database files indicates that most of these
individuals actually travelled with friends or with kin of a different surname.52
Cross-referencing the immigration data with census schedules, company
ledgers, school records, and baptismal registers revealed that a consanguineous
relationship existed between the passenger and subscriber in 28 percent of the entries.
In most cases, the passengers were the wives and children of workmen in the powder
yards, but parents and siblings were also identified. Patrick Dougherty, for example,
ordered the passage of Mary Cole and Owen Dougherty (8) on January 25, 1845.
Baptismal registers reveal that Mary McCole was the name of Patrick’s wife, and thus
Owen was likely their son. Married women often travelled under their maiden
names, a practice that conformed to Irish custom but obscures spousal relationships
between passengers and subscribers. An entry for "Bridget Boner and children" thus
turned out to be the wife and family of powder man Daniel Dougherty, while Jane
O ’ Donnell was found to be the wife of Philip Dougherty. Other women used their
husband’s surname. Catharine Lynch (42), for example, left Ireland sometime after
June 1847 accompanied by her children, John (15), Hugh (13), Mary Ann (10), Ellen
(5), and Sarah (2). They were met in Delaware by Catherine’s son, Patrick Lynch
(17), a laborer, and her husband, John Lynch (47), a gardener.53

Another 27% of

the passengers also bore the same surname as the subscriber, suggesting an equally
close but as yet unidentifiable degree of kinship.
Some relationships involved in-laws and were more intricate. John Blessington
brought out his brothers, James and Michael, by October 1839. James Blessington,
in turn, arranged passage for Margaret Begley in 1844 and Catharine Begley in 1846.

520ne well-known book which makes this claim is Hasia Diner, Erin’s Daughters
in America: Irish Immigrant Women in the Nineteenth Century (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1986), 32-33.
53For the Lynch family, see petit ledger 974; Andrew C. Craig correspondence.
Box 70, Acc. 500; and the 1850 census schedule for Christiana Hundred, house 420,
family 438. Patrick Lynch commenced working as a laborer in the powder yards on
May 11, 1846, at $14.50 per month. He boarded with Hugh Lynch, Jr., who was
probably his uncle. Patrick also sent three drafts to Ireland via agent Robert Taylor.
One was marked "favor John Lynch," his brother.
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According to baptismal registers, Blessington was married to a woman named
Rosanna Begley, hence the two other women were probably his sisters-in-law. In
another case, Peter Conaway, Jr., brought out some of his relatives in 1847,
including Peter, Mary Ann, James, Hannah, Bernard (10), and Rose (5) Conaway.
One year later, he and John Peoples, the company clerk, co-sponsored the passages of
Bernard, Edward, John, Mary, Joseph (9), and Thomas (7) Sweeney. Then, in 1849,
Conaway pooled resources with his father, Peter Conaway, Sr., and a man named
Hugh Sweeney to bring out Michael Sweeney, his wife, Catharine, and their children.
Patrick, Michael (15), John (8), Charles (5), and James (1). A look at the baptismal
registers and 1850 census schedules shows that Peter’s sister, Mary, was married to
Hugh and that Peter Conaway, Sr., resided with them. Bernard and Michael
Sweeney were probably Hugh’s brothers.
In 17% of the entries, the subscriber had no kinship tie to the passenger and
instead, served as an intermediary or sponsor, who provided security for the passage
on behalf of someone else. Sponsors were often members of the du Pont family, but
merchants, ministers, priests, farmers, inn keepers, and other manufacturers in the
community appeared in the records as well.

Immigrant James Conley, a stone mason

by trade and the du Pont company’s primary contractor for construction and repairs,
sponsored the passage of thirty-two people between 1847 and 1853.54 Other notable
sponsors include James Peoples, the company’s Irish-born clerk; Rev. John S. Walsh
and Rev. Patrick Reilly, pastors of the local Catholic church; Sarah Donnan, a local
tavernkeeper and widow of a former du Pont employee; and Robert Young, who
leased and operated one of the Brandywine textile mills. Alexis I. and Alfred I. were
the two primary sponsors within the du Pont family, helping to bring out the relatives
of workmen in the powder yards as well as those of servants in their own households.

54These included six entire families and four individuals, all probably relatives of
Conley’s employees. Data on Conley is taken from A. J. Catherwood’s
correspondence, Box 56, Acc. 500; Andrew C. Craig’s correspondence, Box 70, Acc.
500, and various petit ledgers. His brother and business partner, Neil Conley,
sponsored thee people during the same period. Conley is sometimes spelled
Connelly.
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The names of Victorine du Pont Bauduy, Charles I. du Pont, Antoine Bidermann,
Thomas Smith, and Henry du Pont appear less frequently.
Relationships could not be identified in 348 (29%) cases. Under the du Pont
company’s system, however, all passages had to be ordered directly by a powder mill
employee or a known person in the community. All of the passengers in this group
bore a different surname from the subscriber, but the need to stand security for the
cost of passage meant that a congenial relationship must have existed between the
parties. In some cases, the passenger accompanied a known relative of the
subscriber’s and thus was likely from the same village.

Peter Collins, for example,

ordered passages for his sister, Margaret Collins, and an unidentified man named
Dennis McGonigal, while Patrick Dougherty ordered passages for a female relative,
Nancy Dougherty, and a woman named Biddy Donohue. Bernard McManus, a
laborer, ordered a passage for Catharine Gallagher in 1846. Although Gallagher’s
relationship to McManus remains unclear, she was close enough to be a godmother to
his son, John, born the following year. This information supports Kerby M iller’s
conclusion that many Irish immigrants were unwilling to make the arduous trip alone
and postponed passage until another relative or friend could also make the trip. Mary
Dougherty, for example, "declined coming to America and sold her ticket to one
named Daniel Henderson. "55 Other unidentified passengers were probably related to
their subscriber by marriage, and cross-referencing their names with baptismal
registers at other churches may confirm this tie.
The strength of family ties also accounts for the high number of individuals
emigrating from the same parishes and counties in Ireland. Oral history maintains
that most Irish immigrants in the powder mill community came from the northern
province of Ulster, especially counties Tyrone and Donegal. In a 1964 interview,
James F. Toy stated that his great-grandparents, Daniel Toy and Rose Coyle, came to
the Brandywine in 1814 from County Tyrone. Eleanor Kane’s grandfather, powder

5SA. J. Catherwood to Messrs. E. I. du Pont & Co., Sept. 14, 1852, Box 56,
Acc. 500. Catherwood was informed of Mary Dougherty’s decision by his agent in
Londonderry, J. Cooke. He charged du Pont’s account for the passage anyway.
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man Daniel Dougherty, was born in Invershone, County Donegal, around 1828.
Elizabeth Beacom’s father, Edward Beacom, whom we have already met, came from
County Fermanagh in the 1850s. His wife was a native of County Armagh.

Robert

Betty (sometimes spelled Beatty), the paternal grandfather of Faith Betty Lattomus
and Madaline Betty Walls, emigrated from the Clogher valley of County Tyrone in
the early 1840s and became a carter for the du Pont company. His wife, Faithy
Lyttle, was from County Fermanagh. John Peoples, who worked in the keg mill, was
born on Feb. 28, 1871 in County Donegal and emigrated to the Brandywine around
1881. His older brother, powder man Robert Peoples, was born in the Belfast area of
County Antrim, as was his wife, Mary Ann McIIhenny. Several of these individuals
appear as subscribers in the immigration agents’ letters, and given the strong sense of
filial duty manifested by Irish immigrants in America, it is likely than many of their
relatives in Ulster also emigrated to the Brandywine.56
Other sources confirm the numerical dominance of Ulster emigrants. The
immigration correspondence and petit ledgers sometimes indicate an Irish mailing
address for passages or money orders. Grace Gallagher left Cash, County Donegal
sometime after May 18, 1832 and had reached the Brandywine in time for Christmas
that year.57 With the help of Alfred du Pont, Mrs. Owen McGuire arranged for the
passage of Thomas Roe (36), his wife, Elizabeth (37), and their children Catharine
(15), William (13), Elizabeth (11), and Mary (9) in mid-April 1836. A loose memo
from Robert Taylor in Philadelphia indicates that the Roes (also spelled Rowe) lived
in or near "Castle Asdale, Irvinstown Post Office, Co. Fermanna [sic]." Taylor sent
the passage orders and the family arrived by June 15, 1836.58 Others places include

56James Toy interview, 1964; Eleanor Kane interview, 1984; Elizabeth Beacom
interview, 1967; Faith Betty Lattomus and Madaline Betty Walls interview, 1969;
John Peoples interview, 1952.
57Robert Taylor to E. I. du Pont, 12/3/1832, File 1-A, Box 385, Acc. 500.
Francis Maguire ordered her passage. See petit ledger, 1829-1832, Acc. 500.
58Loose memo, Robert Taylor correspondence, File 1-A, Box 385, Acc. 500 and
petit ledger 1834-37, p.378.
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Glennalla, County Donegal; King’s Court, County Cavan; and Portebelesame, near
the post town of Letterkenny, County Donegal.
Data on birthplaces can also be found in the local Catholic cemeteries. All of
the tombstone inscriptions in both St. Joseph’s on the Brandywine and St. Mary of the
Assumption (Coffee Run) Roman Catholic churchyards were recorded by WPA
historians.59 Some give the parish or townland as well as county of birth. There
were forty-four stones at Coffee Run with seventeen recording nativity in a specific
Irish county. Nine individuals were from County Cork, including James Moynihan, a
native of the Parish of Balleyvourney. Three were from Donegal, including brothers
Richard and Patrick Dougherty, who were killed in the explosion of 1815. Tyrone,
Louth, Kerry, Cavan, and Dublin were each mentioned once. The sample at St.
Joseph’s was somewhat larger, with 159 out of 803 stones listing a birthplace in
Ireland. Fifty individuals were born in Donegal, twenty-two in Tyrone, seventeen in
Cork, sixteen in Galway, and ten in Fermanagh. Nineteen other counties were
represented, including Galway, Sligo, Cork, and Meath, but each had fewer than six
references. Despite this greater variety of birthplaces, ninety or almost 57 percent of
the total specified a county in Ulster, confirming the earlier data.
In some cases, the known place of birth for an individual in the powder mill
community includes a town, townland, or parish. According to Irish tax evaluations,
a townland was a subdivision o f a parish and a parish was a subdivision of a barony.
Baronies were subdivisions within a poor-law union, and unions were the typical
subdivisions within a county. Charles Dougherty was born around 1824 in the town
of "Ballygorman, Parish of Cloncaugh [sic], County Donegal." At least four other
individuals (Daniel Dougherty, Michael Houtton, Patrick McKenny, and Edward
Dougherty) were also bom in the parish of Cloncha in the nineteenth century.

59See Anne Morris Mertz, "Coffee Run Cemetery," Delaware Geneological
Society Journal 4 (April 1988), 58-62; and "Inventory of the Tombstone Inscriptions
in St. Joseph’s Churchyard, Henry Clay, Del.," prepared by the Historic Records
Survey, Division o f Women’s and Professional Projects, WPA (Wilmington, DE:
typescript copy, 1939), RG 37, St. Joseph on the Brandywine, Catholic Diocese of
Wilmington Archives, Greenville, Delaware.
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Situated near the northern end of the Innishowen peninsula, the parish is bounded on
the north by the North Atlantic and on the west by Strabregagh Bay. Little is known
about Cloncha’s pre-famine landscape, but Samuel Lewis’s 1877 Topographical
Dictionary described it as "much diversified, generally cold, wet, and barren; the
higher grounds form the mountains of Knockamany and Knockbrack, whose summits
and sides are covered with heath, coarse herbage, and bog." With little arable land,
the parish’s chief claim to fame was the port town of Malin, a northern shipping
center and sight of an important local shrine. Ballygorman, Dougherty’s home town,
was four miles north of Malin, on the extreme promontory of the peninsula.60 By
1850, there were sixty individuals named Dougherty living in the powder mill
community, four Houttons, and eleven McKennys. Some or all of these individuals
might be traced to Cloncaugh, as well.61
Charles Mullen was born around 1805 in the Parish of Cappagh, County
Tyrone. According to the Ordnance Survey Memoirs of the 1830s, the pre-famine
parish comprised more than 37,000 acres of land, but less than half o f it was under
cultivation. There were no towns of any size, and Mountjoy, the largest village,
consisted of a few houses only. Most of the residents occupied one-story, thatchedroof cottages, and some even had glazed windows. The mainstays of their diet were
potatoes and milk, their primary fuel was turf, and the average family had between
five and seven members. Despite Cappagh’s location in Ulster, Catholics
predominated. Faced with short leases, high rents, and absentee Protestant landlords.

“ Samuel Lewis, Topographical Dictionary of Ireland (London: S. Lewis & Co.,
1877), 129 and 339.
6lThere are other examples. Dennis McLaughlin died in 1872 at the age of 60.
His grave gives his place of birth as Ballykillin, Parish of Clencha [sic], County
Donegal. Dennis brought out his brother, Hugh, by March 3, 1847. The next year,
Hugh McLaughlin brought out his wife, Bridget, and two children, Dennis (2) and
Catherine (infant). James Deery may also have hailed from Cloncha. He sent
passage orders there for Nelly Callaghan, Michael Deery (8), and Mary Deery (5) in
1848.
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residents like Charles Mullen chose to emigrate abroad.62 When he died in 1850,
there were fifteen people named Mullen living along the Brandywine, including
Charles’s widow, Mary, and three teen-aged children, James, Jane, and Charles, Jr.
Another powder worker, named Thomas Mullen, was also listed in the 1850
census. He died in I860 and his gravestone records his place of birth as "Glenrone,
Parish of Bodoney [sic], County Tyrone." The parishes of upper and lower Badony,
unified until 1706, were similar in character to Cappagh. Boggy and mountainous,
most of the land in the northeastern portion had a "wild and uncultivated" appearance.
The remainder was fertile. By the 1870s, residents of Badony were employed
principally "in agriculture and in the breeding of cattle; the weaving of linen cloth is
carried on in several farmhouses."63 Both Badony and Cappagh lie chiefly in the
barony of Strabane, suggesting that the Mullen clan originated in this part of Ulster.
Unlike emigrants from Connaught, Leinster, and Munster, many of the Ulster
immigrants were born in or near substantial towns. Richard H. Rowe, who died in
1873 at the age 43, came from Ballyshannon, a prosperous seaport, market, and post
town in County Donegal. Situated at the head of the river Erne, where there is a
natural harbor, Ballyshannon was chiefly an export center sending corn and farm
produce to England.64 Siblings Patrick and Mary McKeever came from the city of
Navin, in County Meath, which was an even larger community. There were 4,987

62In 1824, a House of Commons committee recommended a townland survey of
Ireland with maps to facilitate uniform valuation for local taxation. The Memoirs
were written descriptions intended to accompany the maps and provide supplementary
information about the parishes, including such topics as landscape, antiquities,
housing, population, employment, and social conditions. Work began on County
Antrim in 1830. Surveys of counties Down, Tyrone, Fermanagh, and Londonderry
were completed by 1838. No other surveys were compiled. Angelique Day and
Patrick McWiliams, eds. Parishes of County Tyrone 1: 1821. 1823. 1831-36. vol. 5
of Ordnance Survey Memoirs o f Ireland (Belfast: The Institute of Irish Studies, 1990),
15-23, passim.
63Angelique Day and Patrick McWiliams, eds. Parishes of Countv Tyrone 2 . vol.
20 of Ordnance Survey Memoirs of Ireland (Belfast: The Institute of Irish Studies,
1993), 20; Lewis, 95.
MLewis, 158.
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residents in 1870 and 969 houses in the town, which served as an important retail and
provisioning center.65 Letterkenny was perhaps the most frequently mentioned
community of origin (fig. 2-2). A substantial post and market town in County
Donegal, it had a courthouse, a market square, a school, a dispensary, a work house,
and a Roman Catholic chapel. The town was located along the Swilly River in the
Parish of Conwall, which had 10,611 inhabitants and more than 45,000 acres by
1870. Most of this land was described as "waste land and bog." Although
Letterkenny had only 2,161 residents in 1870, who lived in 358 houses, its impact on
the Brandywine may have been far greater than its small size suggests.66
Hugh Creeran and William McCarron both left Portebelsame, in the
Letterkenny vicinity, in the early spring of 1837. Two of Hugh’s relatives, who were
already working in the powder yards, sponsored their passages to Delaware. The
men were married to two sisters, Mary Ann and Rosanna Gibbons, and over the next
decade, the brothers-in-law brought out their wives and children, as well as John
Gibbons, their brother-in-law and a future Hagley Yard foreman. John, in turn,
brought out Charles and William Gibbons, who appear to be his brothers. John
Gibbons’s gravestone simply gives his place of birth as County Donegal, but he, too,
probably grew up somewhere in the Parish of Conwall, near Letterkenny. By 1850,
there were four Creerans, one McCarron, and twenty-three Gibbonses living and
working along the Brandywine.
In 1836, powder man James Haughey ordered a passage for his step-son,
Thomas Gallagher, who also lived near Letterkenny. Haughey had begun working in
the yards on April 16, 1835 and had sent for his wife, Sarah Gallagher, soon after.
Sarah’s son, Thomas, was only about seven at the time, and she probably left him
with her kin. They returned his 1836 ticket, but another was later sent. By April
1844, sixteen-year-old Thomas was working in the powder yards and boarding with
mother and stepfather. If James Haughey met and married the Widow Gallagher

65A royal calvary barracks was still there in 1870, while flax, flour, and paper
mills stood along the nearby Boyne River. Ibid., 383-384.
66Ibid., 220 and 381.
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while living in the Letterkenny vicinity, then he and the twenty-eight other Haugheys
living around the powder mills in 1850 may have had roots there.
The Lynch family also has ties to Letterkenny and Conwall. The gravestone
of powder man Thomas Lynch, killed in 1847, reads Parish of Conwall, County
Donegal. Lynch emigrated to the Brandywine and began working in the powder yard
in December 1837 at the age of seventeen. By the time of his death, Thomas’s
parents, Hugh and Catherine, lived in the community, along with at least five
identifiable siblings. Moreover, all of his siblings were married with children of their
own, and most had come out from Ireland in the 1830s and 1840s. Lynch boarded
with his brother Hugh, first, and then with his parents. He married Julia McGeady in
1846. After Thomas’s death, Julia and her infant daughter, Ellen Lynch, moved in
with Julia’s parents, Hugh and Frances, and her siblings, Hannah, Mary, and
William. Thomas Lynch had ordered passages for Mary McGeady on January 17,
1846, and for Hugh, Fanny, and William (10) McGeady on March 3, 1847. The
passages of Julia McGeady, called Gilly, and her sister, Hannah, however, were
ordered by James Haughey, introduced above.
As these families demonstrate, Irish immigration to Delaware clearly depended
as much on affiliative relationships as on the economic networks of ship owners,
passenger agents, and merchants discussed earlier. These extended kinship systems
helped the Irish resolve the stress of migration by balancing aspects of cultural stasis
and change. Tamara Hareven and others have repeatedly shown how family networks
functioned as "agents of adaptation and modernization," but recent work indicates that
they were agents of tradition as well. Kerby Miller and David Doyle, for example,
explored the existence of certain cultural survivals among Irish immigrants in
America and concluded that they were not bulwarks against change, as had been
previously supposed, but modulators o f change. Like the families that preserved
them, these survivals simultaneously transmitted and transmuted Irish traditions. As
cultural survivals themselves, families also had this dual purpose.67

67Hareven, 119; Miller, Boling, and Doyle, 114. As Mary Ryan and others have
noted, the primary function of the family is social reproduction. Like the middle-
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A careful examination and reconstruction of Irish immigration networks
reveals aspects of both functions. By remitting millions of dollars back to Ireland and
migrating either in nuclear family groups or along extended lines of kinship, the Irish
affirmed the continued importance of concepts like mutual obligation and filial duty.
At the same time, their decision to leave Ireland signalled a willingness to embrace
new mores and behaviors. The experiences associated with the passage itself often
provided their first contact with modern values and indicated which aspects of
traditional Irish society would be compatible with life in the new world and which
would not. Because the majority of powder mill families were from Ulster, the most
developed and most prosperous region of Ireland, they were perhaps better suited for
life in industrial America than other Irish immigrants. Contemporaries believed that
the Protestantism of the region, especially the Presbyterianism of the Scotch-Irish,
encouraged a spirit of enterprise which Irish men and women in the south rarely
exhibited. Whether this explanation is true remains problematic, but Ulstermen
certainly had distinct advantages over their southern counterparts, including better
skills and education.68 For this reason, some emigrants to the Brandywine were
undoubtedly able to begin the acculturation process before reaching port. But as the
next two chapters will show, the fact they were Catholic, not Protestant, compelled
them to perpetuate certain distinctive customs long after their arrival in Delaware.

class families of Oneida County, New York, accomplishing this goal required Irish
families in Delaware to instill new values conducive to life in America while
preserving aspects of their unique cultural identity. See Mary P. Ryan, Cradle of the
Middle Class: The Family in Oneida County. New York. 1790-1865 (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1981).
68Miller, Emigrants and Exiles. 38-40.
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CHAPTER III:
IRISH C ATHO LIC ISM AS A C ULTU RA L SYSTEM

Rev. Patrick Kenny rose early on the morning of July 4, 1817, and after
performing his regular ablutions, he walked to the little log chapel next door and said
Mass. As a Catholic priest, Kenny was obliged to perform the ritual every day, but
on this particular day, he offered a special prayer "that all Irish Catholicks [sic]
taking shelter in the United States, may be spiritually more faithful to their religious
principles, than enamour’d [sic] with the political constitution of the country."' A
native of Dublin, Kenny had been sent to Delaware in 1804 to administer and serve
its growing Catholic population. By 1817, most of his congregation were Irish
powder workers and their families, who had left Ireland in search of greater social,
political, and economic freedoms. Because he was an Irish immigrant, himself,
Kenny could appreciate the temptations that life in an egalitarian society offered his
fellow countrymen. But he also believed that too much personal autonomy could lead
to licentiousness and atheism. And so, on a day which commemorated American
independence, Kenny prayed for the strength of the Irish to withstand its secularizing
influences.
Despite the dramatic growth of the Catholic Church in the 1840s, Irish
faithlessness remained an important issue until the end of the century. One of author
John Maguire’s stated purposes in writing his 1868 book, The Irish in America was
"to see what the Irish were doing in America," especially "whether reports were true
that peasants continued to live in slums until they lost their prospects, or if they were
prosperous." An assessment of Irish Catholicism was crucial to his work, for

'Rev. Patrick Kenny, Diary, 7/4/1817, Acc. 423. Kenny was the first Catholic
priest to minister among the powder workers.
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Maguire firmly believed that any "loss of faith or indifference to religion would be
the most terrible of all calamities to Irish Catholics," and that the result "would be
fatal to their material progress, would disastrously interfere with the proper
performance of their duties as citizens, and would be certain to turn the public
opinion in America against them." After carefully comparing their conduct in Ireland
and in America, he concluded that some Irish had, indeed, fallen away from their
faith, but not nearly as many as critics contended.

"Fortified by suffering and trial at

home, and inheritors of memories which intensify development rather than weaken
fidelity, the Irish brought with them a strong faith, the power to resist as well as the
courage to persevere, and that generosity of spirit which has ever prompted mankind
to make large sacrifices for the promotion of their religious beliefs."2
Writing expressly for Irish men and women who were contemplating migration
to the United States, Maguire’s appraisal of Irish piety was far more optimistic than
Rev. Kenny’s, but their initial concern was the same: could Irish Catholics maintain
their distinctive spirituality on American soil? The question was an important one,
for Catholicism was more than a religious system to the Irish. Unable to vote, hold
office, own property, or receive an education, Irish Catholics clung to their religion,
and by the early nineteenth century, Roman Catholicism had become inextricably
linked to Irish conceptions of national identity and culture. In America, they still
faced hostility and suspicion from the native-born, Protestant majority, but at least
prejudice against Catholicism was not institutionalized. On the contrary, prior to
1850, most Americans fervently upheld the belief that immigrants could rise in
American society if they acquired the appropriate attributes or "character." In
Protestant eyes, Popery was a major impediment to social, economic, and political
advancement.3 And while few Irish actually converted, a pervasive anti-Catholic

2John Maguire, The Irish in America (New York: D. & J. Sadlier & Co., 1868),
vii and 346.
3Before the Civil War, native-born Americans believed that the Irish were not
inherently "stupid," "immoral," or "rude;" rather, they appeared "ignorant,"
"debased," and "peculiar," because political, social, and economic conditions in
Ireland had made them so. Total immersion in the American environment could
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atmosphere reinforced the perception that apostasy was not only possible, but
probable.
This chapter seeks to understand the reasons behind Irish devotion to
Catholicism in the nineteenth century, despite intense pressures to convert. In a
departure from typical analyses of working-class religion, it looks to scholarship by
sociologists, historians of religion, and anthropologists as a guide for understanding
the higher functions of spirituality. Using a wide variety of sources, it compares the
practice of Catholicism in Ireland to its practice in America, examines the
establishment and administration of three parishes that served the powder mill
community, and evaluates the relationship between organized religion and organized
capital. In the process, it argues that Irish Catholicism in nineteenth-century America
was an extension of the distinctive folk religion immigrants had known in Ireland, that
their faith was home-centered, not parish-centered, and that the Irish maintained this
domestic orientation because it was crucial to their sense of ethnic identity. Although
many powder mill families had made the transition to a more "official" version of
Catholicism by the 1880s, the fact that they maintained their spiritual autonomy for so
long substantially revises our understanding of what it meant to be Irish and Catholic
in the nineteenth century.
Religious systems profoundly affect identity because they are inherently
cultural; that is, they are the products of a dialectical relationship between individuals
and their society. Anthropologist Clifford Geertz defines religion as "a system of
symbols which acts to establish powerful, pervasive, and long-lasting moods and
motivations in men by formulating conceptions o f a general order of existence and
clothing these conceptions with such an aura of factuality that the moods and

correct these flaws, but Irish immigrants had to abandon their former identity in the
process. Because the Irish retained their distinctive customs, communal loyalties, and
religious preferences after migration, Americans eventually came to believe that
certain "Hibernianisms" were innate and permanent. By the 1860s, they defined the
Irish as "un-American, Catholic, violent in temper, politically tractable, and
ideologically rigid." Dale Knobel, Paddy and the Republic: Ethnicity and Nationality
in Antebellum America (Middleton, CT: Weslyan University Press, 1986), 40-65 and
103.
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motivations seem uniquely realistic."4 Within this definition, a symbol is broadly
construed to mean "any object, act, event, quality, or relation which serves as a
vehicle for a conception," where a conception is the symbol’s meaning or
explanation.5 One ubiquitous Catholic symbol would be the crucifix, which holds the
same meaning whether talked about, visualized, shaped in the air, displayed on an
altar, or worn at the neck. Less prominent symbols discussed in this chapter include
certain folk practices, participation in rituals like baptism and the Catholic Mass,
naming patterns, and portraits of saints. Whether material or gestural, symbols help
individuals identify with their religious systems because they vividly portray the
accepted realities of their society.
Elsewhere in his essay, Geertz explains that sacred symbols must affirm
something about the fundamental nature of reality to function effectively. In The
Social Construction of Reality, sociologists Peter Berger and Thomas Luckman have
demonstrated how individuals come to know the nature of their reality. According to
the sociology of knowledge, each individual experiences everyday life in an empirical
sense but has to interpret those experiences subjectively in order to make them
meaningful and coherent. The product of this activity is understood to be his reality.
An individual’s subjective reality, however, is subordinate to "commonsense
knowledge," or the so-called "paramount reality" of everyday life, which he or she
shares with others.6 Individuals may devise any number of personal explanations for

4Geertz defines culture as "a system of inherited conceptions expressed in
symbolic forms by means of which men communicate, perpetuate, and develop their
knowledge about and attitudes toward life." Within cultural systems, sacred symbols
are particularly meaningful, because they "synthesize a people’s ethos—the tone,
character, and quality of their life, its moral and aestethic style and mood-and their
worldview-the picture they have of the way things in sheer actuality are, their most
comprehensive ideas of order." See Clifford Geertz, "Religion as a Cultural
System," in The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essavs (New York: Basic Books,
1973), 89-90.
5Ibid., 91.
6Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality: A
Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge (New York: Anchor Books, 1966), 19-33,
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reality, but if other members of the society accept his or her subjective interpretation,
it gradually acquires a sense of historicity and becomes objectified. Once objectified,
the explanation often becomes reified, and in taking on a reality of its own, it
acquires the ability to act back upon its creators. In this way, beliefs about reality
exert a strong influence over human behavior.7
Although the same processes shape secular and spiritual beliefs, religion is
especially influential because it asserts and recognizes a divine order to the cosmos.
According to Geertz, man is unable "to look at the stranger features of the world’s
landscape . . . without trying to develop, however fantastic, inconsistent, or simpleminded, some notions as to how such features might be reconciled with the more
ordinary deliverances of experience." This need to render the world comprehensible
is so basic to man’s nature that any chronic failure of his explanatory apparatus tends
to produce "a deep disquiet. "8 By attributing inexplicable phenomena to a
supernatural power, religious systems preclude such metaphysical anxiety. And
hence, Geertz concludes, for those who understand and believe in them, "religious
symbols provide a cosmic guarantee not only for their ability to comprehend the

passim. The main theme of the book is the dialectical nature of social knowledge,
where society exists only as people are conscious of it, and individual consciousness
is socially determined. As a distinct field of inquiry, the sociology of knowledge
addresses anything that passes for knowledge in a society, not just ideas. Only a
small pan of any society actively engages in the business of "ideas," but everyone
participates in the construction of its commonsense knowledge. For this reason, it is
the commonsense knowledge which holds the meaning of a society. See Berger and
Luckmann, 14-15. This point has particular relevance for the study of illiterate
societies, such as working-class Irish Catholics, but one cannot understand the
meaning of their various belief systems without also understanding how and why they
are formulated.
7Berger and Luckman, 53-89. Among historians, Paul E. Johnson recognized that
religious beliefs are socially constructed, yet they take on an autonomous life of their
own. Drawing on the works of Emile Durkeim, his book, A Shopkeeper’s
Millennium: Society and Revivals in Rochester. New York. 1815-1837 (New York:
Hill and Wang, 1978) was an effort to explore the dialectical relationship between
religion and behavior in a single community.
8Geertz, 98-101.
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world, but also, comprehending it, to give a precision to their feeling, a definition to
their emotions which enables them, morosely or joyfully, grimly or cavalierly, to
endure it."9 As the rest of this chapter will show, religion endowed even the most
ordinary activities of Irish immigrants with profound symbolism, a fact which
suggests that the realities of life in the nineteenth century still demanded attention to
the divine.
The day-to-day life of Irish Catholics was crowded with minor rituals.
Historians often reduce popular beliefs and superstitions to colorful folk traditions, but
most practices had important social functions which time has erased.10 Some were
designed to ensure good luck and some warded off harm. Many Irish believed in the
evil eye, witches, and fairies, for example. Rooted in Celtic mythology, the Irish
supernatural was unlike folk beliefs on the Continent, for it had no association with
Satanism or black magic. As Irish historian Sean Connelly explains,
The attraction of Irish witchcraft beliefs was that they provided an explanation
for the otherwise incomprehensible disasters of rural life, as well as the
comforting sense that one could take some precautions against the occurrence
of disaster."11
For this reason, the Irish also believed in the practice of "white magic," as practiced
by "fairy doctors." These individuals might be called upon to treat a cow which had
been affected by malicious fairies and failed to produce milk.

In County Armagh,

9Ibid., 107.
10For the Irish Catholic, "Getting up, kindling the fire, going to work, going to
bed, as well as birth, marriage, settling in a new house, death, were all occasions for
recognizing the presence of God," but because most of these activities took place at
home, in private, their spiritual dimension has been hidden. John J. O ’ Riordain, Irish
Catholics: Tradition and Transition (Dublin: Veritas Publications, 1980), 12. See
also, Robert Darnton, The Great Cat Massacre and Other Episodes in French Cultural
History (New York: Basic Books, 1984).
uSean Connelly, Priests and People in Pre-Famine Ireland. 1780-1845 (New
York: St. Martin’s Press, 1982), 102-103. Similar conclusions about Irish folk
beliefs and the uncertainty of life in an agrarian society are found in Emmet Larkin,
"The Devotional Revolution in Ireland, 1850-1875," American Historical Review 77,
no. 3 (June 1972), 637; and David W. Miller, "Irish Catholicism and the Great
Famine," Journal of Social History 11, no. 1 (Fall 1975), 90-93.
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sick cows were treated by affixing a charm to the tail. The charm was typically a
piece of paper on which a prayer had been transcribed, but it could also consist of
special herbs and other talismans. These folk beliefs began to decline in the 1830s,
but survivals could be seen among the Irish in America and in Ireland after the
1870s.12
Irish immigrants maintained their folk beliefs in Delaware. In July 1817, for
example, Father Patrick Kenny treated his ailing cow with "white magic."
cow Hannah seems strained in the kidneys—no mark of hurt," he wrote.

"My fine

"Rubb’d her

back with a stick then with a coarse rag & train oil, slit her tail & put in a clove of
garlic. Seems better this evening."13 Similarly, on Sunday, February 4, 1838,
Sophie du Pont noted,
On Monday died old Patrick Brady, aged 80 years. . . Old Patrick was of the
most ignorant and superstitious class of Irish; a catholic of course. When the
cows were sick, he would often say they were bewitched, and that if we would
get the priest to come and say a few prayers over them, they would get well;
‘that was the way they did it in Ireland.’ 14

12Connelly, 103 & 107. Emmet Larkin, David Miller and others agree that while
the onset of the devotional revolution in Ireland coincided with the great famine, it
remained largely an urban phenomenon until the last quarter of the century, when
economic regrowth finally enabled the construction of new churches. Rural Irish
were thus far more likely to cling to folk traditions. In his classic essay, "Work,
Culture, and Society in Industrializing America," Herbert Gutman asserted that
cultural survivals could be detected in various working-class communities as late as
the 1880s and 1890s. In Paterson, New Jersey, for example, Irish-born silk, cotton,
and iron workers believed in the magical powers of the town’s "Dublin Spring." As
an old resident claimed, "an Irish fairy brought over the water in her apron from the
Lakes of Killarney and planted it in the humble part of that town." Residents also
believed that the fairy could take human form, and that she wandered the streets of
Paterson "as a tottering old woman begging with a cane." Significantly, Gutman’s
source for this information appears to be the Paterson Evening News of October 27,
1900. See Herbert Gutman, Work. Culture, and Society in Industrializing America:
Essays in Working-Class and Social History (New York: Vintage Books, 1977), 4344.
13Rev. Patrick Kenny, Diary, 7/15/1817, Acc. 423.
14Sophie du Pont, diary, February 4, 1838, Box 93, Series F, Group 9, WMSS.
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Her entry further explains how Patrick "used to stand bent over his stick, muttering
his prayers as fast as he could, while old Ann Lovell was milking, because he thought
her a witch." Sophie thought him foolish for thinking that the family’s cook was a
witch, but Patrick was not the only Irish immigrant in the community who believed in
magic.IS
Although first-hand accounts like these are rare, other evidence suggests that
many powder workers would have been familiar with magic and folk customs.
Patrick McKenny (1853-1876), Michael Deery (1837-64), Daniel Dougherty (17861847) and Dennis McLaughlin (1812-1870), for example, were all born and reared in
the Parish of Cloncaugh, County Donegal, which contained a well-known folk
shrine.16 The parish lies at the tip of the Innishowen peninsula and contains the port
town of Malin, from which many Ulster immigrants began their journey. A
nineteenth-century topographical dictionary of Ireland noted that, "Both history and
tradition mention a conventual church at Malin, but the only vestiges are a heap of
stones; pilgrimages are still performed to the place, which terminate among the rocks

I5In 1828, Sophie wrote to her brother, Henry about the strange behavior of
Nancy Kelly, Evelina du Pont Bidermann’s Irish-born cook. "She has been perfectly
crasy [sic] since some time—She had been greatly worried at her daughter M ary’s
conduct (for a most undutiful little wretch she is) and this, added to her being of a
very weak and superstitious mind, and being so much alone, quite impaired her
reason . . . I cannot tell you how distressing it was to hear her rave as she did—she
had taken the idea that she was possessed with an evil spirit." Sophie du Pont to
Henry du Pont, February 5, 1828, Box 57, Series D, Group 9, WMSS. The
correspondence of the du Pont family members is vast, but a more thorough search
than I was able to perform would likely produce additional references to Irish folk
beliefs and practices.
15As noted in Chapter II, gravestones at local Catholic cemeteries often provide
the names of the communities in Ireland that powder workers had left. Many of these
towns, parishes, and counties are described in Samuel Lewis’s Topographical
Dictionary of Ireland (London: S. Lewis & Co., 1877), which notes the scarcity of
Roman Catholic churches in most parishes, and confirms the continued popularity of
folk customs in these districts in the 1870s. "Inventory of the Tombstone Inscriptions
in St. Joseph’s Churchyard, Henry Clay, Del.," Prepared by the Historic Records
Survey, Division of Women’s and Professional Projects, WPA (Wilmington, DE:
typescript, 1939), RG 37, St. Joseph’s on the Brandywine, Catholic Diocese of
Wilmington Archives.
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at Malin Head, in a small hollow, which is filled at every tide and reputed to possess
the power of curing diseases."17 Far to the south, the Parish of Ballyvourney in
County Cork also contained the ruins of an old convent.

"In one of the walls is a

head carved in stone, which is regarded with much veneration. Not far from these
ruins is a holy well, much resorted to on February 11, the feast of St. Gobnata, the
local patroness."18 Michael Leehane (1833-1867), Annorah Lucy, (1821-1879),
Ellen Keleher (1827-1879), Benjamin Healy (1834-1881) and others were from
Ballyvourney.

"Patterns," or pilgrimages to holy sites, were especially popular

among the rural Irish and usually merged Celtic and Christian devotions together.19
The interplay between Celtic mysticism and Christian doctrine continued to
characterize Irish Catholicism in America. Old Patrick Brady had little difficulty
combining the two. As Sophie recalled,
When I was sick first Old Patrick came several times to recommend remedies—
among them certain herbs (mustard was one) because, ‘you know, my dear,’
he said to Eleu, ‘there’s a great vartue [sic] in them; they were the herbs that
grew near the cross & on which some of the blessed Virgin’s tears fe ll.’20
In The Irish Catholics. John J. O ’ Riordain observed that because spirituality is
inherently related to culture, religious beliefs must be attuned to the culture of the
believer or they will be considered alien. Celtic culture easily accommodated
Christian precepts because early missionaries like St. Patrick understood the
importance of grafting new ideas onto old ones.21 Brid, the Earth Goddess, became
St. Bridget, the shamrock symbolized the Trinity, and the festival of Samhain became
the feast of AH Saints, or All Hallows Eve. In America, freedom of religion made it

17Lewis, 339.
I8Ibid., 161.
19On patterns, see Connelly, 135-140, and David Miller, 89. Pilgrimages to holy
wells and shrines were generally performed to invoke the intercession or benediction
of the saint with which they were associated. Many of these holy sites and figures
were Celtic in origin, but Christianized by missionaries.
20Sophie du Pont, diary, February 4, 1838.
210 ’ Riordain, 11-12.
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possible for Irish immigrants to maintain their hybrid faith, while the uncertainties of
life in a new, and still predominantly British and Protestant country, reinforced the
relevance of many beliefs and practices. As the years passed, however, and the Irish
accommodated themselves to industrial life, many agrarian-based folk practices no
longer made sense. By the early twentieth century, Irish-Americans were
theologically indistinguishable from other Catholics, but the change was slow and
gradual one.22

"Emmet Larkin, David Miller and Kerby Miller agree that periodic crop failures
in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, which culminated in the four
successive failures of 1841, 1842, 1843, and 1844, undermined the effectiveness of
traditional folk practices and beliefs in relieving stress. For this reason, these and
other scholars see the great famine as a psychological turning point for the Irish akin
to an identity crisis. David Miller states that the Catholic clergy successfully filled
this metaphysical void with new devotions "because the famine, by destroying the
customary practices, left neither a counterpoise to their power nor an alternative to
their example within the structure of Irish peasant religion." Larkin concurs with this
assessment, but notes that the Irish who survived the famine were from "that
respectable class of Catholics . . . who were economically better off," and therefore
already inclined to accept clerical authority, official Church doctrines, and new
devotions. Kerby Miller also attests that the increasing dominance of the so-called
strong farmers after the famine made their values and family structures the model for
the rest of post-famine Ireland. According to Larkin, this nucleus of middling-status
Catholics accrued more influence each year because of continuing emigration from
Ireland. Here, Larkin implies what my own research suggests: that the Irish
emigrants before and after the famine were largely drawn from those segments of
Irish society most likely to retain folk customs. Unlike Kerby M iller, David Miller
and Larkin note that the devotional revolution was not simply a result of the strong
farmers’ hegemony. Irish of all levels embraced official doctrines and eventually
became "practicing" Catholics because they still needed a divine source of comfort.
Larkin argues that the devotional revolution satisfied more than the negative factors of
guilt and fear induced by the catastrophe. Specifically, he says official Catholicism
resolved the Irish identity crisis caused by the erosion of Celtic culture because it
offered a substitute symbolic language and a new cultural heritage, "with which they
could identify and be identified and through which they could identify one another."
David Miller disagrees with this interpretation and argues that the post-famine Irish
felt more stress over the loss of land and the threat of rootlessness than the loss of
language and Gaelic culture. My research indicates that the Irish in America not only
encountered similar cultural and economic stresses, but that these were exacerbated by
the feelings of forced exile which Kerby Miller emphasized. Traditional Irish
Catholic practices were retained as long as they were needed to help the Irish adjust
to these forces. As in Ireland, the Irish in America appear to have largely abandoned
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The transition from vernacular to official Catholicism is not readily apparent in
the historical record, yet it is suggested by the changing attitude of Irish powder mill
families toward Catholic institutions. Delaware was among the first states to remove
religious prohibitions from its legal statutes. With its favorable political, economic,
and social climate, and with its proximity to Catholic Maryland, federal-era Delaware
was attractive to many Catholics seeking religious freedom. By 1800, a small, but
thriving community of French refugees from San Domingo had settled in Wilmington.
They were quickly joined by refugees from Ireland, whose growing numbers in the
first decades of the nineteenth century gave the Catholic Church in Delaware a Gaelic
flavor well before the 1840s.23
Three Catholic churches served the powder mill community in the nineteenth
century: St. Mary of the Assumption, The Cathedral of St. Peter, and St. Joseph’s
on the Brandywine.24 St. M ary’s parish began as a small, Jesuit mission served by
circuit-riding priests from Maryland. Its little log church, built in 1790, was the first
permanent Catholic institution in the state. In 1804, Rev. Patrick Kenny disembarked
in Wilmington to oversee the administration of St. Mary’s and the establishment of
new stations to serve the growing Catholic population of New Castle County.
A native of Dublin, Kenny received his education at the seminary of St.
Sulpice, near Paris. According to his biographer, he was "rather robust, less than

folk beliefs by the early twentieth century. David Miller, 88, 92-93; Larkin, 637639, 648-652; Kerby Miller, 57-58.
23Coffee Run. 1772-1960: The Story of the Beginnings of the Catholic Faith in
Delaware. (Hockessin, DE: privately printed, Church of St. John the Evangelist,
1960), 14-15. Photostat copy on file at St. Joseph’s on the Brandywine Parish office,
Greenville, DE.
24St. Peter’s became a Pro-Cathedral in 1868, when the Diocese of Wilmington
was created. Before this date, all Catholic parishes in New Castle County, Delaware,
came under the jurisdiction of the Diocese of Philadelphia. The primary Protestant
churches attended by powder workers were Mount Salem Methodist Church (1847),
Greenhill Presbyterian Church (1849), and Christ (Episcopal) Church (1856). While
there are surviving records for these parishes, time constraints did not permit
comparative work at this time.
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average height," and usually wore a black suit with "too-short, too-wide trouser legs."
His distinctive dress accommodated a severely ulcerated leg, which often hampered
his efforts to tend his widespread flock. Nevertheless, Kenny took his pastoral duties
seriously and carefully recorded both his ailments and his travels in a detailed
diary.25
The diary provides important information about the Catholic community in
New Castle County between 1804 and 1840, when Kenny died at the age of seventyseven. Although based at St. Mary’s, or Coffee Run as the mission was sometimes
called, Kenny served a total of six missions in Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Delaware
(fig. 3-1). These included St. Peter’s, which he founded in 1816 on West Street in
Wilmington. St. Mary’s and St. Peter’s were the two churches favored by Irish
workers and, though small, they experienced the same problems as Irish parishes in
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New York.
In Wilmington, as elsewhere, the chief problem facing Catholic parishes was a
conflict of authority. Throughout the northeastern United States, statutory laws
required that early parishes be incorporated by lay trustees, not clergy. Being a
trustee in the nineteenth century was a sign of social distinction in the local
community, but the position also imposed a financial and legal burden. Trustees were
expected to collect money, pay bills, provide salaries for the clergy, and administer
the parish’s legal affairs. Since it was the trustees and not the clergy or diocese who
held the title to parish properties, they were also responsible for all debts incurred.26
In many ways, trustees viewed themselves as employers, and often used their fiscal
authority to justify the hiring and firing of certain priests. As Jay Dolan

•^Coffee Run. 20; Gail Marie Artner, "Priest and Parish in the Formative Years,
1800-1840: Father Patrick Kenny of the Delaware Valley," (M . A. thesis, University
of Delaware, 1968).
26Joseph J. Casino, "From Sanctuary to Involvement: A History of the Catholic
Parish in the North East," in The American Catholic Parish: Volume I. The North
East. South East, and South Central States ed. by Jay P. Dolan (New York: Paulist
Press, 1987), 18-19. Patrick W. Carey, People. Priests and Prelates: Ecclesiastical
Democracy and the Tensions of Trusteeism (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame,
1987), 80-81.
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Fig. 3-1. Map showing location of mission stations attended by
Rev. Patrick Kenny from 1814 to 1827. Taken from Coffee Run (1960).
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demonstrated, early Catholic parishes were organized by ethnic group, and trustees
frequently refused to accept priests of a different nationality than their ow n.’7
Priests were assigned to particular parishes by the bishop of their diocese, however,
and the trustees’ refusal constituted an affront to the bishop’s authority.
Like priests in New York, Father Kenny found himself embroiled in conflict
with the trustees o f St. Mary’s and St. Peter’s between 1826 and 1828. Although he
tried to maintain a reasonable visitation schedule for his six churches, each demanded
its own weekly mass.28 The trustees of St. Peter’s and St. M ary’s, representing the
majority of Kenny’s parishioners, pressed him the most. Kenny repeatedly requested
assistance from the diocese of Philadelphia, but while other priests frequently
travelled through New Castle County, no permanent help seemed available. The
trustees cut Kenny’s minimal salary several times in quick succession, and when
repeated sermons and meetings failed, Kenny withdrew his spiritual services. The
trustees complained to their bishop, Rev. Francis P. Kenrick, and Kenny was
immediately summoned to Philadelphia, where the matter went before an ecclesiastical
court.
While the court deliberated, Kenny agreed to honor his original Mass
schedule, explaining that,
I would be in Wilm tomorrow, & if upon examination I should find all matters
square, I would officiate in Wilm providing that ALL the trustees that were
elected 7 July would sign a document purporting they regretted the occurrences
and that they would use their best efforts, whilst in office, to prevent a
repetition thereof.29
The trustees refused and relations between the two sides remained tense. While the
trustees clearly wanted Kenny’s services, they believed that their administrative role
gave them the right to decide where, when, and how often the sacraments should be
administered. Kenny disagreed. The absence of an official Church hierarchy in

27Jay Dolan, The Immigrant Church: New York’s Irish and German Catholics.
1815-1865 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1975), 5.
28Coffee Run. 20.
29Ibid., 23.
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Ireland had vested parish priests with sole authority over religious affairs, and his
actions conveyed an intention to uphold the Irish system.

Four months later,

representatives from St. Peter’s paid Kenny a visit at Coffee Run.
This too busy gentleman assur’d me, that there would be blood spilled on
Sunday next in Wilm if I should give Mass, as he was inform’d [sic] I
intended . . . [they] thought it more prudent that I should not attend St. Peter’s
until the next court decision.30
Undaunted, Kenny went to William Larkin’s store, a popular meeting place in
Wilmington, and made it known that he would indeed offer Mass on Sunday and that
he would be available for two days prior to meet with any member of the parish who
wished to speak with him. As a steady stream of parishioners filed into Larkin’s, the
trustees realized the extent of the priest’s appeal in the community and reopened their
own negotiations with him. Though the conflict was not fully resolved until a
permanent assistant, Rev. George A. Carrell, arrived at St. Peter’s in 1829, Kenny
had won an important victory. By taking the matter straight to his flock, Kenny
diminished the power of an American innovation—the voluntary parish with its lay
trustees—and reinforced the historic relationship between priest and people.
Although the scarcity of priests in America was a problem for many early
Catholic parishes, it was quickly overshadowed by the question of pew rents. Pew
rents were by no means particular to the Catholic Church, but they did constitute the
most lucrative source of income for St. Mary’s, St. Peter’s and later, St. Joseph’s.
Rents generally varied with proximity to the altar. Alternatively, pews could be
auctioned to the highest bidder. In this case, the sale would be advertised in a local
newspaper and the empty or unsold pews would be locked.

As in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, the purchase or rental of a pew implied a certain degree of social
and economic standing for the occupant, and the men who held pews near the altar
were usually trustees. Individuals who were further down the economic ladder sat
further down the nave-that is, if they sat at all.31

30Ibid.
31Dolan, 7-8 and 50-52.
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Pew rents were part of a complex financial strategy. Most parishes relied on a
combination of seat collections, pew rentals, lotteries, bazaars, and lectures, but as in
Ireland, priests also raised money by charging fees for ceremonies like baptism,
marriage, and extreme unction.32 The fee for baptism was one dollar by 1829,
according to the register at St. Peter’s. An entry for Thomas Rodgers, born on
January 2 and baptized at home on February 11, included the following note: "nb-The
above is copied from a scrip left by the subscriber, enclosing one dollar for Rev. Mr.
Kenny."33 Kenny also received money for performing funerals and saying masses
on behalf of a particular individual. On Sunday, April 5, 1818, for example, he
recorded in his diary:
Great rain all morning opened passage to a great number who attended church.
18 communicants, 4 masses ordered for Pk Brady’s son & I mass in particular
for John Brady--1 mass by Js Brady for SI [soul] of Hugh Brady—3 masses for

32Casino, 24-26. Charging fees for the administration of Catholic sacraments was
accepted practice in Ireland. See Larkin, 632-633. In 1825, the Rev. Michael
Collins testified in an Irish court to the amount of money he received for performing
various services in the parish of Skibbereen, County Cork. All Catholic farmers were
required to pay 3s. 4d. at Christmas and Easter, plus additional fees for christenings,
marriages, and confessions. There was no fixed rate for these rituals, allowing
priests to charge the wealthy more and the poor less. Evidence on the State of
Ireland. Taken Before the Select Committee of the Houses of Lords and Commons
(London: John Murray, 1825), 89.
33Cathedral of St. Peter, Register of Baptisms from 8/1796 to 4/1834, microfilm
copy available at the Family History Center of the Wilmington Stake, LDS,
Wilmington, DE, or the Diocese of Wilmington Archives, Greenville, DE. Thomas
Rodgers had been baptized by Rev. Terence Donohoe, one of the itinerant Catholic
priests who frequently travelled through Delaware en route to and from Maryland. It
appears that his parents, powder man John Rodgers and Mary Ann Devor, paid
Donohoe, who left the $1 and a note of explanation for Rev. Kenny. Kenny
perceived the baptism as an infringement of his parochial authority over the
Brandywine and added, "One dollar or one thousand would be no credential for the
above act. These roving priests will probably be soon confined to their known
stations."
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SI [soul] of Philip Gallagher 3 masses SI [soul] of Edward Bradley—Jas Brady
paid for what I already celebrated.34
The parishioners had placed their orders after attending a mass at St. Mary’s for the
"S[ou]ls of all that were swept off on the 19 of March 1818 at du Ponts’ powder
mills." Philip Gallagher, Edward Bradley, and Patrick Brady’s two sons, Hugh and
John, were among the victims of the explosion. Their families eased their grief by
having a mass said for the repose of their souls, but it was their annual contribution
that kept the parish going.
Many ordinary parishioners considered aggressive fundraising to be at odds
with the spiritual mission of the Catholic Church in America. This ideological
conflict can best be seen in the disjuncture between pew rents and voluntaryism. The
concept of voluntaryism arose out of the separation of church and state. Since the
state had no role in organized religion, churches of all denominations depended upon
the voluntary support of their congregations. Bishop John England, a native of
Ireland and head of the Diocese of Charleston, was the most ardent Catholic supporter
of voluntaryism in nineteenth-century America and frequently expressed his belief that
"voluntaryism should provide all with equal access to the church and the benefits of
religion."

In his opinion, which many other American Catholics shared, auctioning

pews to the highest bidder and refusing to seat the indigent were incompatible with
the voluntary covenant.35
The problem was that voluntaryism reflected the increasing adaptation of
Roman Catholicism to American republicanism. Dale Knobel has shown that the
popular stereotype of Irish Catholics revolved around their supposed inability to
develop the virtues and intelligence required for life in republican America.

"Servile.

^Rev. Patrick Kenny, diary, 4/5/1818. Estate settlements frequently indicate
payment for funeral services. Kenny received $1 for performing the funeral rite of a
powder worker in 1812. See John Fitzgerald, Feb. 22, 1812, Probate Records, New
Castle County Delaware, microfilm, Morris Library, University of Delaware,
Newark, Delaware.
35Patrick W. Carey, An Immigrant Bishop: John England’s Adaptation of Irish
Catholicism to American Republicanism (New York: U.S. Catholic Historical
Society, 1982), 100-107 passim.
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uneducated, unaccustomed to self-government or the rule of law itself, prone to take
liberty as an excuse to cast off inhibition, the Irish in America were a substantial
danger to a self-governing republic which welcomed all to citizenship.”36 Oscar
Handlin’s work suggests that native-born Americans’ negative characterization of the
Irish had some basis in reality; he determined that many immigrants did find the
voluntary practices of American religious institutions unfamiliar and disturbing.
Confronted with this Anglo-Protestant bias, Bishop England and others claimed that
British oppression had actually prepared Irish Catholics to embrace voluntaryism by
arousing their political awareness.37 By mid-century, democratic principles were
clearly evident in Church affairs, but outsiders and nativists remained suspicious.
While the Catholic Church had opened the door to republicanism through its support
o f voluntaryism, it also maintained a traditional respect for authority. A closer look
at the organization and growth of the powder workers’ parishes suggests how this
interplay between equality and deference worked.
The Irish Catholic population along the Brandywine swelled with the expansion
o f river-side manufactories. Despite the continuing influx of Irish immigrants,
Catholics still had to make a four or five mile pilgrimage to reach St. M ary’s or St.
Peter’s, respectively. Information on this early period is sketchy, but it appears that
they patronized both churches for rituals like baptism and marriage, yet favored St.
Peter’s when they attended Mass. Powder workers may have found it convenient to
attend services at St. Peter’s while conducting other business in the city. St. Peter’s
was also a newer, bigger, and more elaborate structure, and some workers may have
found its appearance and size more appealing. A small group of older powder
workers, however, maintained their allegiance to the log church at St. M ary’s.
By 1814, Kenny had enlarged the church at St. Mary’s to accommodate
fourteen pews.

In keeping with their stature in the Catholic community and generous

donations, Gabrielle du Pont, the wife of Victor, and her children, Amelia and

36Handlin, 115. Knobel, 55.
37Carey, An Immigrant Bishop. 99. See also Maguire, 346-7.
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Charles Irenee, received the first pew on the left. Patrick McGee, a trustee, occupied
the first pew on the right. A family of former slaves from San Domingo had one
pew, and one was vacant. The ten remaining pews were occupied by the families of
Irish workmen.38
Although wealthy Catholics and trustees occupied the front pews at St.
Mary’s, the rest were assigned on the basis of marital status. Through an
arrangement with Rev. Kenny, the du Pont company deducted pew rents from their
workmen’s earnings. A surviving list of subscribers, dated February 1818, gave
forty-six names along with the amount they paid. Single men paid $1 per year,
married men paid $2 and men with families paid $3. A few men even paid $5.39
The little church at St. Mary’s could not have accommodated all of these men and
their families at one time, but financial contributions were necessary for membership
in the parish. Like Catholics elsewhere, these men and their families probably
attended Mass irregularly. Instead, they joined parishes in order to receive the
sacraments of baptism, marriage, confession, and extreme unction, to receive home
visits from their pastor, and to be buried in the church yard. The determination of
subscription rates and the assignment of pews at St. Mary’s thus combined elements
of voluntaryism and deference, while the powder workers’ low attendance confirms
the continued domestic orientation of their faith.
The organization of St. Joseph’s on the Brandywine parish reflected similar
attitudes. Catholics working in and around the powder yards did not resolve to build
their own church until February 1841. Sophie du Pont duly noted the event in her
diary.
Yesterday I heard that there is plan on foot to build a Catholic church here—it
was quite news to me, but not at all to Amelia [du Pont], she said she had
heard of it long ago. it originated she thinks with priest Carrol [sic]. Peter
Brennan is one of the most zealous promoters of it—Amelia said Alfred [du
Pont] had promised to give the land, if funds enough to build the church were

38Coffee Run. 29.
39"Catholic Church: Subscription charged to our hands in petit ledger, February
1818." Misc. Bills file, Jan.-June 1818, Box 488, Acc. 500.
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collected~no fear but that they will very soon be collected!--The Catholics put
us protestants to shame completely by their superior zeal and devoted ness.40
On August 25, Charles I. du Pont sold the Rev. Francis Kendrick, Bishop of
Philadelphia, a plot of land at the intersection of Barley Mill and Montchanin roads
for $100. Baptized a Catholic like his sister, Amelia, Charles also served as one of
the first trustees.41 The other trustees of the new church were: Alfred, Alexis, and
Henry du Pont, who were not Catholics but ran the company that employed them;
Peter N. Brennan, the company’s Irish-born book-keeper; Edward Dougherty and his
brother Charles Dougherty; and Michael Dougherty (no relation). The three
Doughertys were powder workers and all had emigrated from Ireland.
All of the trustees undoubtedly contributed to the churcn’s construction, but
notations in wage ledgers show that some powder workers bought $100 shares at six
percent interest. Local Protestants contributed as well, especially manufacturers. The
powder company supplied most of the materials and much of the actual labor was
done by du Pont employees, who were temporarily released from duty. James
Goodman, the company’s master mason, supervised the construction. By the
following December, the church was ready for its dedication; the community
symbolically chose St. Joseph, the patron saint of workers, as their guardian.42
Pew rents enabled Rev. Patrick McCabe, the first pastor, to complete and
maintain the facility. Like Patrick Kenny, McCabe and his successors assessed
parishioners’ contributions on the basis of marital status, but individuals were
encouraged to contribute as much as they could. An 1843 list of quarterly pew rent

'“Sophie du Pont, diary, March 7, 1841.
“‘Marjorie McNinch, lecture presented 2/8/93, H M L.
42William Rowe, "St. Joseph’s Church, Brandywine, Delaware," (1889).
Typescript copy at St. Joseph’s Parish Office, Greenville, DE. See also, Joseph A.
L. Errigo, A History of St. Joseph’s on the Brandywine (Wilmington: William N.
Cann, Inc., 1941), 29.
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deductions showed sums ranging from one dollar to $9.75.43 Within five short
years, the congregation had outgrown its church, and in 1848 St. Joseph’s was
enlarged to seat 550 people. Additional improvements followed, including the
acquisition of several rental properties and the construction o f a school in 1850.44
While members of the du Pont family contributed to the expansion, it was the
Catholic workers themselves who raised most of the money. The petit ledger of
1852-53 suggests that all of these improvements were financed by a combination of
donations and subscriptions from the powder mill community. Pew rent deductions
for these years were $2 in January, July, and December, compared to the $1 paid by
members of Christ (Episcopal) Church every four months. O f the 410 men listed in
the ledger, 172 (or almost 42 percent) paid pew rent to St. Joseph’s, and some were
buying new $100 shares.45 Brian Mitchell has shown that the construction of new
parishes at Lowell was largely financed by Irish immigrants, who had achieved
middle-class status and for whom the ability to build a church was an important sign
of their prosperity. A similar argument can be made for the working-class Irish
Catholics in Delaware, who had also improved their economic condition.46
The powder mill churches had a more egalitarian structure than the larger
parishes of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore or Charleston, but voluntary
subscription meant that pastors sometimes had difficulties collecting money from
parishioners. Several surviving letters from Rev. John S. Walsh, pastor o f St.
Joseph’s from 1846 to 1867, provide some interesting details about this problem. On
January 15, 1851, Walsh notified John Peoples, one of the company clerks, that
Thomas Devine had failed to pay his pew rent.

43"The sums anexed [sic] to the folowing [sic] names is the amount of there [sic]
pew rent due to St Joseph’s Church Oct the 1st 1843." Misc. Bills file, 1843, Box
497, Acc. 500.
■“ Errigo, 33-34.
45Petit ledger, 1852-53, Acc. 500.
46Brian Mitchell, The Paddv Camps: The Irish of Lowell. 1821-1861 (Chicago:
University of Illinois Press, 1988), 56.
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He says, at least he, like some others, told you it was a mistake on my part.
There was no mistake on my part. Thomas Devine, Peter Conway and others
took pews for themselves and friends but, I suppose, when they failed in
getting paid from those friends, they endeavored in getting out of paying
themselves by fastening a mistake on me.47
Another letter of January 21, 1858, notified Peoples that,
The late Anthony Doherty, Lewis Vache, and John McClafferty, having paid
no pew rent, owed for the burying ground. Please let me know if they had
any money in the office and if anything could be done towards getting
something.48
By 1858, pew rents had changed to $4 for single men and $6 for married men, paid
in two installments.49 As they had in the past, du Pont company clerks made regular
deductions from all Catholic workers’ wage accounts. It appears that the pastor
provided them with periodic lists of parish members for this purpose, but as Walsh
admitted to James Peoples, another clerk, "I sometimes am not aware that some are
married.

I would be thankful if you corrected such mistakes."50

When payment was in dispute, Walsh often turned to a higher authority.
Writing to Henry du Pont, then president of the company, Walsh said, "I understand
that Daniel Haley is about to leave here. He owes us $23 rent and I expect nothing
from him. If you could secure it for us you would confer a great favor."51
Although lay Catholics frequently defied the authority of their clergy, deference did
not disappear from American Catholicism. As Walsh’s tone suggests, relationships
between parish priests and the du Ponts, between priests and their bishops, and

47John S. Walsh to John Peoples, 15 January 1851, Incoming Correspondence,
Box, 400, Acc. 500.
48John S. Walsh to John Peoples, I January 1858.
49John S. Walsh to James Peoples, 12 July 1858.
50J. S. Walsh to James M. Peoples, 17 December 1858.
51Haley was not the first du Pont employee to try and leave the community
without paying his debts, but he was unsuccessful. Within a week, Walsh was able to
inform John Peoples that Haley had settled his account. J. S. Walsh to Henry du
Pont, Esq., I February 1858, and J. S. Walsh to John Peoples, 9 February 1858.
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between priests, trustees, and parishioners all reflected an ongoing tension between
hierarchical and egalitarian principles.
By sometimes reneging on their voluntary commitment to the Church, Catholic
powder workers openly defied the supposed authority of their priests and employers,
yet there is no evidence of religious strife along the Brandywine. This absence of
conflict contrasts sharply with the two standard interpretations of working-class
religion. The first, exemplified by labor historians like Bruce Laurie, Anthony
Wallace, Gary Gerstle, Ron Schatz, and Ken Fones-Wolf, emphasizes the relationship
between organized religion, organized labor, and organized capital. Early theorists of
labor, like Marx, Durkheim, and Weber, saw Christianity as a bulwark of capitalism.
According to this interpretation, religion reflects the dominant ideological
superstructure and thus contributes to the legitimation of bourgeois power. As Ken
Fones-Wolf recently noted, most historians of labor have not questioned these
assumptions, and their work continues to treat religion as an agent of social
control.52 A second group, mostly historians of immigration and religion, focuses
on the relationship between ethnic culture and the rise of large, urban churches. The
works of Jay Dolan, Oscar Handlin, and John Bodnar, for example, attribute the
dramatic growth of Irish Catholic parishes to external forces like anti-Catholic

52Ken Fones-Wolf, Trade Union Gospel: Christianity and Labor in Industrial
Philadelphia. 1865-1915 (Philadelphia: Temple University press, 1989), xiv. The
introductory chapter of this book provides a good overview of the scholarship on
labor and religion. As Fones-Wolf indicates, there are two strains of scholarship
within the Marx-Durkeim-Weber school. Many labor historians believe that workingclass churches were simply agents of social control. Following E. P. Thompson and
Anthony F. C. Wallace, they argue that American manufacturers promoted the growth
of new parishes in order to inculcate rural migrants and European immigrants with
values like punctuality, obedience, self-discipline, and order. Other historians,
following Herbert Gutman’s "culturalist" approach, have emphasized the ways in
which American labor used religion to articulate their opposition to industrial
capitalism. For a critique of the social control approach taken by Thompson and
Wallace, see Anne M . Boylan, Sunday School: The Formation of an American
Institution. 1790-1880 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988), 37 and fnl9.
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prejudice and anti-Irish nativism.53 Within this context, they conclude that
nineteenth-century Catholicism was inherently parish-centered, that priests exerted
considerable control over their parishioners, and that statistics on pew rents and
attendance rates provide the best index to working-class piety. Despite their disparate
approaches, both groups share a materialist conception of culture. Consequently,
religion is always portrayed as a "contested terrain," where members of the working
class and middle class used different aspects of Christianity to legitimate their
particular goals. In many communities, the force of the Second Great Awakening and
the simultaneous growth of the Roman Catholic Church certainly did aggravate
existing tensions between clergy, industrialists, and workers. But while the strength
of evangelical Protestantism in the Brandywine Valley convinced many laborers to
convert, the unusually liberal policies o f the du Pont company enabled Irish Catholic
powder workers to maintain their spiritual independence.
With Deists, Protestants, and Catholics in their family tree, the leaders of the
du Pont company found it impossible to promote a specific faith among their
employees. This attitude was not shared by other manufacturers in the region.
According to Anthony F. C. Wallace, "the Philadelphia-Wilmington area which
surrounded Chester Creek was, during the years of the American Revolution and in
the two generations that followed, the center of radical social thought in America.n54
As deists, Pierre Samuel du Pont and his sons were attracted by the liberal ideological
climate of this region, but by the 1820s, evangelical Protestants in the Brandywine
River Valley had launched an aggressive attack against the radical free thinkers or
"infidels" in their midst. Rockdale manufacturer Richard S. Smith, his wife
Elizabeth, and their daughters, Clementina and Harriet, led the fight by founding a
Sunday school in 1833 and an Episcopal church in 1834. The Sunday school was

53Jay Dolan, The Immigrant Church: New York City’s Irish and German
Catholics. 1815-1865 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1975). Oscar Handlin, The
Uprooted. 2nd ed. (New York: Little, Brown and Company, 1979). John Bodnar,
The Transplanted (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985).
^Anthony F. C. Wallace, Rockdale: The Growth of an American Village in the
Early Industrial Revolution (New York: Knopf, 1978), 256.
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based upon the Brandywine Manufacturers’ Sunday School (BMSS), where
Clementina had once taught, but the Rockdale version reflected the Smith family’s
increasingly sectarian views.55 Baptist Joseph Crozer was another evangelicallyminded manufacturer. As an employer, he wielded considerable control over his
workforce, but as a "Christian steward" on earth, Crozer believed he had a duty to
extend that power even further. By building numerous Methodist and Baptist
churches, Crozer made great efforts to promote evangelical tenets among workers in
the Rockdale district, and by making himself deacon of the church in Crozerville, he
came very close to creating a theocratic commune.56 Millowners James Riddle and
Joseph Bancroft of Wilmington took similar steps to foster evangelical Protestantism
along the lower reaches of the Brandywine. Because they were socially, politically,
and financially connected to this community of mill owners and manufacturers, the du
Ponts might have been persuaded to implement a similar program with their own
workmen, but in keeping with their deist heritage, they did not.
For most of the nineteenth century, the leaders of the powder company
remained faithful to the teachings of their patriarch, Pierre Samuel du Pont. Like
other prominent men of the French Enlightenment, the elder du Pont openly rejected
any form of organized religion and believed only that a somewhat vague kind of
divine order governed the universe. While hiding from the Reign of Terror in 1792
and 1793, Pierre Samuel wrote his "Philosophie de l’ Univers," in which he spelled
out the principles of his deistic faith. "If I am a watch-maker, I, with the little that I

55Unlike their cousins in Philadelphia, Joanna and Thomas Mackie Smith, the
Rockdale Smiths were low-church Episcopalians and they earnestly supported
evangelical goals. Clementina Smith was Sophie du Pont’s best friend and their
surviving correspondence suggests that she strongly influenced Sophie’s early
attachment to evangelical Protestantism. Joanna and Thomas Smith married Alexis I.
and Eleuthera du Pont, respectively, and subsequently brought about their conversion
to high-church Episcopalian ism. Ibid., 298-300; 309.
56By 1853, Crozer had become vice-president of the Baptist Publication Society,
which purported to fight "infidelity and Catholicism in ostensibly Christian nations."
Infidelity was defined as "lack of faith in Christ;" in other words, failure to recognize
that Jesus Christ was the Savior. Ibid., 348 and 439-441.
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have of wit, [then] the immense clock of the Universe has also its clock-maker." To
the question, Who is God?, he replied, "I don’t know, . . . [but] it would be
quibbling with words for me to refuse to give to Intelligence the name God . . . God
is the intelligent one, the powerful one, the reasoning one, the motive force. Without
him, matter would be chaos." But above God stood Nature.

"Nature is not a being

but a fact. It realizes the assembling of the essential properties of Intelligence and
Matter." Like other adherents of Physiocracy, then, du Pont believed the universe to
be governed by rational, physical laws and he looked to science, not God, for
guidance.57
This outlook put deists, Physiocrats, and other French liberals in conflict with
the Catholic Church, but the anti-clericalism they expressed did not necessarily
translate into anti-Catholicism. Although Pierre Samuel was among the first to cry
out in the National Assembly for the confiscation of estates owned by the Church, his
opposition to Catholicism was practical, not spiritual. Using Thomas Jefferson as an
example, Sidney Ahlstrom explains that "enlightened" philosophes simply viewed the
Roman Catholic Church as "the most powerful—and therefore the most dangerous-institutionalization of medieval superstition, sectarian narrowness, and monarchical
despotism in religion."58 Because he was an esteemed friend of Jefferson’s, because
he married a practicing Catholic, and because several of his grandchildren were
reared in that faith, it is likely that any anti-clerical sentiments expressed by Pierre
Samuel du Pont reflected this "enlightened" model and not anti-Catholicism in

57Joseph Frazier Wall, Alfred I. du Pont: The Man and His Family (New York:
Oxford, 1990), 11-14.
58Motivated more by political goals, this version of anti-Catholicism appeared
"enlightened" when compared to that of religious dissenters. Sydney E. Ahlstrom, A
Religious History of the American People (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1972),
556.
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general.59 Evidence also suggests that he passed this perspective on to his
descendants, who actively supported the growth of the Catholic Church and its clergy.
The fact that a major branch o f the du Pont family was Catholic helped sustain
Roman Catholicism in the powder mill community despite increasing opposition from
evangelical Protestants.60 Rooted in the Reformed (Calvinist) tradition of the

59Arguments supporting the anti-clericalism of the du Ponts are based largely on
sources referring specifically to abuses by the clergy in France. William Carr, for
example, concluded that E. I. du Pont’s correspondence contained many "sarcastic
references to Jesuits and other men of the cloth." In an 1827 note on the state of
education in France, du Pont recalled that French schools used to be unexcelled, "but
who can tell what may have become o f those schools under the withering hand o f the
Bourbons, who-as much as they have been able to do it-have given up to priests the
education of the youth of France." Joseph Wall similarly recounts how Alfred Victor
du Pont threatened to "personally throw the first black-dressed, reversed-collar man
who appeared on the grounds into the Brandywine River," when his siblings tried to
build an Episcopal church on company property in the 1850s. W all’s footnote
indicates that this is a popular family legend, told to him by Maurice du Pont Lee in a
1974 interview. A slightly different version appears in Carr’s history of the family.
According to Carr, "In 1819 or 1820, Alfred V. du Pont said, T wrote to a very
reverend and good churchman that he should be ducked into the creek the first time
he could be found on our property.’ " Whichever story is correct, it is unlikely that
Alfred du Pont meant what he said, for "reversed-collar" men had been visiting the
property since at least 1804. See William H. A. Carr, The du Ponts of Delaware
(New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1964), 131; and Wall, 75.
60The du Ponts could not have taken an explicitly anti-Catholic stance as long as a
significant branch of the family practiced that faith. Victor du Pont remained a deist,
but his wife, Gabrielle, was Catholic and their four children, Charles, Amelia,
Samuel, and Julia were raised as members of the Church of Rome. Charles appears
to have stopped practicing somewhat early in life, but as a state senator, he
introduced legislation that freed Catholic organizations in Delaware from many
restrictions. He also formally declared his opposition to the Know-Nothing party on
the basis of their proposed "proscription of all foreigners and particularly the poor
oppressed Irish Catholics." Samuel F. du Pont, called Frank, converted to
Episcopalian ism soon after his marriage to Sophie. Only Amelia and Julia continued
to practiced their faith as adults. Amelia was an important benefactor of St. Joseph’s
on the Brandywine. Her daughter, Gabrielle, remained a Catholic after her marriage
to William Breck, a Brandywine textile manufacturer. Similarly, one of Julia’s
daughters, also named Gabrielle, had to be married by a magistrate because her
husband was Protestant and she remained Catholic. Another daughter, Alicia, entered
a convent and was eventually known as Mother Mary Jerome. Charles I. du Pont is
quoted in Carr, 137. Additional biographical data is found throughout John Beverly
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sixteenth century, evangelical Protestants believed that Catholicism deprived its
adherents of the crucial, life-changing encounter with God. This encounter or
"conversion" could only come about through direct exposure to the word of God,
especially as revealed by close reading of scripture. Since, in their view, Catholicism
did not encourage either bible reading or individual interpretation, it necessarily
prevented its adherents from developing a personal relationship with the Almighty.
For this reason, evangelicals concluded that it was their Christian duty to help
Catholics break away from the Roman Church and thereby "come out from darkness
into the light o f the true faith in Christ."61 Believing further that Roman Catholic
influence might substantially delay the Second Coming, pre-millenialists advocated an
aggressive activism. Promulgation of the gospel was a necessary corollary, for
Catholics had to be educated to achieve conversion.

In this way, biblicalism became

the cornerstone of anti-catholicism, but it also reflected a very different attitude
towards salvation. To Protestant eyes, Popery encouraged "looking to ourselves and
our own doings for salvation," not Christ. Under the tenets of crucicentrism, Christ’s
crucifixion made good works, the sacraments, and prayers of intercession
unnecessary. Faith alone was sufficient for salvation and the essence of true faith was
revealed by the scriptures. As a result, "evangelical anti-Catholics had a strong
hostility to all aspects of the Roman church that seemed to them to imply that there

Riggs, A Guide to Manuscripts in the Eleutherian Mills Historical Library:
Accessions Through the Year 1965 (Greenville, DE: Eleutherian Mills Historical
Library, 1970).
61According to John Wolffe, anti-Catholicism helped define evangelical identity in
the mid-nineteenth century. While there are many different uses of the term
"evangelical," historians generally agree that it refers to "a consistent pattern of
convictions and attitudes." Chief among these were conversion, biblicalism, activism,
and crucicentrism. See, Mark A. Noll, "Introduction," and John Wolffe, "AntiCatholicism and Evangelical Identity in Britain and the United States, 1830-1860," in
Evangelicalism ed. by Mark Noll, David W. Bebbington, and George A. Rawlyk,
(New York: Oxford, 1994), 6 and 179.
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were intermediaries between the believer and Christ, such as papal authority, the
Mass, and veneration of saints. "62
Like the philosophes, most evangelical Protestants were capable of
distinguishing between political and religious opposition to Catholicism.

In the 1840s,

a small but influential group of Americans used anti-Catholicism to rally Protestants
and organize pro-evangelical coalitions along national and international lines. These
efforts at political unification fell apart when evangelicals proved unable to agree on
tactics. Some recognized that outright denunciation would only make Roman
Catholics more hostile to conversion. They advocated caution and moderation,
instead. Others claimed that an apocalyptic confrontation was both necessary and
right. For pre-millennialists especially, Rome was evil, the Pope was the anti-Christ,
and the Second Coming completely justified a virulent assault. Since most
evangelicals favored moral suasion over political organization or terrorism, these
militants remained a minority within the movement. Hence, despite nativist fears and
the rise of the Know-Nothing Party, anti-Catholicism was not simply a result of ethnic
hostility and prejudice. Rather, current scholarship confirms that it reflected complex
differences between the spiritual aspirations and religious activities of Roman
Catholics and evangelical Protestants.63
Because they were socially-constructed, many of these differences were
exaggerated when evangelicals "projected onto Roman Catholics the antithesis of their

62Anti-Catholicism was thus linked with individualism, which has also been seen
as a defining characteristic of evangelicalism. Wolffe, 180-183. Here we can begin
to see why evangelical Protestants like Sophie du Pont frequently used the term
"superstitious" to describe Irish Catholics. To non-believers, superstitions or
"Hibernianisms" implied a kind of repetitive, ritualized behavior performed out of
either habit, ignorance, or fear. None of these traits were conducive to the
development o f a sincere, personal spirituality of the kind that evangelicals
encouraged.
63Nor were the Irish the only targets. Evangelicals exhibited hostility towards
German Catholics in the midwest; towards French Canadians in New England and
towards other English in Britain. Response to immigration was thus affected by local
circumstances. Ibid., 186-188.
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own idealization of good order, domesticity, family life, and female purity."64
When a particular group is confronted by large-scale social, economic, or political
changes, insiders often portray outsiders in ways which help them make sense of their
own identity. The flood of Irish Catholics into northeastern cities during the first half
of the nineteenth century made them especially susceptible to pejorative stereotyping
from evangelical Protestants, but as Dale Knobel discovered, most Americans had
little or no real contact with the immigrant population. Instead, popular images or
stereotypes of the Irish substituted for real experiences. These images were so
unfavorable that they conditioned native-born Americans to respond negatively when
they encountered immigrants. Over time, however, increasing contact made it
difficult to sustain generalizations about Irish Catholic character and many stereotypes
eventually "floundered on the rock of reality."65
Like other members of their social class, the du Ponts frequently used
prevailing stereotypes to depict local Irish Catholics, but the descriptions contained in
their correspondence were seldom uniform. Sophie du Pont, for example, concluded
that Old Patrick Brady was "of a weak and superstitious mind," yet she called powder
man Patrick Holland "honest," "virtuous," and "industrious."66 Opinions about Irish
domestics varied, as well.

Eleuthera du Pont Smith considered them all to be

"ignorant and uncivilized . . . when they arrive from their own country." Once
properly trained, "they marry and we have to recommence a new education," she
lamented. Some Irish women did manage to earn praise during their period of
employment. Old Patrick Brady’s daughter, Biddy, was a "fine, blooming,
industrious girl, who lived for some years at our house," while her sister, Mary,

'“ Ibid., 184-186.
65Knobel, 16 and 100-3.
660 n Old Patrick Brady see fnl4. On Patrick Holland see Sophie du Pont to
Henry du Pont, August 26, 1832 and September 6, 1832.
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"who was James Bidermann’s nurse," was a "pretty and clever girl."67 As
evangelical Episcopalians, Sophie and Eleuthera could (and perhaps should) have
denounced all Irish Catholics equally, but their personal relationships with employees
precluded such a reactionary response.
Proximity also prevented the evangelical du Ponts from denouncing those
members of their own family who remained unconverted. Evelina du Pont married
James Antoine Bidermann in 1816, yet they are never mentioned in relation to any
church or religious activity. Over the years, Alfred du Pont served as a trustee for
St. Joseph’s on the Brandywine and for Christ Church, and he sometimes attended
Swedenborgian services for the sake of his wife, Margaretta Lammott du Pont, but he
mostly remained "a nonsectarian of deistical leanings," like his father. Boss Henry
showed no interest in religion at all, as noted repeatedly by his biographer, but he
was married by an Episcopalian minister, his children were baptized as Episcopalians,
and his funeral service was conducted according to the Episcopalian Book of Common
Prayer. At Henry’s behest, however, none of these rituals took place in church and
they seem to have been conducted more for the sake of his wife, Louisa Gerhard du
Pont. Victorine du Pont Bauduy had become an Episcopalian after the sudden death
of her husband in 1814. Sophie came of age amid the evangelical fervor of the 1820s
and readily embraced its views. She converted her husband, Samuel F. du Pont, to
Episcopalianism after their marriage in 1833. Eleuthera converted to Episcopalianism
after her marriage to Thomas Mackie Smith in 1834, and Alexis converted after his
marriage to Joanna Smith two years later.6*

67Eleuthera is quoted in Nuala McGann Drescher, "The Irish in Industrial
Wilmington, 1800-1845: A History of the Life of Irish Emigrants to the Wilmington
Area in the Pre-Famine Years." (M . A. thesis, University of Delaware, 1960), 38.
The Brady girls are mentioned in Sophie du Pont’s diary, February 4, 1838.
680n Alfred du Pont see Wallace, 316. Data on Boss Henry is found in Harold
Hancock, "Henry du Pont," typescript copy, Acc. 186. Additional information on the
religious beliefs of the du Ponts is found in Charles A. Silliman, The Story of Christ
Church. Christiana Hundred, and Its People (Wilmington, DE: Hambleton Co.,
1960).
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According to Joseph Wall, Alexis’s conversion brought about "the first serious
rift in the family since Madame Bureaux de Pusy charged her stepbrother Irenee with
depriving her of her rightful share o f the company’s profits."69 He had always been
predisposed to religion, even as a child, but in the new zeal following his spiritual
rebirth, Alexis became an active proselytizer in the 1840s. He frequently warned
family members that people in their line of work must be prepared at any moment to
meet their maker and to that end, he proposed that an Episcopalian church be
organized on company property. His sisters were delighted and quickly gave their
support to the venture. In response, Alfred Victor uncharacteristically asserted his
prerogative as head of the family and wrote an angry letter to his siblings in which he
accused Alexis of betraying the faith of their father and grandfather. Alfred swore
that there would never be a religious edifice on company-owned property as long as
he lived and that there would never be any attempt to prescribe or even provide a
particular religious affiliation for either the family or its employees. Instead,
everyone affiliated with the du Pont establishment must feel free to worship—or not
worship—as they pleased. Stunned by this sudden and uncharacteristic outburst,
Alexis and his siblings bowed to Alfred’s authority and withdrew their proposal.
Despite their common faith, the Episcopalian members o f the family seldom
agreed on matters of religion. Sophie, Samuel F., Eleuthera, and Victorine ascribed
to low-church beliefs while Thomas Mackie Smith and Joanna Smith du Pont
espoused high-church beliefs. Alexis wavered between the two, but had leanings
toward the latter.70 Their debates came to a head when the Episcopal Bishop of

69WalI, 75.
70The Episcopalian schism can be traced to the Oxford Movement that swept
England in the 1840s and 1850s. Launched by a romantic nostalgia for Catholic
tradition, the Oxford Movement has been described as "an outgrowth of the efforts of
a few churchmen to revive Church feeling and the observance o f ritual and rubrical
directions." Evangelical Anglicans, then in control of the Church of England, did not
favor these changes. The break came when one of the dissenters. Rev. John Keble, a
professor of poetry at Oxford, preached a sermon on "National Apostasy" in 1833.
Believing that the increasingly evangelical tone of the Church o f England constituted
an abandonment of the true faith, Keble and other romantics published numerous
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Delaware sent Rev. Samuel Brinckle to establish a new parish near the powder mills
in 1848. Before Brinckle began preaching regularly at the Brandywine
Manufacturers’ Sunday School (BMSS), Episcopalians in the area had had to attend
services at Trinity Church in Wilmington. Trinity’s rector, Rev. Edwin M . Van
Duesen, considered the Brandywine his territory. When he heard of Brinckle’s
appointment, he requested permission from Victorine Bauduy to preach at the BMSS
as well. After hearing several of Van Duesen’s sermons, Sophie and Victorine
realized that he wanted to redirect the mission along Tractarian lines and they took
decisive steps to organize an evangelical Episcopal church around the Rev. Brinkle.
Alexis, Eleuthera, and their spouses were in favor of Van Deusen’s claim but they
were quickly out-voiced.71
Although initiated by the du Ponts, the development of this new church
proceeded like that of St. Joseph’s on the Brandywine. In May 1851, Brinckle’s
supporters drew up articles of association for their new church and nominated
suitable--that is, low-church-vestrymen. Three obvious possibilities were Samuel F.

tracts in defense of their reforms. A small minority sought to actually return the
Church of England to the Roman fold, but most Tractarians simply wanted to renew
theological ties with Catholicism and thereby preserve continuity with the original
Christian Church. Evangelicals were outraged, and vehemently protested any
attempts at rapprochement.
The debate also split Episcopalians in America. While evangelicals never
reached a majority in the House of Bishops, rising nativism and a growing fear of the
Tractarian movement in the 1840s made them prominent spokesmen. They
encouraged extemporaneous prayer, special night meetings for devotional exercise,
and occasional revivalism but they discouraged belief in the significance and efficacy
of the sacraments. As a result of their influence, Holy communion was administered
only once a month, the "Real Presence" of God in the Eucharist was suppressed, the
word "altar" was avoided, and the doctrine of baptismal regeneration was opposed.
"Deeply suspicious of Romish tendencies, their church buildings, like their public
worship, displayed an almost Puritanical austerity: the pulpit dominated the "Lord’s
Table," crosses and candles were rare, and even Gothic architecture was suspect until
the romantic revival made it popular." High-Church Episcopalians, meanwhile,
followed the opposite path and drew closer to Catholicism in form as well as content.
Silliman, 9-10; and Ahlstrom, 623-625.
71Silliman, 11-13.
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du Pont, John Brinkle, the reverend’s brother, and Henry H. Belin, Sr., the company
bookkeeper. The other vestrymen chosen were Andrew Armstrong, James J.
Brindley, a man named Prior, and James Conley, the du Pont company’s Irish-born
master mason. At the state convention that month, Van Duesen tried to prevent the
formation of a new congregation under Brinckle’s leadership, but he was soundly
defeated. The parishioners continued to meet at the Sunday school and after much
consultation, they selected the name Christ Church.72
By December 1852, there were forty-six members and the congregation had
begun to discuss the possibility of erecting an appropriate edifice nearby. There was
only one obstacle: Boss Henry. Most o f the land in the vicinity of the Sunday school
was owned by the powder company and Henry was as opposed to building a church
on company property as Alfred had been in the 1840s. Under intense pressure from
Alexis and Samuel F. du Pont, Henry eventually agreed to sell the parish a small
parcel of land on condition that his name be omitted from the official documents. As
usual, Henry’s siblings were disturbed by his blatant disregard for religion, but the
other members of Christ Church were pleased with the outcome and they took up a
voluntary subscription to finance the construction of the new building. Victorine,
Eleuthera, Sophie, and Alexis each gave $1000 of their personal funds, and the
company authorized deductions from the accounts of its Episcopalian workmen.
Designed in the Gothic style and built of Brandywine granite, Christ Church was
erected under the supervision of vestryman James Conley and dedicated on May 4,
1856.73
By condoning the establishment o f Christ Church and several other Protestant
congregations, the officers of the du Pont company showed their impartiality towards
sectarian religion. As heirs to the mutualistic, paternalistic compact which governed
life in the powder mill community, Alfred and Henry felt it was their obligation to
accommodate the spiritual needs of their employees, whether Protestant or Catholic.

72Ibid., 14-15. Sophie du Pont purportedly suggested Christ Church "in order to
avoid a saints’ name."
73Ibid., 27-28, 32.
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Had they borne the full financial burden of construction, or had they promoted one
denomination over another, as manufacturers did in Rockdale, we could charge them
with manipulating religion to their own advantage. According to company wage
ledgers, however, the churches and their ancillary structures were largely built and
financed by the workers themselves. And with the exception of Christ Church, the
parishes were organized at the workers’ own behest. Certainly, some members of the
family hoped to convert employees through moral suasion, but Alfred, Henry, and
their successors preferred more direct methods of labor management. The du Pont
company’s actions regarding organized religion thus represent another form of direct
assistance.
Despite the presence of evangelical churches near the powder yards, equitable
treatment by the du Pont company enabled Irish Catholics to practice their faith
freely. By 1857, there were 5,000 parishioners at St. Peter’s, 2,000 at St. Joseph’s,
and 200 at St. Mary’s.74 In spite of these figures, Irish immigrants still did not
attend church regularly. Joseph Casino has argued that pew rents contributed to low
attendance rates in urban parishes and noted that only 40 percent of all Catholics
living in the northeast attended weekly Mass. The standard explanation for low
attendance rates is that Irish immigrants, who comprised the majority of Catholics in
this country, were either unable to make a weekly contribution or were ignorant of
their Sunday obligation.75 Most powder mill families could afford the subscription

74Wilmington City Directory (1857), 146.
75Casino, 26. Others who note the low attendance of Irish Catholics in America
include Dolan, 7-8, & 56; Connelly, 71 & 89-90; and James Nelson, Catholic
Immigrants in America (Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1987), 24. Similar statistics hold for
Ireland. Emmet Larkin found that there were about 1,800 priests in Ireland in 1800,
including 26 bishops, to serve a Catholic population of estimated at almost four
million, or a ratio of roughly 1:2,100. Despite the devastation of the great famine,
the ratio was still 1:2,100 in 1850, causing Larkin to conclude that "the bulk of the
Irish people in the 1840s never did have the opportunity to approach the sacraments."
David Miller calculated attendance rates in twenty-three areas in Ireland by comparing
the number of persons reported as attending "divine service" in a given area to the
number of Catholics residing there. In Irish-speaking rural districts, attendance rates
ranged from 20 to 40 percent of the total Catholic population. In English-speaking
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rates charged by their parish, however, and until the 1890s, Catholics living in the
Diocese of Wilmington were only required to attend Mass on Easter and Christmas.
More important, priests continued to administer the sacraments in private homes.
This issue raises some interesting questions about the relationship between
Irish Catholicism and domesticity. According to Colleen McDannell, the Protestant
attitude toward the sacredness of the family developed in antebellum America and was
firmly entrenched by the 1880s. A comparable Catholic ideology, she argues, did not
even begin to emerge until the 1870s, when a significant number of Catholics began
to achieve middle-class status. Drawing on the works of Jay Dolan, Oscar Handlin
and others, McDannell concludes that ethnic and religious animosity in this country
forced Irish immigrants to embrace Post-Tridentine Catholicism, that is "an
organized, Rome-centered, religious community which emphasized the parish, the
Mass, and fulfillment of religious duties."76 This shift, in turn, prevented Irish
Catholics from developing domestic religious rituals. While immigrants in New
York, Philadelphia, and Boston may have followed this pattern of spiritual
development, Irish families along the Brandywine did not. Instead, sources suggest
that Irish Catholicism in nineteenth-century Delaware was home-centered, not parishcentered, and that powder workers deliberately maintained this domestic orientation
because it reinforced their sense of ethnic identity.
During the severe repression of Roman Catholicism in Ireland, priests
frequently said mass in private homes, and priests in America maintained this practice

rural districts, the rates were between 30 and 60 percent. Urban districts,
predominantly English-speaking, had significantly higher rates. The Waterford rate
was 80-86 percent; Kilkenny was over 90 percent; Derry was 74 percent; and
Drogheda was almost 100 percent. Smaller towns were closer to the rural averages.
See Larkin, 626 & 638; and David Miller, 84-87.
76CoIleen McDannell.The Christian Home in Victorian America. 1840-1900.
(Bloomington; Indiana University Press, 1986), xv-xvi and 13-14. McDannell admits
that her evidence on domesticity is drawn largely from prescriptive literature, and
while she correctly notes that working-class, Irish Catholic families did not conform
to the dominant, middle-class, Protestant ideal, her argument implies that they had no
sense of domesticity at all until after the Civil War.
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wherever and whenever priests and churches were scarce. Rev. Kenny frequently
celebrated mass at Louviers, the home of Victor and Gabrielle du Pont, and his diary
suggests that he also did so at the homes of powder workers. In many cases, he
administered consecrated communion wafers when visiting the sick. On one
November day Kenny wrote,
Started about 10 A .M . for Hagley Brandywine. Arrived over rocks, through
woods, amidst stumps, down precipices, up perpendicular (almost) steeps and
bumping loose stones against my wheels at every step, across Squirrel Run,
until I got out at Edward Doherty’s house. Administered him. From thence
through abominable rocky, loose, stoney roads through Hagley tanyard, down
Brandywine Creek to Hugh Bogan’s mother. Administered her. From thence
to Peter Quigley’s on a bank as high as the third story of the big cotton
factory, gave private baptism to his infant child. From thence to Wilmington
where I sent my horse and Dearborn to Mrs. McGee’s.77
The dying received communion at home as part of the sacrament of extreme unction,
and Kenny often heard confessions and performed marriages and baptisms there as
well. As in Ireland, then, the only sacraments not routinely administered within the
domestic sphere were Holy Orders and Confirmation.78
The sacrality of the domestic sphere was also reflected in its material culture.
In rural Ireland, families would typically hang a St. Brigid’s cross near the hearth
every February 1st, in honor of the saint’s feast day. Woven from straw or hay, the
cross merged folk custom and Catholic faith by blessing the house in preparation for a

77Quoted in "Coffee Run," 30.
78The celebration of masses and the administration of sacraments in private homes
in Ireland came under the practice of "stations," where priests travelled throughout
the countryside. While initially designed to ensure compliance with the obligation of
annual or biannual communion, David Miller suggests that stations may have
informally sanctioned the neglect of weekly church attendance. David Miller, 90.
Not all Irish Catholics favored the system of stations. In 1842, James Maher wrote to
his nephew in Rome that, "the holding of Stations for Mass and Confession at private
houses is the very worst system. Wretched filthy cabins have lately been honored
with stations. . . . Could not Rome induce the Bishops to change the system?"
Nevertheless, the practice of stations continued for at least twenty-five years after the
famine. See Larkin, 636 & 648.
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new agricultural season.79 By the early nineteenth century, some Irish households
owned inexpensive prints with religious themes. Catholic devotional books, crucifixes,
and lives of the saints books, all of which were sold by travelling pedlars.80 Similar
objects were common in Catholic homes throughout Western Europe, but in America,
they were exclusively associated with the Irish and reinforced the popular stereotype
of Paddy and Bridget.
In Paddy and the Republic. Dale Knobel describes how verbal caricatures of
the Irish in antebellum America repeatedly used the same facial features, postures and
dress to convey their peculiar ethnic characteristics.81 Although Knobel did not
examine Irish domesticity, evidence from contemporary periodicals indicates that the
stereotype extended to patterns of room use and interior decoration.

"The Very

Image of Pat," for example, an 1860 cartoon, showed the interior of a supposedly
typical cottage in Ireland. Aside from the huddled family group, the scene included a
dresser with chickens roosting in the bottom half, and a crucifix and rosary nailed to
the hearth wall.82 Irish homes were thus identified in the popular press by the
presence of animals and Catholic objects in their primary living space.83 Like the

79Timothy O ’Neill, Life and Tradition in Rural Ireland (London: J. M . Dent &
Sons, Ltd, 1977), 19; John C. O ’Sullivan, "St. Brigid’s Crosses," Ulster Folklife 11
(1973): 60-81.
“ O ’Neill, 19.
81Knobel, 88-93.
“ Harper’s Weekly Magazine vol. 4 (30 June 1860), 401. Another view, on 1
December 1860 showed an Irish-Catholic woman sewing in an American garret. She
is identified by the picture of a saint tacked to the wall behind her. Additional
examples of Irish interiors with saints’ pictures on the wall are found in vol. 18
(1874), 304 and vol. 20 (1876), 960.
“ Harold L. Peterson, American Interiors: From Colonial Times to the Late
Victorians (New York: Scribner’s, 1971), plates 102 and 103, shows two woodcuts
from the New York Illustrated News dated 11 February 1860 which fit the pattern.
Portraits of saints and statuary were found in middle-class Irish homes, as well.
William D. Griffin, A Portrait of the Irish in America (New York: Scribner’s, 1981),
plate 318, shows a wedding in the parlor of a prosperous Irish farmer, with
appropriate religious pictures on the wall. Another middle-class Irish interior is
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literary stereotype of Paddy, these images helped convey the presumed
"backwardness" of the average Irish immigrant, who had not yet learned to separate
himself from either the pigsty or the Papacy (fig. 3-2).
Although perpetuated by an increasingly prejudiced American society, the
close association of Catholic material culture with Irish households had some basis in
reality. After 1800, the Church actively encouraged Catholic women to display
appropriate religious objects and set up small altars or shrines in their homes. This
official emphasis on domestic objects was linked to the spread of new home-centered
devotions, which emphasized individual prayer and contemplation. In Ireland and
America, the mandate to create "a visibly Catholic home" was also an ideological
defense against encroaching Protestantism.
All Christian homes in nineteenth-century America demonstrated a religious
orientation, but its expression by Protestants and Catholics was very different.
Protestants displayed crosses, not crucifixes, and religious mottoes, not portraits of
saints or popes.84 Catholic apologias of the nineteenth century particularly attest to
the problem that their iconography posed. In Protestant eyes, the Catholic preference
for statuary, paintings, and engravings signified idolatry. In response, Catholics

depicted in an 1872 lithograph entitled, "St. Patrick’s day in America." The family is
identified by a portrait of St. Patrick, a statue of the Blessed Virgin, and a flag of
Ireland. Neg. No. LC-US262-11147, lot 4446-E, "Holidays," Prints and Photographs
Division, Library of Congress. Books also utilized this stereotype. In describing a
two-room tenement in New York City, author John Maguire stated, "There was no
actual want of essential articles of furniture, such as a table and chairs; and the walls
were not without one or two pious and patriotic pictures, Catholic and Irish." See
Maguire, 232.
^McDannell, 39-42. McDannell also makes the point that the Victorian era was
characterized by Gothic architecture and accoutrements, both at home and in church.
Significantly, the Gothic style was a revival of the middle ages, the apex of Catholic
culture. Its chief proponent was A. W. N. Pugin, who was himself a Catholic, and
who saw a return to the Gothic as a return to the one, true Church. Protestant
architects of the period, like John Ruskin and Andrew Jackson Downing, separated
the Gothic from its Catholic roots by emphasizing its associations with nature, not the
supernatural. Thus, while Gothic elements and decorations with religious overtones
were common in Protestant homes of the nineteenth century, they held a different and
perhaps more secular meaning than those associated with Catholic homes.
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Fig. 3-2. Interior view of an Irish family’s tenement
showing saints’ pictures, I860. Taken from
Harold L. Peterson, American Interiors (1972).
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insisted that they did not actually worship these objects, but "by the images which we
kiss, and before which we uncover our heads or kneel, we adore Christ, and venerate
his saints, whose likeness they represent."85 Fancywork, like samplers, penwipers
and bookmarks were also common, as were crosses and crucifixes made of painted
and embellished wood.
Nineteenth-century decoration manuals often included instructions for making
religious objects, and surviving examples in museum collections attest to the
popularity of hand-made goods, but religious art and objects could also be purchased.
Benziger Brothers, a New York City firm established in 1864 for the manufacture and
sale of Catholic objects, offered a wide range of items for domestic use, including
engravings, cheap oil paintings, flags, crucifixes, artificial flowers, holy water fonts,
medals, candle holders, prie-dieus, and prayer books.86 These and other items of
Catholic material culture were widely available in America by mid-century and served
as powerful symbols of Irish-Catholic identity and faith.
Catholic goods could also be found throughout the Brandywine Valley.
Mathew Carey, a prominent Irish-Catholic publisher in Philadelphia, supplied Rev.
Patrick Kenny with "2 doz. vade mecums, Bousset’s Expolsitionl. Eng[land]’s
Convfersion]" and assorted other Catholic works in 1811, along with a framed print
of Pope Pius V II and two seals with Pope Pius’ image. Kenny also purchased a copy

85Rev. James Gibbons, Archbishop of Baltimore, The Faith of Our Fathers
(Baltimore: John Murphy & Co., 1879), 235. See also, Rev. Dr. Challoner, The
Catholic Christian Instructed (Philadelphia: E. Cummiskey, 1841), 237-238. The use
and meaning of Catholic iconography is more fully developed in William Worth,
Christian Images in Hispanic New Mexico (Colorado Springs: Taylor Museum o f the
Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, 1982).
86Benzinger Brothers, Catalogue of Church Ornaments. Vestments. Materials, and
Regalia (New York: Privately printed, 1881); also Benzineer Brothers’ Pontifical
Institute of Art catalogue, (New York: Privately printed, 1900). Both are available at
Winterthur Museum and Library, Winterthur, Delaware. Objects associated with
Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish piety are on view at St. Charles Borromeo Seminary,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The objects are part of a collection once belonging to the
Museum of Religious Americana. They now share space with the American Catholic
Historical Society and I am grateful to archivist Sean Welldon for showing them to
me.
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of O ’Halloran’s Ireland and a framed view of Dublin’s lighthouse.87 Some of these
items undoubtedly found their way into the hands of Catholics at the powder mills,
for Kenny donated nineteen catechisms to the Brandywine Manufacturers’ Sunday
School in 1827 and gave prayer books to several other individuals as premiums.
By the 1830s, Carey’s competition included Eugene Cummiskey’s Catholic
bookstore, which advertised "a very handsome assortment of religious pictures, which
it offers for sale, low," and Patrick C. Martin, who sold Catholic prayer books,
pictures, beads, and crucifixes for a Baltimore-based company.88 In the 1840s,
Robert Porter sold various Catholic books and objects from his store in Wilmington,
as did the firm of Wilson and Heald on Market Street. Expense accounts for the
BMSS show that Victorine du Pont Bauduy purchased Catholic catechisms and
Catholic reading and spelling books from both Porter’s and Cummiskey’s.89 In
1857, Porter and Wilson and Heald were joined by "Messrs Cheeseman and Jones,"
who "opened a store on Market Street selling bibles, prayer books, hymn books,
etc."90 Catholics in the Wilmington vicinity thus had access to many different kinds
of religious goods before the Civil War.
By the 1860s, Irish immigrants in Wilmington displayed a variety o f symbolic
objects and images in their homes. James Heaney, for example, owned two images
of Penn’s treaty with the indians, one of the crucifixion, one of Washington’s family,
one of the Virgin and child, and one of the Irish patriot, Daniel O ’Connell. James
McAran owned "two volumes lives of saints" and five other Catholic books worth a
total of seven dollars. There were also two "sacred charts" in McAran’s dining
room, while two pictures of the Virgin and child, one of the Immaculate Conception,
two of the Last Supper, a map of Ireland and a map of the United States, were in an
upstairs bedroom. Heaney and McAran were somewhat wealthier than Thomas

87"Accounts of Rev. Patrick Kenny," Acc. 323.
^ Philadelphia Catholic Herald 4/24/1834 and 1/8/1835.
89Account book, 1823-1839 and Account book, 1840-1855. Acc. 389.
90Advertised in the Delaware Republican. 7/9/1857.
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Fitzpatrick, who owned a crucifix and water font, but all three clearly used objects to
identify and sanctify their homes.91
While enumerators in Wilmington carefully listed Catholic objects, the only
reference in a powder mill inventory is to the sixteen copies of "The Life of Christ"
owned by John McGuiness in 1847. There are two possible explanations for this
contrast. On one hand, entries like "four pictures," or "a lot o f books and sundries"
might disguise the presence of explicitly religious goods in powder mill households.
On the other hand, Brandywine enumerators might have deliberately omitted religious
objects because their association with private devotions and prayer made them
personal effects. Studies of eighteenth-century probate inventories found that
enumerators frequently omitted bibles, clothing, jewelry and any other personal
effects that did not belong to the deceased. Medals, scapulars, prayer books, saints’
portraits, rosaries, and crucifixes would have fallen into this category. Fortunately,
other evidence confirms that Irish families along the Brandywine had Catholic goods.
Archaeologists excavated a Miraculous medal from a workers’ dwelling site, for
example, and the family of powder man Anthony J. Dougherty, Jr., has proudly
preserved his 1868 First Communion certificate. The Gibbons family owned a linen
tablecloth with an image of the Last Supper, and members of the Toomey family used
devotional books to record births, deaths, and marriages. Given the scarcity of
identifiable working-class material culture, these bits of evidence take on new
meaning, especially when viewed in the context of Catholic spirituality.
The importance of symbolic objects in Catholic homes stemmed from their
central role in the sacramental life of the Church. Candles, prayer books, rosaries,
crucifixes, sacred images, bells, incense, fonts of holy water, scapulars and other
spiritual aids actually were called "sacramentals," and they were intended "to excite

91James Heaney inventory (1866); James McAran inventory (1867); Thomas
Fitzpatrick inventory (1868). The Archbishop of Baltimore confirmed the dual
function of these objects, saying, "By exhibiting religious paintings in our rooms, we
make a silent, though eloquent profession of our faith . . . If I see a crucifix in a
man’s room, I am convinced at once that he is not an infidel." See Gibbons, 244.
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good thoughts and to increase devotion" among the faithful.92 While not divine in
and of themselves, these objects were usually blessed by a priest and thus consecrated
for religious use. Since Roman Catholic churches were not always consecrated, the
use of the same sanctified objects in both ecclesiastical and domestic rituals helped
blur divisions between the two.93
The affinity between Catholic home life and Catholic institutions is equally
evident in the metaphors used to describe relations between the Church and its
members. Some texts depicted the Church as a body with Christ as its head, while
others portray the Church as a bride and Christ as her husband. F. W. Faber’s book,
All for Jesus, likened God to a father, Mary to a mother, Christ to an elder brother,
and saints to siblings.94 Like the family and the body, then, the Catholic Church
was a complex, interdependent system, linking natural and supernatural members.
Ann Taves uses the metaphor "household of faith" to convey this "network of
affiliative, familial relations between believers and supernatural relatives, such as

92A Catechism of Christian Doctrine, prepared and enjoined by Order of the Third
Plenary Council of Baltimore (1885; reprinted, New York: Benzinger Bros., 1921),
233. On blessing oneself and using holy water, candles, palm fronds, and rosaries,
see pages 237-239. On the use of pictures, images, crucifixes and relics, see pages
274-275.
93The Larger Catechism of Most Rev. Dr. James Butler (Philadelphia: E.
Cummiskey, 1841), 82-83. Butler claimed that the warrant for using and blessing
inanimate things came from I Tim. 4:4,5. "Every creature of God is good, and
nothing to be rejected that is received with thanksgiving: for it is sanctified by the
word of God and by prayer." Patrick Corish explained that Catholic churches in
Ireland were not considered consecrated spaces if the consecrated wafer of the
Eucharist was not physically present. The "Blessed Sacrament" was not permanently
kept in rural Irish churches until after the 1850s. Corish, 96. In America,
ecclesiastical law decreed that a Catholic church must be free of debt before it can be
consecrated as a holy edifice. St. Joseph’s, for example, was not consecrated until
1894, more than fifty years after its construction. See Errigo, 44.
wAnn Taves, The Household of Faith: Roman Catholic Devotions in MidNineteenth-Centurv America (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1986),
48-50.
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Jesus and Mary." And also like a family, the Church required a hierarchical structure
to function effectively.95
According to Catholic teaching, there was both a supernatural order and a
natural order. The triune God stood at the apex of one pyramid, followed in
descending order by the angels and Mary and the saints. Humans on earth were
ranked in a similar fashion, according to their state of grace and proximity to the
supernatural. The Pope came first, followed by the cardinals, bishops, priests,
religious, and so on through an ecclesiastical pyramid to the most "gracious" of the
laity. The rest of the laity followed in due course.
Catholics entered this hierarchy and began receiving supernatural grace at
baptism, the first of seven sacraments offered by the Church. Catholic catechisms
define a sacrament as an "outward sign of grace received." All seven sacraments
were considered necessary and conducive to the supernatural life of man, but baptism
was especially important, for it removed the stain of Original Sin and marked one as
a child of God. The symbolic ritual usually occurred within a few weeks of birth, but
in some locales, the difficulty of reaching a priest postponed the official ceremony for
months or even years. In that case, the Church authorized lay persons to perform the
rite, with the understanding that the ceremony would be supplied by a priest as soon
as possible.96 Baptism could also be administered by a lay Catholic if a child were
in danger o f death, and the frequency of Brandywine babies baptized "ob periculum
mortis" underscored the very real threat of infant mortality. Registers at St. Peter’s
and at St. Joseph’s carefully note whether a priest or a lay person had performed the
baptism, and whether it was performed at home or in church. As in Ireland, most
Catholic baptisms were administered by a priest in the parents’ home.
In the Catholic rite of the nineteenth century, the sponsors or godparents
actually presented the child for baptism. The role of the sponsor was to testify on
behalf of the infant and to raise the child in the Catholic faith should the parents be

95Ibid., viii.
96Rev. Dr. England, The Garden of the Soul: A Manual of Fervent Prayers. Pious
Reflections, and Solid Instructions (New York: D. & J. Sadlier, 1856), 43.
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unable or unwilling to do so. Because of the tremendous responsibility retained by
this position, sponsors were not chosen lightly. The Church required only that they
be Catholics "in good standing;" that is, men and women who practiced their faith in
accordance with official dogma. Comparing the baptismal registers with other
sources revealed that parents preferred close relatives, generally their siblings or their
own parents, followed by cousins and close family friends.
The family of Patrick Brady illustrates this pattern. His eldest child, John
Brady, married a woman named Ann Carrol. Their only son was baptized on July 5,
1818, almost four months after John died in an explosion. Mary Brady, John’s sister,
was the godmother. Ann Carrol Brady reciprocated by witnessing M ary’s marriage to
Henry Gagan in May 1821. Ann Brady then married Owen McQuaid in September
1821, but her ties to the Brady clan held fast. Terence Brady, her former brother-inlaw, was a witness at her wedding to Owen, and Ann was godmother to one of Mary
Brady Gagan’s children. Through the selection of sponsors or "godparents," then,
baptism reinforced familial and communal ties as well as spiritual.
Baptism also reinforced these ties through the patterned use of Catholic
names.* For the most part, Irish immigrants along the Brandywine maintained the
traditional naming practices associated with patron saints, but increasing contact with
different ethnic and cultural groups meant that a few new names did slip into the
Brandywine community over time. Significantly, some of these new names reflected
the nomenclature favored by the du Ponts. Some workers developed close personal
relationships with various du Ponts, and named their children for a particular
benefactor.

Francois Jeandelle, for example, who worked in the powder yards from

1804 through the 1840s, gave the name Irenee to his eldest son, and named another
son Alfred, for Alfred Victor du Pont.98 Tom Mathewson, a machinist in the 1870s,

*An anthroponymic analysis of Irish Catholic naming patterns and their
relationship to Irish gender roles will be found in Chapter 4.
98Irenee and Alfred are listed as Jeandelle’s children in the BMSS receiving
books, and as his heirs in the probate accounts. Irenee Jeandelle later moved to
Wilmington and became a printer.
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and later, an electrician, was a close friend of Alfred I. du Pont’s. He named his
oldest son Alfred Irenee, "but they never put the I in. It was just Alfred."99 Other
examples include Victorine Finegan, the daughter of Hugh Finegan, a laborer and
weaver, and Evelina Hannah Holland, the daughter o f powder man John Holland.
The bestowal of names like Victorine, Evelina, Sophie, Alfred, Eugene, and
Irenee on the children of Irish powder mill workers helped reinforce ties between
employer and employee, but the practice reflected more than a simple bid for
preferential treatment. Only a small number of the children in the baptismal samples
bore du Pont names. Although other sources confirm their use, there is no evidence
that children named for du Pont family members received special consideration. Had
children named Irenee or Victorine enjoyed privileges like better-paying jobs, then
(conceivably) more parents would have adopted this practice.
Given the importance of patron saints in Catholic naming rituals, it is more
likely that some workers saw the du Ponts as appropriate role models for their
children. In 1835, Joshua V. Gibbons wrote to Victorine Bauduy from his new home
in Brownsville, Pennsylvania that,
I have a fine healthy daughter nine months old, whom we call Victorene [sic]
and I earnestly pray that she may imitate in every trait of character, the lady
after whom she is named. (I am not certain that I spell the name properly,
when you write please inform me.)100
Similarly, Catharine Davison had a daughter named Eleuthera, and in an 1872 letter,
she informed Eleuthera du Pont Smith that "I gave hir [sic] your letter to read and she
said she would be so happy to see the lady she was named for."

Eleuthera Davison,

99 F. L. Mathewson interview, 1968. The second son, Charles Gilbert, was
named for his two grandfathers, Charles Reed and Gilbert Mathewson, Sr. A third
son, Frank L. Mathewson, was named for a brother.
100Joshua V. Gibbons, Brownsville, Fayette County, Pennsylvania, to V. E.
Bauduy, June 20, 1835. File 21, Box 6, Acc. 289.
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in turn, married and had a daughter, whom she named "Catharine Victoreen [sic]
Bean."101
Most Irish parents named their children for close relatives. When asked about
naming practices among the powder mill families, Eleanor Kane, the granddaughter of
Daniel Dougherty and Ellen Gibbons, recalled,
Well, I thought it was just in my family, but I did hear that we were all named
for grandparents, and they named them in regular order . . . It was the custom
in Irish families to name the first boy for the paternal grandfather and the first
girl for the paternal grandmother, and then the next two were maternal
grandfather and maternal grandmother. And in my family they did that, and
when you see all these William Gibbonses, I can see why some of these
others, why, they would put the initial in sometimes when they’re identifying
them."102
When several brothers named their eldest sons for a common grandfather, they
reinforced group and family solidarity. In the process, they also created confusion in
the historical record, for the result of this pattern was several individuals with the
same personal name and surname in a single generation. Brothers Thomas, John, and
Patrick Holland, for example, all named their first-born sons John. Their father was
named Patrick, however, suggesting that variations to the pattern were possible.103
Family and members of the community distinguished one from another by the
use of nicknames.

Eleanor Kane’s grandfather was known as "Big Dan," a moniker

that readily distinguished him from another Daniel Dougherty working in the powder

101Catharine Davison, Seymour, Indiana, to Mrs. Thomas Mackie Smith, April
15, 1872. File 21, Box 6, Acc. 289. There are several letters from Davison in the
collection. She made it a point to tell Eleuthera du Pont Smith that her son,
Alexander, was a farmer, that daughter Matilda was married to a tinner, and that
daughter America was a dressmaker and still lived at home. By 1872, Eleuthera
Davison had married and lived in Columbus, Ohio, in a house worth $2000.
102Eleanor Kane interview, 1984.
103The Holland brothers were from the Parish of Ardstraw, in County Tyrone, and
there is some evidence that Irish naming patterns varied with geography. The
brothers all began working in the powder yards in the 1820s. Information on the
Holland family is taken from various sources, including petit ledgers, baptismal
registers, immigration files, and tombstones.
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yards, whom everyone called "Doc." John A. Dougherty recalled, "They never got
the right name out there, even the du Pont men . . . My mother’s name was
Mulhern. They called me ‘Hernie.’ "104 Women also had nicknames.

"Doc”

Dougherty’s mother was called "Big Rose," and Jennie Toomey’s family called her
"Stump." Company clerks sometimes noted these nicknames in the margins of wage
records, but outsiders had to rely on less personal methods of differentiation like
middle initials.
It is interesting to note that Irish women were subject to the same methods of
differentiation as men. In his study of Hingham, Massachusetts, Daniel Scott Smith
argued that females were named in assumption of their future role as wives.
Believing that a girl would one day marry and assume a different surname, Hingham
families had no compunction about naming female infants for their mothers or
grandmothers. Females did not define lineage, after all, but were incorporated into a
male lineage upon marriage. Thus, Smith argues, the assumption of a husband’s
surname severed a woman’s ties to her family of orientation. While this custom
certainly makes it difficult for scholars to trace female individuals in the historical
record, we cannot conclude that a woman’s orientation to her birth family was so
drastically altered by marriage. Irish women, in fact, typically maintained their
maiden names after marriage, in keeping with their status as co-producers, and
maternal ties seem to have been honored along the Brandywine.105 The tendency to
name children for both maternal and paternal aunts, uncles, and grandparents
maintained ties to the mothers’ family as well as the father’s, and whatever the legal
convention may have been, parish priests consistently identified mothers and
godmothers by their birth surnames in the baptismal records at St. Peter’s and St.
Joseph’s.

l04Eleanor Kane interview, 1984; John A. Dougherty interview; Albert Wesley
Buchanan was called "Yaba," as was his son and namesake, in turn. Buchanan
interview, 1958.
105Janet Nolan, Ourselves Alone: Women’s Emigration from Ireland. 1885-1920
(Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1989), 29.
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Baptismal records also reveal attitudes about marriage. Catholics in the
powder mill community maintained high endogamy rates throughout the century. Out
of the 786 baptisms recorded at St. Joseph’s between 1846 and 1856, only twentyeight children were the product of a "mixed marriage." Strong prohibitions against
intermarriage probably reflect the long-standing hostility between Catholics and
Protestants in Ireland.106 Powder man [William?] Green and his family, for
example, ardently opposed the relationship between his daughter, Mary, who worked
as a domestic at Eleutherian Mills, and James Mullin, the du Pont family’s head
stablehand. With some difficulty, the couple arranged to be married anyway. Sophie
duly related the story to her brother, Henry:
On Wednesday, the fair Mary Green took a stroll to Wmn [Wilmington] to
buy herself a gown-as she did not return that evening, her father dispatched
her brother after her next day—when, oh horror & dismay to all the Greens
both great & small! they found she was married, actually married the night
before to vour hopeful squire James Mullin! Now to conceive the indignation
of the clan, you ought to know that there has been a feud since a year or more
between Mullen & all her relations because he had presumed to court her—He
is a Catholic, too; & they are staunch protestants—All the verdant tribe are in
the state o f a disturbed anthill & as for the groom, he looks quite pensive &
scratches his head twice as much as usual.107
Elopements or "runaway matches" were frowned upon by Irish society, but couples
found many ways to circumvent the authority of their priests and parents. Faced with
family opposition, Eleanor Ramo eloped with Alexander Bradburn and Nancy

106An additional thirteen children were born out of wedlock. There is no specific
evidence about prohibitions against premarital pregnancy, but the low numbers
suggest that some form of social or religious control was at work. Sean Connelly
found evidence of strict social sanctions against fornication and bastardy in Ireland.
His analysis of a sample of marriages in six Irish parishes between 1759 and 1860
indicates that only one in ten brides were pregnant at marriage, compared to two out
of every five brides in rural England. Other studies have documented the relatively
low rates of illegitimate births in Ireland compared to other countries, thus attitudes in
America may represent a continuance of Irish customs. On Irish marriages see
Connelly, 188-190.
I07Sophie du Pont to Henry du Pont, Thursday, Sept 13, 1832.
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Andrews eloped with William Fisher that same year.108 Nor did this animosity
toward mixed marriages ease over time. William Buchanan’s father was Episcopalian
and his mother was Catholic. They married sometime in the 1880s, and when she
converted, "all her people turned against her."109 Even at the end of the century,
the close relationship between Roman Catholicism and Irish nationalism meant that
many Catholics saw interfaith marriage as a rejection of family and community ties.
The Church’s position was more practical; it believed that Catholics married to
Protestants would find it difficult to practice their faith or teach their children the
proper beliefs.
The transmission of spiritual beliefs was an important issue for nineteenthcentury Irish Catholics, and one which was intimately bound up with their sense of
self-identity.

Historians Joseph Casino, Jay Dolan, and Jeffrey Burns have argued

that parochial schools served as the primary vehicles for Catholic socialization, but
there are two problems with this interpretation. First, it neglects the important role of
home and family life. Nineteenth-century Catholicism was an orally-transmitted
religion and by the time they reached school age, Irish children had already begun
learning the fundamentals of their faith. Second, attendance at school was not
mandatory in Delaware until 1921.110 Although many of the powder mill children
learned the rudiments of reading and writing, few were able to attend school regularly
because they had to work. Moreover, many parents were themselves imperfectly
literate and may have placed little value on book-learning.111 Thus, while Catholic

108Twenty-one-year-old David McConnell eloped with a woman ten or fifteen
years his senior. Sophie du Pont, diary, May 22, 1830 and March 3, 1832. For
attitudes toward marriage and elopement in Ireland see Connelly, 194-215.
109William Buchanan interview, 1958.
U0Ruth C. Linton, "To the Promotion and Improvement of Youth: The
Brandywine Manufacturers’ Sunday School, 1816-1840," (M .A . thesis, University of
Delaware, 1981), 39.
111As late as the 1870s, most of the men who were working in the powder yards
were unable to sign their name when they received their pay. See payroll ledgers,
Acc. 500.
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schools did teach children the formal or official version of Church doctrine, their real
impact has probably been overestimated.
Despite the attention historians have paid to them, only 30 percent of all
Catholic parishes in the northeastern United States had schools by 1880.112 As
indicated, Catholic children attended the BMSS before the establishment of St.
Joseph’s parochial school in 1850. The Sunday School opened in 1817, only a few
yards from the main entrance to the Hagley powder yard. E. I. du Pont provided
most of the initial money but it was his eldest child, Victorine, who ran the school
and determined its curriculum. The curriculum and policies of the school differed
markedly from those o f the larger Sunday school movement. In particular, the BMSS
offered instruction in reading, writing, and arithmetic, as well as religion. And in
keeping with the du Pont family’s deist background, the school was explicitly
designed as a nondenominational institution.113
There were 1,187 children registered at the school between 1817 and
1852.114 Analysis of BMSS database files revealed that 24 percent were Catholic,
26 percent were Presbyterian, 19 percent were Episcopalian, 5 percent Baptist, and 3
percent Methodist. Quakers and Lutherans were also present, but in very low
numbers. Many of the children were the offspring of textile workers, but the
religious distribution offers a fair cross-section of the Brandywine community. BMSS
account books clearly show the purchase of Catholic, Methodist, Episcopalian,
Presbyterian and Baptist catechisms, confirming that each child received instruction in

112Casino, 24.
113Linton, vi. Boylan, 23 and 38.
114The receiving books for the school list the name of each child enrolled, their
class, and their religion, as well as their primary parent or guardian’s name, their
parent or guardian’s occupation, and place of residence. A final column for
"comments" recorded how often the child attended, how he or she performed, when
the child left the BMSS, why the child left, and often, who and when the child
married, what they did for a living, and where they resided. All of this information
has been entered into two database files, one for each of the first two receiving books
and which together detail the entire enrollment through 1852. Receiving books, Acc.
289.
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his or her own faith. Nevertheless, the number of Catholic students listed in the
receiving books dropped sharply after St. Joseph’s opened its own school.
Access to Catholic catechisms and textbooks did not constitute a Catholic
education, and many parents were undoubtedly concerned about the increasingly
evangelical tone of the Sunday school. Victorine Bauduy, Evelina Bidermann,
Eleuthera Smith, Sophie du Pont, and Joanna Smith du Pont taught most of the
classes, and their surviving correspondence confirms not only the important role of
religion in their daily lives, but its impact on their teaching. Coupled with the fact
that almost half of the powder mill families were Methodists or Presbyterians and
often attended revivals in the area, the local impact of the Second Great Awakening
undoubtedly contributed to the inauguration of a Catholic school in the 1840s.115
Rev. Daniel McGorian, an Irish immigrant, became pastor of St. Joseph’s in
1842, and beginning in 1843, the "comments" column of the BMSS receiving book
records the withdrawal of Catholic children from the Sunday school "by order of
Mister McG."

"Mister" was the common honorific applied to Catholic clergy in the

nineteenth century and it is likely that McGorian established a Catholic school in the
church basement at that time. Many early schools were housed in church basements,
including St. Xavier (1842) in Philadelphia and St. Vincent de Paul (1849) in
Madison, New Jersey.116 These basement schools were a direct response to the

115Anthony Wallace’s discussion of the Second Great Awakening and the
ascendancy of evangelical religion in the textile mill villages of southeastern
Pennsylvania has particular relevance to this discussion. The du Pont women were
close friends with the wives and daughters of textile manufacturers in the Rockdale
district. Wallace’s treatment of the correspondence between Sophie du Pont and
Clementina Smith is especially revealing, for they were best friends and each taught
in the other’s Sunday school. See Wallace, 104-113. In addition, BMSS data files
reveal that as many as 20 percent of the Brandywine residents who left the community
moved to textile communities on Chester Creek. Surprisingly, many of these were
Catholic, yet Wallace never explores their response to evangelical Protestantism.
116William Rowe’s history o f St. Joseph’s notes that classes were held in the
basement of the church until arrangements were made to construct a school building
in 1855. Rowe does not indicate when classes in the basement began. See his essay,
"St. Joseph’s on the Brandywine (1890)," typescript copy, St. Joseph’s on the
Brandywine parish office, Greenville, DE; and Casino, 23.
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growing nativism and evangelical fervor sweeping the country. As early as 1829, the
First Provincial Council of Baltimore announced, "We judge it absolutely necessary
that [Catholic] schools should be established in which the young may be taught the
principals of the faith and morality, while being instructed in letters," but Catholic
education did not become a volatile issue until the 1840s.117
The inauguration of an American public school system posed a significant
problem for Irish Catholics. Having been denied access to education in Ireland,
immigrants wanted to take advantage of free schooling and the opportunities for
advancement that it implied, but many disliked the Protestant orientation of the
system.118 Most historians attribute the controversy over parochial and public
schools to the latter’s use of the King James version o f the bible. Informed Catholics
claimed that the ritualized, devotional reading of the Protestant bible—without
comment—was sectarian, and thus inappropriate to a state-run institution, but for the
majority of Catholics, the place of bible-studies in public education reflected a more
profound dispute. A Catholic priest in upstate New York, for example, publicly
burned several copies of the King James bible in protest over their distribution. The
Bishop of New York defended this act, saying, "To burn or otherwise destroy a
spurious or corrupt copy of the bible, whose circulation would tend to disseminate
erroneous principles of faith or morals, we hold to be an act not only justifiable but
praiseworthy."119 Hence, burning or otherwise dishonoring the Protestant bible was

117Quoted in Casino, 22.
118James Nelson, Catholic Immigrants in America (Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1987),
36-38. Not all Catholics were in favor of parochial schools. Some felt they fostered
separatism and thus nativism; others simply did not regard the Protestant emphasis as
a threat. Dolan, 101-109, passim. Dolan also reviews the publication history of
Catholic catechisms and textbooks, but his emphasis on the printed word seems
inappropriate given the low literacy and school attendance rates of Irish children.
119Quoted in Ann Taves, "Context and Meaning: Roman Catholic Devotion to the
Blessed Sacrament in Mid-Nineteenth-Century America," Church History. 54, no. 4
(December 1985), 495.
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an intensely symbolic act for Catholics, and one which reflected the deep schism
between the two faiths.
For historian Ann Taves, this difference is best seen by comparing the central
role of the bible in Protestant culture with that of the Blessed Sacrament in Catholic
culture. "As concrete, visible ritual objects they symbolized, respectively, the
evangelical emphasis on preaching and the Roman emphasis on the mass." While
Taves admits that these conventions emerged out of "radically different theological
contexts," she asserts that "both were, in the popular mind at least, devotional objects
which manifested sacred power and brought the believer close to Jesus." For this
reason, she concludes that devotion to the bible and devotion to the Blessed Sacrament
were analogous.120 The evidence concerning parochial schools and bible-burnings,
however, suggests that ordinary Catholics of the period would not have agreed with
this conclusion.
In fact, to Catholic minds, the two positions were mutually exclusive. The
evangelical Protestant attachment to the bible and preaching signified their acceptance
of individualistic, and therefore subjective, interpretations of scripture as a valid base
for new religious beliefs. Reverence for the Eucharist and the other sacraments, on
the other hand, reflected collective and therefore objective confirmation of the Pope’s
authority. Ever since Martin Luther nailed his ninety-five theses to the cathedral
door, primates of the Catholic Church have rejected all challenges to papal authority
on the grounds that only the divinely-designated Vicar of Christ has the authority to

l20Ann Taves states that "American Protestantism was influenced heavily by the
more radical current of the Reformation, and by mid-century it largely had abandoned
liturgical formalism, an objective doctrine of the sacraments, and the traditional
church calendar in favor o f an emphasis on preaching, scripture and popular hymns.
Simplicity, spontaneity, and an aversion to images or devotional objects of any kind
characterized mid-nineteenth-century Protestant religious life." Catholicism, by
contrast, was complex, ritualistic, hierarchical, and object-focused. Despite these
fundamental differences, Taves’s essay focuses on the analogous relationship between
the two faiths. The point of contact is the bible, which according to Martin E.
Marty, was a Protestant icon. "Then as now, ordinary Protestants expressed their
respect for the authority of scripture less by studying it than by reading it deviational
or by venerating it as a devotional object." See Taves, 482 & 494-495.
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interpret matters of Christian doctrine. Moreover, many of the new nineteenthcentury devotions, like the forty hours exposition, were intended to generate
reparations to God for the perpetual humiliations Protestants and other non-believers
inflicted upon the Papacy.121 When ordinary Catholics embraced these officiallysanctioned doctrines, as powder mill families increasingly did, they validated what
was distinctive about their faith. Given the definition and function of sacred symbols
in religious systems, upholding certain beliefs, like the infallibility of the Papacy, the
necessity of the sacraments, and the sacrality of everyday life, helped Irish Catholics
assert their unique spiritual identity in America. But as the preceding discussion of
religious practices along the Brandywine suggests, the Irish did not necessarily
abandon their folk beliefs in the process.

121The Forty Hour devotion was an exposition of the Blessed Sacrament for a
period of forty hours in memory of the forty hours that Jesus lay in the tomb. John
Neumann, Bishop of Philadelphia, is credited with introducing and organizing the
devotion in this country during the 1850s. It was widely adopted by all o f the major
eastern dioceses in the 1860s, but it was largely an urban phenomenon. Taves, 485
& 491.
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CHAPTER IV:
IRISH-CATHOLIC HOM E LIFE A N D THE STATUS OF W O M E N

In recent years, a new generation of American labor historians has been
struggling to integrate gender into their examinations of work and class. Studies
about female shoe binders, millhands, garment workers, sales clerks, and cigar
makers, for example, have led to an increasing awareness of the ways in which
gender shapes the identity and consciousness of laboring Americans in the workplace.
Recognizing that the majority of laboring women toiled at home, scholars of
housework and domesticity have further explained how the interplay between gender
and labor systems affected relations in the household. As Ava Baron remarked in
Work Engendered, however, "Knowing that gender matters tells us little about how
gender is developed and transformed and how gender operates in a society."1
This gap in our knowledge exists because many historians of working-class
women stress rational, economic motives in their analyses of feminine behavior.
They do so, rightly, in order to prove that the household is inextricably linked to
large-scale phenomena like capitalism and industrialization, and that women’s
activities (both waged and unwaged) are as critical to the development of class
consciousness as men’s. But while market forces have had a significant impact on the
social construction of gender, the materialist conception o f culture that underpins
much of this discourse has effectively led us to privilege a single determinant of
identity at the expense of other, equally important ones.2 An additional problem is

'Ava Baron, ed. Work Engendered: Toward A New History of American Labor
(Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1991), 8.
2Building on the work of E. P. Thompson and Herbert Gutman, labor historians
have tended to interpret gender as a derivative of culture and culture as a derivative of
147
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the fact that resource-based notions of gender and domination tend to go hand-in-hand
with "liberal individualist" assumptions about human behavior and relationships.
While sound in theory, this rhetoric of self-interest is often incompatible with the
lived reality of men and women in the past.3 By focusing on the household and
employing an avowedly anti-materialist approach to the analysis of women’s activities
in powder mill families, this chapter offers a more nuanced interpretation of female
gender roles. Combining a variety of sources and methodologies, it concludes that
married Irish-Catholic women had unique responsibilities within their homes and
communities, that their contributions endowed them with greater status than previous
studies have recognized, and that their resulting confidence and assertiveness reflected
a distinctly Irish-Catholic attitude toward family life, not their waged or unwaged
contributions to the domestic economy. While all of these women’s activities took
place within the confines of a patriarchal framework, recognizing the matri-centered

shared economic interests. As indicated elsewhere in this document, my work takes a
different approach. Rooted in cultural anthropology and the sociology of knowledge,
my perspective still evaluates gender and culture as social constructions, but considers
them to be the products of shared knowledge. For an example of recent scholarship
that attributes the behavior of working women to economic motives alone, see Carole
Turbin, Working Women of Collar Citv: Gender. Class, and Community in Trov.
New York. 1864-1886 (Urbana: University of Chicago Press, 1990). For an
overview of the ways in which labor historians have treated gender see Mari Jo
Buhle, "Gender and Labor History," in Perspectives on American Labor History: The
Problems of Synthesis ed. by Alice Kessler-Harris and J. Carroll Moody (DeKalb:
Northern Illinois University Press, 1990), 55-79; and Alice Kessler-Harris, "Treating
the Male as Other: Redefining the Parameters of Labor History," Labor History 34
(Spring-Summer 1993), 192. For specific statements regarding the materialist
conception of gender held by feminist labor historians see, Alice Kessler-Harris, "A
New Agenda for American Labor History: A Gendered Analysis and the Question of
Class," in Perspectives on American Labor History. 226; and Baron, 38.
JThis relationship between strictly materialist conceptions of gender and liberalism
is explored and critiqued in Tessie P. Liu, "Le Patrimoine Magique: Reassessing the
Power of Women in Peasant Households in Nineteenth-Century France," Gender and
History 6, no. 1 (April 1994), 13-36. On the dichotomy between liberal
individualism and communal or domestic values, and the relationship of each to
gender see Joan C. Williams, "Domesticity as the Dangerous Supplement of
Liberalism," Journal of Women’s History 2. no. 3 (Winter 1991), 69-88.
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nature of the Irish Catholic household allows us to understand better the role of
women in shaping ethnic and class affiliations.
Among the most important aspects of Irish Catholic culture to be reproduced
on American soil was a distinctive domestic ideology, which structured relationships
between men and women, parents and children, and individuals and communities.
One of the most important characteristics of Irish Catholic domesticity was its
definition of family. Kerby Miller contends that most rural Irish in the nineteenth
century derived their primary identification from their membership in a specific
kinship group. Rooted in the pre-conquest concept of the derbfine—a social, legal,
and economic body comprising all the adult male descendants of a common greatgrandfather--the strength of these family networks survived not only in the rundale
clachans that still dotted the landscape, but also "in the Irish countryman’s proverbial
passion for genealogy and his belief that ties with even remote kin were paramount in
enabling him to cope with life’s trials." Within this context, the Irish conceptualized
the family as an indivisible unit in which individual self-interest was subordinate to
the greater good o f the collective or "family interest." Their tacit acceptance of
communitarian values did not preclude interfamilial conflict, however. On the
contrary, notions o f what constituted the collective good were often contested.
Nevertheless, family members generally strove to present a united front to the outside
world. Indeed, the sense of interdependence that governed family life was so strong,
that the Irish defined only kin as "friends" (cairde). Non-related persons, regardless
of intimacy, were merely "acquaintances" (lucht aitheantais).4

4On Irish attitudes toward the family see Kerby Miller, Emigrants and Exiles:
Ireland and the Irish Exodus to North America (New York: Oxford University Press,
1985), 12, 54-55, 239, 273. Feminist scholars have long criticized family historians
for using the concept of "family interest" to explain how families act. They claim
that such assertions of collectivity mask real divisions within households by
privileging the family’s most powerful member and obscuring the least powerful.
Seeking to restore the agency of women, in particular, they have recommended that
scholars disaggregate families and explore the ways in which individuals (identified by
sex and generation) experience family life in different ways. In response to this
critique, many historians have adopted bargaining models as a more effective way to
study the process o f decision-making within the family and its related issues of
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Despite their communitarian ethos, nineteenth-century Irish families were far
from egalitarian. In keeping with the legacy of the derbfine, Irish society retained its
historical emphasis on male inheritance rights, and remained resolutely hierarchical
and patriarchal. Acknowledging the culturally-dominant position of men in Irish
society in no way precludes a study of women’s agency. In the first place, the sexgender system that characterized nineteenth-century Irish Catholic households was
fundamentally different from that of contemporary England or the United States.5 In
the second place, Irish men’s power had little to do with economics. Rather, male
status and authority derived from a prestige system that endowed men’s activities with

domination and subordination. Tessie P. Liu, however, concludes that the "family
interest" concept remains useful in certain contexts, and that "bargaining models
introduce liberal individualist notions of human actions and relationships that actually
deter our understanding o f women as situated social actors," when applied
indiscriminately. Liu’s critique arose from her analysis of the sexual division of labor
and the coordination of activities in nineteenth-century French farming households,
which revealed that, "although certain family members drew greater rewards from the
collective activities of the household than did others, even those who did not benefit
(wives, daughters, and non-inheriting sons) acted in accordance with the binding
notion of common goals." See Liu, 13-14. A similar pattern of behavior
characterized Irish family life in Ireland and in America, but it is unclear whether the
similarities are a result of shared religious beliefs, the common exigencies of agrarian
life, or both.
5In a recent essay on "Gender and Labor History," Mari Jo Buhle commented that
the bulk of monographs produced by women’s historians in the 1980s concern the
history of mainly white, middle- and working-class women. She concludes that this
narrow evidential base, in turn, has created an "often un-acknowledged weakness in
the conceptual frameworks" used to analyze gender: "To a large extent, women’s
historians have linked shifts in sex relations and roles to developments in industrial
capitalism and sex-gender systems common to Europe and North America. This
practice necessarily excludes American black women, whose specific experiences are
tied more to agriculture than industry, and equally important, to a sex-gender system
that originated in Africa rather than Europe. At a theoretical level, this practice
additionally conflates the history of industrialization and capitalism and thereby blunts
our tools of analysis. And it inadvertently assumes a universal form of patriarchy."
As previous chapters indicated, Ireland’s culture and history also deviated sharply
from those of Western Europe. Following Buhle, then, I recognize that Irish
conceptions of family, gender, and patriarchy were necessarily different from those of
nineteenth-century Anglo-America. See Buhle, 69.
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greater social worth than women’s.6 Their higher status, in turn, endowed whatever
resources men controlled with market value. Despite the inequity of this
arrangement, there were many dimensions to male-female authority relationships.
While many feminist scholars have rejected the concept of a "family interest" on the
grounds that it privileges men’s experiences over women’s, the Irish conception of the
family as an indivisible social unit revolving around the patriarch was clearly an
ideological construct, not a precise picture of everyday social relationships. Though
powerful and binding in terms of the way it ordered the complexities and
contradictions inherent in Irish society, we can neither assume that Irish women
accepted dependence and subordination as part of being female, nor that their
acceptance of a hierarchical relationship between the sexes was inevitable under all
circumstances.7 In fact, the realities of life under English rule may have compelled
the Irish to uphold men’s domination and women’s subordination in some aspects of
life—say, in the public realm and in the practical allocation o f household tasks--even
as they interacted on a more equal basis in other day-to-day situations.

6An explanation of the sources of patriarchal authority in Ireland is beyond the
scope of this study, but Kerby M iller’s discussion of Irish conceptions of communal
property seems to indicate a misfit between resource-based notions of power and the
structure of Irish society. In sum, socioeconomic and political relationships were
influenced by the so-called brehon laws, an elaborate system o f ancient rules and
customs enforced by a hereditary caste of lawyer-judges. Any violation of these
traditional prohibitions could result in a loss of individual face, or honor. "For
example, failure to provide hospitality, no matter how burdensome, incurred shame
for the offender and family; a Icing’s loss of honor theoretically brought disaster to his
entire tuath.” Tuaths were the basic political unit of Gaelic Ireland, comprising a
group of families or derbfines that acknowledged the royal supremacy of one, single
derbfine from amongst themselves. The fact that a loss of honor could divest
individuals and their dependents of their prestige, whether kings or commoners,
suggests that power did not derive primarily from wealth or property. See Miller,
12-13 and 44-45; and compare with Liu, 22-24.
7Carole Turbin makes this point in reference to the changing roles of Irish men
and women in nineteenth-century Troy, New York, but her cautious approach to the
study of male-female authority relationships should apply to nineteenth-century Ireland
and Delaware as well. See Turbin, 76.
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More primary research is needed to support this hypothesis, but secondary
sources clearly emphasize the matri-centered nature of Irish-Catholic domesticity. As
historians of Ireland have noted, the Irish household revolved around the bean a ti.
Rooted in Celtic tradition, the term effectively combined the roles of wife, mother,
cook and housekeeper into what translates loosely as ‘woman of the house. ’ The
corresponding male term was fe a r ti, or householder, a title that once signified
membership in the derbfine, and by extension, participation in the broader economic
and political system.8 English domination of the public sphere, however, coupled
with strict laws preventing the ownership of land by Irish Catholics, effectively
arrogated the patriarchal authority of the fe a r ti by the end of the eighteenth century.
Bound by a belief in the family interest, Irish culture continued to give husbands the
upper hand, but the harsh realities of life in pre-famine Ireland forced many wives to
assume responsibility for the common good themselves. True to the dictates of their
traditional, communitarian ethos, Irish women did not use this opportunity to recast
the basic patriarchal framework. Instead, they effected subtle changes from within it.
By the late-nineteenth century, then, "Irish men clearly realized that the ideal of the
patriarchal family bore little resemblance to the actual functioning of their family life
and felt very negative about the assertiveness of their wives and the lack of female
submissiveness around them."9

8On the cultural importance of the bean a ti in Ireland and in the United States see
Patrick J. Corish, "Women and Religious Practice," in Women in Pre-Modern Ireland
ed. by Margaret MacCurtain and Mary O ’Dowd (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University
Press, 1991), 213-219; and Dennis Clark, The Irish Relations: Trails of an Immigrant
Tradition (East Brunswick: Associated University Presses. Inc., 1982), 32.
Information on the fe a r t i came from Donn Devine, archivist for the Diocese of
Wilmington, and from Rev. Patrick Dineen, An Irish-Enelish Dictionary (Dublin: M.
H. Gill & Son, 1904).
9Hasia Diner, Erin’s Daughters in America: Irish Immigrant Women in the
Nineteenth Century (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986), 12-20, 24-26.
Other sources which attest to the high status enjoyed by rural women in pre-famine
Ireland include Joanna Burke, Husbandry and Housewifery: Women. Economic
Change and Housework in Ireland. 1890-1914 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), 39;
Thomas J. Curran, "The Irish Family in Nineteenth Century Urban America: The
Role of the Catholic Church," working papers, series 6, no. 2, Center for Studies in
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Ostensibly restricted to the domestic sphere, Irish women enjoyed greater
influence and autonomy than the term bean a t i suggests. The cottier and tenant
classes, for example, which comprised almost 70 percent of the Irish population by
1841, placed value on both male and female labor. Although Irish culture clearly
designated some jobs for men and some for women, potato cultivation required that
every member of the family work in the fields at various points in the agricultural
year. Women not only planted seeds, harvested crops, and gathered kelp for
fertilizer, but they cut peat for fuel, wove fishing seines, and tended livestock.
Moreover, since pre-famine Ireland had no system of primogeniture outside the gentry
class, women of lower and middling ranks were just as likely to inherit land (or
leases) as their brothers. Thus aware of their valuable contributions to the domestic
economy, historians have argued that Irish women were more assertive than their
contemporaries elsewhere, and tended to equate their worth and aspirations in terms
of material status. The devastation of several famines reinforced the practical
necessity of women’s contributions and by 1841, women comprised 50 percent of the
predominantly agricultural labor force.10 Other elements of Irish culture reinforced
the special status of women within the family-such as the wake—but none more than
religion.

American Catholicism, University of Notre Dame (1979), 14; J. J. Lee, "Women and
the Church Since the Famine," in Women and Irish Society: The Historical
Dimension ed. by Margaret MacCurtain and Donncha O ’Corrain (Westport, Conn.;
Greenwood Press, 1979), 37; and Kevin O ’Neill, Family and Farm in Pre-Famine
Ireland: The Parish of Killashandra (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1984),
34-36.
Tessie Liu found a similar pattern of behavior among farmers’ wives in
nineteenth-century France. Liu concludes that their "rhetorical usurpation of the
family interest" through various kinds of self-denial not only offered women a
legitimate way to claim the moral center from their husbands, but it was probably the
only way for peasant women to become valued members of their household and
community given the cultural and institutional logic of their world. Liu, 30-31.
10See Miller, 49-51; Diner, 13; and Janet Nolan, Ourselves Alone: Women’s
Emigration from Ireland. 1885-1920 (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky,
1989), 11 and 30.
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The severe repression of Catholicism after the Reformation caused a drastic
decline in the number of priests and churches available to serve the native population.
Sustained by nationalistic fervor, however, Irish faith remained strong and
administration of the sacraments and celebration of the mass slowly shifted to the
household. There, official Church doctrine combined with folk superstitions and
Celtic traditions to form a distinctly "vernacular" Catholicism. By the end of the
eighteenth century, domestic space had become sacred and the bean a t i had acquired
new responsibilities and respect. Religious beliefs forged a final link with Irish
households between 1800 and 1840, when Catholics started to favor new,
introspective devotions, especially those emphasizing individual prayer and
contemplation at home. At the same time, the Church began encouraging women to
maintain visibly Catholic homes by displaying appropriate religious pictures, statues,
or crucifixes, and by setting up small home altars or shrines. Coinciding with the
onset of Ireland’s severest famine, devotions were increasingly embraced by Irish
households over the course of the nineteenth century.11
By severely diminishing the Irish population, the great famine of the 1840s
drastically changed every aspect of Irish society, including the activities o f women.
According to historian J. J. Lee, there were three significant repercussions. First, the
famine crippled domestic industry by reducing the need for cotton, wool, and linen
spinners. Spinning had been an important source of income for many Irish women,
especially in Ulster, and when this aspect of the industry collapsed, their ability to
contribute to the household economy was severely curtailed. Second, the famine
caused most surviving landholders to abandon farming for raising livestock. With
fewer cottiers to work the land, Irish agriculturalists adopted less labor-intensive
methods of land use. In the process, women lost yet another opportunity to contribute
their labor. Finally, the proportion of land-less agricultural laborers to small holders
and of small holders to strong farmers fell sharply. Female labor had been essential

11Emmet Larkin, "The Devotional Revolution in Ireland: 1850-1875," The
American Historical Review 77 no. 3 (1972), 625-52; and Ann Taves, The Household
of Faith: Roman Catholic Devotions in Mid-Nineteenth-Centurv America (Notre
Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1986).
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to poor and middling households, but the numerical shift toward strong farmers meant
a shift toward a more "modem," market-oriented form of patriarchy that redefined
and devalued the nature of women’s work.12 The hegemony of the strong farmers
also contributed to the spread of late marriage, the dowry, and other practices
throughout Irish society, but the transition was slow and gradual. Guided by their
communitarian worldview, many "traditional-minded" Irish Catholics continued to
endorse earlier customs, and the prevalence of love matches, large families, and
assertive women among immigrants in Delaware confirms that those who did so were
also the ones most likely to emigrate.13
As previous chapters demonstrated, Irish immigrants maintained certain
traditional beliefs and practices as they acculturated themselves to American society.
This awareness allows us to re-evaluate the effect o f industrialization on gender
relations in Irish households. For a long time, historians agreed that the onset of
industrial capitalism negatively impacted family life by removing production from the
domestic sphere. Thomas J. Curran, for example, compared conditions in rural
Ireland with conditions here and concluded that the separation of home and work
"ruptured" Catholic families living in nineteenth-century America.14 More recently,
increasing attention to gender has revealed that industrialization altered family life in
some ways but not all. As a result, Alice Kessler-Harris has recently urged labor
historians to adopt the "standpoint of the home sphere" as a way to study how gender
and other "fundamental forms of identity, derived from the household (created and
shaped by women and men), survived even the depredations of capital" and how these

l2Lee, 37.
13According to Kerby Miller, "traditional" Irish men and women dominated both
the famine and post-famine migrations, not "modern" ones. In fact, it was their
exodus, coupled with the deaths of millions of other "traditional" Irish, that allowed
the strong farmers and their "modern" outlook to prevail on home soil. Miller, 308,
350-352.
14Curran, x. Some of the Irish in America shared this view as well, especially the
clergy. See Diner, 65.
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"aspects of continuity," in turn, helped define and construct class relations.15 The
households of Irish immigrants at the du Pont powder mills offer a good starting point
because their traditional, agrarian-based attitudes about gender roles and the family
persisted for most of the nineteenth century.
According to the federal census of 1870, most married Irish women in the
powder mill community described their occupation as "keeping house." This term
usually implies the everyday business of cooking, cleaning, and childcare, but the
demands of "keeping house" in working-class families required these women to
perform even more explicitly economic domestic activities. Butter making and
cotton, wool, and flax spinning, for example, remained important cottage industries in
northern Delaware into the nineteenth century, and Irish women in the semi-rural
powder mill community actively participated in both markets. They also raised
chickens and eggs for sale, canned home-grown produce, picked local fruits and nuts,
made their own clothing and bedding, and helped slaughter their own livestock.
By this labor alone, Irish wives made valuable contributions to their domestic
economies, but opportunities for waged work abounded in the community as well. In
the early years of the du Pont company’s operation, when hands were few, some
women were able to earn money by packing powder into kegs and by cutting and
pasting labels onto powder canisters.16 Within a few decades, their presence in the
packing house was secure. Following an explosion in 1847, Alfred du Pont had to
tell of one the company’s sales agents that.
We have the powder all made but cannot well get the wrappers served on the
kegs just now-This branch of work is done by women who are almost all

15Kessler-Harris, 197.
16Sally Campbell, Mary Creighton, Ann Dougherty, Bell Murphy, and others
earned six or seven dollars each for packing powder in 1806. "Expense Account
book, (1806-1809)," Item 4, File 149, Box 10, Acc. 146; and "Comtes avec les
ouvriers, (1802-1809)," Item 8, File 148, Box 9, Acc. 146.
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widows—We cannot well ask them in the magazines so soon and we do not
want to transfer their work to others.17
Philip Dougherty confirmed that women were still performing this function when he
worked in the Eagle Packing House in the 1880s. As he explained.
This lady came in after we would get a certain amount of canisters packed.
Her father also worked in the yard. They would tell her what time to come in
and she would label whatever we had at that time. She made the paste in her
own home and brought it with her. I guess they thought the job was more
suitable for a woman.18
Other suitable jobs for women could be found in the textile mills, where their children
could also find employment, or in the various homes of the du Ponts and their
wealthier neighbors.19
Most married Irish women, however, seemed to prefer the kind of piece work
they could do at home.20 In this respect, Brandywine wives were not unlike other

17Eighteen men were killed by the 1847 explosion, and du Pont’s phrasing
suggests that at least some of the women were made widows by the accident. Quoted
in Nancy Soukup, "Women’s Roles in the Du Pont Powder Mills in 1870,"
unpublished research report (1979), 17.
18Philip Dougherty interview, 1955.
19In the 1830s, women domestics earned between $1-3.50 per week, compared
with the $2-3 per week which women earned at Charles I. du Pont’s cotton mill. By
comparison, men could expect to earn between $3.50-4.00 as common laborers in the
powder yards, or $5-6.00 per week in the textile mills. Female agricultural labor also
remained an important source of income, and over 30 percent of the farming families
in Brandywine and Christiana hundreds had live-in female help by 1850. See Linda
Daur, "Domestic Servants at Eleutherian Mills, 1821-1842," unpublished research
paper (1979), 20; and Joan Jensen, Loosening the Bonds: Mid-Atlantic Farm Women.
1750-1850 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986), 89. Primary sources
consulted for information about women’s work along the Brandywine include:
"Depense," (1806-1809), Item 4, File 149, Box 10, Acc. 146; W illow Books, Acc.
500; Petit Ledgers, 1852-53 and 1863, Acc. 500; Wage book, Dixon and Breck
textile mill (Rokeby), 1847-1851, No. 191, Series E, Acc. 500; Wage Book, Charles
I. du Pont & Co., No. 69, Acc. 500; "List of domestic servants and wages, (183436)," Item W9-39838, Series F, Group 9, WMSS.
20This preference has been noted by scholars of other Irish communities as well.
See, for example, Carole Turbin, "Beyond Conventional Wisdom: Women’s Wage
Work, Household Economic Contribution, and Labor Activism in a Mid-Nineteenth-
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immigrant women, but their job assignments primarily entailed sewing powder bags,
press cloths, aprons, and wagon covers for use in the powder yards. One day in
1832, for example, Eleuthera du Pont Smith told her sister, Victorine, that, "Brother
sent loads of powder sheets to mend to day; he sent word the dry house was at a
stand for want of them, so I did not know what to do." Eleuthera was home alone
when the piles of sheets arrived, so she quickly delegated the work to several women
in the community.21 The company also paid Irish women to take in laundry, punch
holes in leather to make powder sieves, and peel willow branches for charcoal. The
daughter of one powder man recalled,
I used to peel willows under that big tree down by the cannon house. We
would go up with my mother. I don’t remember my father ever doing it.
There would be a lot of women and children from the village and we’d all
meet there . . . M y parents would get the money."22
Boarders brought in additional money, even as they increased the amount o f meals to
prepare and the number of clothes to wash.
The du Pont company maintained careful boarding accounts for its employees,
and despite the propensity for large families, most households accommodated them at

Century Working-Class Community," in To Toil the Livelong Dav: America’s
Women at Work. 1780-1980 ed. by Carol Groneman and Mary Beth Norton (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1987), 51; Brian C. Mitchell, The Paddy Camps: The Irish
of Lowell. 1821-1861 (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1988), 144-45; and John
Bodnar, The Transplanted (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985), 65-79.
21Quoted in Amy Boyce Osaki, "The Needle’s Web: Sewing in One Early 19thCentury American Home," (M . A. thesis, University of Delaware, 1988), 12. Some
women also sewed and mended clothing for cash. Victorine paid Mrs. Riggs fifty
cents for making two baby frocks and mending another. She also paid Mrs. Finegan
"for doing up my collars and dresses," and Eliza Reynolds "for sewing the carpet."
See Victorine du Pont Bauduy, Memoranda File, 1850-1860; diary, 11/16/1843;
October 1838, Household account book, 1838-1842; all in Box 14, Series A , Group
6, WMSS.
"Elizabeth Beacom interview, 1962.
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some time or another.23 Although most of the boarding accounts were in men’s
names, women did all the work. Fanny Martin managed the company’s dormitory
while her husband, Billy, ran the company farm. In June 1810, E. I. du Pont
credited Billy Martin’s account with $165.26, "by balance due your wife for her
services at the boarding house to this day."24 By 1820, the dormitory was full to
capacity, so the company began boarding single men with families and widows. As
the number of employees swelled over the course of the century, some families had as
many as seven or eight boarders at a time. Through piecework, Brandywine women
turned their homes into production spaces, but at a rate of eight dollars per person per
month by the 1840s, boarders enabled them to parlay company-owned housing into a
kind of capital.
The practice of taking in boarders drew on feminine talents by merging a
wife’s role as cook, maid, and laundress with her role as "kin-keeper."25 Crosslinking company boarding books with census records, petit ledgers, and baptismal
records revealed that many single, male employees boarded with relatives. Thomas
Gallagher, for example, whom we met in Chapter 2, commenced working as a
common laborer on April 1, 1844, soon after his arrival from Letterkenny, County
Donegal. At that time, the sixteen-year-old earned $10 per month and resided with
his mother, Sarah, and step-father, James Haughey. Each month, the company
deducted $7.50 in boarding fees from Gallagher’s account and credited it to

23Boarding Books, (1802-1846), 7 vols., Series B, Production Records, Acc. 500.
Boarding was a widespread phenomenon in nineteenth-century America, and many
historians have commented on the subject. See, for example, Tamara Hareven and
John Modell, "Urbanization and the Malleable Household: An Examination of
Boarding and Lodging in American Families," Journal of Marriage and the Family 35
(1973), 467-468.
24Payroll sheets, 1810-1818, Box 1705-A, Acc. 500.
2STamara Hareven used this term to describe the family members who bore the
primary responsibility for arbitrating disputes, organizing assistance in "critical life
situations," and reinforcing kin networks. See her book, Family Time and Industrial
Time: The Relationship Between the Family and Work in a New England Industrial
Community (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 105.
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Haughey’s. In January 1846, Gallagher was made a powder worker and in April, he
went to live with William Green, the foreman of the Upper Yard, presumably to
better learn his craft. By September, he was earning $20 per month and paying $8
board to Sarah and John Wier, who happened to be his sister and brother-in-law.26
While other men also boarded with cousins, brothers, fathers, and uncles, it was the
presence of their sisters, mothers, and aunts who made the arrangement possible.
There is some evidence that Irish women not only contributed to the family
finances, but managed them as well. Widow Bridget Dougherty, for example,
regularly signed for her adolescent son’s wages during the Civil War. Even older
youths contributed to the family pot.

"We used to turn everything we made over to

our mother," noted William Flanigan.27 Elizabeth Beacom offered a similar
statement.
My mother was a good manager. She paid cash for everything and never had
a bank account until we went to work. When my sister went to work, she first
gave up her money and then she paid board. Then when I went to work and
my brother was going to the University of Delaware, we gave her the money .
. . Mother never kept written accounts--just the sugar bowl."28
Because they controlled the family’s finances, mothers often decided whether, when,
and where a child could work. When Victorine du Pont Bauduy needed a new maid,
she wrote to her sister, Sophie, that "I was thinking of asking Mrs. Cavender for
Mary Jane[.] [S]he would be large enough to do my work and she is a very clever
child."29 Twelve-year-old Mary Jane Cavender began working for Victorine in
January 1838, at a rate of thirty-eight cents per week, yet she had to have her

26Petit ledger, 1842-44 and 1845-46; Boarding book (1840-46), No. 1699, Acc.
500; Federal census schedule (1850), New Castle County, Delaware, Christiana
Hundred, microfilm, University of Delaware, Newark, DE; Baptismal register, St.
Joseph’s on the Brandywine Roman Catholic Church, microfilm, Wilmington Stake,
LDS, Wilmington, DE.
27Wage book, no. 1703, Acc. 500; William Flanigan interview, 1960.
28Elizabeth Beacom interview, 1962.
29Victorine du Pont Bauduy to Sophie du Pont, undated. Outfile, Victorine du
Pont Bauduy to friends and family, Box 6, Series A, Group 6, WMSS.
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mother’s permission to do so.30 She was replaced by Mary Toy on October 28,
1840. Three years later, Victorine wrote, "I saw Mrs. Toy about Mary.

[F]eel very

sorry to part with her but think it is for the best."31
Irish mothers likewise decided how much and what kind of schooling their
children received. Before 1852, most children in the community attended the
Brandywine Manufacturers’ Sunday School, which offered many local families their
first real opportunity to achieve basic literacy. Because it was officially
nondenominational, Irish Catholics actively supported the school as well.33 Although
boys and girls alike could attend the school for free, many were forced to miss class
because they were needed at home or because they had to work in the textile mills.
Sophie du Pont taught one of the girls’ primer classes and her diaries record the
problems she and other teachers had getting students to attend regularly and do their
assignments. More important, the diaries reveal that Sophie addressed her concerns
to the students’ mothers, not their fathers. On February 17, 1832, for example,
Sophie noted.
Stopped to see S[ophial Boyd-A very unsatisfactory visit—the old mother was
in the room, with Sophia, Matilda, and Elisa-they would not speak before
her-When I spoke of recitation, [the mother] said she ‘wasn’t for slaving her
children at learning their tasks, they had education enough, etc.’ and when I
quietly attempted to explain to her the reasons why we wished them so
particularly to learn their testament lessons, she ended by saying, ‘Well, well.

30Victorine du Pont Bauduy, Household Accounts, 1838-1842, Box 14, Series A,
Group 6, WMSS. Information on Mary Jane Cavender’s age is taken from the
Brandywine Manufacturers’ Sunday School Receiving Books, Acc. 289.
31Victorine du Pont Bauduy, diary, 1/22/1843. Box 14, Series A, Group 6,
WMSS. Within a week of this entry, a widow named Isabella Baxter had replaced
Mary Toy.
33See Ruth C. Linton, "To the Promotion and Improvement of Youth: The
Brandywine Manufacturers’ Sunday School, 1816-1840," (M . A. thesis, University of
Delaware, 1981), 9-45, passim; and Anne M . Boylan, Sunday School: The Formation
of an American Institution. 1790-1880 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988),
22-23, 34-38.
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1 reckon the testament’s as easy learned as any other book you’d give
them.’33
Almost two decades later, Victorine wrote in her diary that "William Holland was not
[in school], nor at Church; I must go see his aunt & speak to her about his
coming."34 Despite repeated entreaties, teachers quickly found that education took a
back seat to practical considerations.
The purpose of these home visits or "pastorals" was to provide one-on-one
instruction and encourage the children to keep up with their studies, but the hectic
atmosphere of powder mill households often prevented any useful interaction between
student and teacher. One time, Sophie wrote: "Went after dinner to see S. Kirk with
Nora—ushered into a room full of women & children . . . and therefore I could not
speak to Susan as I wished."35 At another date she wrote, "Yesterday afternoon I
went to see M . Rigby & took her two capes—They were cleaning up the house, so I
could not set long because it hindered them. Mrs. Rigby talked so much I could not
talk to Martha as I wished."36 Some mothers were so meddlesome that Sophie had
to ask a fellow teacher for advice.
Do you not find the presence of the mothers of the scholars at times a great
difficulty? Most of them, I have found, talk so incessantly that I can scarcely

33Sophie du Pont, diary (Item W9-40349), 2/17/1832, Box 93, Series F, Group 9,
WMSS.
^Victorine du Pont Bauduy, "Memoranda, Diary notes. Quotations,
Compositions," File 1850-1860, Box 14, Series A, Group 6, WMSS. Victorine’s
diaries also contain statements like "After school I went to see Mrs. Coyle about
David," suggesting that she, too, addressed her concerns about attendance to mothers,
even when the child in question was male. See her entry for Sunday, October 29,
1843.
35Sophie du Pont, diary, February 17, 1832.
36Later that same day, Sophie went to visit a girl who was sick "because I feared
on Sunday we would meet so many people there." On another occasion, she visited
the Alexanders in their home at Louviers. "There were a great many persons there .
. . & they all were so very loquacious I had to stay a considerable time without
seeing much of Martha." A different entry revealed that Martha Alexander had had
to leave school because her mother needed her help on Saturday afternoons. Sophie
du Pont, diary, March 25, 1832; September 2, 1832; and April 14, 1833.
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say a word to the children & they seem to think the best thing they can do, is
to praise their children’s smartness at learning.37
Historians o f middle-class families have generally attributed a mother’s authority in
this area to the widespread belief that women were naturally suited to direct the
education of their children. Irish Catholics upheld this belief as well, but the
involvement of working-class women in their children’s education also stemmed from
its economic effects.38
Childbirth was another inherently "female" area of expertise, and although
three male doctors served the community in the nineteenth century, women were
probably in attendance at most deliveries.39 Some may even have been paid for their

37Sophie du Pont to Clementina Smith, 26 June 1832, Series F, Group 9, WMSS.
38In his study of unskilled Irish laborers in Newburyport, Stephen Thernstrom
argued that the priority these families placed on home ownership prevented their
children from acquiring either the education or skills needed to climb into middleclass professions. My interpretation o f Irish attitudes toward education differs from
Thernstrom’s. Evidence from the BMSS receiving books suggests that the Irish
families in this community wanted their children to learn the three R’s, and they
enrolled them accordingly. With limited economic resources, however, few parents
could afford for their offspring to attend school full-time, and thus they periodically
withdrew them to work. Although many powder mill households had enough
discretionary income to allow one or two children to stay in school permanently, the
strength of their communitarian ethos led them to distribute household resources
equally. As a result, few Sunday school scholars went on to become white-collar
professionals, but almost all acquired some degree of literacy. And as the following
chapters will show, such intermittent attendance did not necessarily preclude social
mobility for Irish Catholics because they did not define status solely in terms of
occupation. Stephen Therstrom, Poverty and Progress: Social Mobility in a
Nineteenth-Centurv Industrial City (1964; reprinted, New York: Athenaeum, 1975),
22-25, 155-157.
39Dr. Pierre Didier recorded the births of babies that he delivered in his account
book, Box 5, Series A, Group 10, WMSS. Dr. Thomas Mackie Smith, the husband
of Eleuthera du Pont, succeeded Didier as company doctor and delivered most of the
babies born on company property between 1834 and 1852. These births are recorded
in his account book, Item 4, "Record o f Babies Delivered," Part IV , Series C, Group
6, WMSS. A Dr. Greenleaf followed Smith. None of the medical records
specifically mention the presence of female friends and kin during a mother’s
delivery, but baptismal registers from St. Peter’s and St. Joseph’s show a high
number of newborns baptized "ob periculum mortis" (in danger of death) by women.
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services, especially if a doctor could not be reached. As Victorine explained, "Joanna
and Eleu have agreed to paid Mrs. Rigs [sic] for nursing Mrs. Dunbar in her
approaching confinement~a very good idea as it will do good two ways."40 Other
entries reveal that Mrs. Riggs worked as a domestic in the home of Lammot and
Mary du Pont and that she also earned extra money by sewing and cleaning for
Victorine. She was not the only nurse in the community.

Edward Cheney, born on

March 12, 1888, during a blizzard, recalled, "I never knew o f any midwives in that
area, but Mrs. Blakely was a talented woman, and she came to our house. When my
father contracted pneumonia, she came over and worked with him just like a
nurse."41 Richard Rowe also remembered, "Now, Mom used to go to all the baby
matinees. When the doctor wasn’t around they always called Annie Rowe until
someone else got there. She always took care of everybody else. "42
Women also presided over the rituals of death. Various sources indicate
payments to Irish women for washing and dressing corpses, sewing shrouds, keening
at local wakes, and providing refreshments for mourners.43 The wake was the
traditional centerpiece of Irish death rituals, and it always took place at the home of
the deceased. An important social event, its purpose was to comfort the living and
placate the dead. Games, courting, eating, drinking, dancing, and story-telling
emphasized the vitality of the living in the face of mortality, while a large gathering
of friends and family assured the deceased of his popularity in the community and
enabled his spirit to rest in peace. The primary function of the wake, however, was
to provide an outlet for grief. Eulogies for the dead were interspersed with episodes

‘“’Victorine du Pont Bauduy, "Memoranda, Diary Notes, Quotations,
Compositions, 1850-1860," Box 14, Series A, Group 6, WMSS.
41Edward Cheney interview, 1958.
42Richard Rowe interview, 1968.
43The probate account of powder worker James Bogan, for example, settled in
April 1832, included payments to Rebecca Derrickson, Mrs. Fleming, Sarah Donnan,
and Mary Russell for various funeral expenses and services including fifty cents for
"making a shroud." James Bogan, New Castle County Probate Records, microfilm,
Morris Library, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware.
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of loud wailing from women keeners. These women could be family, friends, or paid
professionals, whose keening lamented both the passing of the deceased and human
mortality in general.44
Wakes along the Brandywine continued practices established in Ireland.

In

January 1838, Victorine sent Evelina a note saying, "Poor old Pat Brady died this
morning . . . I expect there will be no small quantity of whiskey drunk at his wake
tonight, for he was quite the Patriarch of the Catholics in this settlement."45 Upon
notice of a death in the community, the undertaker brought a special casket in which
the body of the deceased was packed in ice until the wake. Before the wake began,
the body was removed from the ice, dressed and laid out in an ordinary wooden
coffin. Set on chairs or a table, the coffin occupied a place of honor in the home,
preferably a front room or parlor. Male mourners quickly paid their respects and
went into a back room to drink, smoke, and tell stories.46 The women, by contrast,
remained with the coffin, where "they’d carry on something terrible."47
Vested with responsibility for the economic, social, and spiritual well-being of
both living and dead family members, women in the powder mill community
frequently exhibited their authority outside the home. Sometime between 1894 and
1900, the two daughters of a Catholic powder man named Charles Deery joined a
sewing class at the local Presbyterian church. At work that week, Alfred du Pont
teased Deery about his daughters’ "conversion" from Catholicism and threatened to
inform Father Bermingham, the pastor at St. Joseph’s. Deery came home and told
his wife, Kate, about the joke, but she failed to see any humor in the situation and

44Connelly, 148-158.
45Victorine du Pont Bauduy to Evelina du Pont Bidermann, January 1838.
Outfile, Box 6, Series A, Group 6, WMSS.
46Richard Rowe interview, 1968.
47Aloysius Rowe interview, 1968.
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marched right over to the powder yard to set du Pont straight.48 Such forward
conduct was not unusual, for as Hasia Diner noted, the patterns of migration, work
histories, involvement with trade unions, boisterous public behavior, and assertive
family life of Irish women deviated markedly from the "celebrated cult of true
womanhood that commanded women to lead lives of sheltered passivity and ennobled
domesticity."49 Since the "cult of true womanhood" reflected elite Protestant ideals
of femininity, this difference is not surprising. However, assertive female behavior
also contradicts the Catholic prescriptive literature of the period.
In the 1840s and 1850s, a unified and largely middle-class group of Catholic
reformers began encouraging Irish women to relinquish their control of domestic
affairs to their husbands. Articulated and disseminated through advice books, prayer
books, newspapers, journals, sermons, catechisms, and novels, this effort to bolster
the patriarchal authority of married Irish men was linked to the promotion of a new,
idealized conception of Catholic domesticity.

In their public discourse, these writers

claimed to uphold an eternal, aristocratic, European model of family life, but the
rituals, virtues, and symbols they promoted had far more in common with the AngloProtestant ideal o f domesticity that characterized bourgeois American society. Based

48This story is cited Glenn H. Pryor, "Workers’ Lives at the Dupont Powder
Mills, 1877-1912," (B. A. thesis, University of Delaware, 1977), 44-45. Rev. W. J.
Bermingham was pastor of St. Joseph’s on the Brandywine from 1894 to 1900.
49Diner, xiv. The growing body of work concerning the everyday lives of slaves,
immigrants, native-born American mill operatives, white-collar professionals, and
middle-class housewives confirms that there was no single, monolithic concept of
womanhood in the nineteenth century, but historians of women agree that "there was
a culturally dominant ideology of sexual spheres promulgated by an economically,
socially, and politically dominant group," that this ideology was firmly grounded in
the sexual division of labor appropriate to that group, and that they employed it to
impose a universal definition of the female character on American society in general.
See Nancy A. Hewitt, "Beyond the Search for Sisterhood: American Women’s
History in the 1980s," in Ellen Carol Du Bois and Vicki Ruiz, eds. Unequal Sisters:
A Multicultural Reader in U. S. Women’s History (New York: Routledge Press,
1990): 1-14; and Linda K. Kerber, "Separate Spheres, Female Worlds, Woman’s
Place: The Rhetoric of Women’s History," The Journal of American History 75, no.
1 (June 1988): 9-39.
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on these sources, scholars as diverse as Colleen McDannell and Ken Fones-Wolf have
claimed that Irish immigrants espoused the nuclear family form, with its male
breadwinner, dependent wife and children, and connotations of resource-based
patriarchal authority, as they assimilated into American society.50 Implicit in this
interpretation is a belief that the process of acculturation required minority ethnic
groups to reject their former values and beliefs. Given the limited literacy rates of
most Irish Catholics in the nineteenth century, it has been difficult to find other, more
objective sources, which can be used to assess their integration into American society
and their attitudes toward gender and family life.51 By borrowing the methods of
anthroponomy, or personal name analysis, however, this study found that Irish
Catholics not only sanctioned the independent, assertive behavior of married Irish

50Colleen McDannell, "True Men As We Need Them: Catholicism and the IrishAmerican Male," American Studies 27, no. 2 (1986): 19-33; and Ken Fones-Wolf,
Trade Union Gospel: Christianity and Labor in Industrial Philadelphia. 1865-1915
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1989), 31. In reality, the structures of
nineteenth-century Irish Catholic families were varied. Moreover, Carole Turbin’s
research on Troy, New York, suggests that, "in households where women’s earnings
were crucial for their families’ well-being, or where women and men family members
were economically interdependent, women may not have been subordinate in all
interpersonal relationships with their male relatives." See Turbin, Working Women,
especially 76-91.
51The information on literacy rates in the powder mill community is conflicting.
Manuscript census schedules indicate that the vast majority of Irish natives (83
percent) claimed the ability to read or write in 1850. Examination o f the company’s
wage books, however, suggests that most employees could not sign their names. This
discrepancy is likely explained by the fact that for much of the nineteenth century
reading and writing were considered separate skills, acquired in different settings.
Reading was frequently learned at home, under the guidance of a mother or older
sibling. Writing was taught in special schools, whose students were mostly males in
pursuit of various professional callings. I am grateful to both Bob Gross and Anne
Boylan for bringing this information to my attention. Two recent works on the
subject of literacy in the United States include Cathy N. Davidson, ed. Reading in
America: Literature and Social History (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
1989), and Roger Chartier, The Order of Books (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1994). Scholars of Irish immigrants agree that despite the rise o f public
schools in both Ireland and America, the necessity of child labor kept real literacy
rates down among Erin’s heirs. See O ’Neill, 38; Taves, 4; and James Nelson,
Catholic Immigrants in America (Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1987), 24.
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women, but that they associated it with the preservation of their ethnic and religious
heritage.
As anthropologists and historians have long recognized, the system of
appellations chosen by an historical community can offer insights about virtues and
powers that its members admire, pursuits they value, or supernatural forces they
cultivate.52 Because names are assigned on the basis of sex, an analysis of naming
patterns can also reveal information about gender roles within the community. For
this study, anthroponymic analysis involved two separate actions. The first step
entailed tracking the ratio between the number of names and the number of
individuals in the community over time. The primary function of a naming pattern is
to strengthen group cohesion by reinforcing common values and kin networks. For
this reason, societies generally resist the incursion of new or foreign names into their
pool, and instead, they adopt a relatively small number of so-called "leading" names.
Following this logic, an increase or decrease in the ratio of names to individuals will
reveal the increasing or decreasing sense of cohesion experienced by members of the

“ Although under-utilized by social and labor historians, personal name analysis
has a long and distinguished past. In particular, it has been employed to confirm the
importance of paternal and maternal kinship ties among slaves in the American South.
See, for example, Herbert Gutman, The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom. 17501925 (New York: Pantheon, 1976), 113-114, 185-215; and Cheryll Ann Cody,
"Naming, Kinship, and Estate Dispersal: Notes on Slave Family Life on a South
Carolina Plantation," William and Marv Quarterly 39, no. 1 (1982): 192-211.
Additional sources used for this study include: Daniel Scott Smith, "Child Naming
Practices and Family Structure Change: Hingham, Massachusetts, 1640-1880," the
Newbury Papers in Family and Community History, Newbury Library, Chicago,
Illinois (January 1977); Richard D. Alford, Naming and Identity: A Cross-Cultural
Study of Personal Naming Practices (New Haven: HRAF Press, 1988); and Lynn H.
Nelson, "Personal Name Analysis of Limited Bases of Data: Examples of
Applications to Medieval Arogonese History," Historical Methods 24, no. 1 (Winter
1991): 4-15. Using a slightly different methodology, David Emmons analyzed
surnames in Butte city directories and traced the origins of Irish miners back to
counties Cork and Donegal. See his book, The Butte Irish: Class and Ethnicity in an
American Mining Town. 1875-1925 (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1989), 15.
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community.53 The second, more innovative step involved a qualitative analysis of
the meaning imbedded within the leading names themselves. As Chapter 3 explained,
Irish Catholic parents tended to name their children on behalf of close kin, thereby
strengthening ties on both the maternal and paternal sides of the family. But Irish
Catholics in the nineteenth century also subscribed to a belief in patron saints, which
invested their particular pool of leading names with additional connotations. By
determining which saints’ names were most popular and then studying published
accounts of the corresponding saints’ lives, it was possible to identify the male and
female character traits that Irish Catholics considered important.
This study utilized samples taken from baptismal registers at the three
churches patronized by Irish powder workers in the nineteenth century.54 The first
sample was taken from a single register, which records baptisms at St. M ary’s and St.
Peter’s, and covers the period between 1805 and 1834. The second sample covers the
years from 1846 to 1856, and includes all of the children baptized at St. Joseph’s on
the Brandywine during this decade. The third and final sample was also from St.
Joseph’s and included the years from 1876 to 1886.
At first glance, the data seems to suggest that Brandywine society was
becoming less coherent over time. In the first sample, there were twenty-six names

53Lynn Nelson found that among the Arogonese, "the force of traditional naming
practices steadily reduced the size of the name pool and reflected the growing
consolidation of the society." Nelson, 6.
^ h e baptismal registers contained the following information: date of baptism;
child’s name; date of birth; father’s name; mother’s name; and the sponsors’s names,
male and female. All of the information was entered into three Paradox files, one for
the St. Peter’s/St. M ary’s registers, and two for St. Joseph’s. The first register of
baptisms at St. Peter’s and St. Mary’s begins in August 1796, but only entries logged
by Rev. Patrick Kenny between June 1806 and April 1834 were entered. A second
register includes children baptized by Rev. George A. Carrell at St. Peter’s between
May 1829 and December 1834. Both are kept at the Diocese of Wilmington Archives
in Greenville, Delaware, but microfilmed copies are available at the Archives office
and at the Family History Center of the Wilmington Stake, LDS. The first register
for St. Joseph’s runs from September 1846 to April 1895 and the original volume is
kept at the parish office in Greenville. Microfilmed copies are available at both the
Archives and Family History Center.
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in the female pool and 154 girls, making a ratio of 1:6. The second sample had
thirty-seven female names, 384 girls, and a ratio of 1:10. But the third sample had
thirty-six names, 258 girls, and ratio of 1:7. While the pool had expanded by the
1870s to include such names as Emma, Phebe, Roger and Amos, the number of
leading names, and the percentage of girls and boys bearing these names, remained
constant.
Mary was the most popular name given to Irish Catholic girls, followed by
Anne and Catharine. Although the order varies somewhat between the three samples,
Elizabeth, Margaret, Ellen, Sarah, Bridget, Jane, and Rosanna were next in
popularity.55 John and James were the most favored names for boys, followed by
Thomas, Michael, William, Charles, Daniel, Francis, George, and Patrick.56 Many
of these names were used by other ethnic and religious groups, but only Catholics
professed a belief in patron saints. Indeed, the "otherworldliness" that characterized

55

Leading Names for Irish Catholic Girls:
1805-34

1836-56

1876-86

Top Three Names (Mary, Anne, Catharine),
%

50

46

47

Top Ten Names (Mary, Anne, Catharine,
Elizabeth, Margaret, Sarah, Ellen, Bridget,
Jane, Rosanna), %

86

87

85

Total Baptisms

312

786

490

% Female

49

49

53

1805-34

1836-56
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Top Three Names (John, James, Thomas), %

42

37

34

Top Ten Names (John, James, Thomas,
William, Michael, Charles, Daniel, Francis,
George, Patrick), %

70

67

67

Total Baptisms

312

786

490

% Male

50

45

47

56Leading Names for Irish Catholic Boys:
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Irish Catholic naming practices was a lived phenomenon for the faithful, not an
abstraction.57 While Irish Catholics held no monopoly on these names, the dynamics
of their faith and culture imbued them with a unique meaning.
Nineteenth-century Irish Catholics would have learned about baptism and the
saints from oral and visual sources, but the distance of time requires us to reconstruct
their beliefs from some of the most popular written texts of the period. According to
the Baltimore Catechism, naming children for patron saints reinforced the belief that
"the church in heaven and the church on earth are one and the same and all its
members are in communion with one another. "58 Orestes Brownson, the famous
convert to Catholicism, explained that, "for those who believe in life eternal and the
communion of saints . . . the holy ones in heaven [are] living and present with
us. "59 During the sacrament of baptism, a child was named in honor of a particular
saint, whom Catholics believed would protect the child throughout his or her lifetime
and serve as an intercessor or intermediary between the child and God. Deharbe’s
catechism further emphasized that "The name of a saint is given in baptism in order
that the person baptized may imitate his virtues."60 Thus, patron saints were also

57Jeffrey Burns and others have observed that the sense of "otherworldliness," or
the belief that the spiritual and materials worlds were interrelated, was a lived
phenomenon for Catholics, not an abstraction. See Burns, "The Ideal Catholic Child:
Images from Catholic Textbooks," unpublished research paper, Center for the Study
of American Catholicism, Notre Dame University, (1978), 6.
58A Catechism of Christian Doctrine (Prepared and Enjoined bv Order of the
Third Plenary Council of Baltimore) (New York: Benzinger Bros., 1885), 270-71.
See also, The Most Rev. Dr. James Butler’s Catechism (Philadelphia: E. Cummiskey,
1831), 38.
59Brownson is quoted in Taves, 47. On page 49, Taves further concludes that the
need for saints "fulfilled a need for intimacy with a protector with which one could
identify as a fellow human being."
“ Because of their importance as role models, the Church forbade the use of
names associated with "unbelievers, heretics, or enemies o f religion and virtue." The
names of heathen gods and the use of nicknames as baptismal names was likewise
prohibited. Rev. Joseph Deharbe, S. J., A Full Catechism of the Catholic Religion,
trans. Rev. John Fander, 5th ed. (New York: Schwartz, Kirwin, & Fauss, 1876),
135. On the invocation of angels and saints as protectors and role models, see also
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role models. As a result, Catholics showed great devotion to their patron saints and
frequently displayed pictures of them, said special prayers to them, and carefully
observed their feast days.
Saints’ names were in common use throughout Ireland by the eighteenth
century. As part of the overall conversion of the island, early priests anglicized
traditional Gaelic names by substituting that of an appropriate saint. Eoin and Sean
became John, after the "beloved" apostle. Sinead and Soibhan, the feminine versions
of Sean, became Jane, Jean, or Joan, for St. Joan of Arc. Other Catholic names were
introduced to Ireland via the continent. The name Margaret, for example, became
popular in the British Isles during the reign of St. Margaret (1070-1093), the
Hungarian-born Queen of Scotland. Anglo-Normans brought the name to Ireland,
where it became a substitute for the Gaelic, Mairead. Maggie, Peggy, Meg, and
Margery were common diminutives. Eleanor was another outside name. The Gaelic
version was E ilionora, but to conquering Normans, the name honored Queen Alienor,
wife of Edward I.

Alienor was the French version of Helena, the saint and mother of

Constantine the Great, thus Ellen, Elaine, Helen, Honora, Nora, and Hannah were
popular variations.61 Male names were also affected by European history. Charles,
an anglicized version of the Germanic name, Searlas, honored Charlemagne, the First
Holy Roman Emperor.

It spread rapidly through royal lines, and became popular in

Rev. Dr. Challoner, The Catholic Christian Instructed (Philadelphia: Cummiskey,
1841), 218-227.
61Patrick Woulfe, Irish Names for Children (Dublin: M . H. Gill and Sons, 1923).
As part of the revival of Celtic culture in early-twentieth century Ireland, nationalistic
members of the Catholic clergy urged Irish parents to select traditional Irish names
for their children. Recognizing their need for guidance, Patrick Woulfe, a Catholic
priest, thoroughly researched the subject and published this book. Italicized names
are Gaelic. Other popular names for Irish females in the nineteenth century, were
Mary (M aire), Catharine ( C aitlin, Katharine, Kathleen, Kate), Bridget (Brid, Bridey.
Biddy, Bidelia), Elizabeth (Eilis, Eileen, Eliza, Isabella, Lizzie, Alice, Alicia,
Letitia), Susan (Susanna), Sarah (Sorca) and Rosanna (Rois).
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Ireland after the reign of Charles I (1600-1649).62 Although there were many saints’
names from which to choose, Irish Catholic parents favored only a small number.
When the Irish migrated to America, they brought these "leading" names with them.
Analysis of female leading names in the powder mill community revealed two
opposing sets of traits which Irish Catholics considered appropriate for women.
These included chastity and motherhood; obedience and autonomy; humility and
pride; strength and acquiescence; reservation and assertiveness. The saints can also
be divided into two opposing groups. On the one hand were those revered as wives
and mothers. These included saints Margaret, Anne, Elizabeth, and Helena. Saints
Catharine, Bridget, Rose of Lima, and Joan of Arc, by contrast, espoused virginity
and dedicated their lives to God. To our eyes, marriage and celibacy appear to
represent two vastly divergent paths, but in fact, the specific traits outlined above did
not necessarily correspond to one vocation or the other. Instead, Brandywine parents
favored those female role models that simultaneously manifested values consistent
with devotion to God and to family, a fact which suggests that Irish Catholic
womanhood conflated the two.
A few examples will make this argument clearer. St. Anne was revered as the
mother of Mary, whom Catholics believe was conceived without the stain of Original
Sin.63 Mary was born to Anne in her old age, thus Catholic teaching holds she was

62Woulfe, 13. Other names included Michael (M icheal, Mike, Mick), Patrick
(Padraic, Pat, Patty, Paddy), Edward (Eadbhard, Eamonn), Daniel (Donat), Dennis
(Donagh, Dionysius), Bernard (Bearnard, Brian), Francis (Francisco), James
(Seamus, Jamie, Jim, Jacobus), Thomas (Tomas, Tombas), and William (Liam).
63The doctrine of the Immaculate Conception, proclaimed in 1854, was
imperfectly understood by many nineteenth-century Catholics, including the clergy,
and I am grateful to Leisa Meyer for making this fact known to me. It is my
opinion, however, that comprehending this particular doctrine was not a pre-requisite
to the belief that both St. Anne and Mary embodied certain traits and had special
graces and powers of intercession. The name ‘Anne’ actually derives from the
Hebrew name, Hannah, which means grace. See Woulfe, 206; Rev. Alban Butler,
Lives of the Saints (1878; reprinted, New York: Benziger Brothers, 1894), 262; and
Rev. Hugo Hoever, ed. Lives of the Saints (New York: Catholic Book Publishing
Co., 1955), 284.
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a product of divine grace, not nature. When Mary entered the sanctuary of the
temple one day and suddenly disappeared, Anne did not protest. Instead, she
instantly recognized the holy nature of her only offspring and accepted it as God’s
will that she be separated from her. From St. Anne, then, Catholic girls and women
were advised to "Learn from her to reverence a divine vocation as the highest
principle and to sacrifice every natural tie, however holy, at the call of God."64
Nevertheless, Anne is the patron saint of mothers and housewives, not nuns.
St. Margaret, Queen of Scotland, was also upheld as an exemplary wife and
mother, but her appeal as a female role model encompassed her responsibilities as a
monarch, as well.

Highly educated and deeply devout, she was an accomplished

diplomat and used her moral influence over her husband and children to direct state
affairs.65 In contrast, St. Catharine of Sienna was a tradesman’s daughter, like many
of her namesakes. She dedicated her life to God as a child, taking a vow of celibacy
at the age of seven and refusing to marry. Catharine eventually entered the convent,
but being exceptionally well-educated and highly outspoken, she soon left to become a
papal advisor and a defender of the faith.66
St. Bridget was born in Ulster. She, too, dedicated her life to God at an early
age, refused the attentions of suitors and scorned marriage. St. Bridget founded an
order of nuns at Killdara, and was known for her piety, sanctity, and works of
charity.67 But the name, Bridget, derived from the Gaelic word ‘brig,’ meaning

‘“Butler, 262.
65Butler, 262; Hoever, 220.
66Butler, 163; Hoever, 166. Catharine derives from the Greek word meaning
‘pure.’ Woulfe, 208.
67Recognizing that her physical beauty made her an appealing candidate for
marriage, she asked God to relieve of this burden. God complied. Her eye swelled
in grotesque deformity and did not return to its normal size until she took the veil.
According to Butler’s interpretation, the story of St. Bridget’s life stressed "purity of
heart," or inner beauty as the most important trait a women could possess. Butler,
54-58. See also, Rev. Alban Butler, Lives of the Irish Saints (Dublin: J. Coyne,
1823), 9.
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strength, and harkened back to the pagan Celtic Earth goddess. Thus, her feast day,
February first, marks the beginning of the Irish agricultural season, is associated with
fertility and food production, and is celebrated in Irish households by making straw
crosses.68
According to Dale Knobel’s recent book, Paddy and the Republic, the popular
stereotype of Irish immigrants in nineteenth-century America had crystallized around
the names Paddy and Bridget by the 1840s.69 Paddy was a corruption of Padraic,
the Gaelic version of Patrick. Saints Patrick and Bridget were widely known as the
patrons of Ireland and it is clear that their prominent place in Irish culture contributed
to the association of these names with Irish immigrants.

In reality, anthroponymic

analysis reveals that Mary and John were the most favored names for Irish children in
the nineteenth century.
The popularity of the name, Mary, reflected a particularly Catholic trait; that
is, devotion to the Blessed Virgin. Throughout its history, the Catholic Church has
upheld Mary as the ideal of Christian womanhood. One popular prayer book exulted,
"The best devotion we can practice towards her . . . is to imitate her excellent
virtues; to abhor sin, to love God tenderly, and copy her humility, her purity, and her
heroic patience, in the different occurrences of our lives."70 But although a potent
symbol, Mary offered a mixed message. On the one hand, she was pure and virginal;
on the other hand, she was the mother of God. An obedient Hebrew housewife in
some accounts, she is revered as the Queen of Heaven in others. Despite this
dichotomy, Mary was "the most perfect mirror" of feminine behavior and the Church
urged women to follow her example.71 Based on their widespread devotion to Mary,

68John C. O ’Sullivan, "St. Brigid’s Crosses," Ulster Folklife 11 (1973): 60-81.
69DaIe Knobel, Paddv and the Republic: Ethnicity and Nationality in Antebellum
America (Middleton, CT: Weslyan University Press, 1986), 10.
70A Christian’s Guide to Heaven: Or A Manual of Spiritual Exercises for
Catholics (Philadelphia: E. Cummiskey, 1833), 198.
71Rev. Bernard O ’Reilly, The Mirror of True Womanhood: A Book of Instruction
for Women in the World. 17th ed. (New York: P.J. Kennedy, 1892).
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nineteenth-century Catholics apparently had little difficulty reconciling the disparate
roles that she and other celestial beings embodied.72
St. Joseph was husband to Mary and earthly father to the child, Jesus. He was
a carpenter by trade and is considered the patron saint of workers. Little else is
known about him, but the Church emphasized his obedience, fidelity, and sense of
duty. Presented with the miraculous pregnancy of his betrothed, Joseph humbly
accepted the will of God, and without complaint, protected and provided for his holy
charges.70 For this reason, Colleen McDannell has argued that St. Joseph reflected
the ideal of Catholic manhood.74 Yet despite Joseph’s importance within the
ecclesiastical hierarchy, baptismal registers indicate that most parents preferred the
names John, James, Thomas, and Michael for their sons.
Boys named John were encouraged to emulate St. John the Apostle and
Evangelist. A fisherman by trade, John was the youngest of the twelve Apostles. He
and his brother, St. James the Great, were fishing with their father when Jesus called
them both away to be his disciples. John was especially devoted to the living Christ,
and came to be called the "beloved" Apostle. He stood faithfully at the foot of the

72A few other females names deserve mention. Elizabeth, Isabella, and their
diminutives honored St. Elizabeth, the mother of John the Baptist, and a cousin of
Mary. The name Jane, as mentioned, honored Joan of Arc, who was burned at the
stake in defense of her faith and her country. Eleanor, Honora and Ellen invoked the
memory and aid of St. Helena, the mother of Constantine the Great, and Empress of
the Holy Roman Empire. She is best known for constructing a magnificent church on
Mount Calvary and for discovering the cross of Christ in the process. Woulfe, 210,
217, 209; Hoever, 257, 207, 321.
73Hoever, 113.
74McDannell, "True Men As We Need Them," 32. McDannell is correct in
observing that Joseph represented the ideal of "sacred devotion to family," but at least
one of the advice books she used, True Men As We Need Them, actually upheld St.
Louis IX , King of France, as the ideal for Catholic youths, and St. Columba of
Ireland as "the ideal of true manhood." Rev. Bernard O ’ Reilly, True Men As We
Need Them: A Book of Instruction for Men in the World. 4th ed. (New York: P. J.
Kennedy, 1890), 310 and 267.
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cross, and cared for Mary after Jesus’s death, but he is best known for writing the
fourth Gospel, three epistles, and the book of the Apocalypse.75
The name, James, was almost equally popular for boys. Known especially for
his "burning, impetuous and outspoken faith," St. James the Great was another
favorite of the living Jesus. After the crucifixion, he preached the gospel in Spain
and was beheaded by Herod Agrippa upon his return to Jerusalem. He was the first
Apostle to be martyred and is revered as the patron saint of laborers.76
The name, Thomas, commemorated three different saints of the Catholic
Church: Thomas the Apostle; Thomas a Becket, Bishop of Canterbury; and Thomas
Aquinas, Confessor and Doctor of the Church.77 Thomas the Apostle is known for
doubting the resurrection. Once convinced, he made a public profession of his faith
and spent the rest of his life preaching in Persia and India.78 Thomas a Becket, a
Catholic priest, was named Lord Chancellor of England by Henry II in 1154. Hoping
to extend his influence over Church affairs, Henry made him Bishop of Canterbury
six years later. Thomas refused to compromise either his faith or position, and was
assassinated at the foot of his altar in 1170. The Catholic Church canonized him as a
martyr within three years.79 Thomas Aquinas was the son of an Italian noble, but at
the age of seventeen, he renounced his fortune and title to enter the Dominican order.
At the age of twenty-two he began the process of teaching, writing and publishing that
would occupy him for the rest of his life.

His best-known work, Summa Theologica.

was left unfinished at his death in 1274, but he is nonetheless revered as the greatest
theologian of the Catholic Church.80

75Butler, 387; Hoever, 506.
76Butler261; Hoever, 282.
^Butler, 99; Woulfe, 203.
78Hoever, 498.
79Ibid., 508.
“ Ibid., 99.
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The last male example is St. Michael, who, unlike the other saints, was not
human.

He is the most celebrated of the three archangels. His name signifies "Who

is like to God," and as God’s champion, he led the good angels of Heaven in battle
and cast out the rebellious angel, Lucifer. Boys named Michael are encouraged to
emulate his fierce courage, fidelity to God, and strength.81
As the preceding examples suggest, many male and female role models were
celibates, who gave up all family ties to follow Christ and whose life stories
emphasized an aggressive defense of the faith. Although certain saints exhibited traits
appropriate to parenthood and married life, the Church has always promoted celibacy
as the most perfect state for Catholic men and women. In an 1851 work, Alphonsus
Liguori observed, "He that is without a wife is solicitous for the things that belong to
the Lord, [and] how he may please God. But he that is with a wife is solicitous for
the things of the world, how he may please his wife, and he is divided."82 Most
clergy recognized, however, that only a special few would ever be called to take the
sacrament of holy orders, and for this reason, the Church encouraged husbands and
wives to become as devout as the demands of family life would allow. By mid
century, the prescriptive literature directed at Irish Catholics promoted Mary and
Joseph as exemplary role models not only because they were strong, pious
individuals, but because they successfully balanced their obligations to God with their
obligations to family.

And just as serving God sometimes required Irish Catholics to

adopt an aggressive piety, so serving the family sometimes required them to defend
the social, spiritual, and economic needs of their households.
Historians have made much of the saints’ celibate ideal, but naming patterns in
the powder mill community reveal that the abnegation of family life was less
acceptable for women than for men. Despite the domestically-oriented rhetoric of

81Ibid., 381.
82Liguori’s words carried substantial weight among Catholic clergy, for he was
named a Doctor of the Church, and after his canonization, he became the patron saint
of theologians. St. Alphonsus Liguori, Obligations of Children and Parents Towards
Each Other (Philadelphia: H. & C. McGrath, 1851), 279.
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Catholic clergy and reformers, none of the top ten male role models endorsed by
Brandywine parents were married, although 60 percent of the female role models
were wives and mothers. This disparity confirms that Irish girls were expected to
marry and bear children, yet the paragons of Irish Catholic womanhood were neither
submissive nor dependent. Like the female members of actual Irish households,
female saints exercised considerable influence and autonomy within the basic
framework of patriarchal authority. These findings support Hasia Diner’s assertion
that Irish women "basically ruled" the domestic world, but they also suggest that the
assertiveness displayed by Irish women reflected cultural imperatives more than
economic ones.
The importance attached to female assertiveness stemmed from the bean a t i ’s
obligation not only to safeguard the family but to defend the faith.

In fact, the only

trait shared by male and female saints alike was a courageous and sometimes
aggressive piety. Given the greater preponderance of activist role models for men
than women, we might reasonably conclude that Irish parents expected their sons to
bear a disproportionate share of the responsibility for supporting the Church and its
mission in Protestant America. Some Catholics undoubtedly felt this way. Rev.
Bernard O ’ Reilly, for example, admonished mothers to take "special care in educating
boys," because "Catholic men must go forth from their mothers’ homes filled with the
spirit of the ancient martyrs and the more recent crusaders.”83 O ’ Reilly’s choice of
martyrs and crusaders as his male role models was deliberate, for he considered
"fearlessness in the cause of Truth" to be the leading attribute of Christian manhood.
Building on the courtly ideal that infused much of Catholic prescriptive literature, he
invoked the rules of medieval chivalry:
1st. Before all, with pious remembrance, every day to hear the mass of God’s
passion. 2d. To risk body and life boldly for the Catholic faith. 3d. To
protect the holy Church, with her servants, from everyone who would attack
her.84

830 ’ Reilly, True Men. 266.
“ Ibid., 269-70.
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There were nine other rules endorsing virtues like charity, loyalty, and honor, but all
were phrased in equally assertive terms. Mixing time and place with abandon,
O ’Reilly linked anti-Catholicism in nineteenth-century Ireland and America with the
Christian persecutions of the early Church and the Crusades. Warning his readers
that "Our dangers are many; our enemy is formidable; and the war in which we must
share is raging fiercely," he exhorted every Catholic man to "Be the soldier of
truth."85 Despite these rhetorical appeals, piety of any sort remained conspicuously
absent in Irish males. As John Maguire explained,
The Irish nature is impetuous and impulsive and passionate, and the young are
too often liable to confound license with the display of manly independence;
hence even the light yoke of the Church is occasionally too burdensome for the
high-mettled Irish youth, [and] in an especial degree, the American-born sons
of Irish parents.86
In actual practice then, reproducing Irish Catholicism remained the responsibility of
women.
The autonomy and confidence exhibited by married Irish women deviated from
the humility and patience associated with Blessed Virgin, but it was evident in the
lives of many other saints, who openly defied the authority of fathers and kings for
the sake of their faith. Catharine of Sienna and Joan of Arc, for example, literally
donned men’s clothing and led military forces in support of the Church.

Even less

forceful saints, like Bridget and Rose of Lima, flouted the conventions of their day by
refusing to marry and by taking vows of chastity. While it is unlikely that Irish
Catholics at the powder mills read books like O ’ Reilly’s, their distinct preference for
only certain names suggests that they were familiar with most of the major saints and
the different values they represented.87 Because of their importance as role models,

85Ibid., 273.
86John Maguire, The Irish in America (New York: D. & J. Sadlier & Co., 1868),
343.
87The distinct preference for certain saints’ names supports the contention by Ann
Taves and others that Irish Catholics were deeply devoted to Mary, St. Anne, St.
Catharine, and so forth, but the point to emphasize is that the Irish preferred these
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intercessors, and protectors, stories and images of the saints were stressed both at
home, at Sunday School, and in Church. Unlike Protestant sects, nineteenth-century
Catholicism still emphasized oral and visual forms of communication over the written
word.

"Religious pictures are the catechism of the ignorant," proclaimed the

Archbishop of Baltimore in 1879, and they teach "what books make known to the
learned."88 Through stories, pictures, and naming practices, then, Irish Catholics
would have learned that circumstances sometimes required individuals to overstep the
bounds of propriety and, on rare occasions, to transcend their assigned gender roles.
And chief among these was any direct challenge to Irish Catholicism.
Despite its official emphasis on patriarchy and celibacy, the Catholic Church
in America relied on women in general, and married women, in particular, to
propagate the faith. This role sometimes led the Irish into open conflict with their
employers and benefactors. Author John Maguire gleefully recounted the story of a
domestic servant named Kate, who dumped a tureen of soup on the head o f a
Protestant preacher when he ridiculed her religion. The preacher was a guest in her

particular appellations because they denoted virtues and behaviors that appealed to
Irish sensibilities. A recent study of naming patterns among Italian immigrants, for
example, revealed that the name Mary or Maria ranked first for Italian women, and
shows the cross-cultural strength of Catholic devotion to the Blessed Virgin.
However, the other leading names in the Italian pool were Josephina, Rosa, Teresa,
Anna, Carmela, Angelina, Filomena, and Concetta. Although the authors o f this
study did not explore the qualitative significance of these names, further investigation
would likely show that Italians revered a different set of saints and upheld different
attitudes about women. See Susan Cotts Watkins and Andrew S. London, "Personal
Names and Cultural Change: A Study of the Naming Patterns of Italians and Jews in
the United States in 1910," Social Science History 18, no. 2 (Summer 1994): 169210. Thanks to Regina L. Blaszczyk for bringing this article to my attention.
88Rev. James Gibbons, Archbishop of Baltimore, The Faith of Our Fathers
(Baltimore: John Murphy & Co., 1879), 243. Rev. Bernard O ’ Reilly likened the
crucifix or its picture to a text, saying, "The image of the crucified God has ever
been the chief ornament, the principal light, and a great Book of Life in every true
Christian home." O ’ Reilly, Mirror of True Womanhood. 11. As late as 1921, the
Baltimore catechism insisted that "Sacraments aid the ignorant in learning the truths
of the faith as children learn from pictures before they are able to read." A Catechism
of Christian Doctrine (1885; reprinted, New York: Benzinger Bros., 1921), 233.
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employer’s home and Kate could have been fired for her actions, but like Kate Deery,
she honored the dictates of culture over economics.89 To pro-Irish supporters, such
willingness to challenge authority affirmed the piety and virtue of Erin’s daughters in
America. Irish women further demonstrated their spiritual superiority by participating
in Catholic religious services, Sunday schools, voluntary associations, and sodalities
to a much greater extent than did Irish men. For these reasons, Maguire concluded
that Irish women were better able to withstand the corrupting influences o f American
society, and he likened them to "a strong but delicate chain of gold," which bound the
wayward and headstrong to the Church of their fathers.90 In the process, Irish
women also bound their families to the culture of Ireland.
That the female traits symbolized by "Mary," "Anne," "Catharine,"
"Margaret," and other leading names mirrored those of the bean a ti suggests that
Irish Catholics in the powder mill community not only used naming patterns to
validate assertive female behavior but to symbolize the important role of married Irish
women in shaping their cultural identity. The equation of Irish nationalism with
Roman Catholicism, and the perpetuation of certain folk customs, like the wake, are
among the most obvious cultural defense mechanisms that scholars have studied, yet
preserving the autonomy of married Irish women may have been an equally effective
strategy. Distressed by the increasing cultural, political, and ideological hegemony of

89Maguire, 335-6. In Working Women of Collar Citv. Carole Turbin concluded
that collar laundresses "very likely believed in, and feared, the power of the church.
Yet there is very little evidence of the ways that the church and Catholicism might
have directly encouraged and/or discouraged the labor activism of Troy’s Irish women
and men." While the aggressive piety displayed by saints had little to do with pay
scales and working conditions, Catholicism may have indirectly aided women’s labor
activism by sanctioning female assertiveness and dissension. Turbin, 118. Like
Turbin, many labor historians tend to portray Catholicism as a conservative force that
interfered with the development of class consciousness and therefore, of labor
organization. For a recent essay that challenges this interpretation, see Kenneth J.
Heineman, "A Catholic New Deal: Religion and Labor in 1930s Pittsburgh," The
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 118, no. 4 (October 1994): 363394.
^Maguire, 333-344; McDannell, The Christian Home. 145-146.
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Protestant landholders, Catholics in Ireland responded by focusing their attention on
the household and by charging the bean a t i to defend the Irish family and its
traditional, communitarian values. In accordance with these values, all members of
the household worked together for a mutual subsistence. While Irish society extolled
the waged and unwaged contributions that Irish women made to the domestic
economy, a woman’s work was subsumed under this broader cultural mandate to
safeguard the family. With a similar social reality of Irish Catholic laborers and
nominally ''Anglo-Saxon," Protestant employers, conditions in America perpetuated
the perceived need for strong, assertive Irish women throughout most of the
nineteenth century.
Over time, changing material and social circumstances modified gender roles
in powder mill families, but the process was slow and gradual. For most of the study
period, necessity and custom allowed wives to retain their control of the household,
even as their husbands increasingly asserted themselves in the marketplace.
America’s economic system endowed male labor with value, its political system gave
men political power, and its social system emphasized a resource-based conception of
patriarchy. The emerging middle-class ideology of separate spheres brought these
forces together and justified male dominance at home and at work. But despite the
assertions made by some scholars, the Irish family’s acceptance of certain bourgeois
values did not necessarily indicate a complete rejection of tradition. On the contrary,
selective acculturation was a logical response to their minority status and one which
signalled their new identity as Irish-Americans. Because Irish Catholics remained
committed to their distinctive ethnic and religious heritage, they continued to endorse
the central role of women in their homes and communities. As result, the bean a ti
was alive and well in nineteenth-century America.
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CHAPTER V
WORKERS’ HOUSING
IN THE POWDER M IL L C O M M U N IT Y
For much of the nineteenth century, Jeffersonian notions about the relationship
between land and republicanism encouraged many Americans to promote home
ownership as one of the chief means whereby immigrants could accommodate
themselves to American society. Having suffered terrible depredations at the hands of
their English oppressors, emigrants from Ireland were perceived to be especially in
need of the security, respectability, and autonomy that derived from the acquisition of
real property. Although the majority of Irish immigrants never achieved this goal,
several scholars have confirmed that real estate was "strikingly available" to workingclass families between 1850 and 1880.1 However, since most of these studies were
focused on large manufacturing centers, it remains unclear whether this opportunity
was also available to immigrants in semi-rural industrial communities, where factory
owners typically held a monopoly on all houses and property.
When employers held the lease on their employees’ homes, they secured a
level of control that transcended normal management-labor relationships. As early as

‘Using census schedules between 1850 and 1880, Stephen Thernstrom found that
from 33-50 percent of the laborers who had resided in Newburyport for a decade
owned real property. After two decades, the proportion rose to 63-78 percent.
Richard Harris and Chris Hamnett similarly found that the proportion of people who
owned property in the second half of the nineteenth century was significantly higher
in America than in Europe or Canada. In urban areas, the national rate of homeownership at mid-century was approximately 25 percent. By 1890, the figure was 33
percent. See Stephen Thernstrom, Poverty and Progress: Social Mobility in a
Nineteenth-Centurv Citv (1964; reprinted, New York: Athenaeum, 1975), 117;
Richard Harris and Chris Hamnett, "The Myth of the Promised Land: The Social
Diffusion of Home Ownership in Britain and North America," Annals of the
Association of American Geographers 77, no. 2 (June 1987), 179.
184
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1865, for example, anthracite coal operators in Pemrvlvania pressured their
representatives into authorizing legislation that legalized a ten-day eviction notice
clause. Under this law, a company could justifiably evict an employee if he failed to
uphold his part of the labor contract for any reason whatsoever. Some employers
merely stipulated that occupation of company-owned housing must terminate upon
cessation of employment with the firm and gave tenants no notice of eviction at all.
Company ownership also permitted employers to practice extreme racism and
favoritism by reserving certain kinds of houses for certain kinds of workmen. By the
turn of the century, state and federal commissions openly denounced these practices
and concluded that company ownership not only resulted in a denial of civil liberties
but undermined traditional American values like independence and self-reliance.2
Not all of the nineteenth-century firms that provided industrial housing built
company towns, however, and not all of them exhibited such a blatant disregard for
their employees’ civil rights.

In fact, most of the communities built before the Civil

War can best be described as industrial villages. Built primarily along the waterways
of the Northeastern United States, they were small, self-contained, and somewhat
isolated with populations that rarely exceeded several hundred persons. Several dozen
stone or frame cottages, scattered haphazardly around the mill and its races,
represented the typical layout. Mill owners usually lived in these communities, and

2This discussion is largely based on my previous examinations of workers’
housing in America. See Margaret M. Mulrooney, A Legacy of Coal: The Coal
Company Towns of Southwestern Pennsylvania (GPQ: Washington, D .C ., 1989), 1011 and 23-27; and "Hilton Village, Virginia: The Government’s First Model
Industrial Community (M . A. thesis, College of William and Mary, 1990), Chapter 1.
The claim that company-owned housing was autocratic, feudal, and therefore unAmerican first surfaced in relation to the Pullman strike of 1894. In response to these
charges, late-nineteenth-century industrialists maintained that most of their employees
were emigrants from autocratic countries, and consequently, they did not deserve the
same treatment as their native-born neighbors. As late as 1920, one source justified
discriminatory housing policies by explaining that the descendants of Anglo-Saxons
had "cherished traditions of independence" that must be respected, whereas "Negroes
or Slavs, races more or less accustomed to paternalism," did not require the same
courtesy. See Morris Knowles, Industrial Housing (1920: reprinted, New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1974), 379; and Stanley Buder, Pullman: An Experiment in Industrial
Order and Community Planning. 1880-1930 (New York: Oxford, 1967).
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spatial proximity reinforced the genuine sense of paternal obligation that many felt
towards their employees. Company towns, by contrast, were developed and
administered by absentee owners, and they arose approximately fifty years after than
mill villages. Carefully laid out in grid or linear plans, they incorporated a clear
hierarchy of architecture that separated management from labor and reinforced ideas
about ethnic and occupational segregation. With an average of between 2,000 and
5,000 inhabitants, they were substantially larger in both size and population. Based
on these criteria, Glenn Porter has called the powder mill community an industrial
village.3 Although the line separating the two types can sometimes be vague, two
points remain clear: the physical characteristics of company housing along the
Brandywine did not differ substantially from company housing elsewhere in the
United States, but the attitude of its owners did. In sum, the du Ponts were more
benevolent than most employers, and their policies of direct assistance enabled many
Irish workmen to mobilize capital and buy property.
The evidence for this chapter is primarily drawn from four very different
sources: period photographs in the pictorial collections at Hagley Museum and
Library; du Pont company rent books and real estate inventories; a 1902 inventory of
repairs for company houses conducted by George Cheney; and the oral histories of
former residents.4 The photographs provide visual information about exterior finish,

3Glenn Porter, The Workers’ World at Haglev exhibition catalogue (Greenville,
DE: Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation, 1981), 8. There was also a third type: the
corporate town. Representative examples include Lowell, Lawrence, and Holyoke,
Massachusetts, and Manchester, New Hampshire. These large, multi-enterprise
towns, founded between 1830 and 1850, were initially planned by a single firm, but
they expanded rapidly as other companies with similar product lines arrived. As at
Lowell, the original enterprise eventually assumed the role of co-ordinator. Different
in terms of magnitude and purpose, corporate towns often reached populations in
excess of 10,000. For a concise treatment of the different kinds of industrial
communities built in the nineteenth century see John S. Garner, The Model Company
Town: Urban Design through Private Enterprise in Nineteenth-Centurv New England
(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1984), Introduction.
4Despite the existence of various unpublished research reports, there has never
been a systematic attempt to study the size, shape, number, or exact location of
workers’ housing along the Brandywine. Most of the reports are either term papers
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construction materials, massing, and relationships between structures. Many were
labelled with sufficient information to identify the occupant and the community in
which the structure or structures were located. The rent books indicate how many
leasable units were contained within each building in a given community, how much
rent the company charged per quarter, and who lived where. There are seven
volumes providing comprehensive coverage between 1841 and 1877. The first three,
which run through 1870, have been entered into a database file.

Loose receipts and

various other sources provided information about rents in the 1820s and 1830s, while
wage books document rents in the 1880s and 1890s. George Cheney’s notes,
probably taken for purposes relating to the 1902 incorporation, offer some of the most
detailed information available. He literally went from house to house, noting the
name of the occupant, the number of stories and rooms, the kinds of outbuildings
present, the building and roofing materials, and the repairs needed. Unfortunately,
there is a thirty-year gap between the last rent book and Cheney’s report. The oral
histories, however, often describe workers’ housing during this period. Most of the
interviews were conducted in the 1950s and 1960s, with residents who were born and
lived in the powder mill communities during the last quarter of the nineteenth century.

and theses produced by undergraduates at the University of Delaware or in-house
reports prepared for guides at the museum. Although several authors tried to assess
the number of dwellings in a given cluster, their building materials, and date of
construction, there has never been a comprehensive study of workers’ housing in the
nineteenth century. Moreover, there has been no attempt to correlate extant housing
data with census schedules, rent books, wage ledgers, or probate inventories.
Consequently, questions regarding occupational status and housing, home ownership,
and mobility within the community remain unanswered. Information about the du
Pont company’s housing policies is equally vague. Reflecting standard interpretations
of industrial housing in America, previous scholars have interpreted houses and
housing policies in the powder mill community solely in terms of social control or
corporate benevolence. In actuality, the management-labor relationship incorporated
aspects of both. See William Sisson, "A M ill Village on the Brandywine: Henry Clay
Village During the Nineteenth Century," unpublished research paper (1980); Mott
Linn, "The E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company’s Housing of its Workers," (B.
A. thesis, University of Delaware, 1983); Lamont Hulse, "Workers’ Communities
along the Brandywine," unpublished research paper (1984); and Margaret M.
Mulrooney and Stuart P. Dixon, "Frame, 2 1/2 Story, 3 or 4 Rooms With A View:
Workers’ Housing at Hagley," unpublished research paper (1987).
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Since most of the workers’ housing was torn down soon after the mills closed in
1921, their testimony makes its possible to reconstruct the location and appearance of
many additional structures. Other sources consulted include miscellaneous company
receipts and correspondence, sketches, census schedules, probate inventories, maps,
blueprints, and extant structures.
The evidence suggests that all du Pont employees occupied company-owned
tenant housing at one time or another; some did so for their entire lives, but others
only rented until they could purchase a home of their own. In keeping with his
paternalistic outlook, Irenee du Pont initially provided free accommodations to his
workers. Although single men lived in a dormitory, families received the use of "a
house free of rent, a good garden, and a cow pasture."5 By the 1820s, rising
operating costs compelled du Pont to begin renting company-owned houses to married
employees. The amount was well within the average household budget, however, and
he continued to reward many long-term and high-status workers with free housing.
After 1815, the widows of men killed by explosions were also exempt from paying
rent. While only certain households enjoyed this privilege, few of their neighbors had
cause for complaint. The quality of free housing was neither better nor worse than
most other company houses, and many families expected eventually to earn free
accommodations of their own. Unlike other companies, du Pont did not segregate
workers on the basis of occupation, ethnicity, or religion, and seems to have assigned
housing more on the basis of family size than anything else. The company’s savings
plan held out the possibility of owning one’s own home, and within the span of only
one or two generations, many Brandywine families were able to buy property in the
community, in the surrounding countryside, in Wilmington, or in the West.

In some

cases, members of the du Pont family even helped certain households get sound titles.
In 1843, for example, Alfred du Pont personally secured a deed for a favorite
employee saying, "I am bound to protect the interest of the people in my

5Cited in Nuala McGann Drescher, "The Irish in Industrial Wilmington, 18001845: A History of the Life of Irish Emigrants to the Wilmington Area in PreFamine Years." (M . A. thesis. University of Delaware, 1960), 93.
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employment. "5 Although the majority of employees resided on company property,
where the landlord-tenant relationship evoked bittersweet memories of life in rural
Ireland, the total number of independent landholders over the course of the century
indicates that home-ownership was an achievable goal for Irish immigrants in this
community. The high expectation of owning real property, in turn, blurred the
perceived line between working class and middle class.7
As noted in Chapter II, the opportunity to purchase real property figured
prominently among the motives behind Irish emigration to the United States.
Catholics, in particular, had been denied the right to own land since 1700. When the
native-born population swelled in the late-eighteenth century, access to arable land
became even more competitive. The movement towards enclosure, the series of
famines that occurred after 1800, and the widespread poverty that resulted only
compounded the problem. By the 1830s, living conditions for the majority of Irish
families had deteriorated noticeably. The 8,120 inhabitants of the Parish of Dromore,
County Tyrone, for example, were crowded into 1,044 small, one-room cottages of
"very wretched description . . . built of mud, with miserable thatch, some half mud,
half brick; others are built of rough stones, never more than one-story high and no
slated houses are to be seen."8 Those who sought to escape by emigrating typically
found different but equally bad accommodations in the congested, working-class slums
of Great Britain and America. But many nineteenth-century Irish immigrants made
their way to semi-rural industrial villages, where opportunities for advancement were
more plentiful, and where houses were larger, better-built, and sometimes, more
comfortable than the ones they had known in Ireland.

6Quoted in Porter, 12.
7Walter Nugent, "Toqueville, Marx, and American Class Structure," Social
Science History 12, no. 4 (Winter 1988), 341.
8AngeIique Day and Patrick McWilliams, eds., Parishes of Countv Tyrone 1:
1821. 1823. 1831-1836. vol. 5 of Ordnance Survey Memoirs of Ireland (Belfast: The
Institute of Irish Studies, 1990), 93-103.
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The domestic architecture of rural Ireland changed very little over the course
of the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.9 Most Irish families occupied
windowless, chimneyless, one-room cabins, which contemporary visitors called
"hovels." Unable to buy lumber or stone, the rural poor constructed a framework
from the trunks and large branches of nearby trees. They then wove smaller pieces
through the frame to make walls and laid pieces of sod or turf over the whole
structure to enclose and insulate it. A hole at the apex allowed smoke from their
cooking fires to escape. Although some families were able to construct more
substantial, thatched-roof cabins of rubble, the so-called "mud" cabins predominated.
As late as 1861, a national housing census found 579,042 mud cabins still standing.
With an average of more than two families per house and an average of five
members per family, overcrowding was the norm in nineteenth-century Ireland.
During the famine years, landlords evicted thousands of Irish families for nonpayment
of rent, and unroofed tenant houses to preclude their use. Other cabins and houses
were abandoned when the inhabitants died or moved away and many simply fell into
ruin. When government officials surveyed rural housing conditions in 1861, they
found more than one million families crammed into 89,374 one-room cabins. Urban
conditions were equally bad, with an average of eleven people per dwelling unit in
Dublin, Ireland’s largest city.10
While the deplorable living conditions of the poor dominate the accounts of
visitors and government officials, most immigrants came from the middling ranks of
Irish society and consequently had somewhat better accommodations. Prosperous
laborers and small farmers occupied one-room, stone houses, but they were larger
than most cabins and had plastered, white-washed walls, glazed windows, and a
masonry chimney. The small holders, strong farmers, and minor gentry had even

9Brian De Breffny and Rosemary Ffolliott, The Houses of Ireland: Domestic
Architecture from the Medieval Castle to the Edwardian Villa (London: Thames and
Hudson, 1975), 81.
10Most Dubliners were confined to parishes like St. Nicholas’s, with an average of
3.49 persons per room and 2.71 per bed. Ibid., 40, 118, 224-225.
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larger dwellings, with two or more rooms and a complex o f outbuildings, which
expanded, divided, and gendered their use of domestic space.11 Like their poorer
neighbors, many of whom were related by blood or marriage, most smallholders and
strong farmers had to rent their land and dwelling from someone else. Hence, despite
modest improvements, the quality and character of this class of tenant houses still
varied with the degree of local prosperity and the attitude of local landlords.
Rural Ireland did not share the industrial prosperity of England in the
nineteenth century, and with the devastation of the famine years, many landlords were
unable to improve their holdings until the 1860s and 1870s. The enlightened among
them built model tenant houses, but most simply made repairs and additions or built
new cottages in the traditional manner.12 Villages, towns, and cities with industries
like weaving and shipbuilding experienced more substantial regrowth, and new houses
for skilled artisans and low-income professionals sprang up by the hundreds.
Surviving examples in Queenstown (now Cobh), County Cork, are two-story, double
pile structures with three or four rooms, plus a small yard and outside water closet.
Arranged in long, contiguous rows or terraces, they had "frilly bargeboards on their
gables and little projecting bow-fronted windows to their first-floor parlours."13
Such architectural embellishments were not typical of artisans’ dwellings. Built as
quickly and as cheaply as possible, the bulk of urban housing was intended primarily
to make a profit for its speculator-owners. Although most post-famine construction
constituted an improvement over the old "mud" cabins, the provision of amenities was
limited by what the prospective tenants could afford to pay.

Hence, the size, form,

and appearance of most workers’ houses in Ireland remained modest.
Similar economic considerations governed the acquisition and construction of
workers’ housing along the Brandywine. Like other early-nineteenth-century
industrialists, Irenee du Pont understood that he would have to provide housing in

‘■Ibid., 81.
l2Ibid., 213, 226-228.
13Ibid., 123, 126, 229.
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order to attract and maintain a stable workforce. Jacob Broom’s sixty-five-acre
property was a suitable location for his new venture partly because of its access to the
swift-flowing Brandywine and partly because it was already developed. When Irenee
purchased the Broom property, he also acquired a stone house with a cellar, a log
dwelling, two frame houses with cellars, a saw mill and race, a stone store house, a
blacksmith shop, a log barn, two small log houses, two two-story log dwellings with
cellars, and the burned-out shell of a cotton m ill.14 When these accommodations
were filled, Irenee managed to board additional workers with local farmers, but it was
clear that more housing was needed on site.
The first structures commissioned by du Pont were two boarding houses
located conveniently "at one side and near the director’s house." One was "composed
of two or three small, separate lodgings for the head workmen, the cooper and the
carpenter." Another served as "the kitchen and the dining room of the men as well as
their dormitory."15 The first boarding house was made of stone. It had two stories,
with four apartments on each floor, plus a garret and cellar. The dormitory was a
two-story, frame structure with a large, open dining room on the ground floor and
sleeping space above. Because many immigrants wanted to bring their wives and
children to the Brandywine, Irenee began building houses, too. Between 1806 and
1814, four semi-detached stone houses and two detached houses with a combined
value of $2300 were added to the property.16 Built with materials at hand and

14Bessie Gardner du Pont, trans. Life of E. I. du Pont from Contemporary
Correspondence. 1799-1802 Vol. 5 (Newark: University o f Delaware Press, 1924),
291.
l5Ibid., 207.
ls"Inventaire general de ce qui possedent Messrs E. I. Du Pont de Nemours &
Co., 1814." Box 485, Series M , Part II, Series I, Acc. 500. The inventory describes
these houses as "quatre maisons doubles en pierre et deux maisons simples pour
logement d’ouvriers baties depuis l’epoque precite." They are not shown in an 1806
sketch of Eleutherian Mills by Charles Dalmas, du Pont’s brother-in-law, suggesting
that they were built sometime after this date.
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located just above the powder yard, they provided accommodations for ten workmen
and their families.
Du Pont reserved the flat land along the river for the mills and their support
structures, thus all houses were relegated to the river banks, including his own.
Irenee, his wife, Sophie Dalmas, and their three children, Victorine, Alfred, and
Evelina, had been living in an existing, two-room stone house until the construction
of a larger, more suitable dwelling could be completed. Since priority was given to
building the powder mills, the du Ponts did not move into their new home,
Eleutherian Mills, until the summer of 1803. Built into the hillside above the powder
mills, it contained Irenee’s first-floor office. A spacious two-story piazza stretched
across the rear facade, allowing Irenee to communicate with workmen in the yards
below via trumpet.17 The workmen’s own homes were only a few feet away, in an
L-shaped cluster that was eventually called the Upper Banks (fig. 5-1). Because they
were situated so close to the powder yard, both Eleutherian Mills and the Upper
Banks were repeatedly damaged by explosions. The explosion of 1818, for example,
caused $600 damage to the Upper Banks.18 The force of the blast caused an
additional $1000 damage to du Pont’s new home and severely injured his wife.
The explosion was also felt across the river at Louviers, the home of Victor du
Pont, his wife, Gabrielle, and their four children. At Irenee’s behest, Victor had
abandoned his mercantile business in rural New York for a partnership in the firm of
Du Pont, Bauduy and Company. Organized on June 19, 1810, the firm set out to
improve the American textile industry through the production of fine, Merino

17The original plans for Eleutherian Mills were drawn up by one of du Pont’s
original business partners, Peter Bauduy, who also supervised its construction. Built
of local stone and stuccoed, the two-story house measured 46’ X 3 1’ with a two-story
lean-to wing on the downstream side. Conservative in style, the residence had a
central passage plan and a five-bay facade. Maureen O ’Brien Quimby, Eleutherian
Mills (Greenville, DE: The Hagley Museum, 1973), 11-12; Jacqueline Hinsley and
Betty-Bright Low, Sophie du Pont: A Young Ladv in America. Sketches. Diaries &
Letters. 1823-1833 (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1987), 13.
18"Statement of powder, materials, real estate, utensils, etc., 1818." Box 485,
Acc. 500.
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Fig. 5-1. Map of Eleutherian Mills and the Upper Banks.
Drawn by Gabriel Denizot, 1818 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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woolens.19 All of the land along the river bottom was reserved for the woolen mill,
its race, and ancillary structures. The forty-five houses for mill operatives took up
the remaining space (fig. 5-2).
The dwellings at the Louviers complex were rented primarily to textile
workers, but many families had members employed by the powder company as well.
A narrow, suspended, foot bridge spanned the river just above the Louviers woolen
mill, and a small, flat-bottomed ferry carried materials and passengers from bank to
bank. Pedestrian traffic was especially heavy on the western side of the creek, for
Andrew Fountain ran a store near the ferry landing.20 In the winter, "overcreekers"
could simply walk across the frozen water, but in the spring frequent floods prevented
them from crossing the Brandywine. Sophie du Pont and her sisters complained
whenever these "freshets" kept local children from Sunday school, but they also kept
parents and siblings from work.21 If the water rose high enough, it could even cause
considerable damage to low-lying buildings and houses. After one particularly bad
flood in 1839, Sophie wrote to her husband, Frank, that:

19John Beverly Riggs, A Guide to the Manuscripts in the Eleutherian Mills
Historical Library: Accessions through the Year 1965 (Greenville, DE: Eleutherian
Mills Historical Library, 1970), 75.
20Hulse, 9-10. The du Pont company built the store between 1809 and 1814 and
engaged Fountain to operate it for the benefit of employees. Its value in 1809 was
$500. See "Statement of Powder, Materials, Real Estate, Utensils, etc., (1818)," Box
485, Acc. 500. In 1837, the company converted the store into a semi-detached
dwelling and built a new store further up the hill, near Nemours, the home of Alfred
du Pont and his wife, Margaretta Lammott. This second store was later taken over
by Victor Sterling, who operated it through the 1870s.
21Upon her return from Philadelphia in February 1822, Victorine wrote her sister,
Eleuthera: "We heard there had been a dreadful fresh in the Brandywine & that the
bridge near Wilmington had been swept off . . . there was no possibility of crossing
over that night, the creek still being high, and the boat having been laid up behind
Fountain’s store. You cannot form to yourself an idea of the height of the
Brandywine on this occasion, it exceeds anything that ever happened before, the water
came up into the piazza of the store, and on the other side it covered the gardens of
my uncle’s workmen." Quoted in Hinsley and Low, 122. An iron bridge was built
across the creek at Louviers in 1874. Hulse, 10.
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Fig. 5-2. Sketch of the Louviers cotton mill and its
associated workers’ housing. Drawn by Eleuthera du Pont, ca. 1822-27
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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A winter freshet has spread devastation & ruin on the whole extent o f these
populous shores-The waters rose several feet higher than in 1822; Alfred says
he had no idea that 3 or 4 feet could make such a vast difference in increasing
the destruction-We have suffered much . . . The cotton factory dam is gone;
and part of that at the new place—Things which cannot be repaired till
summer—Consequently the factory stopped and a number of poor people put
out of employment in a vigorous season—All those of [illegible] who lived in
Beggar’s Row had only time to escape from their houses, the lower story was
filled with water, all they had was spoiled, their winter’s wood carried o ff-&
all along the creek many poor families faced thus & worse.22
The company quickly put the unemployed to work making repairs and within two
weeks, the powder mills were running again. Housing repairs took somewhat longer
to complete.
Coupled with periodic explosions and a rising demand for black powder,
winter floods heightened the need for additional workers’ housing. The purchase of
sixty-two adjoining acres on March 9, 1813, and the opening of the Hagley mills in
1814 had practically doubled the number of available dwelling units. Situated south
and east of the Upper Yard, past a sharp bend in the river, the Hagley property
originally belonged to one Rumford Dawes, who operated a merchant mill, slitting
mill, and blacksmith’s shop (fig. 5-3). When Dawes sold the site in 1803, it also
included "a large, well-finished stone dwelling house," "a number of dwelling houses
for workers and their families, with every other requisite building," a coal house,
wagon house, carriage house, stables, cooper shop, poultry house, smoke house, and
spring house. All were "in good order" and built largely of stone.23 After du Pont
acquired the facility, he converted it to powder manufacture. The 1818 company
inventory of real estate makes no mention of the workers’ houses at Hagley, but an
1808 description of the property mentioned "seven comfortable houses for work
people, some of stone." Moreover, an 1826 map shows a series of six rectangular
buildings built into the hillside above the lower powder mills and their race (fig. 5-4).
Because the former Dawes mansion and several other support structures were located

22Sophie du Pont to Samuel Francis du Pont, January 28, 1839, Series D, Group
9, WMSS.
23Mirror of the Times. 23 Feb 1803.
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Fig. 5-3. Hagley Insurance Survey Map, showing property of
Rumford A. Dawes, ca. 1794 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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Fig. 5-4. Map of the Upper Yard and the Hagley Yard, showing
location of the Henry Clay cotton mill and its associated workers’ houses.
Drawn by J. Fairlamb, 1826 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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in close proximity, they are probably the original workmen’s dwellings purchased by
du Pont in 1813.24
By 1820 the Brandywine community had begun to take on distinctive
appearance. Grist, snuff, and saw mills were familiar features of the rural landscape
in northern Delaware, but the powder, textile, and paper mills that sprang up in the
early-nineteenth century were both new and unusual. As noted in Chapter I, the
powder mills and their support structures bore little resemblance to any known kind of
architecture. Other local manufactories followed a new pattern from England; that is,
they had solid masonry walls, three or four floors, a gable roof, and a monumental
stair tower. Large and evenly-spaced windows admitted light into the interior, and
while functional in appearance, their simple yet well-proportioned exteriors implies an
adherence to certain basic architectural principles.25 Built as part of a larger
industrial complex, the dwellings occupied by mill operatives were equally unusual.
Clustered close to the factory, they were strikingly similar in appearance—too similar,
in fact, to account for a native building style. While the physical character of these
early communities necessarily reflected practical considerations about space and
money, their appearance was also a response to strong prejudices against
manufacturing establishments.
Despite the growth of new industries in this country, many people believed
that agriculture should remain the basis of America’s economy. Under the tenets of
what is commonly referred to as Jeffersonian agrarianism, working the land imparted
both personal virtue and cultural value; farming was thus a moral as well as an

24The 1808 description of the Hagley property was found in the Stephen Girard
Papers, microfilm, APS, page 478. See also, "Statement of Powder, Materials, Real
Estate, Utensils, etc., (1818)," Box 485, Acc. 500; "Division of Land Survey," J. P.
Fairlamb (1826), Map Drawer V I, Manuscripts Division, H M L; and Jacqueline
Hinsley, "Preliminary Research Report for Blacksmith’s Hill Archaeological Dig,"
unpublished research report (1984), 4. These houses might also be the stone houses
"below Hagley," which are mentioned in the company Rent Books, Acc. 500.
25William H. Pierson, Jr., Technology and the Picturesque. The Corporate and
the Early Gothic Styles, vol. 2 of American Buildings and their Architects (New
York; Oxford University Press, 1978), 49.
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economic pursuit. Since public virtue flowed from private virtue, the republican
citizen had to maintain his inner morality, yet he could only do so if he remained
independent. The ideal of independence entailed heading a household, owning one’s
own home, working on one’s own account, and thereby sustaining a fair living or
competence that allowed the exercise of free will and mature judgement in both
politics and social life. Critics of the manufacturing system rightly feared the loss of
autonomy that would inevitably come when men labored for others, in large,
impersonal surroundings, and for confirmation, they pointed across the sea to
England, where by the 1810s, cities like Manchester and Lancashire were likened to
"filthy sewers."26 In their eyes, nothing could be worse than to gather up hordes of
ill-paid, insecure working people under miserable conditions, in order to produce
riches for the few. Advocates for the new factories countered that the evils of
industrialization could be avoided by locating American factories in the countryside
and by instituting a strict system of moral supervision. They also pointed out that
farmers would gain a new market for their products if industrial centers were allowed
to develop. During his presidency, even Thomas Jefferson himself finally admitted
that "manufactures are now as necessary to our independence as to our comfort," but
many others, especially Southern planters and smallholders, still believed that wage
work would only degrade the laboring classes and thereby undermine American social
and political ideals.27
In response to these fears, manufacturers like du Pont had to assure the public
that their employees would not be transformed into a permanent proletariat and that
the moral standards o f their communities would not be impaired. Because he was a
Frenchman and a manufacturer of explosives, du Pont’s pro-industry rhetoric was
doubly suspect, yet his patriotism during the War of 1812, his superior gunpowder,

260 n American attitudes toward the factory system, technology, republicanism,
and English manufacturing centers see, John F. Kasson, Civilizing the Machine:
Technology and Republican Values in America. 1776-1900 (New York: Penguin
Books, 1976), especially 55-106.
27Jefferson is quoted in Pierson, 30-31.
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and his policies of direct assistance-especially his efforts to help workmen buy
property-eventually relieved his opponents’ concerns. The semi-rural nature of the
powder mill community helped him further justify its existence. Believing that the
physical environment affected the development of certain character traits, critics
carefully scrutinized the appearance of industrial districts and concluded that the
degradation o f labor was largely a result of their relegation to city slums. To combat
this negative perception of working-class living conditions, the Society for the
Encouragement of Domestic Manufactures urged all would-be industrialists in
America to locate their factories in the countryside, "on chosen sites, by the fall of
waters and the running stream, the seats of health and cheerfulness, where good
instruction will secure the morals of the young and good regulations will promote, in
all, order, cleanliness, and the exercise of civil duties."28 Du Pont easily followed
this directive. Since all of the Brandywine factories were powered by water, they
produced little in the way o f noise, smoke, ashes, or waste to spoil the landscape.
Unlike later nineteenth-century plants, the size of each mill complex was limited by
the amount of available water power and their access to regional markets. Compared
to the mining and manufacturing landscapes of Great Britain and Europe, then, the
powder mill community was not only clean and quiet, but picturesque.29

28Quoted in Gwendolyn Wright, Building the Dream: A Social History of Housing
in America (Cambridge: M IT University Press, 1981), 58-59.
29For a detailed description of the early industrial landscape of Great Britain, see
Barrie Trinder, The Making of the Industrial Landscape (London: J. M . Dent & Sons
Ltd, 1982), especially chapters 4, 5, and 6. The character of early American
industrial villages has been well-documented. For examples in the Mid-Atlantic
region, see Anthony F. C. Wallace, Rockdale: The Growth of an American Village in
the Early Industrial Revolution (New York: Alfred Knopf, Inc., 1978); Katherine
Harvey, The Best Dressed Miners: Life and Labor in the Maryland Coal Region.
1835-1910 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1969); Joseph E. Walker, Hopewell
Village: A Social and Economic History of an Iron Making Community (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1966); and Charles E. Boyer, Early Forges and
Furnaces in New Jersey (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1931).
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Such relatively pleasant working and living conditions also appeared to have a
beneficial effect on the local workforce. As one foreign visitor to the Brandywine
remarked around 1820:
It is very pleasant to see the cleanliness and prosperity of M r. du Pont’s
workers. I took several short walks to inform myself about their conditions,
for workers in Sweden are so miserable. Here each one has his own neat
house and little garden; everywhere in the colony I met contented people.30
More than twenty years later, a reporter for the Delaware State Journal attended a
political meeting near Louviers and echoed the enthusiastic response of previous
visitors:
The place itself is beautiful beyond description: the high hills on either side,
covered with lofty trees rich with verdure, bright with brilliant sunshine on
their towering tops, and rich in their dense shadows below; the lucid stream
gently gliding over its stony bed, its glassy surface reflecting its woody sides
and the bright cerulean sky; high on the hillside peered out some ornamental
dwelling while numerous smaller habitations, neat, commodious, and
comfortable, showed where industry and virtue live in peace and happiness.
Here of the limpid stream, a spacious manufactory, in which hundreds of
industrious hands earned an honest livelihood and made their families honest
and respectable.31
Not everyone shared this bucolic view.

In I860, another reporter likened the powder

yards to a "grim, slumbering monster, whose chief ailment is villainous saltpetre,
which has laid full many a tall fellow low."32 Nevertheless, positive comments
about the powder mill community also appear in Picturesque America, an 1872 work
edited by William Cullen Bryant. Written by O. C. Bunce, the text declared, "Too
often, labor mars the landscape it enters, but the [brook-side] mill seems to partake of
the spirit of its surroundings, to gain a charm from woods and waters and to give
one. This is particularly true of the factories along the Brandywine . . . [where] . . .
the romance of the adventure is heightened by the proximity of the powder mills,

30Franklin D. Scott, trans. and ed. Baron Klinkowstrom’s America. 1818-1820
(Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1952), 54.
31Delaware State Journal. September 7, 1844.
32"A Ramble Through Christiana and Brandywine Hundreds," Delaware
Republican. April 26, 1860.
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built expressly to burst out upon the water." Despite the rapid technological changes
taking place in America, romantic perceptions about industrial villages persisted well
after the Civil War.33
Once he had assuaged local fears about the "monster" in their midst, E. I. du
Pont’s acquisition of property continued apace.

By 1884, the company he founded

owned 160 dwelling units organized into groups with evocative names like Flea Park,
Squirrel Run, Walker’s Banks, Wagoner’s Row, and Henry Clay Village.34 Built by
a variety of manufacturers and over a period of several decades, each had a distinct
personality. Because there has been as yet no systematic study of du Pont company
workers’ housing in the nineteenth century, detailed descriptions of these clusters have
been appended to the end of this chapter. The overall characteristics of powder mill
housing, however, are revealed by a close look at George Cheney’s 1902 inventory.
While not comprehensive, Cheney’s notebook describes 143 units, of which 77
percent specify construction methods. O f these, 53 percent were frame, 33 percent
were stone, and 15 percent were a combination o f stone and frame. References to
roofs varied and sometimes listed more than one material per unit-as in "shingle

33William Cullen Bryant, ed. Picturesque America, or. The Land We Live In Vol.
I (New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1872), 222-231.
^By 1884, the company owned nineteen units at the Upper Banks, fourteen at
Hagley, forty-eight at Henry Clay, two at the Barley mill, four at "the carpenter shop
on Squirrel Run," thirty-one at Rokeby, twelve "on Alfred I. du Pont’s estate," nine
on "the long lot at New Bridge," two on the Goodman farm, one at Charleston, and
nineteen on the former Donnan-Flemming tract. See "Real estate of Messrs. E. I. du
Pont de Nemours & Co. in Christiana Hundred, Delaware, Dec. 1884," Misc.
papers, 1804-1889, Box 18 (formerly Box 20), Series D, Group 4, WMSS.
Miscellaneous other properties included: the local barley mill, with its "mansion
house, dwellings for the miller, barns and outhouses;" a "frame block on [the]
country road, Brandywine Hundred;" the "lower end of house near New Bridge
occupied by P. Ramo, No. 45;" the "upper end o f [a] house at Smith’s store boat,
No. 46;" the "Clover Hill House, SW end and N W end," and "Dr. Grimshaw’s
office, No. 47." The company also owned several farms in Brandywine and
Christiana Hundred. Real estate inventories produced between 1849 and 1869 show
few alterations or improvements to the property during this period. "Inventory of
Real Estate, Dec. 31, 1844," Box 485, Acc. 500; Rent books, No. 1687 and No.
1688, Acc. 500.
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root, porch roof slate, summer kitchen roof tin ."

The majority or 49 percent had

shingles. Other possibilities included slate (9 percent) or shingle and slate (13
percent). Tin and tar paper roofs were still uncommon in 1902; there were only nine
references to either material. Sixteen roofs were unspecified. O f the 143 total units,
60 percent had two-and-a-half stories, including cellars and garrets. Most units had
either three or four rooms (22 percent and 23 percent, respectively), although two
were one-room structures, thirteen had more than seven, and five were unknown.35
Despite these variations, there were only four forms of note: the dormitory, the
detached cottage, the one-third Georgian-plan house, and the back-to-back.
The best-known form of workers’ housing from the nineteenth century is
probably the dormitory or boardinghouse. Associated primarily with the large
corporate towns of New England, they were intended originally to accommodate
young women from the surrounding countryside. Run by older female housekeepers,
they offered a safe environment for textile operatives until they decided to return
home. When the native-born mill girls were replaced by immigrants from Ireland and
French-speaking Canada, the boardinghouses were converted into single-family
homes. Historians have spent considerable time and energy studying the massive,
institutionalized boardinghouses of Lowell, Massachusetts, and Manchester, New
Hampshire, but even the small dormitories built by E. I. du Pont at the Upper Banks
were atypical structures. Although they were occupied throughout the century, most
du Pont employees—like the vast majority of American working people-lived in
single-family dwelling units.
Small and somewhat isolated, most nineteenth-century manufactories employed
entire families, who preferred individual homes of their own. Hoping to attract and
maintain their labor, mill owners built detached, single-family cottages, but they
differed significantly from most domestic structures of the period. Though located in
the countryside, they were built closely together, like urban houses, and they were as
similar in size, shape, and appearance as hand-tools could make them. Because the
excavation of mill races and mine shafts produced large quantities of rubble, the

35See Mulrooney and Dixon, 14-16 and appendices.
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earliest workers’ houses were made of rocks and stones, which were then mortared
together to form bearing walls. After the 1840s, balloon-frame construction became a
popular alternative. Developed in the Mid-West, the balloon frame not only made
more efficient use of the structural capabilities of sawmill lumber, it required less
time and technical expertise to erect.
Many detached workers’ dwellings have survived to the present day, but the
prevailing type of industrial housing in nineteenth-century America was a two-story,
double-pile, semi-detached, frame structure containing two four-room units.36 Built
all over the United States, in all kinds of industrial communities, this particular form
surfaced first in the anthracite coal fields of eastern Pennsylvania and western
Maryland.

Early examples were built of stone, but industrialists soon switched to

less-costly and less-labor-intensive modes of wood construction. The decision to erect
semi-detached houses instead of rows was another response to uniquely American
building conditions. Previous research highlights the British antecedents of these and
other workers’ houses, but their shape and configuration also bear an intriguing
resemblance to various Georgian forms erected throughout the Mid-Atlantic.37

36Leifur Magnusson, "Employers’ Housing in the United States," Monthly Review
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics no. 5 (GPO: Washington, D. C., 1917), 869-894.
The Bureau’s study evaluated 423 towns across the United States. Laid out in a
linear or grid plan, the typical town had no water system aside from wells or
hydrants, no sanitary sewers, no storm sewers, no electric lights, no gas service, no
paved streets, and no sidewalks or gutters. House lots were generous, however, and
despite a general disregard for the benefits of landscape and planning, companies
frequently encouraged their employees to plant gardens. A variety of industries were
represented in this study, including bituminous and anthracite coal mining; iron,
copper and gold mining; iron, steel, and allied manufacturing; textile manufacturing;
and several listed as "miscellaneous." Five of the communities were built and
administered by "manufacturers of explosives." No companies were mentioned by
name, but the dominance of the Du Pont Company in the explosives industry makes it
probable that at least one or two of its company towns were included. Interestingly,
the Bureau specifically noted that one of the oldest company towns it surveyed was
"connected with a cotton mill in Wilmington, Delaware" and dated back to 1831.
37Mulrooney, 126.
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The standard Georgian house, which made its appearance in the late-eighteenth
century, had a double-pile plan with two rooms on either side of a central stair
hall.38 Several modifications were also possible. The most common alteration was
the subtraction of two rooms, which gave rise to what Henry Glassie has called a
"two-thirds Georgian" plan, or, two rooms and a side passage. While farmhouses
throughout Delaware, southeastern Pennsylvania, Maryland and New Jersey often
took this form, it was equally appropriate for urban life and became the dominant
townhouse in the region. Another urban form was produced by subtracting the side
passage. The resulting "one-third Georgian" plan became especially popular in the
Delaware Valley, where it was often built as one-half of a semi-detached dwelling.
More commonly, however, it was arranged into the familiar urban rows that still
define Philadelphia and its satellite communities. Narrow and deep, the one-third
Georgian plan was well-suited to the small lots, crowded conditions, and low-income
households that characterized American cities, but it was also adapted by
manufacturers in the hinterlands.39 Whether built as a semi-detached dwelling or
combined into rows of four, six, eight, or ten units, the one-third Georgian plan
house was the dominant form of workers’ housing in the Delaware Valley.
Since one-third Georgian plan workers’ houses were characteristic of industrial
communities in Great Britain, their presence in this country should come as no
surprise. According to William Pierson, a prominent architectural historian, the
widespread popularity of architectural pattern books accounts for some of the
similarities between workers’ houses in the United States and Great Britain.40 A
more convincing explanation is the fact that most of the investors, operators, and

38Henry Glassie, "Eighteenth-Century Cultural Process in Delaware Valley Folk
Building," in Common Places, ed. by Dell Upton and John Michael Vlach (Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 1986), 400.
39Ibid., 401-404.
“"Photographs of the residences built for textile workers at Georgiaville, Rhode
Island, in the 1820s show a two-story, double-pile, U-shaped, stone structure that
closely resembles a plan in John Woods’ A Series of Plans for Cottages, or.
Habitations of the Laborer (1806). Pierson, 59.
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employees in early American industries were themselves British, Welsh, Irish, and
Scottish. When American manufacturers decided to build workers’ housing, they
naturally looked to their English counterparts for guidance. The stone row pictured in
Anthony Wallace’s Rockdale, for example, was erected around 1830 by Samuel and
James Riddle, who emigrated from Belfast. Built into the hillside above the road
leading to their textile mill, Parkmount, the two-story, single-pile, ten-bay structure
probably housed five families. John Price Crozer erected similar stone structures for
his English-born textile workers at West Branch, another Chester Creek complex.41
While the du Pont company was unusual in its reliance upon French investors, most
of its workers’ houses followed established Anglo-American patterns.42
Row houses were popular with mill owners because they were cheaper to build
than detached or semi-detached dwellings, yet there was at least one other option: the
back-to-back. Back-to-back housing emerged in Great Britain during the mid
eighteenth century as a deliberate response to the particular patterns of high-density
land use that distinguished cities like London, Manchester, Birmingham, and Leeds.
Sometimes referred to as double houses, and not be confused with semi-detached
structures, their most distinctive feature was the lack of a back door, window, or any

4IWallace, 14-15 and 98. The tenements at Parkmount were recently torn down,
but the ones at West Branch, called "English Hill," still stand. There are four
structures: one with six units and three with four.
42Interestingly, a report by Lamont Hulse determined that the houses at the Upper
Banks were the only ones built "in the French manner." As previously noted, Irenee
du Pont’s mansion was designed by his partner, Peter Bauduy, a French emigre from
San Domingo. Since the Upper Banks cluster was built at the same time, Bauduy
may have designed them, too, but there is no evidence to indicate precisely what
made them appear "French." Similar statements have been made about the
Wilmington City Hall, which Bauduy also designed. See Hulse, 5-6 and Delaware: A
Guide to the First State. Compiled and Written by the Federal Writers’ Project of the
Works Progress Administration for the State of Delaware (New York: Hastings
House, 1938), 159. The WPA Guide also shows a row of two-story, semi-detached,
brick dwellings on Ivy Road. Built for workers at the Bancroft textile mills, they still
stand and are located near the present Delaware Art Museum. Another, probably
older, row o f houses was built into the bank above the river, but they have been
replaced by new construction.
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other form of cross-ventilation. Like the modified Georgian plans described above,
the two-story back-to-back was a rural form transplanted and altered to fit a changing
urban landscape. Initially a one-story, hall-plan cottage, the new house type was
obtained by lining the walls of back lots and infilling courtyards. This development
of interior spaces was sufficient to meet the rising demand for low-cost housing until
about 1780. After that date, speculators had to annex adjacent land in the countryside
and chart new streets. Since English farmland was laid out in long, narrow fields, the
most appropriate houses to build on these lots were rows of economical and efficient
back-to-backs. Small and identical in appearance, they were built so closely together
that units facing neighboring streets had shared back walls. Each unit had one room
on the ground-floor level and one above, measuring approximately fifteen by fifteen
feet. Most had garret space, in addition, but cellars were usually considered a
separate unit (fig. 5-5). Widely criticized by social and architectural reformers for
their lack of adequate light and air, back-to-backs were the primary form o f housing
available to low-income, unskilled households in Great Britain by 1850.43
Because back-to-back houses made the most efficient use of available land and
resources, they were readily adopted in outlying industrial districts. Built into the
hillsides, they were very popular in the coalfields of Wales, Shropshire, and
Northumberland, but the sloping terrain sometimes required a different arrangement
of units. The "dual rows" that resulted had a lower range with access from the down
hill side and two rooms that extended back into the hill, plus an upper range with
doors on the up-hill side and two rooms situated directly above those below.

Unlike

urban versions, which tended to be brick, they were often built with rubble that had
been excavated from the mine shaft. Whether oriented vertically or horizontally,
back-to-back stone terraces can also be found in the manufacturing regions of West
Riding, Staffordshire, Durham, Cumberland, and Cornwall among others.44

43M. W. Beresford, "The Back-to-Back House in Leeds, 1787-1937," in The
History of Working-Class Housing: A Symposium ed. by Stanley D. Chapman
(Totowa, NJ: Rowan and Littlefield, 1971), 96-101.
44Trinder, 170-201.
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Fig. 5-5. Section and plans of back-to-back houses in Nottingham,
England, built ca. 1784-1830. Taken from Stanley D. Chapman, ed.
The History of Working-Class Housing: A Symposium (1971).
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There is strong and growing evidence that back-to-backs were built in
Delaware Valley mill villages, too. One of the surviving stone tenements at West
Branch, John Crozer’s Chester Creek mill complex, has a back-to-back configuration,
as does the shell of an additional building that stands on the banks of M ill Creek, near
the historic district now known as Gladwyne.45 Further south, on Brandywine
Creek, two similar eight-unit structures, called "blocks," were erected in conjunction
with the Henry Clay cotton mill. Built of local stone, then plastered and white
washed, each structure was two-and-a-half stories high and two rooms deep with a
low-pitched gable roof and interior chimneys. Located in the Squirrel Run cluster,
the buildings were demolished in the 1920s, but census schedules, photographs, and
surviving rent books clearly identify them as back-to-backs (fig. 5-6).
When the federally-appointed census taker came to the powder mill community
during the summer of 1850, he found the "new block opposite Squirrel Run factory"
occupied by forty-two people. Ranging in age from forty-eight to one, they belonged
to eight households, headed by Charles A. Gibbons (28), a powder manufacturer at
Hagley; Charles Gibbons (27), a laborer at Hagley; Hugh Haughey (30), another
Hagley powder worker; Peter Massey (40), a laborer at the Squirrel Run keg mill;
Catharine Althaus (33), a widow; Francis Ryes (35); Dennis Rowe (48); and Mary
Mullen (48), another widow. By cross-referencing this data with the company’s rent
book, we can determine which household occupied which unit and for how long.
Peter Massey, for example, who rented No. 9 on the upper side, had lived there since
July 8, 1843. Most of the units changed hands at least five times between 1840 and

45There are actually two structures at Gladwyne. Both were originally three-anda-half stories high, with stone walls and a gable roof. The northern one contained
two semi-detached dwellings, with one room per floor, but the southern one was an
eight-bay, double-pile structure containing eight back-to-back units. Located in
Lower Merion Township, the Gladwyne back-to-back was probably associated with
one of the businesses that occupied the Rose Glen M ill in the early-nineteenth
century. Further research is needed to determine exactly which firm built it. Thanks
to Jean W olf of the Lower Merion Conservancy for showing the ruins to me.
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Fig. 5-6. View of stone back-to-back houses in Squirrel Run,
ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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1850; some families stayed for less than six months.46 Only two other households
had lived in the building for more than five years.
Hugh Haughey was a typical tenant. Born in Ireland, he commenced working
in the powder yards on June 21, 1839. After boarding in the homes of his brothers,
Owen and Patrick, for several years, he set up housekeeping in 1843 with his wife,
Jane, and their four children, Peter, Francis, Barney, and Jane. As a laborer, Hugh
earned $15.50 per month. After April 16, 1846, Peter Haughey, then aged about
sixteen, brought in an additional $12.50. The family’s rent during this period was
only $2.25 per month. According to company records, they occupied "No. 15, New
Block" from March 1, 1843 to March 25, 1850, and a unit on the "lower side" of a
block in Squirrel Run from March 25, 1850 to October 15, 1851.47 Since the
company’s system of numbering houses was not uniform by this date, it is likely that
the Haugheys occupied the same three-room unit for eight years.48

46Rent book, No. 1687, Acc. 500. Between June 1850 and June 1851, the du
Pont company rented the Squirrel Run mill to a firm called Stephens and Manderson
for $3000 per annum. The rent book shows the rental of units 11 and 16 to A.
Stephens & Co. from April 25, 1843 to December 1847. Stephens and Manderson,
the successor firm, also acquired use of these two units in the "new block opposite
Squirrel Run factory." Francis Ryes and Dennis Rowe were not listed in the du Pont
company rent book, but the census schedule shows them as the occupants of units 11
and 16. Since they did not work in the powder yard, they were probably textile
workers.
47The inside cover of the 1841-1859 rent book indicates that the upper units of the
"new block opposite Squirrel Run factory" let for $33 per annum and the lower units
for $30. The deductions in company wage ledgers do not correspond to these figures,
suggesting that rents were reduced after 1841. The difference in price probably
reflects a difference in the amount of rooms. Based on the only extant eight-unit
block, which will be discussed in detail below, the upper units had four rooms while
the lower units, like Haughey’s, had three.
48Hugh began working for Dixon and Breck, the textile manufacturers at Rokeby,
in 1847. He may have quit in response to the explosion at Hagley that April. Peter
continued to work in the powder yards until 1851, when he, too, switched to Rokeby.
Both men took a pay cut: Hugh’s wages dropped to $9 or $10 per month and Peter’s
dropped to $6. Peter listed his occupation in 1850 as a farmer, however. They
probably moved out of Squirrel Run soon after Peter quit working for the powder
company. Information on the Haughey family is taken from the following sources:
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The Althaus family occupied their unit for a similar length of time. Their
story begins in 1843, when David Althaus, sometimes spelled ‘Oldhouse,’ entered the
Hagley powder yard as a common laborer. Earning $15.50 per month, Althaus
initially boarded with Edward Hurst, another powder man. By September 1844, he
and his wife had been assigned to "No. 10, new block opposite Squirrel Run factory,"
which let for $2.75 per month. Althaus was promoted on October 8, 1846, and with
a new base income of $20 per month, the future must have seemed bright for the
young couple, who were also expecting their first child. Unfortunately, Althaus was
among the eighteen men killed when the Hagley yard exploded on April 14, 1847.
When he died, he had $137.58 left in his wage account. His goods and chattels,
worth an additional $13.30, contained a bedstead and bedding, five chairs, one table,
a looking glass, a stove, some crockeryware and utensils, three prints, a wood saw,
and an axe. In keeping with company policy, his thirty-year-old widow received the
standard annual annuity of $100 and free rent of her four-room house. Catharine
Althaus and her infant son, named David for his father, continued to occupy the
"third house, upper side," until 1851.49
Although there may have been as many as eight or ten back-to-back blocks in
the powder mill community, only one survives to the present. Known today as
Walker’s Banks, the structure was associated with a textile mill erected on the
Brandywine in 1814 by Philadelphia merchant Joseph Sims. The War of 1812 and
the earlier Embargo Act against English imports had dramatically boosted domestic
production of raw cotton and clothing goods, and Sims clearly hoped to capitalize on

Petit ledger, 1837-39 and 1845-46, Acc. 500; Dixon and Breck wage ledger, No.
191, Acc. 500; House 377, family 391, Seventh (1850) Federal Census of Population,
Christiana Hundred, New Castle County, Delaware; Rent book No. 1687, Acc. 500.
49David Althaus appears to have been one of a small group of emigrants from
Alsace-Lorraine. Information concerning his family was taken from: Boarding book,
No. 1699, Acc. 500; Petit ledgers, 1845-46 and 1847, Acc. 500; Rent book, No.
1687, Acc. 500; House 379, family 393, Seventh (1850) Federal Census of
Population, Christiana Hundred; St. Joseph on the Brandywine, Registers of Baptisms
and Marriages, 9/1846 to 1895; David Althaus, inventory, April 26, 1847, New
Castle County Probate Records.
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the expanding industry by leasing the complex to John Siddall, who manufactured
cotton yarn, muslins, checks, and plaids. An 1816 tax assessment listed seven
tenements owned by Sims and three by Siddall, who declared bankruptcy the
following year. Originally called "Simsville," the complex changed hands several
more times and was acquired permanently by the du Ponts around 1843. In 1848, the
du Pont company leased the property to Joseph Walker, whose name still graces the
site.
The Walker’s Banks cluster contained at least two and possibly four blocks
built into the hills behind the mill. The surviving structure has three-and-a-half
stories and originally contained eight back-to-back units (figs. 5-7 & 5-8). The four
units that made up the lower range were entered from the river side and had three
rooms on the first or "ground" level. The front room, measuring approximately 15’
6" by 14’ 9", served as the kitchen. At the back, a second door gave access to two
small storage rooms, measuring 10’ 6" by 10’ 6" each. A winder stair, built into the
space between the exterior wall and the chimney breast, led to a bedroom on the
second level. Oriented directly above the kitchen, this space once measured 15’ 6"
by 12’ 6", but was later divided into two unequally-sized bedrooms and a hallway.
Another winder stair led to a bedroom on the third level, which measured 15’ 6" by
13’ 3". There was no access to the garret. The four units comprising the upper
range were arranged in a complimentary fashion. Residents entered from the hill side
into a single room on the second level. Measuring 15’ 6" x 13’ 11", this space was
the kitchen. There was no access to the ground floor, but a winder stair led to a
bedroom on the third floor.

It initially measured 15’ 6" by 13’ 3" and was later

subdivided into two smaller spaces plus a hallway. Another set o f winder stairs led to
the garret, which was partitioned by a vertical board wall into two more bedrooms.
Each measured 15’ 6" by 13’ 3" and was lit by a single dormer window. Period
photographs show a similar eight-unit structure located downriver. Surveyed by
George Cheney in 1902, this block only had two-and-a-half stories. Its use of interior
space had been considerably altered by this date, for the number of rooms per unit
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Fig. 5-7. View of stone back-to-back houses at Walker’s Banks
ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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Fig. 5-8. Plan of back-to-back houses at W alker’s Banks,
ca. 1890-1900. Drawn by R. Howard.
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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ranged from two, three, and five rooms to seven or eight. This building no longer
stands.
Archaeological and oral evidence indicates that two similar structures stood
further north (fig. 5-9).

William Flanagan was born at Walker’s Banks in 1890. His

father worked in the keg mill and the family occupied a unit at the northern-most end
of the community. "This side of Walker’s Mill they were all frame houses," he
recalled.

"There was a kitchen with a slanted roof to it and a coal or wood stove.

There were two rooms down on the first floor, one on the second floor, and one on
the third floor. Then there was an attic with a bed in that. There were seven of us
living there at that time."50 Although the building Flanagan describes is frame, the
L-shaped configuration o f rooms within his family’s unit echoes that of the surviving
stone structure. If the two blocks in Squirrel Run were also arranged in this mannerand the difference in rent charged for upper and lower units suggests that they were—
then the similarities between back-to-backs along the Brandywine and those in British
industrial communities may have been even stronger than previously indicated.
The dominance o f back-to-back and row housing in the powder mill
community is ironic given the stated aims of American manufacturers. Like his
counterparts throughout the northeastern United States, E. I. du Pont envisioned
industrial villages as a kind of "middle landscape," between the city and the
wilderness.51 By locating their manufactories in the countryside and instituting a
strict but benevolent system of labor relations, du Pont and his neighbors sought to
preserve the health and virtue of the operatives in their employ.

But instead of

building the detached cottages of the Jeffersonian ideal, they erected blocks and rows
reminiscent of the very same British manufacturing centers they condemned. The

50With the addition o f several new family members, the Flanagans outgrew their
home at the keg mill and in 1901 they moved to a much larger, detached stone house
in Squirrel Run. That house "had been old Charlie Link’s. He was a foreman at the
[Squirrel Run] keg shop, and after he died, why, it was available." William Flanagan
interview, 1960.

51Kasson, 85.
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Fig. 5-9. View of frame back-to-back houses at Walker’s Banks,
ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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primary differences, which American factory owners were quick to point out, were
that patterns of land use were considerably less dense in this country than in England,
and that wage workers here earned considerably more. Industrialists who hired
immigrants could also congratulate themselves for providing accommodations that in
many respects were better than the ones their operatives had known in Europe.
Looking back on their one-room, thatch-roofed cabin, for example, an Irish
family living in the powder mill community might have viewed their three or fourroom unit as a significant improvement. Compared to the typical Irish cottage,
workers’ houses along the Brandywine were not only bigger, they were better
finished. Instead of packed earth, kitchen floors were paved with bricks or stones.
Windows were glazed and shuttered, and roofs were tightly shingled or slated.

In

Ireland, the main living space was open to the rafters, and though thatched roofs
effectively kept out the wind and rain, falling dirt and bugs remained a problem. In
the powder mill community, where timber was cheap, builders ceiled over all interior
spaces with boards. In some cases, they also used vertical, beaded-edge boards to
carve several small rooms out of a single space. Rough stone walls were smoothed
out with several coats of plaster, and simple moldings highlighted doors, windows,
and mantlepieces.

Like most nineteenth-century houses, they also had built-in

cupboards, closets, and stairways, but the appearance of such architectural "furniture"
was strictly utilitarian.52
While subject to company approval, du Pont employees had some license to
alter their homes. For cosmetic repairs, like painting and wallpapering, the company
usually provided materials while tenants supplied the labor. More substantive changes
required help from a carpenter or mason. In 1809, John Bird received "of M r. du
Pont the sum of $52 for mason work done at a kitchen and small house building for
the workmen of the powder mill." Two years later, Bird received $145 "for mason

520 n the interior finish of vernacular housing in Ireland and New Castle County,
Delaware, see Claudia Kinmonth, Irish Country Furniture. 1700-1950 (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1993), 3-9; and Bernard L. Herman, Architecture and Rural
Life in Central Delaware. 1700-1900 (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,
1987), 48-60.
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work done at the building of John White’s ([Jean] Blanchet’s) house and Geandelle’s
[sic] cellar. "53 White and Jeandelle were two o f the French immigrants initially
hired by du Pont. They occupied houses at the Upper Banks and may have requested
masonry repairs following a minor explosion in 1811. Other workers requested new
windows, and not a few wanted major renovations. George Frizzell, for example, a
resident of Henry Clay Village, sought permission in 1897 to convert the unoccupied
space over his drug store into a dwelling. Frizzell thought it would be convenient to
live above his shop, but the company refused his request, explaining that there were
too many houses vacant at that time and that the carpenters had enough other work to
do.54 Even at the end of the century, "Any repairs needed were taken care of by the
company," recalled Elizabeth Beacom. "If there was an explosion, Taylor Hippie
came around to see what damage had been done."55 By the 1890s, however,
improvements for company housing were a low priority.
Like most other firms, du Pont always considered domestic construction and
upkeep second to general plant maintenance. As a result, occupants of companyowned houses sometimes had to be persistent in their requests for repairs. Henry
Hollis, who lived at No. 182 Breck’s Lane, wrote the following (unpunctuated) letter
to "Mr. Frank" in 1896:
Would you be kind enough to fix my cellar[?] I spoke to Conly[.] [H]e told
me to see you[.] I took 20 pails of water out of my cellarf] [W]hen we
would have a good shower of rain it comes in through the foundation where
the rats has dug through[.] I want to put my potatoes in but I cannot put them

53Misc. Receipts, File 147, Box 9, Acc. 146.
“ George Frizzell to Francis Gurney du Pont, 1/15/1897; Sarah Farren, 225
Rising Sun Lane, to Frank du Pont, Esq., 4/2/1899, Employees file, Box 17, Acc.
504. See also, Bridget Clark to M r. F. G. du Pont, July 1899; F. G. du Pont to B.
F. Sheppard, Esq., Henry Clay, 10/10/1900; and Richard Kavanaugh to Mr. Frank
[Francis Gurney du Pont] 7/18/1900.
“ Elizabeth Beacom interview.
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in why [sic] the cellar is in that condition for I cannot afford to lose my
potatoes[.] [W]ill you please oblige me as soon as possible.56
Widow Bridget Clark sent a similar note to Francis Gurney du Pont three years later:
I went up the road to see you this afternoon but as you had a gentleman in the
carriage with you I did not care to stop you[.] [T]he carpenters are here now
repairing the house and they are not going to make the porch any longer for
they had no order to do so[.] [W ]ill you please have it made ten feet longer
and a closet put on it for we have no place to put butter or milk in the warm
weather . . . I wish you could come and see[.] I cannot tell you how much
benefit it would be to have a closet on the porch as it is too small for anything
the way it is[.] [I]f [it] war [sic] longer we could eat there and there is now
[sic] spouting on the house[.] [I]t fell down about three years ago[.] [WJill
you pleas[e] have it put on[?] [T]here is lots of other things I would like to
have as I am a cripple and cannot get around very well[.] [I]t is so rough here
but that is needed the worsted.57
Hollis and Clark were not alone in their requests for assistance. At the time, there
were 286 dwelling units on company property in various stages of disrepair.
Although a "Statement of Repairs, Rentals, Tenant Houses, etc." described the
condition of all but eleven units as "average," the vast majority of houses along the
Brandywine in the 1890s were between fifty and seventy-five years old and needed
substantial remodeling. Even Francis Gurney du Pont had to admit to his board of
directors that,
There is probably no works in the United States of as great importance as this
home plant, that has as poor accommodations for the men employed therein.
The quality of the houses is bad, their location is bad, and it may be said that
the only thing that redeems them is the very low rental that is charged for
most of them.58

56"Conly" was undoubtedly James Conley, a master mason and the company’s
primary contractor. H. Hollis to Mr. Frank [Francis Gurney du Pont], September 1,
1896, Employees file, Box 17, Acc. 504.
57Bridget Clark to Mr. F. G. du Pont, July 1899, Employees File, Box 17, Acc.
504.
58F. G. du Pont to Messrs. E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., Dupont Company
Labor Relations, file 54.D .10, 1890-1901, Box 2, Acc. 504; "Statement of Rentals,
Repairs, Tenant Houses, etc.," Box 17, Acc. 504. Fifty-eight of the units on this list
were occupied free of charge. The other 228 rented for sums ranging from $200 for
part of a semi-detached dwelling on Breck’s Lane to $3000 for the former Hagley
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While workers’ housing still represented a significant capital investment for the
powder company, the Brandywine plant was no longer the picturesque showplace it
had been before the Civil War.
The managers of du Pont company were not alone in their increasing
ambivalence about workers’ housing and the goals it was intended to accomplish. As
noted, most of the firms that built houses in the nineteenth century did so simply to
attract and maintain a stable labor supply. In keeping with this purpose,
accommodations were usually utilitarian in appearance and lacked many of the
amenities that characterized other kinds of houses. The difficulty of keeping certain
skilled workers, however, led some American manufacturers to construct "model"
industrial communities. Lowell and Pullman are perhaps the best-known examples of
planned company towns, but small communities like Hopedale, Massachusetts, and
Graniteville, South Carolina, were far more typical. No matter what their size or
location, all model industrial villages reflected a fervent hope that single-family
homes, better-quality construction, and certain architectural embellishments would
create an "uplifting" environment, instill loyalty in the host firm, and thereby offset
labor unrest. But relatively few employers were both willing and able to take such an
expensive risk. Hence, despite the attention that historians have paid to model
industrial communities, most companies continued to view workers’ housing as a
business proposition and minimized their investment accordingly.
Construction and maintenance costs were an important consideration for early
industrialists because the houses they built for their operatives were not intended to
make a profit in and of themselves. This philosophy would eventually change, but as
late as 1916, the Bureau of Labor Statistics could boast that 76 percent of the houses
it surveyed rented for less than $8 per month, an amount considered "well within the
means of the low-paid, unskilled worker."59 By the end of the century, most
American workers could expect to spend fifteen to twenty percent of their annual

mansion. Altogether, they brought in a total of $97,320 each year.
59Magnusson, 873.
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income on rent. Du Pont company housing cost far less. E. I. du Pont originally
offered free housing to all of his employees and he only began to charge rent when
rising operating costs in the 1810s forced him to do so. Between 1841 and 1859,
rents on the property ranged from $12 to $50 with an average of $35 per annum.60
In Manhattan for Rent. Elizabeth Blackmar found that quarterly payments typified
lease arrangements of this period. Most tenants moved in on the first of May and
most landlords demanded the first payment in advance as a form of surety. With high
rents and low wages, however, most working-class households were unable to make
payments on time.61 Workers in the powder mill community, by contrast, had no
formal lease, began their occupancy on January first, and had payments deducted
from their wage accounts at the end of each quarter. Moreover, 73 percent of the
full-time du Pont employees were earning between $16.50 and $20 per month by
1850, an amount well above contemporary subsistence levels.62 When combined
with the income from boarders, wives, and children, even common laborers easily
afforded the low rents charged by the company. In fact, the average rent remained at
less than ten percent of the average annual income as late as 1901.63

“ Rent book. No. 1687, Acc. 500. There were forty-eight units listed on the
inside cover, with the amount of rent charged.
6lElizabeth Blackmar, Manhattan for Rent. 1785-1850 (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1989), 240-241.
62Donald R. Adams, Jr., "The Standard of Living during American
Industrialization: Evidence from the Brandywine Region, 1800-1860," Journal of
Economic History 42 (1982), 903-17. In the anthracite region of Pennsylvania, by
comparison, tenants of coal towns in the 1840s could expect to pay between $16.25
and $26 in rent per year. Wages ranged from $150 to $200 for a common laborer,
while miners earned between $200 and $800 per year. Like powder mill households,
their income varied with the number of boarders and family members who
contributed. Anthony F. C. Wallace, St. Clair: A Nineteenth-Centurv Coal Town’s
Experience with a Disaster-Prone Industry (New York: Knopf, 1987), 144.
63By 1900, the average wage at the powder mills was $521 per annum or about
$43 per month. The average rent was $33.80. See "Statement of Repairs, Rental,
etc. Tenant Houses," Box 17, Acc. 504; and Linn, 19.
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Despite their low cost, most Brandywine residences changed hands every few
months. A promotion, the birth of a child, the arrival of relatives from Ireland, or
the decision to take in boarders all seemed adequate cause for moving. Some
relocated to another area of the property, but many households simply moved to
another unit within the same cluster. Michael Guthrie, for example, occupied house
No. 25 in Squirrel Run from June to September of 1841, when he moved next door to
house No. 26. Guthrie lived here for two more years and then moved to No. 2
Hiron’s Bank, which he occupied for only one quarter. The next tenant of No. 2
Hiron’s Bank was Michael McLaughlin, who had previously resided in unit No. 6,
only four doors away. Similarly, John Stewart lived in Long Row in 1871, but had
moved to Pigeon Row by 1877. When Stewart became foreman of the Hagley yard
in 1885, however, his family moved to Blacksmith’s Hill.
Although most units were rented on the basis of availability and family size,
cross-linking the rent books with census schedules and church records suggests that
the company tried to accommodate kinship ties by assigning relatives to nearby
houses. By the summer of 1850, Daniel Sweeney (28), a wagoner, lived at the Upper
Banks with his wife, Mary Harkins (26) and their two children. The family took in
six boarders, including Daniel Harkins (30), who was probably Mary’s brother.
Charles Harkins (32), a laborer, lived three doors away with his wife, Mary Nolan,
and five children ranging in age from two to twelve. Bernard McManus (38), a
laborer, lived over on Rising Sun Lane. Patrick McManus (49), a shoe maker, lived
next door to him, while James McManus (age unknown), ran the nearby Rising Sun
Tavern. Other families were bound together by female ties. Neil Mooney (33), for
example, occupied a unit in Squirrel Run with his wife, Mary (22), and their two
young sons. Three doors away were John McGonigle (30), his wife, Bridget (28),
and their two children. The women were probably sisters, because Mary Mooney,
nee Houtton, stood as godmother when Bridget McGonigle, also nee Houtton, gave
birth to a daughter in 1851. While there is no explicit statement to prove that the du
Ponts deliberately assigned relatives to the same housing cluster, the frequent
repetition of names in census schedules and rent books suggests that they did.
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Spatial proximity enabled the preservation of bilateral extended family
networks and provided an important support system for Irish households in America.
At a time when social welfare agencies were few and far between, the presence of
nearby aunts, uncles, siblings, parents, and children guaranteed some measure of
security to the sick, aged, injured, widowed, or orphaned members of the community.
As previous chapters have demonstrated, certain aspects of Irish culture and Roman
Catholic doctrine reinforced these ties and imbued them with a significance that
transcended economic considerations. In this way, relationships of blood and
marriage helped sustain Irish identity. By helping individuals emigrate, get jobs, and
mobilize capital for joint ventures, like the acquisition of property, family networks
also encouraged acculturation.64
The ideology of social mobility in the nineteenth-century afforded the hope that
anyone could purchase property if he worked hard and confined his expenditures to
fulfilling "needs," not "wants."55 Although time it took to attain this goal varied,
many Irish immigrants become home-owners after working but a short time in the
powder mills. As early as 1848, the Blue Hen’s Chicken proudly proclaimed:
We are almost daily told of houses, lots, or little farms purchased by our
worthy naturalized citizens, and particularly those employed by the Du Ponts
on the Brandywine. There is no better evidence of the good effects of true
republican government than the thrift and well doing of the foreigners who
come to our shores, poor and ignorant, and who soon become among our best,
and best doing citizens."66
George Dougherty, a Catholic immigrant from Ireland, was made a pot man on
January 1, 1826. He lived at Hagley in the 1830s, amassed his savings, and moved
his wife and family to a farm in 1842 or 1843. Seven years later, his property was
worth $2000. James Watson, an Irish Presbyterian, lived at the Upper Banks until
moving to his farm in 1836, and John Carroll, another Irish Catholic, moved to his

64Wallace, St. Clair. 149-50.
“ Stephen Thernstrom, Poverty and Progress: Social Mobility in a NineteenthCenturv Citv (1964; reprinted, New York: Athenaeum, 1975), 57-79 passim.
“ Blue Hen’s Chicken. 10 March 1848.
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farm in 1839. Powder men were not the only ones who could afford property. John
Donaldson, a Presbyterian cotton spinner who lived in Squirrel Run, moved to his
farm in 1831, and blacksmith William Baldwin moved to his farm in 1836. Other
workers moved away from the Brandywine entirely, buying property in Pennsylvania,
the western territories, or even Wilmington.
Some workers purchased farmsteads in rural Christiana and Brandywine
hundreds, but continued to live in company housing. Six of the household heads and
one boarder living in Flea Park in 1850 owned property ranging in value from $100
to $2,500. Daniel McEvey, for example, an Irish immigrant who worked at Hagley,
owned $2500 worth of real estate. The size of his holding suggests that he probably
had a farm nearby.67 Employees living in other clusters also owned real estate.
Daniel Travers, a mason living at Louviers, held land valued at $1450. By
comparison, the property of Jesse Gregg, a native-born American whose farm
adjoined the Upper Banks, was only worth $1500. Laborers Peter Quigley, Sr., and
James Mullen, both long-term residents of the Upper Banks, owned $900 and $2000
worth of property, respectively. Since Mullen’s wage account shows deductions of
$7.13 for clover seed and $3.73 for taxes in Brandywine Hundred, it is likely that he,
too, had a working farm somewhere across the river.
The acquisition of land did not immediately transform laborers into farmers, as
the example of Francois Jeandelle attests.

"Frank" Jeandelle was working in the

yards by 1804, and had earned enough money to purchase a farm in Brandywine
Hundred by 1810. He continued to work for the powder company, however, and
became foreman of the Upper Yard in 1824. When Jeandelle’s farmhouse was
destroyed by a fire in 1831, the family returned to live in a company house at
Louviers. Perhaps troubled by this setback, Jeandelle began drinking heavily and was
discharged for drunkenness in 1835. After his dismissal, the family moved back to

67Four boarders lived with McEvey, including his son, Bernard. Since they were
only engaged in the powder yards on a seasonal basis, they may have helped McEvey
work his farm, located somewhere in Christiana Hundred. See Glenn Uminowicz,
"The Worker and His Community Along the Brandywine: Methodology and Some
Preliminary Considerations," unpublished research paper (1979), 21.
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their farmhouse, which had been rebuilt. By 1850, Jeandelle’s property was worth
$2000. He died six years later, aged about 65, and left the farm to his wife, Mary.
None of his five sons chose to work the land.68
Because the du Pont company never actually sold property to its employees,
most home-owners were forced to live outside the immediate bounds of the powder
mill community. This fact accounts for the low rates of home ownership revealed by
census records. Only 17 percent of the 444 household heads in 1850 owned real
property, for example, and only 10 percent of the 350 households enumerated in the
1870 census did. These rates are considerably lower than those noted for Irish
households in large cities, but they are consistent with those of other industrial
villages.69 Moreover, 58 percent of the 1850 cohort and 51 percent of the 1870

680ne of their five sons, also called Frank, was to inherit the farm when Mary
passed away, but he lived intermittently at Louviers from February 1856 to July
1865, when he apparently died. Frank, Jr.’s widow continued to reside at "No. 21
Louviers" for at least three more years. Another son, named Alfred, had died before
1856. Irenee Jeandelle had become a machinist in Wilmington, and William T. had
moved to Philadelphia in 1831. John Jeandelle was also listed as an heir in his
father’s will, but there is no other information about him. Information on this family
was taken from the following sources: Wage accounts, No. 1700, Acc. 500; Petit
ledgers, 1812-14, 1815-17, 1822-24, 1829-32; BMSS receiving books, Acc. 289;
Sixth (1840) and Seventh (1850) Federal Censuses of Population, Brandywine
Hundred, New Castle County, Delaware; Francis Jeandelle, will and inventory,
August 16, 1856, New Castle County probate records; Rent books. No. 1688 and No.
1689, Acc. 500. The fire is vividly described in a November I, 1831, letter from
Sophie du Pont to her brother, Henry, which is cited in Hinsley and Low, 60.
69Dennis Clark concluded that the diversification of employment opportunities in
Philadelphia enabled "substantial" property holding among Irish laborers in that city
by mid-century. Daniel Walkowitz found a similar correlation between regular skilled
employment and property ownership in Troy, where 10 percent of the Irish iron
moulders owned real estate, compared to only 5.9 percent of the native-born
moulders. In the mining town of St. Clair, Pennsylvania, 19 percent of all Irish
immigrants owned real estate by 1870, and many of these owned more than one
property. In San Francisco, 32 percent of all forty-year-old Irish males had real
property by 1850, and 57 percent had personal property. At the turn of the century,
rates of Irish home ownership in Butte, Montana, ranged from 56 to 76 percent.
Comparative sources on Irish property ownership include: Dennis Clark, "The
Philadelphia Irish," in The Peoples of Philadelphia: A History of Ethnic Groups and
Lower-Class Life. 1790-1940 ed. by Allen F. Davis and Mark H. Haller
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cohort were Irish, confirming that the acquisition of real estate was a strong priority
for emigrants from Ireland. Census records also indicate that those few who were
fortunate enough to own houses within the bounds of the powder mill community
resided in one of two areas: Henry Clay Village and Rising Sun Lane. The rest
owned farmsteads in the surrounding countryside or townhouses in Wilmington.
After the Wilmington Street Railway extended its horse-drawn trolley line to
the community in 1864, powder mill families began to buy lots in the city.

By the

1880s, a local newspaper declared "that houses suited to the needs of mechanics and
working men have been found to be good investments and that there are no reasons
why they should not prove equally good during the coming season."70 James
Cheney, a native of County Fermanagh, lived in Squirrel Run until 1898, when he
moved his family to a newly-built house near the Mount Salem Methodist Church.
Many of the houses springing up along the city’s streetcar lines were purchased as
rental properties, however, not residences, and contemporary advertisements show
rents ranging from $16 to $35 per annum.

Hoping to take advantage of this market

trend, powder man Daniel Dougherty and his family bought one side of a three-story,
semi-detached, brick house at 1907 Lincoln Street for $2400 sometime in the 1880s.
Preferring to rent the property out, the family did not occupy it themselves until
several years later. Edward Beacom also bought his side of a two-story, semi
detached, brick house in the 1880s. Located at 1813 Shallcross Avenue, it was
located just around the corner from Dougherty’s house.

"My father thought when

you married you ought to have a home to take your bride to . . . He may have
brought some money over here from Ireland because I know they had had a farm over

(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1978), 136-8; Daniel Walkowitz, Worker
City. Company Town: Iron and Cotton Worker Protest in Trov and Cohoes. New
York. 1855-84 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1978), 41; Wallace, St. Clair.
374-5; R. A. Burchell, The San Francisco Irish. 1848-1888 (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1980), 61-64; and David M . Emmons, The Butte Irish: Class and
Ethnicity in an American Mining Town. 1875-1925 (Chicago: University of Illinois
Press, 1990), 80.
70 See (Wilmington) Every Evening March 31, 1887.
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there." Nevertheless, the Beacom family did not occupy this house until after Edward
died in 1912. His daughter, Elizabeth, continued to live there until her death in 1976
at the age of eighty-five.71 While men like James Cheney, Daniel Dougherty, and
Edward Beacom never constituted a majority of the Brandywine population, the
number of powder workers who became home owners is sufficient to suggest that
property mobility was as accessible to Irish immigrants in semi-rural industrial
villages as it was to their urban counterparts.
As originally built, industrial villages reflected a need to fit manufacturing
enterprises into a predominantly agrarian socio-ideological context. Hoping to quell
widespread fears that factories and wage work would destroy the republic, early
American industrialists built their mills in the countryside, where contact with nature
would preserve the health and virtue of their operatives until such time as they
returned to their true vocation, farming. In the large corporate towns of New
England, mill owners responded to their critics by hiring a rotating workforce of
young, single women from the surrounding area, but the small size of most factories
forced employers elsewhere to employ whole families. Like E. I. du Pont, they
genuinely abhorred the thought of a permanent, degraded proletariat slaving away in
America’s mills, yet practical-minded businessmen soon recognized that the success of
their ventures depended on a long-term, residential workforce, who were accustomed
to the discipline of the factory. The challenge, then, was to nourish the democratic

71Additional research is needed to confirm this thesis, but it appears that powder
mill families resettled in those wards of the city that were closest to their kin on the
Brandywine. All three of these properties were located in a section of Wilmington
known as the Highlands, for example. Developed beginning in the 1880s, the
neighborhood was a beacon for prosperous Irish families around the turn of the
century, and it remains a predominantly Irish Catholic working-class community.
Edward B. Cheney interview, 1958; Eleanor Kane interview, 1984; Elizabeth Beacom
interview, 1967. The Hackendorn family followed a different path, moving from
Wilmington to the powder mill community. Joseph H. Hackendorn emigrated from
Alsace-Lorraine with his five brothers, their parents, and two other families, named
Keinbeiter and Rohr. They lived on "Plunket’s Row," on Chestnut Street, but when
Joseph got a job in the powder graining mill, they moved to Squirrel Run. Later,
they moved to Free Park, "right next to the church." The Keinbeiters also came to
the Brandywine. Samuel Hackendorn interview, 1958.
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character o f the nation while facilitating the transition of artisanal and agricultural
laborers to industrial life.
As John Kasson, Anthony Wallace, and others have shown, nineteenth-century
industrialists established a complex system of social deterrents and incentives to help
accommodate their employees to the new social order. The provision of workers’
housing was an important component o f this larger campaign, for in his position as
landlord, an employer effectively extended his control from the factory to the
household.

However, because republican virtue remained predicated on the ideal of

independence, enlightened manufacturers also adopted policies designed to encourage
the acquisition of property by their operatives. The managers of the du Pont
company, for example, hoping to reduce labor turnover, instill loyalty, and promote
social mobility, offered high wages, decent housing, low or free rents, and interest
bearing savings accounts, among other forms of direct assistance. As a result of these
policies, property ownership and the reasonable expectation of it typified many
powder mill households.
Because home ownership has long been considered the most "unambiguous
indicator o f economic well-being, social mobility, and status," this conclusion has
important implications for the debate over working-class formation and affiliation.72

72Based largely on prescriptive literature of the period, Mary Ryan, Clifford
Clark, and others have concluded that the private, single-family dwelling was integral
to the emergence of the middle-class and its cult of domesticity, yet studies of
manuscript census data revealed that class differences in nineteenth-century home
ownership were actually quite minor. Thanks to an abundance of land, cheap timber,
and the advent of balloon framing, approximately 25 percent of the total American
population held some form of property by 1860, and many working-class emigrants
were lured to the United States in the hope of joining their ranks. In fact, it now
appears that the desire to own a home was weakest among the middle and upper
classes, who defined themselves according to subjective criteria like lineage,
behavior, education, culture, and refinement. Faced with the vagaries of the capitalist
market place, working people, by contrast, valued the stability and security that
property ownership afforded, and they made great sacrifices to accomplish this goal.
See Mary P. Ryan, Cradle of the Middle Class: The Family in Oneida Countv. New
York. 1790-1865 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1981), 181; Clifford E.
Clark, Jr., The American Family Home. 1800-1860 (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1986), xiii; and Harris and Hamnett, 174. On the link between
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In his landmark book, Poverty and Progress. Stephen Thernstrom concluded that,
despite the "striking availability" of real estate to unskilled Irish laborers, the
acquisition of real property actually limited the advancement of working-class families
by forcing them to forego the skills and education they needed to enter the nonmanual professions. Although biased by a materialist definition of status according to
occupational categories, many scholars are persuaded by Thernstrom’s impressive use
of quantitative data and apply his argument to explain the lack of social mobility in
other Irish working-class communities. However, it does not adequately explain
attitudes towards home ownership along the Brandywine, where the mutualistic ethic
of the du Pont company actively fostered the socio-economic goals of its employees.
Irish powder workers were able to equate home ownership with social mobility
because they differed from their counterparts in Newburyport in several significant
ways. First, most families originated in Ulster, the most prosperous and modern
region of Ireland. Few were entirely destitute when they emigrated, and with the
help of their family networks, they quickly secured steady and well-paid employment.
Like Edward Beacom, many even came to this country with money, a specific skill,
or an education. The paternalism of the du Ponts offered another impetus towards
success. All employees started out as common labor, and consequently, many
workmen initially postponed home ownership in favor of bringing out relatives from
Ireland, belonging to a church, or simply achieving a daily subsistence. Thanks to
the du Pont company’s policy of hiring from within, however, many of these men
eventually ascended the occupational ladder and became powder men or skilled
artisans. Others became farmers, clerks, or independent businessmen. This aspect of
mobility will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter V III, but for now it is

suburbs and the emergence of middle classes, see Wright, 99. On the spatial
dimension of middle-class formation in urban neighborhoods as well as suburbs, see
Stuart M . Blumin, The Emergence of the Middle Class: Social Experience in the
American Citv. 1760-1900 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 163-179.
On the wide-spread diffusion of home ownership among working-class families by
1890, see Thomas J. Schlereth, Victorian America: Transformations in Everyday
Life. 1876-1915 (New York: Harper Collins, 1991), 100-101; and Harris and
Hamnett, 181.
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important to note that the acquisition of property did not prevent Irish laborers in this
community from climbing out of their manual occupations into the middle classes.
Nor did powder workers uniformly favor real estate over other forms of social
advancement.

Indeed, Walter Nugent has persuasively shown that American

conceptions o f "property" changed dramatically between 1860 and 1920. In the
frontier-rural mode that had characterized American society since the colonial period,
property typically took the form of land, especially the agriculturally-productive kind.
In the metropolitan mode, by contrast, property took a variety of forms, including
city homes, status-bearing goods, and certain kinds of specialized occupational
knowledge.73 Moreover, Thernstrom did not address the impact of religion or
culture on Irish attitudes towards home ownership. Despite arguments to the
contrary, current scholarship indicates that their communitarian ethos was not
inherently opposed to social mobility; rather, it demanded that individuals put the
needs of their respective households over their personal desires.74 As a result, the
premium that Irish families placed on home ownership cannot testify to "their search
for maximum security over mobility out of the working class," because one was a
precursor to the other.75 Property mobility was thus part of a distinctive strategy for
success, one that allowed the Irish to advance socially and economically while
preserving their cultural identity.

73Walter Nugent, "Toqueville, Marx, and American Class Structure," Social
Science History 12, no. 4 (Winter 1988), 325-344 passim.
74This point will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter V III.
sources, see Chapter V III, fn36.

For representative

75Thernstrom, 161.
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A Cluster-By-Cluster Survey of Workers’
Housing in the Powder M ill Community, 1802-1902

LOUVIERS
There were at least three distinct clusters of workers’ housing at the Louviers
complex when Victor du Pont and his eldest son, Charles, took control of the factory
in 1815. One was called Charles’ Banks in honor of Charles I. du Pont, who
operated the mill until 1856.

Philip Dougherty, whose quote began Chapter 1, was

born at Charles’ Banks in 1874.

"Our houses were separate. Two houses to a

block," he recalled.
You see, people lived in the front and back . . . they had a kitchen and two or
three rooms upstairs. Our house, I think, had three rooms upstairs. No
electricity. Oil lamps. Outside plumbing. Some were stone. O f course,
others might be frame. White-washed them all."76
Each unit had its own entrance and porch, with one room on each floor. Later
alterations divided these spaces into several smaller rooms. When the woolen mill
closed in 1856, the houses were rented to powder workers. By that time, the
Louviers "Rent Roll" listed forty-five units.77 They were torn down sometime after
1880.
Two smaller groups of housing were located behind Charles’ Banks. Duck
Street, a contiguous row of four dwelling units, was also demolished, but the onestory, twelve-bay, stone structure called Chicken Alley still survives (fig. 5-10).
Although it has been substantially altered, evidence indicates that it was once a sixunit, single-pile structure with an attic above and storage space below. Photographs
show at least one bulkhead entrance on the gable end, but individual units may have
had interior stairs into the cellar. Each unit had one main living space, and five had a
gable-roofed porch sheltering the front door. Two of the center units had a dormer
window, and the end units had a small window in the gable, suggesting that all six

76Philip Dougherty interview, 1955.
^"Louviers Rent Roll from 1st October 1856 to [ca. 1870]," Rent books, No.
1689, Acc. 500.
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Fig. 5-10. View of Chicken Alley, ca. 1890-1900
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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households probably used the attic space for sleeping and storage. All other activities
took place in the kitchen.

HAGLEY
By 1834, the du Pont company owned ninety-four acres of land at Eleutherian
Mills worth $12,000, and eighty-seven acres at Hagley, on which stood an
unspecified number of workmen’s houses valued at $5,500, plus "Boyd’s house and
two dwellings adjunct," worth $1,500. Other Hagley structures included the powder
mill director’s house and its outbuildings, which were occupied by Antoine and
Evalina du Pont Bidermann; a frame house and outbuildings, which was occupied by
Augustus Belin, the company bookkeeper; the Sunday school, which was built in
1817; and a blacksmith’s shop, which eventually gave its name to both the hill and
the lane running up it.78
A list of "Additions to and Improvements on the property since 1837" shows
the construction of "a stone house for workmen" and a new, stone "Foreman’s
residence" in 1846. The stone house might have been the "new block of dwellings"
listed among improvements to the Upper Banks that year, but the foreman’s house
was probably at Hagley. An earlier structure, which was listed in the mid-year
company inventory of June 30, 1814, as "a new workmen’s frame house" with "a
stone workmen’s house adjoining to it," already stood on the site. These units have
been identified in the 1841-1859 company rent book as a "Row of houses near Mr.
Alexis’ garden, No. 30, 31, and 32."

Rather than build an entirely new structure, the

company decided to renovate an existing one. The two smaller units, No. 30 and No.
31, let for $2 per month in the 1840s and were occupied by an assortment of laborers
and powder workers. Unit 32 (the Gibbons’ House) was probably occupied by
William Green, the foreman of the Hagley Yard between 1835 and 1847. Foreman
John Gibbons occupied the house from 1859 until his death in 1885. Gibbons was
succeeded by John Stewart, who vacated the premises sometime between 1902 and

78"Valuation of Real Estate on October 31, 1834." Box 485, Acc. 500.
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1906.79 Now known as the Gibbons House, it is currently the only building at the
museum interpreted to the public as a workman’s dwelling (fig. 5-11).
Like other workmen’ s dwellings in the area, the Gibbons House is built into
the hillside. Three stories high and constructed of local stone, then plastered and
white-washed, it has a three-bay facade with a small porch over the door, an interior
chimney, and a one-story, frame lean-to attached to the northeastern side. A single
pile structure, it originally contained a brick-floored kitchen on the ground level, a
parlor and a bedroom on the second floor, and two additional bedrooms above.
Residents usually used the sheltered entrance on Blacksmith’s Hill, which opened
directly into the kitchen, but there is a second door leading from a small garden into
the lean-to. A third, more formal door on the bank side once admitted guests from
another porch into the parlor.
While intended for a high-status employee, the Gibbons House was not free
standing. Period photographs and surviving foundations document the presence of
two contiguous units annexed to the northwest side of the residence (fig. 5-12). Built
into the hillside, they had stone walls at the kitchen level and frame walls above. The
unit immediately adjoining the Gibbons House (No. 81 in Cheney’s notebook) was
one-and-a-half stories high, with one room per floor and an enclosed porch on the
street- side. It was occupied by George Cheney himself in 1902.80 Henry Carre
rented the two-and-a-half story, single-pile, five-room house (No. 80) next door.
Photographs show two chimney stacks piercing the roof line of the larger structure,
and a stove pipe clearly protrudes from the roof of its porch, indicating that it, too.

79As foreman of the Hagley yard, William Green would have been exempt from
paying rent, and in fact, unit 32 was not listed in the rent book. The occupancy of
this structure between 1847 and 1859 is unknown. Rent book, No. 1687, Acc. 500;
Hinsley, 13-16.
‘‘‘’The son of an Irish immigrant, Cheney lost an arm in a childhood accident.
The company eventually made him a guard at the Hagley powder yard gates on
Blacksmith’s Hill. As a guard, Cheney’s job was to search the men entering the yard
for matches, metal objects, and other banned items. It is not known why the
company asked him to conduct the house-to-house inventory. Cheney later became
the sexton of Christ Church. Catherine Cheney interview, 1964.
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Fig. 5-11. View of the Gibbons House, Blacksmith’s Hill,
ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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Fig. 5-12. View of two contiguous residences
annexed to northwest side of the Gibbons House,
ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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was a heated space. The construction date of these houses is not known, but
archaeological excavations in the 1980s provided a terminus post quern of about 1825.
Although the staff concluded that a ca. 1840 date was more appropriate for these
particular structures, the site had been developed several decades earlier.81

FR E E (F L E A ! PARK
The company owned another small cluster of houses, called Free Park, at the
top of Blacksmith’s Hill. Because there are no surviving property inventories
between 1814 and 1834, the exact number of houses in this location is unknown. An
1835 bill for plastering indicates that at least three houses had been built by that date,
but other sources suggest that there were as many as ten residences here in the
1830s.82 These might include the "two houses at Middleton" built for $100 by
James Goodman, the company’s general contractor, in 1839.83 Around that time,
Sophie du Pont wrote in her diary that, "On Sunday we had the pleasure of a ride to
school in the powder cart-Breakneck Hill (near Pigpen Row or Middletown as its
inhabs [sic] call it) is worse than ever, so that we had an inexpressibly jolty ride of
it."84 Since the Sunday School was on Blacksmith’s Hill, the community known as
"Pigpen Row or Middletown" may have been Free Park.
There were fifteen units and seven structures called "blocks" associated with
this cluster by the 1870s (fig. 5-13). All of the residents were exempt from paying

8lSamuel W. Shogren, "Lifeways of the Industrial Worker: The Archaeological
Record (A Summary of Three Field Seasons at Blacksmith’s Hill)," unpublished
research report, (1986), 15. The ca. 1825 date was provided by an "empire period
mocha [ware] bowl," found in a builder’s trench. The staff concluded that the bowl
had been saved and brought to the site later.
82"Bill for plastering 3 houses in Free Park," Box 495, Acc. 500. This cluster
was sometimes called Flea Park. The Brandywine Manufacturers’ Sunday School
receiving books list a scholar living here in 1834, but Eleuthera du Pont’s diary
mentions the Flea Park community several years earlier. See Hinsley, 2-3.
83Misc. bills, July-December 1839. Box 497, Acc. 500. At the same time,
Goodman built a house at the keg mill, costing $120, and the keg mill itself at $230.
MCited in Low and Hinsley, 132.
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Fig. 5-13. View of houses at Free/Flea Park,
ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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rent. The fifth block had two units, "No. 1" and its "back." The sixth block
contained four units described as "No. 1," "No. 2," "back of No. 1" and "back of
No. 2." Only the third block was a detached dwelling. The remaining four blocks
were semi-detached, double-pile, frame houses. According to George Cheney’s 1902
survey, these were one-and-a-half stories high with four-bay facades, clapboard
siding, shingled roofs and shared front porches. Each unit probably had two firstfloor windows in the gable end. Two additional windows, evenly spaced above the
porch roof, admitted light into the garret rooms. There were also two houses of a
second, somewhat larger, type. Cheney calls these two-story dwellings, but they
were actually one-and-a-half stories high with three shed dormers in each roof. A
photograph of the Jacques Seitz house in Free Park shows that this type had three
dormers in the rear as well (fig. 5-14). Each house had either a four- or six-bay
facade and two windows per floor cut into the gable ends. Chimneys on both types
were stone. Despite their similar size and massing, the houses had been partitioned
differently in accordance with the needs of individual tenants. As a result, the
number of rooms varied within each unit. No. 90, for example, had only one, while
No. 88 had eight. Some of these rooms were sheds and lean-tos attached to the main
core of the house, but the inhabitants clearly considered them to be more than storage
spaces.

SQUIRREL RUN
Named for the small stream it contained, the powder company acquired this
property in 1839 (fig. 5-15). The original site was owned by John Hirons, Jr., who
built a small cotton mill at the top of Squirrel Run in 1814. Like many Brandywine
manufacturers, Hirons began operations during the textile boom of the 1810s. Faced
with a flood of low-cost, imported textiles after the Treaty of Ghent reopened trade
with Europe, he soon went bankrupt. Advertisements for a sheriffs sale in 1821
described his complex as "A farm containing about 85 acres and adjoining the land of
E. I. du Pont & Co., McClane and Milligan and others." Improvements consisted of
"a large and well-furnished stone house, stone barn, wagon house, granary, spring
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Fig. 5-14. Rear view of the Jacques Seitz house, Free/Flea Park,
ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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Fig. 5-15. Map of Squirrel Run, ca. 1900. Based on oral testimony
of former resident Elizabeth Beacom in 1967
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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house and other convenient buildings and sheds." On the south side was "a good
stream of water, whereon is erected a cotton factory of stone with 1,000 spindles and
the necessary buildings to accommodate the number of hands necessary to keep it in
operation." A large orchard of "the best fruit" stood nearby.8S Irenee du Pont
acquired the property in 1824 and immediately added a newer, larger water wheel to
the mill. The powder company later built six more tenements along Squirrel Run and
offered the property for lease.86
In 1843, du Pont leased the Squirrel Run property to A. W . Adams and
Company. According to company rent books, Adams received use of the mill, a
"large store house on Hirons’ bank" with four units, a semi-detached "frame house on
Hirons’ bank" with two units, "Love’s two houses over Squirrel Run," and a "new
building opposite Squirrel Run factory containing 8 dwellings." Other structures
included the Grand Block, a large, eight-unit building, which sat at the beginning of
the path entering Squirrel Run, and Keyes Row, which sat at the end.87 In 1848, the
company converted the mill into a carpenter or cooper shop. When the shop burned
on July 4, 1853, there were between thirty-five and forty dwelling units in this
cluster.88
Stone blocks containing back-to-back units were the dominant form of
workers’ housing in Squirrel Run, but there were also several semi-detached and
detached dwellings. Elizabeth Beacom grew up in Squirrel Run and her oral history
contains vivid descriptions of the community and its inhabitants. Her father, Edward
Beacom, came to the Brandywine from County Fermanagh and began working at
Hagley on March 3, 1872. He boarded with several different families in Squirrel

85Delaware Gazette 2 March 1821.
86Hulse, 25; Sisson, 4-6.
87Sisson, 31.
88HuIse, 25; and Thunderbird Aichaeological Associates, "Archaeological
Investigations of the Proposed Dualization of Rte 141 (Centre Road), from Rte 100
(Montchanin Road) to U. S. Rte 202 (Concord Pike), New Castle County, Delaware,"
Delaware Department of Transportation Archaeological Series No. 72 (1989), 49.
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Run, including some of his relatives, but in 1881, he married Maria Abrahams,
another recent emigrant. He and his bride moved into a rear unit "in the last stone
block on the left side of Squirrel Run." They were still there in the 1890s, paying
$37.50 rent each month. As the size o f their family increased, the Beacoms moved
into one side of the larger, semi-detached, frame house next door. "It was big,"
Elizabeth recalled. "All the rooms were great big rooms." There were about eight
steps leading up to the porch, which gave entry directly into the living room. A
fireplace and a closet were built into the rear wall. Behind the living room was a
pantry, with a winder stair to the second floor, and behind the pantry was a one-story
kitchen ell. There were two unheated bedrooms on the second floor, and a second
stair up to the garret. "You should have seen us run up and down those stairs on a
cold morning! M y mother had two double beds up in the top room for the four
boys." The house also had a cellar. Potatoes and other vegetables were stored in
bushel baskets on the dirt floor, but there was a cement-lined spring in one corner,
where the Beacoms kept their milk and butter.89
Like Edward Beacom, most of the residents of Squirrel Run worked in and
around the powder mills, but some were employed at the imposing, stone textile mill,
which stood near the Hagley gates at the lower entrance to the community.

In 1813,

Irenee du Pont deeded the land adjoining the Hagley yard to two of his investors,
Raphael Duplanty and Archibald McCall. With du Pont’s assistance, Duplanty,
McCall and Company erected a large factory between 1813 and 1815 and commenced
manufacturing cotton. Six small structures, possibly houses, were located along the
race between the mill and the lower gate to the Hagley yard. Most of the
surrounding property was woodland. Within a few years, there were fifteen or
sixteen additional dwellings associated with the mill, then known as the Henry Clay
factory. Like Henry Clay, Brandywine manufacturers uniformly supported high,
protective tariffs on imported goods, yet few of their textile mills survived the 1820s.

89Elizabeth Beacom interview, 1967. Cheney identified Edward Beacom’s
dwelling as House 123, Squirrel Run. It was two-and-a-half stories high, with three
rooms, a kitchen and a cellar.
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Duplanty, McCall and Company ceased operations in 1819, and while several other
firms leased the mill and its support structures, none were successful.90 As a result,
no improvements were made to this property until 1841, when a "new block of 8
dwellings" worth $2,150 appeared on the company inventory for that year. This is
probably the aforementioned "new block opposite Squirrel Run factory." At that
time, the company also acquired three more houses from carpenter James Goodman
and a six-unit structure made of "stone got from the cotton mill."91

LONG RQW/PIGEON ROW
A notation on the 1842 real estate inventory, which says the six-unit structure
was at the "lower end of Hagley," suggests that it was probably the tenement called
Long Row. Torn down in the early twentieth century, Long Row was a two-and-ahalf story, twelve-bay, double-pile stone block (fig. 5-16).

Excavation of the

foundation walls revealed that it was built into the bank. With overall dimensions of
approximately 40 x 100 feet, it is possible that Long Row originally contained twelve
back-to-back units.92 Measuring less than sixteen feet wide, the river-side facade of
each unit had a dormer window in the attic, two windows on the second floor, and
one window and a door at ground level. Interior partition walls were framed, but it is
not known whether individual units had one or two rooms per floor.

End units had

their own porches, and those in the middle were shared. There were four porches on
the river side and three interior chimney stacks. On the bank-side o f the structure,

'"Riggs, 77-80; Fairlamb map; Hulse, 25; and Sisson, 2-5.
91"Inventory of Real Estate, Dec. 31, 1841." Box 485, Acc. 500. The inventory
lists the value of Goodman’s houses as $1,300 and of the new, stone structure as
$ 1,200.
92It was originally thought that Long Row contained six units with two rooms per
floor, but the overall dimensions are similar to those of an extant block at Walker’s
Banks, which contained eight back-to-back units. By 1870, there were six units listed
in the company rent book, but Cheney listed at least eight units at "Long Row" in
1902. See Thunderbird, 58; Rent book, 1871-1877, Acc. 500; Record of Hagley
Yard Housing, Acc. 302.
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Fig. 5-16. View o f Long Row. Taken from
Frank Zebley, Along the Brandywine (1940).
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stone steps descended to a second entrance. This door opened into the kitchen, which
had a brick floor. A third entrance may have given access to an upper tier.
The structure behind Long Row was neither as large nor as solidly built.
According to George Cheney, it was a single-pile, frame row with two-and-a-half
stories and four dwelling units. This description corresponds to the pictorial evidence
concerning a building called Pigeon or Diamond Row. Each unit had only one room
per floor, plus garret space. It had one continuous porch across the front facade, and
like Long Row, it originally housed textile workers.

ROKEBY/BRECK’S LANE
The men, women, and children who lived in Long Row and Pigeon Row could
have been employed at either the Henry Clay factory or one o f the two mills built
downstream. In 1813, Louis McClane and George B. Milligan bought a 115-acre
tract of land located just south of the Henry Clay mill. One month after their
purchase, they sold a nineteen-acre parcel to E. I. du Pont, including a small tract
with a mill seat on the opposite side of the river. The portion retained by McClane
and Milligan contained a grist mill, which they quickly converted to cotton, and five
stone tenements. They erected a second, larger mill beside it and began leasing the
complex to various operators. After trade reopened with Britain, McClane and
Milligan were forced to mortgage the property in 1819. The mortgage holder, a local
landowner named Samuel Love, defaulted on his own loans, and in 1830 McLane and
Milligan were able to buy back the property at a sheriffs sale.

Five years later, they

sold the mills and all appurtenances to Joseph Dixon and William Breck. When
Breck married Gabrielle Josephine du Pont in 1836, her uncle, Charles I. du Pont,
built them a large, new house overlooking the mills. Inspired by one of Sir Walter
Scott’s poems, the couple christened their home "Rokeby," yet the name was quickly
extended to the small factory below. The larger one was simply called "Breck’s
M ill" (fig. 5-17).93

93Thunderbird, 46-47; Sisson, 9-11; and Hulse, 17.
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Fig. 5-17. Map of Henry Clay-Rising Sun area, ca. 1890-1900,
showing location of Brack’s M ill and Rokeby.
Drawn by R. Howard (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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British textiles continued to dominate the American market, and in 1839 Dixon
and Breck sold their mills to Charles I. du Pont. When du Pont incorporated the
Rokeby Manufacturing Company in 1841, there were twenty-five stone and frame
"tenements" associated with the complex. Mid-century maps and atlases do not show
the precise location of these dwellings, but they were close at hand. Photographs and
later maps show structures on both sides of the river road, which ran from the Hagley
gates past Breck’s M ill and Rokeby. One of these was a two-story, stone or frame
block containing four back-to-back units. It was called the Widows’ Asylum for the
high number of widows who lived there. In 1850, the occupants included Henry
Doherty (25), who worked at Rokeby, his wife, Ann (25), and their daughter, Mary
Ann (1). The Doherty’s rented unit "No. 2, North end." Moving clockwise around
the building, Margaret Travers Holland (30), occupied unit "No. I, Southeast end."
She shared this space with her six children, Nicholas (16), a carter, Elizabeth (13),
Hugh (11), Mary (9), Thomas (8), Margaret (6), her father, Daniel Travers (73), a
retired powder man, and her sister, Hannah Travers (18).

Rosanna Conner (35),

lived in the other southern unit with her five children, Edward (16), a powder
worker, James (14), John (10), Mary J. (8), and Catharine (6). The last unit went to
Rosanna Toy (53), her daughter, Jane (24), and their three boarders, James McKenny
(25), a machinist, William McKnight (25), and John Haggan (23), both millwrights.
The three widows did not pay rent, but Doherty was charged $2.50 per month for his
unit.94
Other tenant houses were located along a small lane winding up the hill from
Rokeby and Breck’s M ill. According to the 1871-1877 rent book, there were eleven

^Thomas Holland and Patrick Conner were both killed on April 14, 1847. The
name of Rosanna Toy’s husband is uncertain. She may have been the widow of John
Toy, who was killed in 1835, or of Daniel Toy, who died an unexplained death on
March 13, 1847. It is more likely that she was Daniel’s widow. His estate included
payments to three children, Daniel, Mary and Jane, and the baptismal register for St.
Peter’s in Wilmington shows the birth of a daughter named Jane to Daniel Toy and
Rose Coyle in 1823. See Rent book No. 1687, and Petit ledger 1847, Acc. 500; and
St. Peter’s baptismal register, microfilm, Wilmington Stake Office, LDS.
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structures along the southeast side of Breck’s Lane.95 Three were semi-detached
dwellings, one was a three-unit row, and the rest were detached houses. Four were
stone, five were frame, and the remainder were unspecified. Swamp Hall, the home
o f Eleuthere Irenee du Pont II and then his son, Alfred I. du Pont, occupied a long,
narrow lot on the other side of the street. The Rokeby mansion stood on the hill
behind Swamp Hall, and another semi-detached house stood on the corner o f Breck’s
Lane and the river road. In the 1870s, Dayton Mcllvain occupied the house at the
"corner of Breck’s Lane," while Bridget Burns lived in the "house next to corner of
Breck’s Lane." Mcllvain was a shoe maker and Burns was a widow, but they each
paid $5 in rent per quarter. By 1902, these two units were numbered 166 and 167.
Cheney described No. 166 as a three-and-a-half story, frame house with at least four
rooms and a slate roof. No. 167 was an identical structure.

It was still occupied by

Margaret Mcllvain, Dayton’s widow, in 1902.
William H. Buchanan’s family moved to 174 Breck’s Lane in the 1890s,
where they resided with one of his married sisters in one side of a semi-detached
house (figs. 5-18 & 5-19).

"We had what we called the parlor," he recalled.

"And

then there was your kitchen. Well, that’s where we lived, that’s where we ate. You
only got in the parlor when you had special company." There was a one-story "shed
kitchen" attached to rear of the kitchen proper, "where they done their washing."

A

set of stairs led to two bedrooms on the second floor, which were separated by a light
partition wall. The attic was used as a bedroom, as well. The family soon moved to
176 Breck’s Lane, another semi-detached unit (fig. 5-20). This house had a kitchen
in the cellar with a "great, big fireplace" for cooking. The first floor contained a
"front" room, which served as the parlor, and a frame addition, which was used as
the "living" room. There were three bedrooms on the second floor and two rooms in

95Most were associated with the two textile mills, but the powder company had
acquired a "frame house at Rokeby," with two units and a "frame house on Breck’s
Lane" by 1850. Four years later, the mills and their support structures were sold to
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, who continued to rent the textile mills out to
various manufacturing firms. None were successful. The du Ponts finally converted
Breck’s Mill into a social club for workers around 1883. The Rokeby mill burned in
the 1880s and was never refurbished. Thunderbird, 47.
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Fig. 5-18. View of Windett’s house on Breck’s Lane, nos. 172-174,
ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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Fig. 5-19. View of Albert Buchanan and family,
ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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Fig. 5-20. Nos. 176-178 Breck’s Lane, ca. 1970
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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the attic. Since Buchanan’s father, Albert, was an electrician, this house was the first
workman’s dwelling to be wired for electric light.96

HENRY C LA Y VILLA G E
Long Row, Pigeon Row, and Breck’s Lane were considered part o f Henry
Clay Village, the center of social, economic, and political life along the creek.
Taking its name from the textile mill which sat beside the Hagley gates, this
community extended from Barley M ill Road up to and including part of Rising Sun
Lane. When the Henry Clay post office was established, river road became "Main
Street." Almost all of the structures described by Cheney were frame and two-and-ahalf stories high. A photograph of "John M iller’s store, foot of Rising Sun Lane,"
shows one of the Henry Clay dwellings in the background (fig. 5-21). This house
had two stories, clapboard siding, and a central chimney stack protruding through its
gable roof. There were four bays across the front facade. A shed porch was almost
obscured by a white picket fence. Another photo shows a two-story stone house with
a two-story shed-roofed porch attached to one end and a stone addition on the other.
Similar evidence suggests that most of the dwellings in Henry Clay were built into the
hillside, and that detached and semi-detached houses predominated. Although stone
foundations are still visible, all but two of the nineteenth-century houses along Main
Street were demolished in the 1930s.

96Buchanan said that his family originally lived on Rising Sun Lane, "and then we
moved over to Breck’s Lane. You know where the trestle is? Well, you come on
this side of the trestle, Mary Dougherty lived there, then the next house was my
sister, and then next to there was Louise Craig, then the next house was our house
[No. 176]." John Dougherty, Jr. is listed as the occupant of "No. 1, 3rd block,
Breck’s Lane" by 1877. The other half of the house, "No. 2, 3rd block, Breck’s
Lane" was occupied by Thomas Little. This semi-detached house corresponds to No.
173 and 174 on a later map. William H. Buchanan interview, 1958. Buchanan’s
father, Albert, was a close, childhood friend of Alfred I. du Pont, who grew up at
Swamp Hall, the large house situated on the other side of Breck’s Lane. Both men
were fascinated by electricity and electrical engineering. According to family
histories, Alfred shared his textbooks with Albert and encouraged him to pursue the
new field. When Swamp Hall was electrified in the 1890s, Albert received
permission to run a line across the street and wire his own home.
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Fig. 5-21. View of "John Miller’s store, foot of Rising
Sun Lane," ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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At mid-century, there were approximately thirty dwelling units here (figs. 5-22
& 5-23). An exact number cannot be determined because many were privately
owned. Among those renting from the du Pont company in 1850 were Elizabeth
Cavender (54), a widow, who occupied the "frame house opposite Toy’s store," and
Jonas W. Miller (46), the head wheelwright, who leased the "frame house opposite
Bogan’s store." Home-owners included James Conley (40), a master mason, who
lived along Main Street and owned property worth $4000, and James Goodman (44),
the company’s head carpenter, who owned property worth $5000. Not all of the
property holders in Henry Clay were high-status employees. John Green (55), a
laborer, owned $900 worth o f real estate, while his neighbor, James Haley (24), a
shoemaker, owned $600. Some residents even owned their own businesses. James
Toy operated a store and tavern from his house between 1860 and 1919. It is now a
private residence. Paul Bogan’s store stood a few doors away, and Patrick Haughey
and John Miller both ran stores on Rising Sun Lane.97 Henry Clay Village also
boasted a milliner, a baker, a clergyman, a schoolteacher, and several carpenters,
coopers, teamsters, and painters among its heads of household. Many others, listed
as "manufacturer," were either textile or powder workers.

W ALKER’S BANKS
A covered bridge, built in the 1820s, connected Henry Clay Village to the
Lower Yard and a large textile mill on the Brandywine Hundred side of the river.
Most of the workers’ houses on the opposite bank had been built by Joseph Sims, a
Philadelphia merchant. The original site belonged to Samuel Love, a local
landowner, and his wife, Margaret, who sold a ninety-two acre tract bordering the
river to Caleb Kirk in 1812. The next day, Kirk sold forty-eight acres of the plot to
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. Later that year, Irenee du Pont and four
other partners bought the remaining portion of Kirk’s tract. In 1813, du Pont
subdivided his individual parcel and sold ten acres, including the mill seat, to Peter

97Hulse, 17-19; Seventh Federal Census (1850), Christiana Hundred, New Castle
County, Delaware; and Rent book. No. 1687, Acc. 500.
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Fig. 5-22. View of Henry Clay Village, looking south towards
Rockford Tower, ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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Fig. 5-23. View of Henry Clay Village,
looking south from the Rokeby mansion, ca. 1890-1900
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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Bauduy. Bauduy immediately sold this ten acres to Joseph Sims, who paid $10,000.
Sims erected a mill on the site in 1814 and rented it to John Siddall and Company,
who manufactured cotton yarn, muslins, checks, and plaids. An 1816 tax assessment
listed seven tenements owned by Sims and three owned by Siddall, who declared
bankruptcy the following year. The complex changed hands several more times but
was acquired permanently by the du Pont company around 1843, when property
inventories first record ownership of the "Simsville factory," worth $8000, and a
"block of 8 tenements purchased of Siddall and improvements," worth $1000. By the
1844, the inventory listed the $8000 complex, plus $9500 worth of "additions to mill,
etc.," and another "new block of 8 dwellings" at $2500.98 The du Ponts leased the
mill to Andrew Adams between 1838 and 1846, and to Joseph Walker between 1848
and 1881. By the 1880s, there were at least twenty-seven dwellings here. As
elsewhere, the residents were a mixture of textile mill and powder yard employees."

KEG M IL L
While conducting their preliminary surveys of the Walker’s Banks site,
archaeologists discovered the foundations of several semi-detached houses located
north of the mill. Analysis of historic photographs and maps identified these
structures as part of the Keg M ill community, which was built to house du Pont
company coopers. The first mention of this cluster appears in an 1839 bill of work

98"Inventory of Real Estate, Dec. 30, 1843," and "Inventory of Real Estate, Dec.
31, 1844," box 485, Acc. 500. The 1842 inventory of property included a $600
"block of 8 tenements purchased of Siddall" located at Squirrel Run. The factory is
not mentioned until the following year, but the Thunderbird report gives a purchase
date of 1831. According to tax assessment records, the du Pont company bought the
Simsville factory from the Wilmington and Brandywine Bank at that time. By 1838,
the site belonged to John B. Newman, who acquired it when brothers Robert,
William, and Thomas Hilton defaulted on their $8160.39 note to James Brown,
William Welsh, and Lea Pusey. Newman, in turn, sold the mill complex to Andrew
Adams later that year. Adams paid $3200 and proved unable to make a profit. In
1848, the site was leased to Joseph Walker, who did. The mill continued to operate
until 1938. Thunderbird, 118-119.
"Thunderbird, 118-120; Hulse, 12; Porter, 17.
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for James Goodman, who built the keg mill and at least one house there that
year.100 This house may or may not be the structure excavated in 1987. According
to the archaeologists’ report, "Dwelling H" had original foundation walls measuring
52’ by 20’ with a cellar beneath the central portion. There was also evidence of a
later addition to the rear.101 Photographs, company real estate inventories, and rent
books place four, two-and-a-half story, semi-detached frame houses in this location by
1845 (fig. 5-24). William Henries, a cooper, lived in the "first block at the keg mill,
upper end" from July 10, 1851 to June 25, 1858. He paid $25 per annum. When he
died in 1858, his probate inventory described the contents of two rooms on the first
floor, two on the second, a garret, and a shed.102 During the seven years of
Henries’ occupancy, the "lower end" of the block changed hands three times. The
tenants of the other three blocks, also coopers, were more stable.

WAGONERS’ ROW
Wagoners’ Row was the name given to several stone blocks situated at the

100"BilI of work done by James Goodman, Dec. 31, 1839," Misc. Bills file, JulyDee. 1839, Box 497, Acc. 500. Goodman charged the company $120 for the house
and $230 for the mill. He built two houses at Middleton, two rolling mills, and an
addition to the refinery at the same time. The 1843 property inventory is the first one
to include the Keg M ill complex. By that date, the site included the mill seat and
race, worth $9500; the keg mill and saw mill, worth $1500; a cooper shop, worth
$500; and a hoop house and new dwelling, worth $600. This last house may be the
one built by Goodman in 1839, for the company frequently used the adjective "new"
to identify the most recent acquisition on a given property. The next inventory lists
$12,100 worth of property at the Keg M ill, "as of Dec. 30, 1843," plus "2 double
dwelling houses," worth $1,000, the "house of James Goodman, No. 1," worth $350,
and several "kitchens built" for $100. Another "new house for T. Taylor," worth
$700, was erected here in 1845. See "Inventory of Real Estate, Dec. 30, 1843;"
"Inventory of Real Estate, Dec. 31, 1844," and "Inventory of Real Estate, Dec. 31,
1845," Box 485, Acc. 500.
10IThunderbird, 101.
102William Henries inventory, 1858; Rent book, No. 1688, Acc. 500; "Inventory
of Real Estate, Dec. 31, 1844," and "Inventory of Real Estate, Dec. 31, 1845," Box
485, Acc. 500.
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Fig. 5-24. View o f Walker’s M ill, showing Keg M ill houses on
the hill behind it, after 1906 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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head of Squirrel Run, where Buck Road intersects with Montchanin Road. Although
eventually purchased by du Pont, they were constructed on the land of William
Donnan, who owned and operated the nearby Buck Tavern. An Irish immigrant,
Donnan started out as a common laborer in the powder yards on August 15, 1815.
He soon captured Irenee du Pont’s trust and approbation and was promoted to
manager of the company farm, which extended from the Upper Banks to Montchanin
Road. Donnan eventually purchased several large tracts adjoining du Pont’s lands.
Despite his growing wealth, he continued to run the du Pont farm, while his wife,
Sarah, ran the tavern. She carried on after his death in 1828. Their daughter, Mary,
married a cousin, William Flemming, in 1840. The newlyweds went to Charleston,
South Carolina, where the groom hoped "to exercise his profession," but they soon
returned to claim M ary’s share of the Brandywine property. Atlases show the land on
both sides of Montchanin Road as the property of "Donnan and Flemming," and wage
ledgers show deductions for rent paid to them in the 1840s. Although an exact date
of construction in unknown, the tenant houses must have been built before this date
(fig. 5-25).103
Wagoners’ Row purportedly took its name from the teamsters and cartmen
who lived there, but most of the residents in the 1840s had other occupations.
Brothers Michael and Charles O ’Brien, both powder men, occupied two units.
Collier John McPherson rented a third unit and a laborer named Malcolm Baxter
leased a fourth. Baxter "went to the powder" on October 8, 1845. Now earning $20
per month, his rent was only $7.50 per quarter. Based on his probate inventory,

103A note pasted inside the cover of rent book No. 1687 reads "Rent for a/c
[account] of Flemming and Donnan farm March 24, 1846, to be collected by us."
Ten names follow, along with the amount of rent charged. Rents at Wagoners’ Row
ranged from $25 to $45 per year in 1846. See also, Sophie du Pont, diary, Oct. 20
& 22, 1840, Box 93, Series F, Group 9, WMSS; William Donnan, will and
inventory, 1828; Petit ledgers 1815-17, 1822-24, 1845-46, and 1847, Acc. 500;
BMSS receiving books, April 1, 1826, Acc. 289. William Donnan’s goods and
chattels were worth more than $1,300, excluding real estate. His will stipulated that
the income from the property would be divided between Sarah and Mary. Since
Mary was still a minor in 1828, Donnan named E. I. du Pont and Samuel Gregg, Jr.,
a neighboring farmer, as co-guardians and co-executors.
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Fig. 5-25. View of semi-detached workers’ houses at Wagoner’s Row,
from Frank Zebley, Along the Brandywine (1940).
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taken in October 1847, there were four rooms in the unit occupied by Baxter's
family.104 Robert Betty lived in Wagoners’ Row around the turn of the century.
His daughters recalled that, "There were four in a row and then there was a space in
between, then there was a double house . . . four, five, six; then there was one;
seven, eight; then there was nine, ten and one up high . . . there was eleven houses
down there at that time." The Betty family lived in one end of the two-story, fourunit row, built into the hillside. This house had a large basement kitchen, with cellar
adjoining, a "setting room and parlor" on the first floor, and two bedrooms. There
was no bathroom and no fireplaces. Instead, heat went up from the stove in the
kitchen through radiator grills in the floor.105 The other structures included three
semi-detached "blocks" and one single house.

CHARLESTON
Charleston was located just down the road from Wagoners’ Row, at the
intersection of Montchanin Road and Barley M ill Lane. Like Charles’ Banks at
Louviers, the community was named in honor of Charles I. du Pont, who sold the
original parcel to the parishioners of St. Joseph on the Brandywine in 1841. Nine
years later, the church arranged to purchase an adjoining property from Charles du
Pont, which contained four tenant houses. According to various local histories, these
dwellings were intended to provide the young parish with additional income.106

I04Petit ledger, 1847, Acc. 500; Malcolm Baxter, inventory, 1847. Like Baxter,
Michael and Charles O ’Brien were among the men killed on April 14, 1847. Their
estates were not probated.
105The son of an Irish immigrant, Betty started out driving a powder wagon and
later succeeded his father, Robert, as foreman of the company farm. Lattomus/Walls
interview, 1969.
106One of the houses was destroyed by fire in 1853, rebuilt with funds contributed
by Charles du Pont’s sister, Amelia, and assigned to the Sisters of St. Joseph, a
teaching order. Joseph A. L. Errigo, A History of St. Joseph’s on the Brandywine
(Wilmington: William N. Cann, 1941), 35.
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Although there is no mention of their occupation or appearance in the parish records,
other sources provide interesting details about the buildings in this cluster.
The du Pont company owned $500 worth of real estate "at Charleston" in
1842. The low value suggests that this property was a single structure, probably the
same "house at the church, No. 40," which rented for $50 per annum in the 1840s.
Seven different tenants lived here between 1845 and 1849. By 1851, the "stone block
at Charlestown" had been divided into two units, "Nos. 58 and 59," which rented for
$25 each. The two-year gap between 1849 and 1851 is explained by the 1850 census
schedule, which places Mary O ’Brien and Bridget O ’Brien in a semi-detached house
next door to Rev. John S. Welsh, the pastor of St. Joseph’s. As the widows of
brothers Michael and Charles O ’Brien, Mary and Bridget would not have been listed
in the rent book during their occupancy.107
By 1868, Charles Dougherty, a parish trustee, held title to a large structure on
the corner of Montchanin Road and Barley M ill Lane. It appears that his residence
occupied one part and the Mount Pleasant Hotel, which he operated, took up the rest.
In the Spring of 1887, Thomas Lawless, a former powder man, gave notice in the
Wilmington Every Evening that he intended to operate a saloon in the Mount Pleasant
Hotel at Charlestown. It quickly became a popular gathering spot. As William
Flanagan recalled,
The Lawless saloon was near there, and then there was a double house. Bill
Buckley lived in one end of it, and Lawless, he lived in the other. And then
there was a small home set between that and the convent. They’re all torn
down.108
A ca. 1890 photograph shows a large, two-story house with a smaller, two-story,
four-bay ell attached perpendicularly to one gable end (fig. 5-26). This addition
contained the saloon, which remained open after Lawless’ death in 1885. His widow.
Bridget, died in 1892, and the dwelling was purchased by Anthony J. Dougherty, Jr.,

l07"Inventory o f Real Estate, Dec. 31, 1842," Box 485, Acc. 500; and Rent
books, No. 1687 and No. 1688, Acc. 500.
108William Flanagan interview, 1960.
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Fig. 5-26. View of Tom Lawless’ saloon, formerly the
Mount Pleasant Hotel, Charleston, ca. 1890-1900
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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a millwright, two years later. Anthony’s daughters, Nellie and Mary, resided here
until the early 1980s.109 The house was demolished in 1988.

109Thomas Lawless was a native of the Parish of Ballygarrett, County Wexford.
He died on March 16, 1885, aged 82. His wife followed on May 12, 1892, aged 74.
Anthony Dougherty, Jr., was the son and namesake of powder man Anthony
Dougherty, Sr., who was killed in 1857. He does not appear to have been related to
Charles Dougherty. Gerald Dougherty, interview with author, 7/13/1994.
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CHAPTER V I
A LL TH E GOODS AND CHATTELS:
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS AND THE USE OF IN TER IO R SPACE

On November 29, 1833, Sophie du Pont recorded the following passage in her
diary:
This afternoon, Pol and I went to see M[ary] A[nn] Young’s little sister. I
trust I may never forget the scene we witnessed. Rebecca came to the door; I
was immediately struck by the careworn expression of her face~she asked us
into the room where she had been sitting, there was her chair and work beside
the cradle where the baby lay, while two boys, almost infants, stood beside—
the baby was breathing with difficulty but lay quite still, its large black eyes
rolling around, sparkling brightly with fever. Rebecca said they had no hope
of its recovery—[but] to yours she added, "Rufus there was given up once."1
Sophie was understandably moved by her visit to the Young household that day, so
much so that her diary goes on to describe the family’s drama at some length. From
this and other passages, we learn that sixteen-year-old Mary Ann Young had been a
favored student in Sophie’s class at the Brandywine Manufacturers’ Sunday School,
but she had withdrawn in 1831 to work in a nearby textile mill.

Mary Ann’s father,

Robert Young, worked as a laborer for the du Pont company and her income would
have helped support the large family.

Her mother had died soon after giving birth to

the feverish child in question and Rebecca, the oldest, had taken over the care of the
household.
The Youngs rented one of the units at Simsville, the two two-and-a-half story,
stone blocks of back-to-back workers’ housing that du Pont leased to Joseph A. Sims

•Sophie du Pont, Diary, November 29, 1833. Item W9-40349, Box 93, Series F,
Group 9.
244
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and Company in the 1830s.2 Sophie returned to their four-room house on Saturday,
December 1st, where, she said:
I knocked long without obtaining an answer. At length the father appeared.
His face told me at once the answer to the faltering question, ‘How is the
child,’ and I needed not to hear the answer, ‘She is dead.’ I hesitated about
going in from the fear of intrusion—But he begged me to do so; a neighbor
was scrubbing one end of the little room, at the other all the children were
grouped together by the stove. It was a truly touching scene-The eldest sister
held a hymn book, from which she appeared to have been reading to the two
almost baby boys at her feet-Rufus leaned apart, his torn hat slouched on his
face, down which the tears were trickling rapidly-Mary Ann was reading in
her testament. The two other girls were crying.3
In these few paragraphs, Sophie’s diary reminds us that high mortality was a common
fact of life in nineteenth-century America. The family was distraught over the child’s
sickness and death, yet Robert Young still had to work, Rebecca still had her
mending, and the floor still needed scrubbing. We also learn that much o f the
Youngs’s daily activity took place in one room.

When Sophie came to visit, she

entered directly into this main living space, where Rebecca sewed and tended the
child in its cradle. The child’s body was laid out here, as well, while the others
gathered in prayer around a stove. The presence of the stove suggests that Rebecca
may have prepared meals in this room.

Finally, we know that the floor o f this room

was bare, and that a neighbor, undoubtedly female, had come to help the family
during its time of bereavement. None o f this information would have been new to
Sophie du Pont, who recorded the child’s death because it appealed to her romantic
sensibilities. But by describing these and other scenes of everyday life in the powder
mill communities, Sophie’s diaries provide us with a rare glimpse into the powder
workers’ domestic world.
Because most studies of working-class living conditions focus on the actual
structures they inhabited, relatively little is known about the ways laboring Americans
furnished their homes and used interior space in the nineteenth century. In an

2BMSS Receiving Book, Acc. 389.
3Sophie du Pont, diary, December 1, 1833.
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important 1988 paper about the Lowell boardinghouses, however, archaeologists Mary
Beaudry and David Landon persuasively argued that working people did not define
themselves or their notions of home on the basis of external architecture. The built
environment of Lowell was part of the corporate machine, and as such, it served the
aims of management, not labor. Limited in terms of their ability to manipulate the
physical aspects of their homes, mill operatives responded by redefining internal
spaces through the use of carefully selected material objects. By consciously
incorporating icons of middle-class domesticity into the boardinghouse setting, textile
workers were able to mediate the contradictions between their particular conception of
"home" and the reality of their new living situation.4
Beaudry and Landon’s argument has important implications for this study.
Workers’ housing along the Brandywine differed substantially from that of corporate
towns like Lowell, but as the preceding chapter demonstrated, the ideology behind
both communities was one and the same. In both cases, employers consciously
provided accommodations which they believed would best suit the workforce in
question, which would be economical and efficient to design, construct, and maintain,
and which would reflect their particular vision of the social order. Like the Lowell
mill girls and their later replacements, powder mill families were limited in terms of
what they could and could not do to their residences, and they, too, responded by
purchasing symbolic objects, which they placed strategically within the confines of a
few rooms. But while a prominently displayed portrait of St. Patrick reinforced ties
to Catholic Ireland, furnishings like tea tables and pianos signified their growing
habituation to bourgeois American society. Through a detailed exploration of their
material culture, then, we can not only see how powder mill families transformed
company-owned housing into an approximation of the ideal Irish-Catholic home, but

4David B. Landon and Mary C. Beaudry, "Domestic Archaeology and the
Boardinghouse System in Lowell, Massachusetts," paper presented at the Dublin
Seminar for New England Folklife (July 1988), 11-12 and fn50.
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how access to new consumer goods helped immigrants mediate the forces of cultural
stasis and cultural change.
Refurnishing the homes of powder mill families in the nineteenth-century
required a variety of sources and methodologies. The diaries and correspondence of
du Pont family members shed some light on this subject, but additional information
was found in such diverse materials as probate inventories, oral histories, historic
photographs, housekeeping manuals, newspaper advertisements, merchants’
directories, museum collections, and the archaeological record. As a result of these
sources, this chapter is able to present a more detailed picture of working-class
material culture than has been offered before. By first identifying the household
furnishings and uses of space that characterized powder mill households and then
comparing them to the middle-class domestic ideal, this chapter concludes that many
working people had the means to participate in America’s growing culture of
consumerism, and further, that the attainment of personal property, coupled with a
high expectation of owning real property, enhanced their affinity with the middle
class.
Historian Robert Scally believes that the dazzling profusion of goods available
in America may have confirmed the "streets-paved-with-gold" image, which many
immigrants held of this country upon arrival.5 To understand the Irish viewpoint, it
may be helpful to describe briefly material life in rural Ireland. While Irish
immigrants were not as impoverished as we once thought, their households were
sparsely furnished. Furniture was seldom decorated and homes contained few
ornaments. The consumer revolution of the late-eighteenth century had bypassed
most Irish citizens, and as late as 1837, there were only three pocket watches, eight
brass candlesticks, ninety-three chairs, 242 stools, two feather beds, no clocks, and no
looking glass worth more than three pence among the taxable goods owned by the

5Robert Scally, "Liverpool Ships and Irish Emigrants in the Age of Sail,” Journal
of Social History (Fall 1983), 11.
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4,000 persons living in the parish of West Tullaghobegly, County Donegal.6 Powder
man Daniel Harkin was born in this parish in 1820, and when he emigrated to the
Brandywine around 1840, he was probably astounded by the array of goods he found
there.7
Spartan conditions in Ireland resulted partly from low incomes and partly from
a lack of interior space. The predominance of one or two-room cabins in Ireland,
even among the middling classes, meant that Irish immigrants were accustomed to
conducting most of their activities in one, primary living space. The multipurpose
nature of this area required order to function effectively, and furniture was ritually
placed around the perimeter of the room.8 Tables, uncommon until the early
nineteenth century, were arranged along the walls when not in use. Meal bins,
sometimes built into the wall, kept oatmeal, flour, and bread dough. Baskets and
small chests were used for storage and seating, as chairs were scarce. The most
common form of seating furniture was the low, three-legged stool, or creepie.9

6Scally, 11; Timothy O ’Neill, Life and Tradition in Rural Ireland (London: J. M.
Dent and Sons, Ltd, 1977), 33.
7Daniel Harkin sent a draft to Grace Harkin from the Brandywine in 1841, so he
must have been working in the yards by 1840. Taylor correspondence. Box 385,
Acc. 500. and petit ledger #971. His tombstone in St. Joseph’s on the Brandywine
cemetery reads: Daniel Harkin, Parish o f Tollighabigley [sic], County Donegal, who
died 10/15/1890, aged 90. He is buried with his wife, Ann Sweeney. "Inventory of
Tombstone Inscriptions in St. Joseph’s Churchyard, Henry Clay, Del." Prepared by
the Historic records Survey, Division of Women’s and Professional Projects, WPA
(Wilmington, Del., 1939.), no. 90. Typescript copy, RG-37, St. Joseph’s on the
Brandywine, Diocese of Wilmington Archives, Greenville, DE.
8Claudia Kinmonth, Irish Country Furniture. 1700-1950 (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1993), "Introduction," 1-27; Colleen McDannell, "Catholic
Domesticity, 1860-1960," in Karen Kenneally, ed. American Catholic Women: An
Historical Exploration (New York: MacMillan Publishing Co., 1989), 55; Dennis
Clark, The Irish Relations: Trials of an Immigrant Tradition (E. Brunswick, NJ:
Association of University Presses, 1982), 37.
9Kinmonth, "Tables," 177-184, "Meal Chests," 129-132, and "Stools and
Chairs," 29-34; O’Neill, 23-24 and 30.
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Stools and other seats were gathered close to the hearth, the focal point of the Irish
house.
Doors opened inward to the hearth, and Irish hospitality prohibited them from
keeping guests at the door too long.10 Next to the door, facing the hearth, was the
dresser, which families used for both storage and display. Whether elaborate or
plain, the dresser was the most prominent piece of furniture in the room. Poorer
families mounted so-called "ware racks" or "tin rails" on the wall, sometimes alone
or sometimes over a table or bureau. Delftware, widely available in Ireland by the
eighteenth century, was proudly arranged in the dresser rack, although wooden
vessels remained the norm for everyday use. Ceramic, pewter, tin, and other
tablewares were brought to the countryside by itinerant pedlars, along with other
household goods.11
Close quarters meant that communal sleeping patterns were the norm and
visitors to Ireland frequently commented upon the custom. The poorest families slept
on rush or straw pallets on the floor, but carefully organized themselves by age and
sex. Bedsteads were often no more than a platform made from a few boards, but
strong folk beliefs governed their placement. In West Cork, for example, beds could
not be aligned across the axis of the house and in Longford, headboards could not
face west. Households in some regions placed the primary bed in an outshot, a small
projection or alcove, but the wealthiest homes had a separate room or rooms for
sleeping. In the eighteenth century, middling families favored settle bedsteads, which
converted into a bench during the day. After about 1810, "press bedsteads," or small
cabinets with folding canvas cots inside, also became popular.12 These convertible

10Henry Glassie, Passing the Time in Ballvmenone (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1983), 338.
“ Kinmonth, "The Dresser," 99-124; O’Neill, 25-28; Glassie, 365.
12Kinmonth, "Beds," 150, 153-4, 167, "Settle Beds," 82-90, "Press Beds and
Other Disguised Beds," 168-171; O ’Neill, 20-21.
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beds were typical of the kinds of furniture sent to Ireland from England, but many
tenant farmers and laborers could not afford them until the post-famine upturn.
While the average Irish immigrant was not completely destitute, his material
world was far from "comfortable." Kerby Miller has argued that between 1814 and
1844 increasing numbers of Irish immigrants began defining their goals for the new
world in entrepreneurial or protocapitalist terms. Frustrated by economic and social
repression at home, they went to America to gain "an independence." But depending
upon their standpoint, "an independence" could either mean "individual upward
mobility in a free market," or "a comfortable self-sufficiency." Miller believes that
most agriculturalists and artisans favored the latter definition, for it presupposed
limited involvement in the market economy and thus enabled immigrants to retain
many of their traditional or "peasant" practices and attitudes. When the likelihood of
achieving a "comfortable self-sufficiency" in Ireland diminished, Irish households
projected their ambitions onto life in America.13
One way to measure the success of Irish immigrants in this endeavor is
through an analysis of their material culture. As anthropologists Mary Douglas and
Baron Isherwood explained, "Goods assembled together in ownership make physical,
visible statements about the hierarchy o f values to which their chooser subscribes."14
For this reason, scholars of American material culture have long recognized the
ability of domestic goods to convey social status and aspirations. Although their
studies favor elite and middling households, the methods they use to identify objects
and interpret behavior are equally applicable to the material culture of laboring
Americans.15

13Kerby Miller, Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and the Irish Exodus to North
America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 201-202.
l4Mary Douglas and Baron Isherwood, The World of Goods: Towards an
Anthropology of Consumption (New York: Basic Books, 1979), 5.
I5See for example, Robert Blair St. George, ed., Material Life in America. 16001800 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1988), especially Part I: Method and
Meaning.
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Probate inventories were a particularly rich source for this study. A
comprehensive search for individuals who resided in either Christiana or Brandywine
hundreds at the time of their decease produced a group of 100 decedents, who lived in
the powder mill community and who died intestate between 1812 and 1905. (A list of
these individuals can be found at the end of this chapter.) Cross-linking the
inventories with company records and federal census schedules revealed that seventyone of the decedents were employed by E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company in
some capacity. The remaining twenty-nine individuals were local storekeepers,
farmers, artisans, and workers in the affiliated textile mills.16
The seventy-one inventories for powder mill households reflect several
important characteristics of the powder-making business. First, the production of
black powder required the services of many different kinds of workers, including
common laborers, coopers, millwrights, wheelwrights, carpenters, blacksmiths,
bookkeepers, clerks and haulers, as well as the powder men themselves. The
inventories reflect this diversity in the broad range of estate valuations and in the
variety of items enumerated. Second, fluctuations in the demand for black powder
often required the quick addition or subtraction of temporary workers. As noted
previously, the company accommodated these sudden changes by boarding short-term
help with permanent employees. The sample reflects this practice, as well, for it
includes twenty-one single, young men, whose inventories list clothing and personal
effects only, and who have been identified as boarders using company records.
Finally, the inventories also reflect the dangerous nature of black powder

15New Castle County probate records, microfilm, Morris Library, University of
Delaware, Newark, Delaware. Comparative sources included: Population Schedules,
Christiana and Brandywine hundreds, New Castle County, Delaware, 6th U. S.
Census (1840) and 9th U. S. Census (1870), microfilm, Morris Library, University of
Delaware, Newark, Delaware; "Comtes avec Divers," (1801-1805), Item 4, File No.
148, Box 9, Acc. 146; "Account Book of Powder Workers," (1806-1809), Item 2,
File No. 148, Box 9, Acc. 146; "Powderman’s Daybook," (1813-1816), Item 7, File
150, Box 10, Acc. 146; Petit Ledgers, (1812-1902), 64 vols., Series D, Ledgers, Part
II, General Accounts, Acc. 500.
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manufacturing. Sixty-six percent of the sixty-one male decedents died as a result of
explosions in the powder yards and all ten of the women represented were widows of
du Pont employees. Since the inventories in this sample reflect the possessions of
both sexes and at many different stages of life, they constitute a more representative
segment of the population than most probate samples.17 For purposes of clarity, the
following discussion will be limited to the fifty inventories which contained furniture
and household goods.
The inventory data do not depict a single, typical interior. Rather, they attest
to a complexity of household spaces that is in keeping with the variety of occupations
and economic levels within the sample. As noted in the previous chapter, housing in
the powder mill communities varied as well. Like the Young residence at Simsville,
most dwellings on the property had either two or four rooms, with cellar and/or
garret space. Few of the inventories enumerated goods on a room-by-room basis, and
at times, it was difficult to determine how many rooms were in the household. By
correlating the names of the decedents with rent books, boarding books, census
records, and atlases, however, it was often possible to pinpoint the exact community
or building in which the household lived. This information provided an estimated
number of rooms for the dwelling unit. Some inventories also described outbuildings,
sheds and lean-tos, but as in Ireland, the primary living space was the kitchen.
Kitchens along the Brandywine remained multipurpose spaces throughout the
century (fig. 6-1). George Cheney’s 1902 survey of the company’s housing contained
128 references to kitchens, summer kitchens, wing kitchens, basement kitchens and

17Studies by Lorena Walsh, Lois Carr, and others have shown that probate
inventories usually reflect a bias towards age and wealth, since people acquire more
and better quality goods over the course of their lifetime, and since they tend to die at
a somewhat advanced age. The inventories in this sample do not reflect these usual
biases. Lois Green Carr and Lorena Walsh, "Inventories and the Analysis of Wealth
and Consumption Patterns in St. M ary’s County, Maryland, 1658-1777," Historical
Methods 13, no. 2 (1980): 81-104. Also see, Mary C. Beaudry, "Words for Things:
Linguistic Analysis of Probate Inventories," in Documentary Archaeology in the New
World ed. Mary C. Beaudry (Cambridge University Press, 1988): 43-50.
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Fig. 6-1. Interior view of Mrs. Maxwell in her
kitchen at Wagoner’s Row, ca. 1890-1900
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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shed kitchens. In twenty-nine cases, the designation "kitchen and summer" indicated
at least two distinct cooking facilities.18 When not explicitly identified in the
inventories, kitchen space could be inferred by the presence of certain items.

Pots,

pans, dishes and cooking utensils were the most obvious indicators. Sixteen percent
of the households possessed a cookstove, 11 percent had a cupboard or corner
cupboard, 2 percent had bench tables, and 2 percent had dressers. When asked to
describe how her family’s Squirrel Run kitchen looked in the 1890s, Elizabeth
Beacom recalled:
There was a great big kitchen which was one story. My mother had a kitchen
stove, a settee and a big sideboard, about eight or ten chairs and a bench table.
We ate off the table and kept our schoolbooks underneath.19
Beacom’s description roughly corresponds to the inventory data, in which the generic
term "kitchen furniture" referred to a combination of five or more common chairs,
one large table, several small tables and stands, and a bench. Tools and various kinds
of work equipment were also present, signifying the kitchen’s primary use as a
production space.20 In many cases, the kitchen also contained beds and bedding.
Whether they lodged nuclear families or families with boarders, Brandywine
households maintained traditional sleeping arrangements; that is, they slept wherever

18[George Cheney], "Record of Hagley Yard Housing, (1902)," Acc. 302.
19Elizabeth Beacom interview, 1967.
20Despite arguments to the contrary, industrialization did not immediately remove
production from these workers’ homes. Joan Jensen has already documented the
significant role of butter and dairying to Brandywine Valley households in the early
part of the century, and the presence of churns, milk pans, butter prints, and other
dairying equipment in the inventories confirms its continued importance. Joan
Jensen, Loosening the Bonds: Mid-Atlantic Farm Women. 1750-1850 (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1986). Butter and milk were an important part of the Irish
diet and churning was a significant cottage industry in areas like Cork. O ’Neill, 3638. Other cottage industries included spinning, weaving, and sewing. Seven
households owned at least one spinning wheel and/or a reel. One had a loom, and
one had a large quantity of flax and flax yarn. Several others had the makings for rag
carpets and quilts, and six had workstands.
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possible. Seventy percent o f the powder mill inventories noted at least one bedstead,
but three or four was the norm. Ten percent had high-post bedsteads, 4 percent had
low-post bedsteads, and another 4 percent had trundle bedsteads. By mid-century,
inexpensive iron bedsteads were an increasingly common alternative (fig. 6-2).21
Feather and chaff beds appeared in high numbers, but often had no corresponding
bedstead at all, indicating that they may have been placed on the floor at night.
Coupled with portable cot and field bedsteads, which appeared in 25 percent of the
inventories, these "pallet" beds provided workers’ households with the ability to
accommodate many individuals at one time.
Powder man James McLaughlin’s 1851 inventory exemplifies this
flexibility.22 It included two field-post bedsteads with beds and bedding, two lowpost bedsteads with beds and bedding, one cot bed and bedding, and two feather beds.
As in Ireland, privacy would have been scarce. His household included a wife, four
children, and between two to six boarders each month. Children like McLaughlin’s
often slept on the floor of their parents’ bedroom, but seven cradles, one crib, one
child’s bedstead and one boy’s bedstead also appeared in the sample.23
With space at a premium, bedroom furniture was generally utilitarian in
nature. Tables were usually grouped with an oil cloth, a looking glass, and a wash

21On the availability and use of iron bedsteads see T. Webster and Mrs. Parkes,
The American Family Encyclopedia of Useful Knowledge (New York: Derby and
Jackson, 1858), 295; and Miss Leslie, The House Book, or A Manual of Domestic
Economy for Town and Country (Philadelphia: Carey and Hart, 1841), 326-327.
22James McLaughlin inventory, 1851.
23These items were the only goods specifically designated for children. The
noticeable absence of children’s furniture in powder workers’ homes stands in contrast
to the child-centered world described by Karin Calvert, and it may confirm the
contention that working-class Americans, especially Catholics, rejected the sentimental
attitude toward childhood held by the middle-classes. See Karin Lee Fishbeck
Calvert, Children in the House: The Material Culture of Earlv Childhood. 1600-1900
(Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1992).
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Fig. 6-2. Interior view of an Upper Banks bedroom following
the explosion of 1890 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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bowl and pitcher, signifying their use as washstands.24 Twenty-four percent of the
decedents owned at least one real washstand and 4 percent had toilet tables. Since
bedsteads took up a great deal of floor space, a few chairs and a stand or small table,
were often the only other items listed besides textiles. The number of clothes,
blankets, quilts, sheets, coverlets, and pillowcases enumerated testifies to the
continued importance placed on textiles throughout the century. Many were specified
as homemade, but store bought items were increasingly available.

How families

stored their clothing and bedding is unclear, although 22 percent owned trunks or
chests and 14 percent had a case of drawers. Cupboards, clothes presses and dressing
cases appeared in much lower numbers, which suggests that they may have simply
hung their clothing on pegs.
As this discussion indicates, probate inventories are a rich source of
quantitative information about the kind and number of objects an individual owned,
yet they can also provide important qualitative insights about the larger society to
which that individual belonged. By analyzing probate inventories as texts,
anthropologist Anne Yentsch determined that the words used to denote objects
constitute a folk classification system or taxonomy. Faced with enumerating the
decedent’s belongings, the inventory taker had to select appropriate terms from the
myriad possibilities available in his day-to-day vocabulary. The words or
combinations of words he selected thus represent a decision "that situated the objects
described within a culturally construed field of meaning."25 Probate inventories are

24On the use of tables as washstands see Miss Leslie, 300-301.
25Anne E. Yentsch, "Farming, Fishing, Whaling, Trading: Land and Sea as
Resource on Eighteenth-Century Cape Cod," in Documentary Archaeology. 153.
Most of the inventory takers have been identified as company employees, local
farmers, or local landowners. A diverse lot with a wide range of literary skills, they
include: Peter Hendrickson, an innkeeper; William Huston, a surveyor; John
Peoples, a company clerk; Paul Bogan, a storekeeper; Samuel Gregg, a farmer;
William Donnan, an innkeeper, landowner, and head of the company farm; William
Breck, a textile manufacturer; and Henry Belin, the company’s bookkeeper. Powder
workers like Patrick Haughey and James McManus do appear as enumerators, but far
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thus cultural documents, which reflect the interactive social processes that people use
to make sense of the everyday world around them.
Within the folk taxonomy, Brandywine inventory takers selected adjectives or
modifiers to mark objects of special significance. Thus, entries like ’walnut chair’
and ’breakfast table’ are distinguished from unmarked terms like ’chair’ and ’table.’
As Mary Beaudry explains, "A marked category states the presence of a certain
property ’A ,’ while the corresponding unmarked category states nothing about the
presence of ’A ’ and often indicates its absence." Within this context, an unmarked
object can refer either to the generic category or to the opposite of the marked term.
Usually, however, it represents the common or taken for granted.26 Since most of
the items listed in the powder mill inventories were unmarked, we can conclude not
only that the enumerators considered them "common," but that the Brandywine
society of which they were a part understood which characteristics made an object
"common" and which did not.
Although the inventories are mute on this subject, other sources clearly
indicate what styles of furniture were considered "common" in nineteenth-century
parlance. Chief among these were the so-called "cottage" pieces. When the term
"cottage furniture" first emerged in the 1830s, it described the kind of simple,
country furniture considered suitable for "cottage" life.

In The Architecture of

Country Houses. Andrew Jackson Downing defined the cottage as "a dwelling of
small size," intended for occupation by a single family. To clarify this somewhat

less often. In fact, there seems to have been a hierarchy at work, where the probate
court appointed more prosperous enumerators to appraise the goods and chattels of the
more prosperous decedents. Thus, Alexis and Alfred du Pont were appointed in 1845
to enumerate the estate of Augustus Belin, the company’s first bookkeeper, whose net
worth was $8,298. Similarly, a well-known cabinetmaker named Dell Noblitt was
called in to inventory the possessions of Ann King Dougherty, a well-to-do powder
man’s widow, in 1835. While all of the inventory takers enjoyed a certain degree of
social standing in the community, most were not far removed from the people whose
goods they catalogued.
26Beaudry, 44.
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vague description Downing added that "the majority of cottages in this country are
occupied, not by tenants, or serfs, as in many parts of Europe, but by industrious and
intelligent mechanics and working men, the bone and sinew of the land." Cottages
were thus distinguished from other types of country houses by the character of their
occupants.27
Downing gave considerable thought to the design of appropriate cottage
furniture, and devoted an entire chapter of The Architecture of Country Houses to its
description. Simplicity and truthfulness were the most important features of cottage
architecture, and its furniture, he likewise felt, "can scarcely be too simple, too
chaste, or too unpretending in its character."28 One of the cheapest and easiest seats
to obtain for a cottage was the barrel chair and Downing gave his readers full
instructions for making one. Most pieces were machine-made, however, like the ones
sold by Edward Hennessey in Boston. Downing described one of Hennessey’s cottage
bedroom sets as being "remarkable for its lightness and strength . . . It is very highly
finished, and is usually painted drab, white, gray, a delicate lilac, or a fine blue-the
surface polished and hard, like enamel."29 Some of the better sets had painted
flowers, too. Downing also considered certain kinds of "Elizabethan"-style furniture
appropriate for cottage use. Elizabethan furniture could be identified by its twisted
legs, although similar pieces could be found with legs "turned in the cheaper knotted

27The other two types of country houses were the farm house and the villa. The
cottage was also distinguished by its location in the suburbs, where "an industrious
man, who earns his bread by his daily exertions," could enjoy the benefits of rural
life in proximity to his place of employment. Andrew Jackson Downing, The
Architecture of Country Houses. (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1850), 410.
See also, William H. Pierson, Jr., Technology and the Picturesque. The Corporate
and The Early Gothic Styles (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978), 305-307
and 389-392.
28Downing, 372.
29Ibid., 415.
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manner shown in Fig. 284." Figure 284 showed an early spool-turned bedroom
set.30
Although originally intended for middle income households, cottage furniture
quickly became associated with the laboring classes. Part of the attraction was its
relatively low price. In 1849, Godey’s Ladies’ Book devoted an entire column to the
style, calling it "the cheapest and prettiest [furniture] that can be manufactured."31
By 1867, a common cottage bedstead could be purchased for as little as $5.25 at P.
P. Gustine’s wholesale furniture warehouse in Philadelphia. Painted cottage bedsteads
cost only a few dollars more, while an entire cottage suite could be had for $29.00.
The spool-turned bedstead, listed by this date as a "Jenny Lind," was equally popular
at $11.00, but a solid walnut version could cost anywhere from $28.00 to $125.00.32
By mid-century, technological innovation and mass production had brought an
astonishing array of goods within the price range of average laborers. Archaeologist
George Miller has recently related the excess production capacity of Staffordshire
Potteries to a competition in this country, which lowered the prices of ceramics
throughout the nineteenth century.33 A similar competition appears to have affected
the American furniture industry. Importantly, lower prices diluted the ability of
certain goods to convey elite status and by 1850, writers o f housekeeping and
decorating manuals clearly stated that iron bedsteads, low-post bedsteads, patchwork

30Ibid., 451-452. On the popularity of spool-turned or "Jenny Lind" beds, see
Ralph and Terry Kovel, American Country Furniture. 1780-1875 (New York: Crown
Publishers, 1965), 3.
31Cited in Gail Caskey Winkler, "The Influence of Godev’s Ladv’s Book on the
American Woman and Her Home: Contributions to a National Culture, 1830-1877,"
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1988), 210.
32P. P. Gustine, "Wholesale Price List of Furniture," (Philadelphia: privately
printed, 1867).
33George L. Miller, "Demand Entropy as a By-Product of Price Competition: A
Case Study from Staffordshire," a paper presented at a seminar on "The Archaeology
of Capitalism," School of American Research, Santa Fe, New Mexico, October 1993.
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quilts, rag rugs, and white granite, or "common Queensware" dishes were suitable
only for workers.34 Items like upholstered chairs, ingrain carpets, and mahogany
tables, by contrast, were reserved for the more affluent levels of society. To the
writers of domestic advice books and housekeeping manuals, the number and quality
of their interior furnishings readily distinguished low-income homes from those of the
wealthy. In actuality, the emergence of a vast manufacturing and distribution system
in the 1830s and 1840s ensured the slow but steady dissemination of fashionable
goods to all levels of society.
That many of the items listed in the powder mill inventories were associated
with workers is not surprising; however, these households also contained many
objects associated with the middle-class parlor. This information raises some
important questions about the assumed relationship between goods and social status.
Other scholars have argued that the marked increase in the production and
consumption of household goods in the nineteenth century was crucial to the
emergence of a new, non-manual, middle class. What their studies imply, and what
historian Stuart Blumin has explicitly stated, is that this "domestic revolution" was so
closely associated with the middle class as to be restricted to its members alone.35

MOn iron bedsteads see Downing, 419 and Miss Leslie, 326. On painted, Iowpost bedsteads see Hints on Houses and House Furnishings, or Economics for Young
Beginners (London: Goombridge and Sons, Ltd., 1861), 17. Miss Leslie indicated
that iron bedsteads were "much used in attics," where the servants slept. "Painted,
low, bedsteads are best for rooms of domestics, who, if they had curtains, might very
probably set them on fire." On patchwork quilts, rag rugs, and white granite or
common Queensware see Miss Leslie, 233, 311, and 326.
35Examples include Sam Bass Warner, The Private Citv: Philadelphia in Three
Periods of Its Growth (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1968), 6;
Stuart Blumin, The Emergence of the Middle Class: Social Experience in the
American Citv. 1760-1900. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 158;
Mary Ryan, Cradle of the Middle Class: The Family in Oneida County New York.
1790-1865. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1981), 15; and Thomas
Schlereth, Victorian America: Transformations in Everyday Life. 1876-1915 (New
York: Harper-Collins, 1991), xviii.
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Keeping in mind that the study of working-class domesticity has lagged far behind
that of the middle class, we need to ask if this interpretation is accurate.
Blumin’s 1989 study, The Emergence of the Middle Class, is particularly
worth reviewing, for his argument is also based on an analysis of probate inventories.
Recognizing that most scholars have confined their analysis of working-class living
conditions to contemporary descriptions, advice books or the spread of amenities like
plumbing and heating, Blumin turned to probate inventories as a more reliable source
of information.36 Although there were 465 probate inventories taken in Philadelphia
in 1861, Blumin was only able to determine occupations for 109 of the decedents. Of
these, twenty-nine were artisans or the widows of artisans. The rest were clerks,
bookkeepers, salesmen or otherwise members of the new middle-class professions.
After comparing the value and contents of estates owned by both groups,
Blumin determined that none of the artisans in his sample owned furnishings like
those of the middle-class decedents. Seven, however, had sufficient property and
cash to have done so. He interpreted this data as evidence that:
The estate inventories point as well to a broader divergence of experience
between artisans and nonmanual businessmen, and to deeper cultural divisions
revolving around the proper character and even the significance of the physical
home. Most artisans, it appears, were largely indifferent (we shall see later
that they could even be hostile) to the kinds of domestic furnishings and spaces
that businessmen were coming to value so highly, and were less interested in
using the well-furnished parlor as a private (and status enhancing) meeting
place for the family and acceptable visitors.37
At the heart of this "divergence of experience" were basic differences in earning and
purchasing power. Thus, Blumin concludes, while manual laborers may have
benefitted from the "domestic revolution" of the nineteenth century, their lower (or
less stable) incomes necessarily prevented them from buying the kind of goods which
signified affiliation with the emerging middle class.

36Blumin, 158.
37Ibid., 163.
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There is a distinct methodological problem behind this conclusion, namely, the
use of occupational titles and estate valuations to indicate social status. Blumin drew
heavily on the work of Anthony Giddens, who, he says, "leavens Marxist theories of
class development with Weberian yeast."38 Giddens’s concept of structuration,
which he outlined in The Class Structure of the Advanced Societies, purportedly
provided Blumin with a better way of analyzing real class relationships than abstract
Marxism. Nevertheless, Giddens, Weber, and Marx all uphold relations of
production as the primary criteria for determining class affiliation, and in keeping
with this materialist perspective, Blumin also accorded "primacy to changes in work,
to the economic and social relations of the workplace, and to the social identities that
arose from, and were most generally framed in terms of, economic activity."39
Thus, in Blumin’s study, social status is defined by occupation.
In "Multiple Materials, Multiple Meanings: The Fortunes of Thomas
Mendenhall," Bernard Herman showed precisely why it is so difficult to determine the
social status of an individual based upon a single criterion: status changes over the
course of an individual’s lifetime.40 In Herman’s study, a substantial number of
"common" artifacts belied Mendenhall’s career as a prosperous sea captain-turnedmerchant and entrepreneur. In Blumin’s study, conversely, several of the "common"
laborers owned high-status goods. Simeon B. Hannold, for example, a shipwright,
died owning goods with a total value of almost $70. Based on his occupation and net
worth in 1861, Blumin concluded that Hannold’s belongings could not have
conformed to middle-class standards of taste and fashion. However, Hannold owned
a desk, a bureau, a sofa, a set of thirteen chairs, and several tables, which could have

38Ibid., 8.
39Ibid., 11.
““ Bernard L. Herman, "Multiple Materials, Multiple Meanings: The Fortunes of
Thomas Mendenhall," Winterthur Portfolio 19 (1984): 67-89.
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constituted a make-shift parlor set.41 Peter Rodgers, a locksmith, and William
Sheaff, a mason, also owned recognizable parlor furnishings but their presence was
dismissed because Blumin had already defined Rodgers and Sheaff as working-class
and interpreted the probate inventory data accordingly. Evidence from the powder
mill inventories proves that determinations of status are far more complex.
Data from the Brandywine sample indicates that some workers were indeed
interested in the kinds of domestic furnishings and spaces associated with the
emerging middle class and that they were more than capable of acquiring them. By
1850, over 73 percent of the 197 full-time du Pont employees earned between $200
and 300 a year, the same amount of money as skilled labor elsewhere in the United
States.42 Coopers, wheelwrights, and carpenters earned closer to $400. While
significantly lower than the $500 to $1000 which nonmanual clerks and businessmen
could expect annually, this sum would have enabled du Pont workers to live well
above the subsistence level, especially if it were augmented by the wages of other
household members.43

41Blumin, 162.
42Glenn Uminowicz, "Earnings and Terms of Service: Hagley Powdermen in
1850," unpublished research paper, (1979), 6.
43Donald R. Adams, Jr., "The Standard of Living During American
Industrialization: Evidence from the Brandywine Region, 1800-1860," Journal of
Economic History 42 (1982): 903-17. On middle-class income levels see Blumin,
112-116. Juliet Corson said the average income of the "prosperous American
household of the medium range of intelligence and culture" is $1500-2000, whereas
"thousands of active workmen" live upon $250-500" and do not consider themselves
deprived of the comforts of life." See Corson, Family Living on $500 A Year (New
York: Harper and Bros., 1888), 1. Another source indicates that Congress
considered anyone earning less than $600 a year exempt from paying income taxes
during the Civil War. These "persons of the humble class" included "the large body
of citizens who live on small salaries: clerks in offices and stores, mechanics,
laborers, and women whose incomes from rents, interest, or dividends were just
sufficient to enable them to live." See Six Hundred Dollars a Year: A W ife’s Effort
at Low Living Under High Prices (Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1867), preface.
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The relative prosperity of powder mill households had parallels elsewhere in
the state. Using probate inventories between the 1770s and 1840s as evidence,
Richard Bushman and Beth Ann Twiss-Garrity found a significant increase in the
number and kind of genteel objects owned by households in Kent County,
Delaware.44 Similarly, Bernard Herman has documented the widespread rebuilding
of agricultural farmsteads by families in southern New Castle county.45
Significantly, the subjects of both these studies used portions of their new-found
wealth to upgrade their domestic environment. But by consciously incorporating
some "middle-class" attributes into their surroundings and not others, these ordinary
Delawareans demonstrated that they were not simply imitating their economic
superiors; rather, they were emulating certain aspects of their behavior.

Powder

workers also exhibited this selective approach to increased domestic consumption, but
as tenants, much of their activity focused on parlor fittings.
Blumin rightly concluded that few American workers possessed the means to
replicate middle-class parlors in their entirety, yet lower incomes did not prevent
them from incorporating some of its functions and furnishings into their homes. By
comparing descriptions of middle-class interiors with the powder workers’
inventories, one cluster of terms occurred with sufficient frequency to suggest that du
Pont workers were familiar enough with the "ideal" parlor to identify and appropriate
its most basic elements.46 This cluster included a bureau, a clock, a looking glass, a
stove, carpeting, and some chairs, and seems to define the minimum furnishings

‘“ Beth Ann Twiss-Garrity, "Getting the Comfortable Fit: House Forms and
Furnishings in Rural Delaware," (M . A. thesis. University of Delaware, 1983) and
Richard Bushman, The Refinement of America: Persons. Houses. Cities (New York:
Vintage Books, 1992): 229-230.
45Bernard L. Herman, Architecture and Rural Life in Central Delaware
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1987).
46Here, I draw on Katherine Grier’s use of the term "paraphrasing" to describe
the re-creation of "ideal" middle-class interiors by all levels of American society. See
Katherine C. Grier, Culture and Comfort: People. Parlors, and Upholstery. 18501930 (Rochester, NY: The Strong Museum, 1988), 2 and 13.
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workers required for entertainment and display. Sixty-eight percent of the inventories
listed at least one bureau, which often functioned as a parlor sideboard in rural and
low-income households.47 The anonymous author of Hints on Houses devoted an
entire chapter to "Chests of Drawers for Sitting Rooms and Bedrooms," and explained
that,
The chests may often be seen in the best room o f a thrifty cotton spinner’s
house, or in a miner’s cottage, and in the dwellings of those who dig and work
metal. With a chest of drawers and a clock, in addition to the other articles,
the furnishing of the room is generally considered complete, and the care
bestowed on them is often a proof of the value in which they are held. They
are kept clean and polished as brightly as a looking-glass, and on the chest of
drawers all the little ornaments of the parlor are displayed.48
Although British, comments throughout the book indicate the author’s familiarity with
furnishings on both sides of the Atlantic.

"In America," he noted, "chests of drawers

are always called bureaus."49 Moreover, most of America’s laboring population in
the nineteenth century were migrants from the British Isles and they would have
maintained similar patterns of furniture use.
Alex Burns, the author of a nineteenth-century volume on Irish immigration to
America, explained that in his experience Irish workers usually occupied "clean,

47EIizabeth Garrity, At Home: The American Family. 1750-1870 (New York:
Harry N. Abrams, 1990), 68.
48Hints on Houses and House Furnishings, or. Economics for Young Beginners
(London: Goombridge & Sons, 1861), 45.
49Ibid., 50. Other nineteenth-century travellers found the cottages of British pit
miners to be surprisingly well-furnished. "Cottages were kept spotlessly clean and
great pride was taken in mahogany bedsteads and chests of drawers which reached the
ceiling." See Barrie Trinder, The Making of the Industrial Landscape (London: J. M .
Dent & Sons, Ltd., 1982), 189. Similar patterns of consumption characterized the
British, Welsh, and Irish households of St. Clair, Pennsylvania, who bought "large
and expensive carved mahogany furniture-bedsteads, chests of drawers, and chairs—
that graced the clean, bare interiors of humble miners’ dwellings." Anthony F. C.
Wallace, St. Clair: A Nineteenth-Centurv Coal Town’s Experience with a DisasterProne Industry (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1987), 177.
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comfortable dwellings with warm stoves and ’bits of carpits on their flures.’ "50
Fifty-eight percent of the powder mill households had a stove. Small stoves for both
heating and cooking were widely available in Philadelphia and Wilmington by the
1830s, and many workers seem to have used them in winter.S1 Forty-eight percent
had a carpet, usually valued by the amount of yards. Fully 62 percent owned a clock,
often designated as an eight-day, Yankee, or twenty-four-hour clock. Twenty-six
percent had a settee, with or without a cushion, and 30 percent decorated their walls
with pictures or prints. These often had mahogany or gilt frames. Fourteen percent
owned books or bookcases, but only 4 percent had a Bible. Although seating
furniture was usually a group of six or so unspecified chairs, 14 percent of the
inventories listed painted or Windsor chairs and another 18 percent had a rocking
chair. Some inventories listed easy chairs, arm chairs, cane-seated chairs, stuffed
chairs or chairs made of a particular wood, like mahogany or cherry (fig. 6-3).
Additional families in the sample possessed sofas, card tables, center tables,
secretaries, desks, cupboards and window shades. Powder workers thus owned many
of the same kinds of parlor furniture as their wealthier neighbors, albeit in fewer
numbers.
Several inventories suggest how powder mill families defined parlor space
within their relatively small and crowded homes. Ann King Dougherty, a widow who
died in 1835, had the luxury of a combined sitting-dining room, which contained her
best bed, a round tea table, a cherry bureau, a walnut breakfast table, a looking glass,
and three muslin window curtains, along with a set of china, her tea plates, decanters
and six silver tea spoons. Although Dougherty’s husband, Richard, was killed in
1815, a combination of boarders, his savings, and her own widow’s pension of $100 a

50Cited in Richard Stott, Workers in the Metropolis: Class. Ethnicity, and Youth
in Antebellum New York City (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990), 174.
5lPriscilla J. Brewer, "We Have Got A Very Good Cooking Stove: Advertising,
Design and Consumer Response to the Cookstove, 1815-1880," Winterthur Portfolio
25, no. 2 (Spring 1990): 35-54.
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Fig. 6-3. Interior view of powder man Gilbert Mathewson, Jr.,
in his parlor, ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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year enabled her to acquire these goods. Her total estate, excluding cash, was
$134.52 Most households, however, were like that of powder man John Buchanan,
whose total estate in 1868 was worth only $74. Although Buchanan earned less than
$400 per annum in the 1860s, his possessions included a bureau and two looking
glasses, fifteen yards of carpet, miscellaneous dishes and glassware, a set of six
chairs, a center table, and a workstand.53 Kitchen furniture and bedding were the
only other furnishings listed in his estate, indicating that the household contained a
kitchen, two bedrooms, and perhaps one room given over to entertainment and
display. By the end of the century, Brandywine families used the terms sitting room,
living room and parlor interchangeably to identify the formal, public space within
their homes.54 George Cheney’s daughter, Catherine, recalled that her family’s
living room contained:
A mahogany carved table with a rack underneath for books, a cowhide sofa,
and three chairs. One was a wooden chair and Mother covered it. Another
was that kind of chair that you raise the side that lets the back go down [a
recliner?]. There was an old-fashioned chair; my Father had that one. Then
we had three or four of the dining room chairs that we kept in there. They
were just straight-back ordinary chairs. And then we had the four chairs that I
said came from the machine shop.55

“ Ann Dougherty inventory (1835).
“ John Buchanan inventory (1868); Petit ledgers 1854-55 and 1863; Payroll book.
No. 1703, Jan. 1863-April 1865. Buchanan commenced working in the powder yards
on August 4, 1854 at $19 per month. He boarded with Gilbert Mathewson for a
month, then moved his family to the Brandywine from Wilmington. On April 26,
1855 he "went to the powder," and began earning $22.50 per month. By 1863, he
was earning "$32 or $20." The wage ledger is unclear here, but the former figure is
more likely the correct one because he earned a total of $394 that year. The family
appears to have spent most of what Buchanan earned; his wage account usually had a
balance of about $20 at the end of each year.
^Margaret M . Mulrooney and Stuart Dixon, "Frame, 2 1/2 Story, 3 or 4 Rooms
With a View: Workers’ Housing at Hagley," unpublished research paper (1987).
“ Catherine Cheney interview (1967).
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While inadequate by middle-class standards, these spaces and their furnishings
effectively conveyed not only the ability of powder workers to participate in the larger
culture of consumption, but the importance they placed upon doing so (fig. 6-4).
Most nineteenth-century Americans believed that parlors were invested with an
ability to transform behavior. Even in the countryside, Sally McMurry contends, the
purpose of sitting rooms or parlors was "to instill a refinement which would allow
rural people to join the urban stream of American cultural life and yet retain their
distinctive identity as country people."56 Workers in the powder mill community
had different yet related goals. Conditioned by the values, customs, and
circumstances of life in rural Ireland, they were interested in the material benefits that
modern capitalism offered, but did not embrace the middle-class consumer culture in
its entirety. As previous chapters have suggested, the family-based or communitarian
ethos that defined Irish-Catholic home life was at odds with the acquisitive
individualism that characterized the middle-class "cult of domesticity." Recognizing
their financial limitations and familial obligations, powder mill households often had
to choose between bringing out a relative, educating a child, saving money for a
home, or buying status goods. It should be noted, however, that the choices they
made were not always rational in an economic sense. While historians have tended to
interpret working-class spending patterns in terms of simple dollars and cents,
consumer behavior also reflects the abstract realm of needs, tastes, attitudes and
outlooks.57 Through the discriminating and deliberate acquisition of parlor

56Sally McMurry, Families and Farmhouses in Nineteenth-Century America:
Vernacular Design and Social Change (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988),
157.
57My thinking on consumption has primarily been shaped by the following works:
Neil McKendrick, John Brewer, and J. H. Plumb, The Birth of a Consumer Society:
The Commercialization of Eighteenth-Century England (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1982); Colin Campbell, The Romantic Ethic and the Spirit of
Modern Consumerism (New York: Basil Blackwell, 1987); Grant McCracken,
Culture and Consumption: New Approaches to the Symbolic Character of Consumer
Goods and Activities (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988); Bushman,
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Fig. 6-4. Interior view of an unidentified powder mill
family in their parlor in Henry Clay Village,
ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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furnishings, then, Irish households created a unique domestic environment that evoked
comfort and success as defined by their own experiences and aspirations.

In this way,

powder mill families not only conveyed their increasing adaptation to a technological
and commercial world, but they made "a creative compromise" between their
previous, present, and future lives.58
Previous studies have led us to believe that working-class households did better
materially at the end of the century, when higher incomes and lower prices increased
their purchasing power. John Modell and Colleen McDannell, for example, have
claimed that Irish consumption patterns did not match those of native-born Americans
until the 1880s, when they began to achieve middle-class status in significant
numbers.59 The Brandywine inventories alter this interpretation. Powder yard
foremen, clerks, and coopers were certainly in a better position to pursue middle-class
gentility than common laborers and recent immigrants from Ireland, but even the
households of the lowest-paid, least-skilled powder workers had some objects

Refinement: and Cary Carson, "The Consumer Revolution in Colonial British
America: Why Demand?," in O f Consuming Interests: The Style of Life in the
Eighteenth Century ed. by Cary Carson, Ronald Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1994). No matter what their period of
study, recent scholars now agree that consumption is caused by the adoption of new
attitudes and outlooks, which, in turn, create demand. In other words, increased
supply is not a sufficient explanation for increased consumption. People have to be
motivated to buy goods, and their motivations are complex.
58The attitude of immigrants from Eastern and Southern Europe at the turn of the
century corresponds to that of Irish immigrants in antebellum Delaware. See Lizabeth
Cohen, "Embellishing a Life of Labor: An Interpretation of the Material Culture of
American Working-Class Homes, 1885-1915," in Common Places eds. Dell Upton
and John Michael Vlach (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1986), 268-276
passim.
59John Modell, "Patterns of Consumption, Acculturation, and Family Income
Strategies in Late Nineteenth-Century America," in Family and Population in
Nineteenth-Centurv America ed. by Tamara K. Hareven and Maris A. Vinovskis
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1978); Colleen McDannell, The Christian
Home in Victorian America. 1840-1900 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1986), xvi.
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associated with refined behavior. Moreover, some powder workers had these goods
as early as the 1810s. Hence, while technological innovation and mass production
played an important role in the dissemination of status goods, their acquisition by
powder mill households was not simply a result of rising income or occupational
mobility over the course of the nineteenth century. It also reflected a specific
consumption strategy.60
Workers scrimped, saved, and sometimes sacrificed to purchase parlor
furnishings because these objects held a special significance for them. This
attachment is best explained through the concept of displaced meaning. Coined by
Grant McCracken, the term refers to a specific strategy whereby individuals come to
grips with the gap that exists between the ’real’ and the ’ ideal’ of social life. By
transporting or "displacing" cultural meaning to a distant place or time, people protect
their hopes and ideals from harm. In the process, ideals become practicable realities.
The romanticization of one’s childhood or college years is a common example of
displacement, but social meaning can also be projected forward in time or across
space. Since the tangible nature of objects allows them to symbolize a specific
emotional condition, a social circumstance, or even an entire lifestyle, they often
serve as bridges to displaced meaning. Viewed from this perspective, the purchase of
a sofa or a bureau by a powder mill household becomes more than a simple act of

^ h e probate inventories collected for this study do not permit a conventional
analysis of change over time. Because the practice o f probating household goods had
begun to die out before the Civil War, forty-two of the fifty Brandywine inventories
containing furniture were taken before 1870. The level of detail also declined over
time. Despite these limitations, it was clear that the most important factor influencing
consumption was not large-scale, long-term change over the course of the nineteenth
century, but the small-scale, short-term changes that occurred within one or two
generations of a family. Again, 66 percent of the male decedents were killed in
explosions and all the women were widows. Moreover, 72 percent of the decedents
have been identified as emigrants from Ireland. Most of the inventories thus contain
objects, clothing, and personal effects that had been purchased within a short time of
the decedent’s arrival in the United States.
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conspicuous consumption; it is a symbolic gesture anticipating the day when the
family achieves their particular ideal of gentility, comfort, and material success.61
Irish immigrants would have forged this ideal through their increasing
awareness of the dominant American culture. Contemporary descriptions of the
powder mill communities tend to emphasize their romantic isolation, but local families
had access to and knowledge of a wide variety of goods and services. From the very
first years of operation, company account books chronicle frequent trips by workers
to Wilmington, Philadelphia and New York. Since the account books recorded these
trips as time missed from work, we can conclude that workers were attending to
personal business. Richard Dougherty, for example, "went to town" on at least six
occasions between 1807 and 1809. Michael Tonner also went to Wilmington several
times, and in November, 1809, he spent more than a week in Philadelphia, where he
met the ship bringing his wife from Ireland. Newport and New Castle were frequent
stops, as well.62

61Like all consumers, powder workers and their families bought different goods
for different reasons. Because they were not necessities, the purchase of parlor
furnishings by low- and middling-income households signals changing sensibilities and
self-perceptions. As Grant McCracken explains, objects often hold the promise of
certain qualities that are missing from the consumer’s life. By purchasing a
particularly symbolic object, like a luxury car, an individual hopes to possess the
virtues, attitudes, circumstances and opportunities it signifies. But in most cases, the
coveted object remains as unattainable as the ideal it represents. Recognizing this,
people purchase the related items that are within their grasp. While not as
satisfactory as possessing the actual object, ownership of these other goods serves as
tangible proof that the ideal lifestyle actually exists and that the individual has laid
claim to it in some small part. However, the social meaning attached to goods varies.
Very often, the same object holds a different meaning for different individuals. It can
also have multiple meanings for a single person, and these can change over time. All
meaning is drawn from the culturally-constituted world and transferred to the object.
Through the act of purchasing and personalizing a specific object, an individual
appropriates its meaningful properties for him or herself. The consumption of goods
is thus crucial to the ongoing process of self-creation. McCracken, 71-88 and 104117.
“ "Stragglers Time Book," (1807-1809), Box 1700, Series I, Part 5, Acc. 500.
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While on their travels, powder mill workers would have had ample opportunity
to see and purchase a variety of goods. Wilmington newspapers and directories
confirm the availability of merchandise in that city, while inventories o f stores in the
outlying mill communities attest to the availability of goods at closer range.63 These
local stores were particularly important, since they permitted many powder workers
and their families to buy goods on credit. Over the course of the nineteenth century,
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company maintained agreements with at least three
different local merchants, whereby employees could charge purchases against the
balance in their wage account. The company kept careful track of these purchases
and periodically issued payment to the merchant in the form of a check. Although the
wage ledgers record the amounts and frequency of these deductions, they provide no
clues as to the nature of the purchase. Various du Pont account books, however, plus
surviving merchants’ inventories, indicate that foodstuffs and small household items
comprised the bulk of their stock.64

6jAn indication of the goods available on du Pont company property is found in
this tongue-in-cheek description from "The Tancopanican Chronicle," a family
newspaper started by Victorine and Eleuthera in 1823: "Messrs. A Fountain & Co.
respectfully inform their friends and the public that they have just received an
assortment of the best and most fashionable fall goods among which are Rob Roy
calicoes, elegant Chester Jaconet, Superior calicoes of all colours, Superfine
Bombazines, Children’s spats and Fleecy gloves also ten fashionable mustard pots in
the shape of Egyptian mummies, small black pitchers, innumerable tea pots. Salt fish,
boiled cinnamon, rancid butter, and an elegant assortment o f Merino shawls which
they will dispose of on the most reasonable terms and unlimited credit." Quoted in
Jacqueline Hinsley and Betty-Bright Low, Sophie du Pont. A Young Ladv in
America: Sketches. Diaries & Letters. 1823-33 (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc.,
1987), 127. Andrew Fountain’s "emporium" was located at the ferry landing below
Eleutherian Mills. Despite his limited inventory and questionable fashion sense, even
the du Pont women were frequent customers.
MJackie Hinsley, "The Du Pont Company Store," unpublished research report.
Manuscripts and Archives Division, HM L. Examples of various merchants’ accounts
can be seen in Petit Ledger (1822-1824), Acc. 500. The household account books of
Victorine du Pont Bauduy and Sophie du Pont detail purchases at stores in
Wilmington, Philadelphia, and along the Brandywine.
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Larger items, especially furniture, had to come from Philadelphia or
Wilmington. Loose receipts show that E. I. du Pont purchased a Franklin stove, a set
of knives, and a large set of dishes from Philadelphia, for example, which were used
by workers in the first boarding house.65 The du Ponts bought many items for their
own use in Philadelphia, but they also patronized local craftsmen. By 1814, six
cabinetmakers, five chair makers, and one spinning-wheel maker were operating in
the Borough of Wilmington.66 Though capable of producing furniture "in the best
manner," most of these craftsmen relied on repair work and odd jobs to make ends
meet. Many made coffins and were undertakers as well. Cabinetmaker George
Whitelock, who encouraged customers to select from an assortment of "fashionable
and plain" ready-made furniture, sold five coffins to E. I. du Pont for victims of an
1815 explosion.67 At the other end of the spectrum, Whitelock’s known
commissions include a fine Hepplewhite-Sheraton sideboard and several tall-case
clocks. By 1860, Boyd’s Delaware State Directory boasted fifty furniture
manufacturers, including forty cabinetmakers, seven chair makers, and three
upholsterers. Thirty-one of these businesses were located in New Castle County.
Those in Wilmington, like Joseph W . Springer’s "Cheap Furniture Warerooms,"
catered specifically to low-income clients by keeping a variety of inexpensive, ready
made furniture on hand.66 Although we cannot know precisely where powder mill
households bought their furniture, estate settlements document the purchase of coffins
from Whitelock, Springer and several other prominent local cabinetmakers, implying
at least some contact with their shops.

65Found in Boarding Book, (1815-1819), No. 1699, Acc. 500.
“ Deborah Dependahl Waters, Plain and Ornamental: Delaware Furniture. 17401890 (Wilmington: The Historical Society of Delaware, 1984), 13.
67"Bills and receipts" file, Box 44, Group 5, Series B, LMSS.
“ Bovd’s Delaware State Directory (Wilmington: William H. Boyd, 1860).
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Additional furniture could be found even closer to home. In 1853, Sophie du
Pont commissioned cabinetmaker James Price to make six walnut work tables for her.
Price maintained a shop in Rokeby, one of the du Pont textile mills, and could have
supplied new furniture to other families in the community.69 Likewise, an 1871 rent
book lists Thomas Moran as the tenant of a "furniture room at the end of Breck’s
mill," but little else is known about this source of household goods.70 Finally, the
du Pont company’s own employees should be considered. William Boyd, a master
carpenter, possessed an impressive collection of tools at his death in 1844, including
more than five dozen cornice and moulding planes.71 Several years later, carpenter
Hugh Stirling made twenty-three benches with moveable backs for the Sunday school,
and several decades after that, employees at the company machine shop made George
Cheney a set of chairs.72 While du Pont carpenters were responsible for building,
repairing and maintaining all of the structures on the property, they and other Irish
workers undoubtedly possessed the skills and tools needed to make furnishings.73
Estate auctions were another source of household goods. Sometimes called
vendues, these sales served two important functions. On the one hand, they were
social events, drawing people from many local mill villages and nearby farms. No
descriptions of Brandywine sales have been found, but in Six Hundred Dollars A
Year, the fictional wife of a factory superintendent attended "an auction sale of

69Waters, 54.
70Rent Book, (1871-1877), Acc. 500.
71William Boyd inventory, (1844).
72Sarah Heald, "Report on the Biographical Research for the Brandywine
Manufacturer’s Sunday School," unpublished research report (1984), 60; Catherine
Cheney interview, 1967.
73Because Ireland’s rural population was too poor to support the services of
specialized furniture makers, most farmers, laborers, and tradesmen had to learn the
rudiments of cabinetmaking and joinery. When they emigrated to the United States,
the Irish brought these vernacular furniture-making skills with them. Kinmonth, 14.
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furniture in the neighborhood" and noted, "Many of my friends were there also—it
was quite fashionable to go to auctions in our town-and I walked through the house
to see what was to be sold."74 As this statement suggests, vendues enabled families
to supplement their own household goods, but the primary purpose of the estate sale
was to raise money for the deceased’s family. By selling goods to the highest bidder,
these auctions enabled local families to assist one another at a time when social relief
agencies were few and far between. Several accounts of these sales, which include
the name of the purchaser, the item and the price, were appended to the Brandywine
probate inventories. They prove that individuals from all economic levels participated
in the sales, including local innkeepers, farmers, coopers, and clergymen, while estate
settlements and newspaper advertisements attest to the frequency of their occurrence.
Since items sold at auction were second-hand, their cost was usually well
below that of new goods. When Maurice Saucain died in 1825, wheelwright Jonas
M iller purchased "1 shed & all loose boards belonging" for fifty cents, a set of six
chairs for $3.75, and a coal stove for $1.90, while the Widow Borrell acquired a
piece of carpeting for thirty cents, and powder man Thomas Holland bought a corner
cupboard for $3.50.75 Though many of the items bought at auction were practical in
nature, like pots and pans, some families also acquired their finer furniture this way.
James Fitzgerald, for example, bought a sofa and a clock from the estate of Thomas
Fitzpatrick, a company blacksmith. The rest of Fitzpatrick’s parlor furniture,
including a table and a set of six sofa chairs, were sold to three other individuals.76
Since vendues were open to the public, they effectively increased the accessibility of
status goods to du Pont employees and their families. Market value cannot convey an
object’s significance to its owner, however, and for Irish immigrants the social
meaning attached to parlor furnishings probably outweighed their second-hand state.

74Six Hundred Dollars A Year. 31.
7SMaurice Saucain inventory (1825).
76Thomas Fitzpatrick inventory (1852).
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Recent scholarship has emphasized the role of tablewares as another indicator
o f social status.77 O f the fifty inventories in the Brandywine sample, 20 percent
described ceramics as "crockeryware." Another 16 percent used the term
"Queensware." Ten percent had china, six had teawares, four had edged wares, four
had "Old Delf," and eight mentioned earthenware. Tinware, pewter, wooden wares,
glass ware and a few pieces of Brittania were also among the tablewares represented.
Ceramics were often described by such terms as "contents of cupboard," "common
plates," and "sundries," leading to some confusion about the predominant type of
tablewares used by powder mill households.
The inventories consistently use "queensware" to describe generic tablewares,
for example, but the meaning of this term changed in the nineteenth century. Josiah
Wedgewood began producing a cream-colored earthenware in 1759 and named the
first pattern "Queensware" in honor of Queen Charlotte. Coined as part of a
deliberate marketing strategy, the term soon came to describe any cream-colored or
"CC" wares. English potters found that by adding oxide of cobalt to their
queensware recipes they could produce ceramics which mimicked the white-bodied
porcelains of China and Japan. By the 1810s, these white wares, decorated with a
variety of blue underprinted designs, were being mass-produced in Great Britain for
export to America.78 While CC ware was the cheapest available from the 1780s
through the nineteenth century, its appearance changed over time. CC was almost
pure white in color by the 1830s, (and many archaeologists call it white ware), but it

^Ann Smart Martin, "The Role of Pewter as Missing Artifact: Consumer
Attitudes Toward Tablewares in Late 18th Century Virginia," Historical Archaeology
23 (1989), 1-26; George L. Miller, "A Revised Set of CC Index Values for
Classification and Economic Scaling of English Ceramics from 1787-1880," Historical
Archaeology 25 (1991), 1-25; Charles H. LeeDecker, et. al. "19th-Century
Households and Consumer Behavior in Wilmington, Delaware," in Consumer Choice
in Historical Archaeology ed. by Suzanne Spencer-Wood (New York: Plenum Press,
1987), 233-259.
78Geoffrey A. Godden, The Illustrated Guide to Mason’s Patent Ironstone China
(London: Barrie and Jenkins, Ltd., 1971), 11.
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was actually a different kind of ceramic. Many white wares were, in fact, a variation
on stone china, a heavier, more durable, ceramic, which Charles James Mason
patented in 1813. Whether transfer-printed, molded or plain, stone china was in
demand on both sides of the Atlantic by the 1840s.79 In the mid-Atlantic, however,
"queensware" was still being used to distinguish common, white table wares from
better chinas. As a Philadelphia author of the period noted, "Of white crockery or
common queensware, you will require plates, dishes and pitchers for the use of the
kitchen; and probably pudding molds and blanc-mange molds; also cups, saucers, salt
cellar, pepper box, etc., and for the table of the domestics."80 Although some
Americans called stone china "ironstone" or "white granite," Wilmingtonians
continued to favor the older term until the 1870s.81
A large quantity of plain, white, stone china shards was excavated from
workers’ dwelling sites along the Brandywine, but other, more expensive ceramics
were found, as well. On Blacksmith’s Hill, the area o f housing associated with the
Hagley Yard, archaeologists were surprised at the amount of Chinese export porcelain
they found, because porcelain remained a high-status ceramic throughout the
nineteenth century. They also found many pieces of imported English transfer-printed
wares, including whiteware, ironstone, and pearlware. By the late nineteenth century,
all three were common, but the shards at Hagley date to the 1840s, when transferprints were still a novelty.82

79Miller, 1; Jean Wetherbee, A Look at White Ironstone (Des Moines: WallaceHomestead Book Co., 1980), 12-15; Godden, 11.
“ Miss Leslie, 233.
8lThis conclusion is based on the use of the term "queensware" in Wilmington
city directories and in the inventory of powder man Darby McAteer (1870).
82Samuel Shogren, "Lifeways of the Industrial Worker: The Archaeological
Record—A Summary of Three Field Seasons at Blacksmith’s Hill," unpublished
research report (1986), 41.
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The ceramics excavated on Blacksmith’s Hill were associated with a group of
three workers’ dwellings known collectively as the Gibbons’ House site. Although
there were workmen’s houses in this vicinity by 1814, the earliest known occupancy
of these particular houses is recorded in the rent book of 1841-1849. The three units,
one stone house with two frame units adjoining, are listed as a "Row of houses near
M r. Alexis’s garden, nos. 30, 31, and 32." Turnover was frequent in the 1840s.
Four different people rented No. 30, and two rented No. 31.

In 1844, Alex Burns

and his family moved into No. 30. Burns, a former powder man, was Alexis du
Pont’s gardener and had free use of the house until he moved out in 1877. Powder
man John McPherson and his wife, Mary, lived in No. 31 from 1852 to 1895. As
foreman of the Hagley Yard, John Gibbons and his family occupied No. 32, the
three-story stone unit, from 1856 to 1885. Gibbons was succeeded by John Stewart,
who still lived in No. 32 when George Cheney made his rounds of the property in
1902. By that date, Cheney himself occupied the two frame units, which had been
converted into a single-family dwelling. All of the nineteenth-century residents of
Blacksmith’s Hill, then, held high-status positions within the company, and could
have afforded to buy at least some high-status tablewares.83
Some powder mill households may have developed a taste for fine tablewares
early in the century. A loose receipt from the "Nouriture des Ouvriers, 1815-1819"
account book shows the purchase of "2 soup tureens, 26 soup plates, 74 large plates,
43 dessert plates, 25 small dessert plates, 2 large dishes, 2 2nd-size dishes, 4 3d-size

83William Baldwin was the blacksmith for the Hagley Yard at his death in 1845
and probably lived somewhere on the hill. William Boyd, the company’s head
carpenter, lived in the Former Rumford Dawes house, also on Blacksmith’s Hill. He
died in 1844. Other residents included Alexandre Cardon, who operated the tanyard
at Hagley from 1818 to 1826, and Augustus Belin, the company bookkeeper, who
occupied Cardon’s former house, located opposite the Gibbons site, from 1826 to his
death in 1845. Belin was succeeded by his son, Henry, Sr., from 1845 to 1866, and
by his grandson, Henry, Jr., from 1866 to 1870. As the next book-keeper, Edward
Collison occupied the Belin house from 1870 to 1892. Jacqueline Hinsley,
"Preliminary Research Report for 1984 Archaeological Dig at Hagley," unpublished
report (1984).
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dishes, 6 4th-size dishes, 7 6th-size and 8 5th-size dishes." These were undoubtedly
for the men’s dormitory. What is interesting, however, is the addition of "6 pickle
leaves, 12 custard cups, 8 fruit baskets, 2 custard dishes, 6 vegetable dishes, 1 salad
dish, and 4 sauce boats with saucers," which would have comprised a complete set of
matched dinner dishes.84 Bought at a time when most Americans were still dining
from wooden trenchers or pewter plates, such comparatively elegant dishes may
reflect the esteem in which du Pont held his Irish and French workmen. By this time,
too, du Pont’s domestic staff was comprised almost exclusively of Irish women, who
would have learned from their employers not only which kinds o f tablewares were
used when but where to buy them.
Hagley staff were surprised to find so many different pieces and patterns in the
archaeological record. Attempts to identify particular makers’ marks and patterns
have found that while most of the ceramics recovered from Blacksmith’s Hill were
imported from Staffordshire, residents were also buying tablewares manufactured in
New Jersey and Ohio.85 Sam Shogren speculated that powder workers may have

^"Nouriture des Ouvriers," No. 1695, Acc. 500.
8SThere are 29 boxes of uncatalogued archaeological material. Box 23 contains
the makers’ marks. Most companies were from Staffordshire, East Liverpool, OH,
and Trenton. Most of the fragments are whiteware, but some pearlware, some yellow
ware, some mocha, some blue and green shell edge, are represented, as well. Box 26
contains partially reconstructed vessels, which run the gamut from ironstone to
Haviland china. As in Box 23, above, the high-status ceramics appear to be
represented throughout the 19th century. Box 17 has assorted bags of transfer-printed
shards, along with some very nice mocha wares. From what I can gather, some of
the transfer-print colors represented in the box, like red and purple, where harder to
come by than others. I f this information is correct, then this box also supports the
contention that powder workers had objects at the high end of the scale. Box 21
contains glass fragments. According to Shogren’s report, the staff were surprised at
the relatively little amount of pressed or cut glass in the ground, compared to its
widespread availability. (There were a lot of strap flask fragments, however!) They
surmised that workers may have disposed of glass in a different way or place. One
piece which stands out is a fragment of a dolphin candleholder. A similar pair is (or
was) on display at the Eleutherian Mills residence, but the fragments were found at
Blacksmith’s Hill.
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been unable to afford matched sets, or that the high number of explosions might have
caused a greater than average amount of breakage.86 The probate inventories
suggest another explanation. Although few families could have afforded a large
dinner set of the sort Irenee du Pont bought in 1819, most would have known that
different kinds of ceramics had different uses. With only a limited amount of money
for luxury goods, the woman of the house might have splurged on a tea set for
company, and scrimped on everyday dishes. John Hayes, for example, a cooper who
died in 1834, had "plates" and "tea ware" in his cupboard, suggesting that two
different dining needs were being met. Similarly, powder man Darby McAteer had
"Queensware" and "a lot of tin-ware." Most inventories merely listed tablewares
under one collective label, however. Even Augustus Bel in, whose position as the
company’s bookkeeper enabled him to amass more than $463 worth of household
goods by 1845, only had "1 lot [of] crockery ware."87
In The Refinement of America. Richard Bushman persuasively demonstrated
how a vernacular gentility came to be entrenched in middle-class American society by
1850, but the acquisition of such status-laden goods as parlor furnishings and tea
wares by powder mill households indicates that a similar quest for "the ideal c f a
cultivated and refined inward life" also engaged some working people.88 As
Bushman explained, vernacular gentility differed greatly from true gentility in that it
did not require polish in every aspect of life. "Gentility, for those who embraced the
culture wholeheartedly, required the refinement of one part of life after another. A
common person with a teacup had not made so encompassing a commitment."89
Similarly, while the ownership of a few carefully selected parlor objects did not make

86Shogren, 47.
87John Hayes inventory (1834); Darby McAteer inventory (1870); Augustus Bel in
inventory (1845). Belin’s total estate was worth $8,298.16.
88Bushman, xviii.
89Ibid., 185.
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a powder mill household genteel, the combined presence of a bureau, a matched set
of chairs, a looking-glass, and a tea set clearly conveys an awareness that certain
furnishings and spaces were associated more closely with gentility and middle-class
status than others.
The pursuit of gentility reflected a changing sense of self-consciousness, and
laborers were increasingly aware o f how they looked in the eyes of others. Richard
Stott and others have already shown how Jacksonian workers took advantage of the
ready-made clothing industry to outfit themselves like fashionable ladies and
gentlemen of the middle class, and they persuasively argue that the "plain, dark
democracy of broadcloth" challenged the old culture of rank.90 In response, middleclass Americans established new rituals, which were specifically designed to reinforce
cultural and social divisions. The idea of performance contained within these rituals
exacerbated the tendency to criticize and exclude persons whose dress and deportment
did not conform to genteel standards.91 Sophie du Pont exhibited this tendency,
when she described the following scene to her brother, Henry:
This morning our attention was attracted by an elegant gig stopping at the
door. Out sprung the most dandiful youth, in a large, blue surtout, who
instantly hoisted a light pink umbrella over his delicate person, and proceeded
with an air of great familiarity to have his horse put in the stable. We of
course were very much puzzled to imagine who it could be, tho’ at the same
time we could not help roaring at the pink umbrella. At length he entered,
and who should it be but William Boyd, Junior, returning from a tour to
Washington, where he had the honor of being introduced and shaking hands
with the President! He is o f course a thousand times more conceited than
ever.
Q">

^See Stott, 167 and 175; Sean Wilentz, Chants Democratic: New York Citv and
the Rise of the American Working Class. 1788-1850 (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1984), 300-301; and Blumin, 140-142. Even the exaggerated parody of the
Bowery B’hoys that all three authors mention would have required extensive
knowledge of middle-class dress to function effectively as a critique.
91Bushman, xv.
92Sophie du Pont to Henry du Pont, 19 January 1828, Box 57, Series D, Group 9,
WMSS.
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This passage is a telling one. William Boyd, Senior, was the company’s head
carpenter, but his son had apparently risen far enough above the station of his birth to
associate with Washington society. While Sophie du Pont considered his conduct
unseemly, Junior felt otherwise. Thus, this passage confirms Richard Bushman’s
assertion that the spread of refinement confused rather than clarified the issue of
class. Gentility, after all, "offered the hope that anyone, however poor or however
undignified their work, could become middle class by disciplining themselves and
adopting a few outward forms of genteel living."93 And as the Brandywine data
suggests, some members of the working class clearly believed that laborers could rise
in society if they acquired the proper attributes.
This expectation is a direct reflection of the peculiarly American belief in the
fluidity of status and class.94 In her Treatise on Domestic Economy. Catharine
Beecher not only stated that, "The various privileges that wealth secures are equally
open to all classes" in this country, but she praised the unique situation in America,
where "The children of common laborers, by their talents and enterprise, are
becoming nobles in intellect, or wealth, or office; while the children o f the wealthy,
enervated by indulgence, are sinking to humbler stations. "95 Andrew Jackson
Downing expressed similar sentiments when he stated, "the American cottager is no
peasant, but thinks, and thinks correctly, that he can receive his guests with propriety,
as well as his wealthiest neighbor. "95 Having analyzed the kinds of goods they
bought and the way they used spaces within their homes, it is evident that powder

93Bushman, xv.
94Peter Berger, The Capitalist Revolution: Fifty Propositions about Prosperity.
Equality and Liberty (New York: Basic Books, 1986), 49-71. Walter Nugent,
"Tocqueville, Marx, and the American Class Structure," Social Science History 12,
no. 4 (Winter 1988), 327-343.
95Catherine Beecher, A Treatise on Domestic Economy (New York: Harper and
Bros., 1848), 27 and 40.
96Downing, 97.
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mill families--and by extension, many other laboring Americans—shared this
conviction.
Due to a perceived paucity of materials, few scholars have examined workingclass domesticity and its effect on class affiliation. Billy G. Smith’s The Lower Sort:
Philadelphia’s Laboring People. 1750-L800 offered a detailed analysis of daily
expenditures by that city’s workers, but only assessed the cost of food, clothing, rent
and fuel.97 Lizabeth Cohen’s early essays made a particularly important contribution
to the subject, but they were largely based on secondary sources. Her first
monograph, Making a New Deal: Industrial Workers in Chicago. 1919-1939. found a
direct relationship between changing consumption patterns and a successful worker
protest movement, but emphasized only certain aspects of the mass market, such as
chain stores, standard brands, motion pictures, and radio shows.98 As a result, the
working-class household studies conducted by progressive social reformers around the
turn of the century remain the best comparative sources to date.

97Billy G. Smith, The Lower Sort: Philadelphia’s Laboring People. 1750-1800
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990).
98Lizabeth Cohen, "Respectability at $50.00 Down, 25 Months to Pay!
Furnishing a Working-Class Victorian Home," in Victorian Furniture ed. Kenneth L.
Ames (Philadelphia: Victorian Society of America, 1983): 231-242; "Embellishing a
Life of Labor," 261-280; Making a New Deal: Industrial Workers in Chicago. 19191939 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990). Building on her previous
work, Cohen is presently engaged in a study of how the purchase and use of certain
commodities by laboring Americans became politicized in the post-war period. Her
preliminary conclusions support what material culture scholars have long argued:
people define themselves more by what they consume than by what they do for a
living. Other scholars have explored the relationship between consumption, worker
protest, and class consciousness around World War I, but similar questions regarding
the nineteenth century remain unanswered. See, for example, Dana Frank, "Gender,
Consumer Organizing, and the Seattle Labor Movement, 1919-1929," in Work
Engendered: Toward a New History o f American Labor ed. by Ava Baron (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1991), 273-295; and Lawrence Glickman, "Inventing the
’American Standard of Living’ : Gender, Race, and Working-Class Identity, 18801925," both in Labor History 34, no. 2-3 (Spring-Summer 1993), 221-235.
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O f these, Margaret Byington’s highly-regarded study of Homestead,
Pennsylvania, steelworkers, provides some of the most detailed data on working-class
domesticity. By 1910, parlors still figured prominently as a symbol of upward
mobility. As Byington explained,
It has often been said that the first evidence of the growth of the social instinct
in any family is the desire to have a parlor. In Homestead, this ambition has
in many cases been attained. Not every family, it is true, can afford one, yet
among my English-speaking acquaintances even the six families each of whom
lived in three rooms attempted to have at least the semblance of a room
devoted to sociability."
Although Byington used the term ’parlor’ to denote this public space, most
Homesteaders called it the ’front room.’ Significantly, Lewis Hine’s photograph of a
representative ’front room’ showed a corner containing a shawl-draped, upright piano,
a mantel crammed with bric-a-brac, gilt-framed family portraits, wallpaper, and
carpeting.100 No matter what the rest of this room’s furnishings may have been
like, Byington’s readers would have easily identified this space as a parlor. Similarly,
at the home of an unskilled, Slavic laborer, Byington recorded:
On one side was a huge puffy bed, with one feather tick to sleep on and
another for covering; near the window stood a sewing machine; in the corner,
an organ,--all these, besides the inevitable cook stove . . . Upstairs in the
second room were one boarder and the man of the house asleep. Two more
boarders were at work but at night would be home to sleep in the bed from
which the others would get up.101
As the presence of an organ in this home suggests, even immigrants understood that
certain goods conveyed social ambitions better than others.

"Margaret Byington, Homestead: The Households of A Milltown (1910;
reprinted, Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1974), 53.
100Ibid., 57.
101Ibid., 145.
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In the culture of Victorian America, pianos and organs served not only as an
indicator of middle-class status, but of women’s civilizing influence on the
family.102 Like Margaret Byington and her readers, Brandywine families
understood this symbolism. Eleanor Kane, the granddaughter of powder man Daniel
Dougherty and his wife, Ellen Gibbons Dougherty, remembered what the piano meant
to the women in her family.
Oh, well, I know this matter of quality. I think I—when you think, how did
she [Ellen Gibbons Dougherty] know to buy good things that would last . . .
when I say good things, how would she, when they were down on Lincoln
Street, they bought a piano. M y mother [Ann Dougherty Kane] took piano
lessons, and mother was very proud of that piano. Mother said, "Four
hundred dollars, your grandmother paid $400 cash." Now, you see, that was
important, it was not only the~and mother would play and sing and they
would have—but grandmother liked to just sit and listen to it.103
Eleanor’s grandmother never learned to play, but she saw to it that her daughters,
Ann, Margaret, and Lizzie, did. "But it’s the kind of thing, in other words, wanting
a piano, and you see Mag Gibbons, John Gibbons’s daughter [a cousin], had the
organ and she [Eleanor’s mother, Ann] played the piano. I know she played the
piano, so it seemed to be important for them to do something like that." Trade
catalogues frequently depicted a piano or organ as the center piece of a relaxed parlor
setting, where family members gathered to sing hymns or sentimental ballads.104
The Dougherty family also had a music stand with all their song books, especially
"old-fashioned songs, Irish songs that they sang," and hymns for when "Mother
played the organ in church." In addition, Jonas Miller, the company’s head
wheelwright, owned a cottage organ at his death in 1874, and du Pont blacksmith

I02Clifford Clark, T he American Family Home. 1800-1960 (Chapel Hill:
University of North Caiolina Press, 1986), 107.
I03After losing his sight in an 1882 explosion, Daniel Dougherty and his wife
moved from Free Park to a house that they owned on Lincoln Street in Wilmington.
Dougherty continued to receive a pension from the company. Eleanor Kane
interview, 1984.
I04Clark, 107.
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Thomas Fitzpatrick’s 1852 inventory included a piano, suggesting that the
Doughertys’s experience was not atypical.105
Whether skilled or unskilled, the ability of manual laborers like steelworkers
and powder makers to "paraphrase" the middle-class parlor reminds us that the lines
separating social strata are seldom as distinct in reality as they are in theory. While
seeming self-evident, this point has been obscured by the primacy accorded to
materialist conceptions of culture. Occupational categories and income levels
undoubtedly affected how people in the past viewed themselves, but a householdcentered analysis challenges such a narrow determination of social status and identity.
Though they openly rejected many aspects of American culture, Brandywine families
clearly embraced certain standards of genteel behavior. And by appropriating
recognizable icons o f middle-class domesticity for their own use, these Irish Catholic
working people forged a closer relationship with bourgeois society. In this way, the
study of workers’ material culture enriches our understanding of acculturation and
adds a new perspective to the continuing debate over the class affiliations of American
laborers.106

l05Jonas Miller inventory (1874); Thomas Fitzpatrick inventory (1852). Parlor
organs and pianos were "common in rural and workers’ homes by the 1890s."
Schlereth, 211.
l06For recent examples of this debate see, Melvyn Dubofsky, "Lost in a Fog:
Labor Historians’ Unrequited Search for a Synthesis," Labor History 32 (Spring
1991), 295-300; Howard Kimmeldorf, "Bringing Unions Back In (Or Why We Need
a New Old Labor History)," and Michael Kazin, Alice Kessler-Harris et al., "The
Limits of Union-Centered History: Responses to Kimmeldorf," Labor History 32
(Winter 1991), 91-127.
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Probate Inventories of Brandywine Residents
[F] designates inventories containing furniture
1. James Nixon (occupation unknown), 1808
2. John Black (machinist), 1812
3. John Fitzgerald alias O ’Gallagher (textile worker), 1811
4. John Dauphin (unknown), 1811
5. Daniel Henry (powder worker), 1813
6. William Dixon (farmer), 1815
7. Patrick Dougherty (powder worker), 1815
8. Thomas Quig (powder worker), 1815
9. Enos Walter (farmer), 1817
10. Michael Mooney (powder worker), 1818
11. David FI inn (powder worker), 1818
12. John Strain (powder worker), 1818
13. Peter Cooney (powder worker), 1818
14. Hugh McCalegue (powder worker), 1818
15. John O ’Brien (powder worker), 1818
16. Michael Tonner (powder worker), 1818 [f]
17. John Brady (powder worker), 1818
18. Hugh Brady (powder worker), 1818
19. Thomas Kennedy (powder worker), 1818
20. Hugh McCallagin (powder worker), 1818
21. Philip Dugan (powder worker), 1818
22. John Donnery (powder worker), 1818
23. Daniel Dougherty (powder worker), 1818
24. John Donahoe (powder worker), 1818
25. Samuel Campbell (carter), 1818 [f]
26. William Allison (powder worker), 1818
27. James Brindley (surveyor), 1820
28. Francis Harbison (textile worker), 1822
29. Margaret Campbell (rented her farm to du Pont company), 1824
30. Samuel Campbell (seasonal laborer), 1825
31. Maurice Saucain (unknown), ca. 1825 [f]
32. Thomas Cavender (powder worker), 1826
33. John Kemp (textile worker), 1826
34. John Anderson (seasonal laborer), 1826
35. William Donnan (former powder worker, manager o f company farm, tavern
keeper), 1828 [f]
36. James Bogan (powder worker), 1831 [f]
37. James Campbell (wheelwright), 1832 [f]
38. John Hayes (cooper), 1834 [f]
39. Henry Gegan (former powder worker), 1834
40. Ann Dougherty (widow), 1835 [f]
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41 Thomas McCullough (wheelwright), 1835
42. John McGuiness (powder worker), 1835
43. John Gamble (laborer), 1838
44. Peter Hendrickson, Jr. (inn keeper and farmer), 1839
45. Henrietta Allmond (local land owner), 1841
46. Walter Lackey (textile worker), 1842 [f]
47. William Boyd (carpenter), 1844 [f]
48. Peter Hendrickson III (inn keeper and farmer), 1844
49. Augustus Bel in (book keeper), 1845 [f]
50. William Baldwin (blacksmith), 1845 [f]
51. John Young (possible cooper), 1846 [f]
52. Matthew McGarvey (powder worker), 1847
53. William R. Green (powder worker, foreman), 1847 [f]
54. Patrick McFadden (powder worker, farmer), 1847
55. Daniel Dougherty (powder worker), 1847 [f]
56. John McGuiness (powder worker), 1847
57. Michael O ’Brien (powder worker), 1847 [f]
58. David Althaus (powder worker), 1847 [f]
59. Rebecca Anderson (daughter of John Anderson), 1847
60. Malcolm Baxter (powder worker), 1847 [f]
61. Samuel Brown (powder worker), 1847 [f]
62. Thomas Holland (powder worker), 1847 [f]
63. John Monks (son of powder worker Patrick Monks), 1848
64. Neil Conley (mason and contractor), 1849 [f]
65. Robert Aikin (powder worker), 1850 [f]
66. Isaac Anderson (company blacksmith), 1850 [f]
67. William Martin (laborer, powder worker, manager of company farm), 1850 [f]
68. John Green (powder worker), 1851 [f]
69. James McLaughlin (powder worker), 1851 [f]
70. Hugh Lynch (laborer), 1851
71. Margaret Boyd (widow of carpenter William Boyd), 1851 [f]
72. Mary Brady (widow of powder worker Patrick Brady), 1852
73. Thomas Fitzpatrick (company blacksmith), 1852 [f]
74. Catherine Mousely (widow of farmer George Mousely; sons Titus and Curtis
were carters for du Pont company), 1854 [f]
75. Francis Jeandell (powder worker, foreman, farmer), 1856 [f]
76. Samuel Aikin (laborer, store keeper), 1857 [f]
77. Ann Baldwin (widow of blacksmith William Baldwin), 1857 [f]
78. Sarah Haughey (widow of powder worker James Haughey), 1857 [f]
79. William Henries (cooper), 1858 [f]
80. James Brindley, Jr. (local land owner), 1859
81. Frances Martin (widow of William Martin), 1862 [f]
82. Owen Haughey (powder worker, store keeper), 1864 [f]
83. Elizabeth Cavender (widow of powder worker Thomas Cavender), 1865 [f]
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84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.

Edward Collison (book keeper), n.d. [f]
Samuel Fisher (powder worker), 1863 [f]
Sarah Ann Dougherty, 1866
John Buchanan (powder worker), 1868 [f]
Margaret Monks (widow powder worker Patrick Monks), 1868 [f]
Charles Bogan (powder worker), 1869 [f]
Ann Dougherty (widow), 1869 [f]
Darby McAteer (powder worker), 1870 [f]
Jonas W. Miller (wheelwright), 1874 [f]
Henry Danby (cooper), 1882 [f]
John Gibbons (powder worker, foreman), 1885 [f]
Mary McPherson (widow of powder worker John McPherson), 1895 [f]
Maria Lackey Danby (widow of cooper Henry Danby), 1898 [f]
Alexander Burns (powder worker), ca. 1905 [f]

Residents of Wilmington
98. James Kelly (morocco dresser), Boro, of W ilm ., 1855
99. James Heaney, Boro, of W ilm ., 1866
100. James McAran, Boro, of W ilm ., 1867
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CHAPTER V II
PORCHES, YARDS, GARDENS, FENCES:
TH E AGRARIAN CHARACTER OF AN IN D U STR IA L LANDSCAPE
Peter Quigley, Jr., was born at Hagley on November 5, 1827, the third child
of an Irish-born laborer, Peter Quigley, Sr., and his wife, Mary M alloy.1 While
Peter was growing up in the 1820s and 1830s, the landscape of the lower Delaware
Valley was rapidly changing. New Castle County remained overwhelmingly rural,
yet the rise of flour, snuff, paper, powder, and textile milling industries effected an
unmistakable shift in local attitudes about the economy, the environment, and the
place of manufacturing enterprises in each. By 1850, when Peter Quigley, Jr.,
became a cooper with the du Pont company, farms and factories stood side by side
along the banks of the Brandywine. Although similar developments were occurring
elsewhere in the United States, the combination of agriculture and industry that
characterized life in the powder mill community was the result of a deliberate plan to
nourish and uplift the laboring classes. But while conceived by the famed political
economist, Pierre Samuel du Pont de Nemours, and supported by Lafayette,
Talleyrand, and other leading Figures of French Enlightenment, it was a practical
businessman named Irenee du Pont who finally brought the plan to fruition.
Threatened by social and political upheavals in their homeland, Pierre Samuel
du Pont de Nemours and his two sons, Victor and Irenee, came to the United States
in the hopes of establishing a utopian community. Called Pontiana, it was intended to
be small and self-sufficient.

Every member would be a free person, every man would

be a landowner and a tiller of the soil, and everyone would work together to
guarantee mutual security and economic well-being. Laborers would have access to

‘Cathedral of St. Peter, Register of Baptisms, August 1796-April 1834, microfilm
copy available at the Wilmington Stake, LDS, Wilmington, Delaware.
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land and water, the two primary sources of wealth, and by this means, they would be
able to rise in society. Despite this egalitarian aim, the elder du Pont always
envisioned a stratified society, with his family and those of his investors at the top,
workers at the bottom, and a range of property holders in between. With the help of
his old friend, Talleyrand, Pierre Samuel drew up a prospectus, formed a joint-stock
company called du Pont de Nemours, Pere et Fils et Cie, and began to advertise
shares of 10,000 francs each. The proposal promised investors that the likelihood of
a successful return was considerable "in a country where liberty, safety, independence
really exist in a temperate climate, [and] where the land is fertile and bountiful," but
the plan was never implemented. Only a few of du Pont’s influential acquaintances
came forward to invest, and rising land values in America greatly exceeded the little
amount of money he had amassed for the venture. Pontiana was postponed
indefinitely.2
The industrial community established by Irenee du Pont bore little resemblance
to the ideal commune envisioned by Pierre Samuel in 1800, yet it incorporated a
similar commitment to agrarianism and property mobility. As Chapter 5 showed, the
du Pont company’s policies of direct assistance enabled many powder workers to
become independent farmers and land owners.

Peter Quigley, Sr., for example,

entered the powder yards in 1819 and had accumulated $900 worth of real estate by
1850. He did not reside on his property, however.3 Like other Irish families in the
community, the Quigleys continued to live in a company-owned house at the Upper
Banks, where, in the shadow of the powder mills, they were allowed to cultivate

2Joseph Frazier Wall, Alfred I. du Pont: the Man and His Family (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1990), 32.
3"Roll of men in the employ of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. at the powder
works 11 Sept. 1835," Box 1878, Series I, Acc. 500; 1850 federal census, Christiana
Hundred, house 441, family 455. Quigley was about fifty years old in 1850. The
other members of his household were: his wife Mary (48); their children, Peter (23),
Mary (17), and John (15); and six male boarders. According to the BMSS Receiving
Books, Peter Quigley, Jr., moved to California in 1852, where he later died. The
rest of the family may have followed him west, for they are not listed in the 1860
census.
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gardens, keep livestock, and follow other agricultural pursuits. As an employer,
Irenee du Pont knew that raising some of their own food would help his workmen
sustain themselves in times of slack production, and to that end, he initially provided
every married man in his employ with "a house free of rent, a good garden, and a
cow pasture. "4 He further hoped that providing workers with free housing and a plot
of land would reduce labor turnover. From this perspective, granting such specialized
privileges was a practical business decision, but du Pont’s policies were influenced
equally by his belief in Physiocracy, his sense of noblesse oblige, and his faith in the
economic and social benefits of manufacturing. Believing that land was the primary
source of wealth and that he had a moral obligation to help "those inferior in
learning, talents, and resources" become freeholders, Irenee encouraged his workmen
to save their money, practice their agricultural skills, and prepare for the day when
they returned to farming.

Irish immigrants found favor with this program, for it

enabled them to maintain their ties to the soil, however tenuous, but proponents of
Jeffersonian agrarianism approved it as well. By integrating gardens, cultivated
fields, pastures, and woodlands into the powder mill community, du Pont helped
assure critics that manufactories would complement rural life and that the nation’s
agrarian character would remain undisturbed.
While fewer and fewer powder workers actually returned to farming, this
purposeful use of exterior space accomplished three additional goals that are relevant
to this study. First, it eased the transition of Irish immigrants to factory life by
enabling them to perpetuate many aspects of their traditional culture from within the
wage-earning class. Second, preserving the agrarian character of the powder mill
complex also enhanced the mutualistic compact. Though all of the land around the
mills belonged to the du Ponts, Brandywine families had unlimited access to certain
areas of "private" property, which they appropriated for their own use. In the
process, working people developed a strong sense of territorial rights concerning their

4Quoted in Nuala McCann Drescher, "The Irish in Industrial Wilmington, 18001845: A History of the Life of Irish Emigrants to the Wilmington Area in the PreFamine Years." (M . A. thesis. University of Delaware, I960), 93.
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community. And third, by preventing the alienation and immiseration of powder mill
households, the outdoor environment worked together with other aspects of the
domestic world to enhance their ties to the dominant, middle-class culture. Although
usually neglected by historians, the following analysis thus concludes that porches,
yards, gardens, and fences shaped perceptions of identity and status in subtle yet
significant ways.
Having surveyed ethnic building traditions in the United States, Henry Glassie
once concluded that the Irish contribution was less a particular form of architecture
than a distinctive approach to exterior space.5 Dispersed farmhouses existed, but the
most common type of rural settlement in Ireland was the clachan, a haphazardly
arranged cluster of between a half-dozen and several hundred residences, usually
lacking the shops, markets, manor houses, or public and religious buildings associated
with life in rural England and America. Although the origins of the clachan are
unknown, each was a community of families, usually related to one another, which
leased and farmed the surrounding land in common. Over the course of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, English landlords transformed the Irish
landscape by replacing clachan settlements with privately-owned and neatly-fenced
fields and pastures, but older ways of thinking about exterior space remained visible
in the organization of individual farmsteads.6
Ulster was the most densely settled region in Ireland, and by the 1840s, its
landscape was characterized by very small farms: half the holdings in Armagh and
Monaghan, and over 40 percent of those in Down and Tyrone, were under five acres
in size. Even in the rich Lagan Valley surrounding Belfast, over 50 percent of the
holdings contained fewer than fifteen acres. Despite overcrowded conditions,
travelers to Ulster remarked frequently on the "neat, pretty, and cheerful looking

5Henry Glassie, "Irish," in Dell Upton, ed. America’s Architectural Roots: Ethnic
Groups that Built America (Washington, D .C .: The Preservation Press, 1986), 76.
6Kerby A. Miller, Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and the Irish Exodus to North
America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 27-28, 45-54.
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cottages" they found there.7 As elsewhere in Ireland, the typical smallholder’s
dwelling was a one or two-room structure, focused on the hearth.

In keeping with the

communitarian values of the clachan, visitors were warmly welcomed inside, and the
boundary between public and private space was permeable, not solid. Crossing back
over the threshold, one stepped out into the "street," a paved section of earth that
marked the transition from muddy country lanes to clean kitchen floor. Behind the
house was the "haggard," where harvested crops were stored for further processing.
In most cases, stables and cow byres adjoined the main dwelling; dairies, haysheds,
turfsheds, cartsheds, poultry houses, and other "outoffices" stood close by, clearly
stating the farm’s function. These buildings, usually facing south or east and oriented
parallel or perpendicular to the house, comprised the "home place." Beyond it
stretched fields and pastures of varying sizes, each enclosed by a hedgerow or low,
stone wall.8
Though well-suited to the climate and culture of Ireland, English observers
usually used terms like "uncomfortable," "dirty," and "disorderly" to describe Ulster
farmsteads. When Lieutenant R. Stotherd surveyed the parish of Clogher in 1833, he
concluded that.
There is very little order, cleanliness or neatness in general to be found either
in the houses of the more wealthy farmers or in the cottages of the poor. The
turf stack often approaches within a few yards of the door and thus intersects
the view and stops the currency of air. The yard in front o f the house is full
of the odour of the cow house and stable, for they are often built in the very
front and sometimes adjoining the dwelling house. The lanes approaching the
house are narrow, rough, and filthy in the extreme.9
Clogher contained one of the richest and most fertile valleys in northern Ireland, and
Stotherd acknowledged that, "Few parishes of the same extent can vie with Clogher in

7Ibid., 39.
8Henry Glassie, Passing the Time in Ballvmenone: Culture and History of an
Ulster Community (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1982), 327-344.
9Angelique Day and Patrick McWilliams, eds. Parishes of County Tyrone 1:
1821. 1823. 1831-36. vol. 5 of Ordnance Survey Memoirs of Ireland (Belfast: The
Institute of Irish Studies, 1990), 59.
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natural beauty and advantages." Cottage industries were on the rise, especially
spinning and weaving, and agricultural lands were more productive than they had ever
been. The problem, he decided, was that "the lower orders of inhabitants in this
barony have very little concern for domestic comforts." Other surveyors drew similar
conclusions about Irish character from the landscape, declaring Protestants and
Catholics alike to be "generally industrious" but woefully uncivilized. In reality, Irish
attitudes about the domestic environment were simply different from English attitudes,
and as such, they underwent a marked change after emigration to the United States.
In contrast to Ireland, for example, exterior space in the powder mill
community began on the porch, a structure designed to serve as a buffer between the
outside world and the private household.

"We had a high porch up there [in Henry

Clay Village)," Aloysius Rowe recalled.

"Most of the houses did have them—

overlooking those banks there."10 As scholars of American vernacular architecture
have shown, the addition of an entry porch was part of a privatizing trend that began
in the late-eighteenth century. Like the center hallway of a Georgian-plan house, it
served as a "social lock" between the family and outsiders. Traditional houses in
rural Ulster, however, did not have porches added until the 1910s and twenties.
Since their absence reinforced the accessibility of the main living space to visitors,
and by extension, the open hospitality of the host family, Irish emigrants to the
Brandywine may have found porches perplexing.11 Reached by a series of three or
more steps and contained by a roof and wooden railings, the front porch closed the
primary living space to rain, wind, dirt, and guests alike (fig. 7-1). A house with a
porch thus signalled different standards of social interaction.
George Cheney’s 1902 notebook describes the condition of 163 porches
distributed unequally among 143 company-owned dwelling units. The majority were
undifferentiated, but 21 percent were described as front porches, 13 percent were
back porches, and 10 percent were side porches. Most dwelling units simply had a

10AIoysius Rowe interview, 1968.
uGlassie, Passing the Time. 394-414.
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Fig. 7-1. View of Thomas Moran’s house at Long Row,
showing typical front porch, ca. 1890-1900
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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small porch over the main doorway, which sheltered residents and visitors from
inclement weather.12 Porches also provided temporary storage space for tools, dirty
shoes, and the like. A cupboard built for this purpose still survives on a front porch
at Walker’s Banks, but most were too small to hold furniture.
Detached and semi-detached units often had a second porch, which faced the
yard. Whether located to the back or side of the dwelling, these were clearly
functional spaces. In July 1899, widow Bridget Clark specifically asked the company
to lengthen the side porch on her house so that her family could dine there. She also
wanted a closet installed at one end for additional storage space.
Will you please have it made ten feet longer and a closet put on it for we have
no place to put Butter or milk in the warm weather, only in the kitchen closet,
and we are obliged to have a fire there every day and the milk is souer [sic] at
noon and the Butter like oiI[.J [I]n fact, we cannot keep anything over
night.13
Some families even used these porches for bathing. As William Buchanan
remembered, "You had a wash basin and you went out on the back porch and that’s
where you done your washin’ . . . When we took a bath, that was maybe once a
week or maybe once every two weeks. O f course, in wintertime, you didn’t take
them quite as often."14 The functional quality of the side or back porch did not
dissuade either the family or visitors from using it as an entrance. The Bettys had a
small porch over their front door in Wagoner’s Row, but it was "just a little portico,
like," so they mostly used the back door (fig. 7-2).

"Everybody came and went by

the back door. There was a big porch and of course in the summer time we
practically lived on it."15 Used for a variety of purposes, the side or back porch was
an outdoor extension of the kitchen.

12[George Cheney], "Record of Hagley Yard Housing (1902)," Acc. 302.
13Bridget Clark to Mr. F. G. du Pont, July 1899, Employees File, Box 17, Acc.
504.
14William Buchanan interview, 1959.
15Faith Betty Lattomus and Madaline Betty Walls interview, 1969.
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Fig. 7-2. View of Mrs. William G. Betty and her children
in their yard at Wagoner’s Row, showing side porch in background,
ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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The kitchen was so integral to the powder workers’ domestic world that it
frequently extended beyond the porch to encompass another structure entirely. At
least 20 percent of the dwelling units surveyed by George Cheney had a "kitchen and
summer," indicating at least two distinct cooking facilities.16 Summer kitchens were
a distinctive feature of southern households, where high temperatures and humidity
necessitated the removal of cooking and baking to a separate structure for part of the
year. Like other regions in the mid-Atlantic, northern Delaware has a hot, muggy
climate from May through September. In response to these conditions, more than 80
percent of all farms described in southern New Castle County property valuations
between 1770 and 1820 had separate kitchens.17 Although the use of summer
kitchens declined over the course of the nineteenth century, innkeeper William
Donnan’s 1828 probate inventory listed a summer kitchen at his tavern on Buck Road.
Blacksmith William Baldwin had one on his farm in Brandywine Hundred when he
died in 1845, and carpenter Neil Conley had one at his home in Henry Clay Village
at his death in 1849.18 Carpenter James Goodman built two kitchens at the keg mill
cluster in 1844, and he added another the following year.19 Although their mode of
construction is unknown, most were probably free-standing log or frame structures
with masonry foundations. By the end of the century, a lack of exterior space led
many families to request the addition of a lean-to, instead of a separate building, and
Cheney’s notebook mentions the presence of several "shed kitchens" in addition to
summer kitchens. The Buchanans’ home on Breck’s Lane had a shed kitchen, "where

16"Record o f Hagley Yard Housing," Acc. 302; and Margaret Mulrooney and
Stuart Dixon, "Frame, 2 1/2 Story, 3 or 4 Rooms With a View: Workers’ Housing
at Hagley," unpublished research paper (1987), 16.
17Bernard L. Herman, Architecture and Rural Life in Central Delaware. 17001900 (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1987), 18-19.
18William Donnan inventory (1828); William Baldwin inventory (1845); and Neil
Conley inventory (1849).
19"Inventory of Real Estate, Dec. 31, 1844," and "Inventory of Real Estate, Dec.
31, 1845," Box 485, Acc. 500.
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they done their washing."20 A similar space is attached to the east side of the
Gibbons House.

Based on the oral testimony of former occupants, it is interpreted as

a summer kitchen. By 1902, the two terms seem to have become interchangeable.
Kitchens are the outbuildings for which the most information survives, but
exterior space was defined by a variety of other structures (fig. 7-3). George
Cheney’s report noted the presence of at least 177 outbuildings.21 Most were
undifferentiated by function, but there were twenty-two coal boxes, eleven sheds,
eleven chicken houses, seven stables, five spring houses, four wash houses, three
wagon sheds, two wood houses, one barn, and one slaughter house on company
property. Only thirteen outhouses or privies were mentioned specifically, but each
dwelling unit would have had its own. Period photographs and oral histories suggest
that coal boxes and privies were placed at the rear of the lot. They frequently
comprised a single structure. Any additional outbuildings were situated around the
perimeter of the yard.
Generally speaking, the yards associated with powder mill households were
work spaces. Most were located a few steps from the kitchen door. In the case of
back-to-back dwellings or row houses, the yard was little more than a barren patch of
earth between the porch and the privy (fig. 7-4). Larger homes had functional spaces
to the rear or side. Some yards were surrounded by a fence of white-washed palings
or pickets. These usually contained a kitchen garden and sometimes an arbor or small
plot of flowers.

Like the Irish haggard or New England dooryard, these were

transitional areas, where raw materials were either stored or processed into new
forms.22 Sketches by Eleuthera and Sophie du Pont show the presence of bake
ovens, stacked cords of wood, potted plants, piles of fence posts, and an assortment

20William H. Buchanan interview, 1958.
21An exact count is impossible because Cheney often used the collective term
"outbuildings."
22Glassie, Passing the Time. 344. Thomas C. Hubka, Big House. Little House.
Back House. Barn: The Connected Farm Buildings of New England (Hanover, NH:
University Press of New England, 1984), 77-80.
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Fig. 7-3. View of Squirrel Run, showing yards, fences,
and outbuildings, ca. 1890-1900 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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Fig. 7-4. View of Andrew Fleming and his family in
their yard in Squirrel Run, ca. 1890-1900
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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of outbuildings. When the use of small stoves for cooking and heating became
popular in the early nineteenth century, coal boxes also appeared. Grass was
practically nonexistent, but flag stones, broken shells, and board walkways provided
firm footing on rainy days. When weather was good, the yard became both playroom
and workroom. Washtubs and clotheslines appeared once a week, all year long.
I remember when Mr. Whiteman was killed—it was on wash day. M y mother
had her washtub up on two chairs. In those days, they boiled their clothes in
a boiler [on the stovej and stirred them with a broomstick. She told me to
help her off with the boiler and just as we went out the door, my, it did rip.
It was a frosty morning and something struck me on the back of the hand and
I had a lump the size of a walnut on my hand.23
Some women, like Ellen Gibbons Dougherty, had a retractable line that could be
reeled in when the laundry was finished.24 During the spring and fall, powder mill
families tended their gardens, and in the winter, they butchered their hogs. Other
chores, like chopping wood and churning butter, took place more regularly.
Because the yard accommodated a variety of tasks it required neatness and
order to function effectively.

Little is known about methods o f trash disposal in this

community, but it appears that the "simple broadcast scatter" that defined many
households in early America was unusual. Excavations outside the Gibbons House,
for example, revealed the remains of a nineteenth-century trash pit. This find is
especially significant because it indicates that workers on Blacksmith’s Hill dug a hole
measuring approximately three feet wide, five feet long, and ten feet deep, then
carefully tossed their garbage into it.25 This practice not only preserved the neat
appearance of the yard, but it ensured that members of the household would have
enough space for whatever outside tasks they needed to perform.

23Elizabeth Beacom interview, 1967.
24Eleanor Kane interview, 1984.
25SamueI Shogren, "Lifeways of the Industrial Worker: The Archaeological
Record—A Summary of Three Field Seasons at Blacksmith’s H ill," unpublished
research report, H M L (Oct. 10, 1986), 13-17.
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The amount of exterior work space available often depended upon the size,
kind, and location of the family’s garden. Most nineteenth-century Americans
relegated the kitchen garden to the side or back yard, while the flower garden
occupied a place of honor in front of the house. This spatial division reflected their
different functions.25 Primarily used to grow vegetables and herbs, kitchen gardens
were utilitarian. As Andrew Jackson Downing explained, "All persons of good taste
agree that however necessary, satisfactory, and pleasant a thing a good kitchen garden
is, it is not, aesthetically considered, a beautiful thing."27 Flower gardens, by
contrast, were strictly ornamental. Carefully planned and tended, the size and content
of the flower garden signified the ability of the household to buy decorative plants and
trees. Since flowers and their arrangements were considered the special province of
women, these gardens also conveyed the amount of free time enjoyed by the lady of
the house. By the late 1840s, gardening had become an exercise in gentility, and few
activities were deemed as tasteful, as refined, or as wholesome.28 Thereafter, the
front yard was used to indicate the social status of the household. Despite their

26Beverly Seaton, "Making the Best of Circumstances: The American Woman’s
Back Yard Garden," in Making the American Home: Middle Class Women and
Domestic Material Culture. 1840-1940 ed. by Marilyn Ferris Motz and Pat Browne
(Bowling Green: Bowling Green State University Popular Press, 1988), 90; Patricia
M. Tice, Gardening in America. 1830-1910 exhibition catalog (Rochester: The Strong
Museum, 1984), 49. Thomas C. Hubka describes a similar differentiation of exterior
space on New England farmsteads. By the 1820s, he writes, the front yard "was
intended to enhance the big house by establishing a zone of formality between the
house and the road." The addition of a formal front yard was also part of the
architectural re-building process on nineteenth-century Delaware farmsteads. See
Hubka, 70-73; and Herman, 154-6.
27Quoted in Tice, 49.
28Ibid., 58-59; Seaton, 97. Whitewashing fences and houses, planting flowers,
and hiding domestic refuse were all practices consistent with the larger effort to refine
exterior as well as interior space. See Richard Bushman, The Refinement of
America: Persons. Cities. Houses (New York: Vintage Books, 1992), 257.
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associations with middle-class suburbs, many powder mill families grew ornamental
flowers.

"Mother always used to have flowers," noted William Flanagan.29

The gardens cultivated by powder mill families deviated sharply from the
middle-class American ideal, however. By the time du Pont founded his manufactory
in 1802, the common perception of the ideal garden was a place of system and order,
where "nature figures as a kindly, controllable force." Like the Garden of Eden, it
signified not only an image of life, but life at its best. To a people surrounded by the
vast, untamed landscape that was the United States, domestic gardens also appeared to
herald the advent of progress and civilization. English common law had long
guaranteed settlers clear title to land they had cleared and improved, and in this
country, property ownership ensured economic independence and political security.
While the image of the yeoman farmer ultimately rested upon the cultivation of
prairies and woodlands, the creation of a domestic garden was an integral step in the
process. By the 1840s, the garden itself had become an icon of American life.30
Because of its close association with agrarian and political virtue, the
individual household garden also played an important role in the eventual acceptance
of manufactories. As Patricia Tice succinctly noted, it offered laboring Americans
Jeffersonian agrarianism on a domestic scale.31 Hoping to offset their critics’ fears
about the proletarianization o f wage workers, some manufacturers allowed families
living in semi-rural industrial villages to raise vegetables and keep livestock. But no
matter how important they were to the nation’s well-being, agricultural pursuits were
never supposed to hamper an employee’s performance at work. According to J. C.
Loudon’s Encyclopedia of Gardening (1834), a half-acre or less was the best size for
a workman’s cottage garden since "the extent of the garden of the labourer ought

29William Flanagan interview, 1960.
30Tice, 12-15.
3lIbid., 19.
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never to be such as to interfere with his regular employment. "32 The du Pont
company apparently shared this practical view. While all married workmen in the
community had access to a garden, they were often small and poorly situated.
Workers living at Louviers, for example, had to plant their gardens near the creek,
where they frequently flooded. In Squirrel Run, families had only enough space
between their homes and the stream to plant small flower boxes, so the company
assigned each household part of a large, communal plot at the top of Keyes Hill. On
Blacksmith’s Hill, gardens were planted across the street from the Gibbons House,
only several feet from the Hagley powder yard fence. In nearby Free Park, they
were placed directly behind the house.

As these examples indicate, the size and

location of powder mill gardens received little consideration, but then, their primary
purpose was ideological not practical.

Even though all of the land belonged to the du

Pont company, raising fruits and vegetables allowed industrial laborers to maintain at
least some of their agricultural skills. And by preserving the illusion that wage labor
was temporary, the workingman’s garden ensured the continued health o f the
republic.
A neat, orderly garden conveyed the virtue and industry of its cultivator,
regardless of occupation. In 1822, horticultural expert William Cobbett stated that
"the sentence of the whole nation is, that he, who is a sloven in his garden, is a
sloven indeed. The inside of a laborer’s house, his habits, his qualities as a
workman, and almost his morality, may be judged from the appearance of his garden.
If that be neglected, he is, nine times out of ten, a sluggard, or a drunkard, or
both."33 Judging by this standard, residents of the powder mill community were
model citizens. Rokeby "is one of the neatest establishments on this stream," wrote a
reporter for the Delaware State Journal in 1844.

"Nearly all the dwellings of the

operatives have neat little yards, fitted with shrubbery and flowers, and little gardens

32Quoted in Tom Carter, The Victorian Garden (Salem, NH: Salem House, 1985),
23.
33Quoted in Tice 16.
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which present an air of taste and comfort—this is truly admirable."34 As the United
States became more industrialized, the admirable qualities associated with domestic
cultivation eventually resulted in the promotion of gardening as an antidote to the ills
of modern society. Observing the Granger Movement of the late 1860s and 1870s,
many people resurrected the old idea that an agrarian lifestyle would provide the
economic and political security America needed.35 In the mistaken belief that a
small plot of land adjacent to the urban dwelling could provide both a physical and a
mental escape from the rigors of working-class life, some social reformers even
recommended gardens as a cure for labor unrest. Most of the company towns built in
the late-nineteenth century included space for individual gardens, and many firms
encouraged their cultivation by offering workers prizes for the best produce or
flowers. In general, however, the ability to plant and maintain a garden was
inversely related to need. The urban working class, who would have benefitted the
most from having a garden, could not afford to have one. Workers in outlying
industrial communities thus enjoyed a privilege that was generally restricted to
farmers and suburbanites.
No one understood the symbolic role of the garden better than E. I. du Pont.
Like his father, Irenee maintained a deep respect for the land and its associations with
political independence and economic stability. He also had a curious fascination for
all things related to plants, gardens, and agriculture. This interest came naturally, for
Irenee had spent most of his childhood romping through the fields and forests of Boisdes-Fosses, the family’s 4,000-acre estate. Located just south of Paris, near the city
of Nemours, the estate included vineyards, orchards, gardens, and a large working
farm, which Irenee helped manage in Pierre’s absence. After completing his
apprenticeship at Essone, the government’s powder works, Irenee went to work at his
father’s printing shop in Paris. He returned to Bois-des-Fosses whenever possible,
however, and when the family finally decided to emigrate to the United States in

^Cited in Harold Hancock, "The Industrial Worker along the Brandywine,"
unpublished research report, (Aug. 30, 1957).
3STice, 19.
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1799, Irenee optimistically listed his occupation as "botaniste." Despite the amount
of time consumed by running the powder mills, he planted a large garden at
Eleutherian Mills and exchanged exotic seeds with Thomas Jefferson, Josephine
Bonaparte, and other horticultural enthusiasts of the day. In 1808, the powder
manufacturer joined the Philadelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture, and after the
explosion of 1818, he joined the New Castle County Agricultural Society.

In keeping

with his beliefs about the supremacy of Nature, Irenee encouraged his children to
garden, collect mineral specimens, press leaves and flowers, keep unusual pets, and
partake of the world around them. But more important, by instilling an appreciation
of the natural world in all o f his heirs, du Pont also ensured that industry and
agriculture would co-exist after his death.36
By the time E. I. du Pont died in 1834, the farms and factories of northern
New Castle County were clearly interdependent. A substantial increase in the number
of workers producing gun powder, flour, and manufactured goods, rather than food
for themselves, provided a ready market for the extra produce that local farmers
supplied. Along with the rising need for flour and animal fodder grew a demand for
fresh fruits, vegetables, meats, and dairy products.37 Du Pont responded by
increasing production on the company farms, but he also purchased surplus foodstuffs
from neighboring farmers.

During the summer of 1815, Irenee bought 235 pounds of

butter from Samuel Gregg, whose property adjoined the Upper Banks. According to

36Norman B. Wilkinson, E. I. du Pont. Botaniste: The Beginning of a Tradition
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press for the Eleutherian Mills-Hagley
Foundation, 1972), 5-7, 49-55, and 67-77. The family’s enthusiasm for horticulture
reached its fullest expression in the extensive gardens of Henry Francis du Pont at
Winterthur and those of Pierre S. du Pont II at Longwood. Henry was the grandson
of Boss Henry, and Pierre was the grandson of Alfred Victor.
37William M. Gardner and Joan M . Walker, "A Small History of the Forgotten
and the Never Known," Delaware Department of Transportation Archaeology Series
No. 84 (1990), 17.
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the company’s petit ledgers, du Pont also bought and raised large quantities of Iamb,
veal, milk, and beef, which he then sold to his workmen.38
Whenever possible, working people supplemented purchased food with home
grown produce. Powder mill families especially favored potatoes, cabbages, beans,
onions, and turnips, which were inexpensive, took up little space, and could easily be
stored over the winter. When powder man John Green died in January 1851, for
example, he had ten bushels of potatoes and one lot of cabbages in reserve.59 Since
raw produce was thought to promote the spread of cholera, nineteenth-century
families boiled their vegetables.40 Although most were consumed in season, some
were saved for the next year’s garden.
Beverly Seaton has claimed that the American garden has always been the
province of the woman of the house, but other sources suggest that a successful
harvest depended equally upon male labor.41 While many of the tasks involved in
raising fruits and vegetables were acceptable for women to perform, digging borders,
planting trees, and tilling the soil were all considered men’s work. First, the garden
had to be laid out. This usually was accomplished with the aid of several stakes, a
reel, and some twine.

Rectangular shapes predominated, as they were the easiest to

tend.42 Along the Brandywine, kitchen gardens measured from thirty to forty feet
wide by forty to sixty feet long. Many powder mill families also left space for a twofoot path around the edge of the plot and another that cut straight through its middle.
In March or April, when the ground had thawed sufficiently, the soil was turned with
a spade or digging fork, then fertilized with manure and lime. If necessary, wood

38"Depense de Menage-1811," loose receipt found in Boarding Book No. 1699,
Acc. 500; and miscellaneous receipts, Special Accounts file 1823-27, Box 14, Series
C, Group 3, LMSS. See also, Joan Jensen, Loosening the Bonds: Mid-Atlantic
Farm Women. 1750-1850 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1986), 83.
39John Green inventory, Feb. 7, 1851.
■^ice, 54.
41Seaton, 90.
42Tice, 49 and 53.
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ashes and bone meal were added to provide potassium and phosphorus. Worked
again into rows or hills, the ground was finally ready for planting.43 The method of
spreading seeds varied, however, from crop to crop.
Gardens required constant attention, from the moment of first planting to the
final harvest. The most common tools used by nineteenth-century gardeners included
a draw hoe, a digging fork, a spade, a rake, a hand trowel, a shovel, and a
wheelbarrow. Powder man Michael Tonner owned a "garden rake," and Maurice
Saucain had a "watering pot," but forks, spades, shovels, and hoes were also listed in
local probate inventories.44 Weeds were pulled by hand, and pests were either
squashed underfoot or dropped into jars of kerosene.45 In addition, gardens had to
be fertilized at least once each year, with an average of twenty to thirty tons per acre.
Most experts recommended a mixture of horse, cow, and pig manure, but soap suds
and urine could also be used.46 John Monks purchased four loads of manure for $3
in October 1840, and when foreman William Green died seven years later, the
inventory takers noted the presence of "5 loads manure" worth $4.37. John Green
likewise had "1 small lot of stable manure" worth $1 in 1851.47 Such large
quantities of animal waste had to have been purchased from the company. Wage
accounts also show the purchase of edging materials. On June 7, 1813, David
Murphy bought seven bushels of potatoes for $6.50 and sixteen yards "cord edging"
for $1.25. John Weir, Michael Tonner, and John Brady made similar purchases.48

43Karen Marie Probst, "Recommendations for a ca. 1870-85 Workers’ Vegetable
Garden at the Hagley Museum," (M . S. non-thesis project, University of Delaware,
1987), appendix D, 3-7.
‘“ Michael Tonner inventory, 1818; Maurice Saucain inventory, 1825.
45Probst, 8-9.
46Robert Buist, The Family Kitchen Gardener (1847; reprinted, New York: C. M.
Saxton & Co., 1856), 9-10.
47Petit ledger 1840-41, Acc. 500; William Green inventory, 1847; John Green
inventory, 1851.
48Petit ledger 1812-14, Acc. 500.
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Since the edging would not have protected flowers and plants from marauding
animals, it would likely have been used to define either an individual plot within a
fenced, communal garden or a garden within a individual, fenced yard.
As noted, the most popular items grown by powder workers were those that
were inexpensive, easy to grow, and easy to store. Beans fulfilled all of these
requirements, and bean poles were a common garden fixture (fig. 7-5). Made from
saplings, they averaged seven or eight feet long and were sunk into the ground up to
at least twelve inches. Since many bean seeds failed to germinate, gardening manuals
recommended planting several in a small hill of earth at the base of the pole.49
Brandywine families appear to have followed this advice, but most informants recall
only one vine per pole. According to Catherine Cheney, "the pole beans were a mess
. . . a whole row of poles that you had to put in the ground. Each plant went up a
pole."50 Lima, shell, string, and green snap varieties were all popular. Most were
eaten fresh, in season. Lima beans, for example, were planted in May and picked in
August or September. Any beans left over were dried and stored in bushel baskets
for use during the winter. By the end of the century, canning was another option.51
Cabbages were another dietary staple. Although some early varieties were
grown, like the Drumhead Savoy, the main crop was planted in the spring and
harvested in the fall. Unlike beans, which were picked, shelled, dried, and stored in
the cellar, cabbages were cut off whole at the root, packed in straw, and kept in an
outdoor pit along with beets, carrots, turnips, and other tubers.

Located near the

house, the pit was two or three feet deep and protected from the weather by a layer or
two of tarpaper. In Ireland, by contrast, cabbages were carefully piled into heaps,
covered with rushes, and moulded with dirt, where they lasted until Christmas and
beyond.52 Many Irish families fed the tough outer leaves to their poultry and

49Buist, 27.
“ Catherine Cheney interview, 1984.
51Probst, 18-22.
52Glassie, Passing the Time. 455-6.
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Fig. 7-5. View of houses and yards in Henry Clay Village,
showing bean poles, center background, ca. 1890-1900
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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livestock, a custom continued in Delaware. Catherine Cheney’s mother prepared a
special mash for her chickens during the cold winter months, which consisted of
commeal, cabbage scraps, potato peelings, and other discarded vegetables.53
Humans dined on boiled cabbage, usually accompanied by ham and potatoes.
Reflecting the influence of Alsatian families like the Althauses, the Kindbeiters, the
Krausses, and the Seitzes, other households made sauerkraut and cole slaw. Blanche
McAdoo Yetter remembered cabbages that "were almost as big around as a dinner
plate and more flat on the top . . . like as if it were a stool." Based on this
description, horticulturalist Karen Probst concluded that powder mill families
probably grew a variety called the Large Flat Dutch, which nineteenth-century
American experts recommended as one of the best for home cultivation.

It also

characterized Irish gardens.54 Similar cabbages are shown in a photograph of the
Upper Banks in 1890, which documents the damage an explosion could cause to both
houses and gardens (fig. 7-6).
Photographs also confirm the persistence of potatoes throughout the century.
Introduced into Ireland during the late-eighteenth century, potatoes could feed twice as
many people per acre as a comparable crop of wheat. By 1840, they had become the
mainstay of the Irish diet.55 Most powder mill families grew them, but plantings
could range from one or two rows to a third or even a half of the entire garden. A
view of a house in Free Park shows the family of Jacques Seitz and Anna Gibbons
standing in a very large potato patch (fig. 7-7). Like cabbages, the main crop was
planted in the spring and harvested in the fall. Although St. Patrick’s Day (March
17) has traditionally marked the earliest date for planting potatoes, most gardens were
set several weeks later.

53Catharine Cheney interview, 1984.
“ Probst, 48-59; Glassie, Passing the Time. 456.
“ Timothy O ’ Neill, Life and Tradition in Rural Ireland (London: J. M . Dent and
Sons, Ltd., 1977), 60.
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Fig. 7-6. View of the Upper Banks following explosion of 1890,
with scorched cabbage patch in foreground
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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Fig. 7-7. View of Sietz family, Free/Flea Park,
standing in their potato patch, ca. 1890-1900
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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The method of planting described by Brandywine informants is remarkably
similar to the one documented in Ireland. Taking a spade, the gardener first had to
prepare the ground by digging narrow (approximately two-feet wide) furrows. The
distance from furrow to furrow varied with the size of the garden. The space in
between, called a ridge, formed a solid foundation for the potatoes. Using the spade
again, the gardener turned over the loosened sods in the furrow and placed them on
top of the ridge, grass-side down. Because the soil underneath was unbroken, Ulster
farmers referred to these ridges as "lazy beds." The next step entailed blind setting
the potatoes, which had previously been cut into halves or quarters. To prevent these
potato "sets" from rotting, the gardener thrust a pointed stick into the seed bed at a
sufficiently sharp angle to keep rain water out. Each hole received a single set, and
sets were arranged in a repeating pattern of rows or diamonds. When the green
shoots began to show through the soil, the gardener took his spade again and moulded
the bed with loose dirt from the furrow. Each ridge was moulded at least twice
during the growing season. After the mature plants finished blooming, the potatoes
were ready to eat. This usually occurred by the end of summer, but some
Brandywine households specifically planted their patches early enough in March to
have new potatoes for the Fourth of July holiday. Since late frosts are common in
northern Delaware, new potatoes were considered a special treat and attested to the
skill of the gardener. The main crop, however, was not ready for harvesting until
August, September, or October at the latest.
The harvesting process also followed Irish customs. Working in rows, adults
extricated the potatoes from their beds with digging forks, while children gathered
them into baskets and sorted them into piles. Most families reserved the large and
medium-sized potatoes for eating. The smaller ones they used for seed and animal
feed. Since light caused them to become green and bitter, harvested potatoes had to
be stored in a cool, dry place. Irish farmers mounded their potatoes into a hill, which
they then covered with straw and sod.

Most powder mill families, by contrast,

cellared their potatoes in bushel baskets. Attics, kitchen cupboards, and unheated
back rooms were also used for storage, but few families were able to grow enough
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potatoes to last the winter.56 When their home-grown supply ran out, they bought
more from the company.
For most of the century, powder mill families were limited by the expense and
availability of certain seeds and plants, but the variety of produce grown in their
kitchen gardens increased after the rise of large-scale, commercial seedhouses and
nurseries in the 1880s.57 Farmers at the King Street Market in Wilmington sold
seedlings to many would-be gardeners, and advertisements in local newspapers attest
to other sources of seeds and equipment by this date. Few vegetables could take the
place of beans, cabbages, or potatoes in the minds and stomachs of Brandywine
residents, however. The photograph of the Seitz family’s garden shows a border of
asparagus, for example, and the plant was known to grow wild in certain spots, but
most families considered it an exotic item, "one the rich people had."58 Spinach,
peas, cucumbers, and squash also appeared infrequently, as they were difficult to
grow. Tomatoes thrived, although they were usually cooked or canned. Additional
vegetables included parsley, corn, onions, radishes, turnips, carrots, celery, rhubarb,
and lettuce.
A wide range of other food stuffs was available locally, including fish, fruits,
herbs, nuts, and various grains. As with vegetables, the most popular ones were
those that were inexpensive and easy to store. Before the Civil War, barrels of dried
or salted fish, like shad and mackerel, were common, and barrels of cider are noted
in several probate inventories, suggesting an important use of nearby apple trees. E.
I. du Pont had a large orchard beside his mansion, and other orchards were located
on the former Hirons and Dawes properties downriver at Hagley. The du Ponts also
grew peaches, cherries, and chestnuts, which powder mill families were allowed to

560n the planting and harvesting of potatoes in Ireland and in Delaware see: Day
and Williams, 54, 74, 94, 119, 129; Glassie, Passing the Time. 453-457; E. Estyn
Evans, Irish Heritage (1942; reprinted, Dundalk: Dundalgan Press, 1949), 90-102;
Probst, 137-140.
57Tice, 54-56.
58Probst, 13.
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pick in limited quantities. Sometimes, the heavily-laden trees proved a temptation too
great for local children to resist. In 1832, Sophie informed her brother, Henry, that,
"Apples are scarce but the chestnut trees are loaded[.] I never saw such a fine crop
as there are this year—unfortunately we have no one to gather them for us, nor to
prevent the place urchins from stealing them, so I can’t think we will have many." In
fact, Sophie thought she should ask their uncle, Charles Dalmas, to post a guard at
the orchard because "the youngies on the place devour acorns!

Did you ever hear of

such little swine? They bring them to S[unday] school & throw the husks on our
floor, making it look like a pig stye [sic]."59 Brandywine families also helped
themselves to an abundant supply of wild berries. Sophie’s diaries frequently mention
the blackberries that grew in the vicinity of Squirrel Run, and oral histories indicate
that locals were able to pick berries and nuts well into the twentieth century. Edward
B. Cheney recalled how the powder mill children used to go out and pick chestnuts at
Winterthur, Henry Algernon du Pont’s nearby estate. They would also gather
"blackberries and cherries and wild cherries and dewberries, and the mothers would
preserve them. That’s were they got their preserves for winter."60 Like vegetables,
fruits and nuts were seldom eaten in their raw state. Once properly prepared for
storage, however, they provided an important dietary supplement.
While Brandywine households consumed a large amount of fruits and
vegetables, their diet revolved around various animal products.

American workers

generally ate more meat than their contemporaries in Europe and powder mill families
were no exception. In continuation of Irish custom, most families had at least one
dairy cow. Various du Pont household accounts document the purchase of butter
from local Irish women, and a "Straggler’s Notebook, 1807-1809" indicates when
powder workers stayed home from work to slaughter their cattle. Collier John
McPherson bought a cow from Victorine du Pont Bauduy for $35 in 1854, and

59Sophie du Pont to Henry du Pont, Sept. 28, 1831, Box 57, Series D, Group 9,
WMSS.
'"Sophie du Pont diary, Aug. 4, 1824, Box 93, Series F, Group 9, WMSS; and
Edward B. Cheney interview, 1958.
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powder man John Buchanan owned a cow and calf worth $35 at his death in 1868.61
Other households owned several cows, suggesting that they produced surplus beef and
dairy products for sale to their neighbors.
Cows were generally confined to a common pasture that the company
provided, but hogs ran wild. In 1824, Sophie du Pont noted in her diary that,
"Alexis and I took a very pleasant walk the other day~in Gregg’s Woods, which I
have named Cochin [pig], on account of the large armies of pigs which inhabit it."62
"Cochin’s Woods" stood adjacent to the Upper Banks, on the property of farmer
Samuel Gregg, but the swine soon made their way down river. By 1831, they had
infested Squirrel Run.

"On Monday, Nora and I walked over to the old factory on

Squirrel Run, to see a S[unday] scholar of mine--We were attacked in turns by pigs,
cows, curs & bulldogs, fell in with men blowing rocks & at last reached home, rather
fatigued from the expedition."53 While roaming hogs sometimes created a public
nuisance, their ability to forage freed workers from the necessity of feeding them for
much of the year.64 Notches cut into their ears indicated which hog belonged to

61"Straggler’s Notebook, 1807-1809, No. 1700, Acc. 500; Petit ledger 1854-55,
Acc. 500; John Buchanan inventory, 1868.
62Sophie du Pont, diary, Dec. 8, 1824.
“ Sophie du Pont to Henry du Pont, Nov. 9, 1831. Several months later she again
informed her brother that, "The old Grey Possum [storekeeper Andrew Fountain] has
bought or rented (I really don’t know which) that old factory Carter built on the
Squirrel Run-and he is going to have it converted into dwelling houses for himself &
his workmen; & they say he is to call it Fountain Abbey. Je ne vois pas trop
I’appropos of the name Abbey; to be sure it suits the present ruinous & and wild
appearance of the place; but when it will be filled with Irish men & women, & troops
of squalling dirty brats, and surrounded by pig pens & cabbage patches, cela ira
comme de cheveux sur la soupe, to make use o f an elegant proverb." Sophie to
Henry, Feb. 25, 1832.
“ For a discussion of the practical and ideological problems associated with hogs
in Federal Delaware, see Bernard L. Herman, "Fences," in After Ratification:
Material Life in Delaware. 1789-1820 ed. by J. Ritchie Garrison, Bernard L.
Herman, and Barbara McLean Ward (Newark, DE: Museum Studies Program, 1988),
8-15.
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which household, and by late fall, they were rounded up, placed in pens, and fattened
up on potato peelings and table scraps.
A communal event, hog butchering took place between October and
December. Thanks to "a most mysterious circumstance," which occurred when
carpenter William Boyd slaughtered his hog, we have some details about the process.
This gentleman killed his swine right in the street with the assistance of many
friends and neighbors. Having beheaded a pig, he put the head down near him
and was proceeding to the dissection of the trunk, when his lady[,] having
some use for the severed part, could not see it anywhere and applied to her
husband, to know, "Where his head was[.]" "My head," answered he
(blowing his nose), "It cannot be far," when to his astonishment, turning
round, he missed his head!65
According to Sophie, who probably heard about the event second-hand, Boyd then
asked his friends where his head was. They naturally told him to "look on his
shoulders." The missing part was never recovered.
Home-butchering is further documented by the mention o f soap barrels, bacon,
ham, and lard in various probate inventories. Powder man Michael Tonner’s March
1818 inventory, for example, listed one barrel with soft soap and six pieces of pork,
suggesting that he must have slaughtered a hog the previous winter. Maurice
Saucain’s inventory included one lot o f ashes and a tub, one tub of pork and a cover,
three shoulders, two hams, a sausage cutter, one basket of chops, and a set of candle
rods. Powder man James McLaughlin, Jr., must have owned several hogs, for he
sold seventy-eight pounds of lard to the du Pont company in 1845.66 McLaughlin
received the money, but the lard was probably rendered by his wife. Like gardening,
slaughtering an animal required the labor of both sexes. While the actual killing and
eviscerating were considered men’s work, preserving the meat, rendering the fat, and
making the candles, soap, and sausage were tasks that traditionally fell to women.
Once butchered, fresh meats had to be salted, pickled, or smoked to preserve
them. Techniques and recipes varied greatly. One local method for corning beef

65Sophie du Pont to Henry du Pont, Dec. 14, 1824.
66Michael Tonner inventory, 1818; Maurice Saucain inventory, 1825; Petit ledger
1845-46, Acc. 500.
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required a "pickle" made by boiling together "two gallons of water, four pounds of
salt, one and a half pounds of brown sugar, one and half ounces of saltpetre, and half
an ounce of saleratus. "67 Weighted and submerged in the brine, the meat would
keep indefinitely. Cuts of pork were usually cured by repeatedly rubbing the surface
with a mixture of salt, sugar, and saltpetre. The process could last from one to seven
weeks, while the cure penetrated the flesh. Hams and bacon were then smoked to
provide extra flavor and protection.68
Smoking was a common practice in rural Delaware, and smoke houses
frequently appear in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century property valuations. A few
surviving examples in southern New Castle County are brick, but most would have
been built of wood or logs. Measuring no more than fifteen feet square, they usually
had gable roofs and floors of earth or masonry. Suspended from the underside of the
roof on iron hooks and ropes, the meat was smoked over an open fire in the center.
In some cases, waist-high work benches lined the walls and provided storage space
for barrels below. Although smoke houses are seldom mentioned in powder mill
sources, a former du Pont company blacksmith named Isaac Anderson had a
"slaughter house" on his farm in Brandywine Hundred, and George Cheney recorded
the presence of another "slaughter house" on company property in 1902.69 Exactly
how and where Brandywine families preserved their meats is unclear, but 13 percent
of the probate inventories surveyed for this project included stores of beef or pork,
and 52 percent had meat "on the hoof." Because meat was such an important part of
the American diet, the number of carnivorous households was probably much higher
than these figures suggest.

67The recipe for corned beef was submitted to the Hagley Volunteers Cookbook
Committee by a descendant of a powder mill worker. It appears along with many
other nineteenth-century recipes in The Haglev Cookbook: Recipes with a Brandywine
Tradition (Wilmington, DE: privately printed, 1983), 155.
68Judith Quinn, "Food Ways," in After Ratification, op. cit., 125-128.
69Herman, Architecture and Rural Life. 65; Isaac Anderson inventory, 1850;
[George Cheney], "Record of Housing in Hagley Yard (1902)," Acc. 302.
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Brandywine households also consumed large quantities of fowl, both wild and
domesticated. "Mother had charge of the chickens. She had leghorns and Rhode
Island Reds, for eating and for eggs. "70 Eggs and poultry provided another
important source of animal protein, but they also brought in extra income. Fanny
Martin, who ran the company dormitory, sold between four and twelve dozen eggs to
the powder company each month during the 1820s.71 Although Martin raised hens
for profit, most families kept only enough for their own use. Chickens rarely appear
in probate inventories, however, the presence of feather beds is another good
indicator of poultry growing. When widow Ann Dougherty died in 1830, her estate
included a forty-five pound feather bed worth $9, a thirty-nine pound bed worth
$7.80, and a thirty-five pound bed worth $8.75. Since the feathers in this last bed
were rated at a higher cost per pound than the other two, different kinds of down
were probably used.72 As in Ireland, plucking feathers and feeding chickens were
considered women’s work. While photographs show hens scratching the earth on
Blacksmith’s Hill, most were confined to a poultry house of some sort (fig. 7-8).
Turkeys, ducks, and geese waddled freely throughout the community.
Free-ranging birds and animals required little care but they posed a significant
threat to local gardens, fields, and orchards. Like other land owners, the du Ponts
erected fences to protect their property from harm. In January 1816, Irenee paid a
man named Pierce Neals $8 for "making fences."73 Rocky and well-forested, the

70Aloysius Rowe interview, 1968. A few men also kept chickens. After he
retired as gatekeeper, Alec Burns raised some "very fine Plymouth Rock chickens
down there at the top of Long Row" in the 1890s. Edward Cheney interview, 1958.
71Item L3-2873, Special Accounts file 1823-27, Box 14, Series C, Group 3,
LMSS.
72Most feather beds were enumerated together with the bedstead, but a few were
of sufficient size to be listed separately. Catherine Mousely valued her feather bed
and bedding so highly that she willed them to her grand-daughter, Catherine Pierce,
in 1856. For examples, see Catherine Mousely, will, June 14, 1856; Ann Dougherty
inventory, 1835; John Young inventory, 1846; William Boyd inventory, 1857; and
Elizabeth Cavender inventory, 1865.
^Miscellaneous receipt, Jan. 18, 1816, Box 1705-A, Acc. 500.
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Fig. 7-8. View of chicken coop on Blacksmith’s H ill, ca. 1890-1900.
(Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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land bordering the Brandywine initially provided ample materials for the construction
of both houses and fences. A low, stone wall defined the outermost perimeter of the
company’s property, while impermanent wooden barriers divided the space within it.
By 1835, enclosing the company’s holdings in Christiana and Brandywine hundreds
had become such an important undertaking that there were four employeeswho did
nothing but build and repair the community’s visible boundaries.74
When the local supply of fencing materials began to dwindle, agriculturalists
in northern Delaware began to experiment with ditches and hedgerows.

Du Pont’s

Irish-born employees would have been very familiar with these forms of enclosure.
Ulster farmers frequently dug ditches to drain northern Ireland’s grasslands and
separate fields from pastures. They then built up the grazing side of the ditch with
sod and lined it with thorn bushes, shrubs, and young trees. Though less durable
than walls of stone, these plantings endowed the ditches with a "near-permanence"
that successfully divided fields, reinforced property boundaries, and kept livestock
out.75 Thanks to the efforts o f Caleb Kirk, a Quaker manufacturer and
agriculturalist, who owned land adjoining the powder yards, hedgerows were in use
throughout New Castle County by the 1840s. After an infestation of apple borers in
1847 killed many of the so-called "live" fences, they were replaced by enclosures of
posts and rails.76 Post-and-rail fences were more expensive to build than worm
fences, but they were a better choice for enclosing fields and pastures because they

74"Roll of men in the employ of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. at the Powder
Works 11 Sept. 1835," Box 1878, Series I, Acc. 500. The fencemakers’ names were
Christopher Cowan, Daniel Reilly, John Call, and Irvine McMullen.
750n fencing practices in Ulster see Day and McWilliams, 21, 54, 89, 119, and
121; and Glassie, Passing the Time. 439-440.
76Kirk was the nation’s leading authority on the planting and raising of hedges in
the first half of the nineteenth-century. He also had numerous business dealings with
E. I. du Pont. Paul G. Bourcier, "In Excellent Order: The Gentleman Farmer Views
his Fences, 1790-1860," Agricultural History 58. no. 4 (October 1984), 550-552.
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required far less space.77 The most conspicuous boundaries, however, were the ones
that defined the powder yards. An eight-foot high board fence surmounted by a coil
of barbed wire encircled every complex, and gatehouses were positioned at several
key points. The gates themselves were made of wrought iron, set into stone piers,
and they were locked securely after the workmen entered the yards. Tall and
imposing, these barriers served a practical purpose by keeping local women and
children from wandering into harm’s way. They also kept out industrial spies,
disgruntled employees, and potential saboteurs.
By 1888, the powder company owned approximately 2,500 acres of land in
northern New Castle County.78 Like housing for workers, fencing such a large
amount of property required a considerable and constant outlay of capital. Although
the du Ponts eventually honored all requests for materials, maintenance, and
construction, many workers found that it was more efficient to perform the labor
themselves. Carpenter William Boyd, for example, had a lot of fence posts and a
post-boring machine listed among his goods and chattels in 1844. Powder man
Thomas Holland and cooper John Hayes each had a lot of posts at their deaths in
1847 and 1834.79 Other men owned mauls, axes, and wedges.

In the 1890s,

George Frizell wrote to Francis Gurney du Pont requesting some lumber with which
to fix his garden fence.

"The fence is old and rotten, and several weeks ago the wind

blew one side of it entirely down. As far as I am able to estimate, it will take ten
new posts, twenty pieces of scantling, and about one bundle o f palings. I will do the

77John R. Stilgoe, Common Landscape of America. 1580-1845 (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1982), 189. Worm fences were cheap to build because they only
required simple, interlocking stacks of rails. In order for the stacks to balance,
however, each section of fence had to join the other at a 120 degree angle. This
pattern meant that the actual path of a worm fence was almost ten feet wide. Since
the land it covered was nearly impossible to cultivate, a farmer might lose as much as
an acre of ground for each field enclosed in this manner.
78J. Thomas Scharf, History of Delaware (Philadelphia: L. J. Richards & Co.,
1888), 764.
79William Boyd inventory, 1844; Thomas Holland inventory, 1847; John Hayes
inventory, 1834.
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work myself if you will kindly grant this request."80 Workers were not the only
ones affected. Judge Edward Bradford, the husband of Paulina du Pont, occupied the
former Hagley mansion at the turn of the century. On April 18, 1901 he wrote to his
wife’s cousin, Frank, and requested that the company repair the fence that separated
his yard from a nearby field.

"It has fallen down and the cattle come through," he

wrote.81 Although the cows were probably owned by local workmen, it was the
company’s responsibility as landlord to manage the landscape on behalf of its
tenants.82
To E. I. du Pont and many other "gentlemen agriculturalists" in nineteenthcentury Delaware, fencing was more than a practical necessity (o the art of
husbandry.83 It also expressed changing ideas about private property, landscape
management, and the place of agriculture in American society. Aside from their use
as defensive structures, fences transformed the ambiguous legal descriptions that
defined private property into visible, tangible boundaries. On paper, a man might
own "all that lot bounded on the east by the Brandywine Creek, on the south by the
land of Rumford Dawes," and so on, but without a physical barrier of some sort to
prevent people from trespassing, the resources captured within the platted lines were
susceptible to common use. Whether made of fieldstones, hedges, or split-rails, a

“ George Frizzell to Francis Gurney du Pont, undated. Employees file, Box 17,
Acc. 504.
81E. Bradford to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., April 18, 1901, Employees
File, Box 17, Acc. 504.
82By the 1830s, Delaware laws held the owners of wandering livestock liable for
any damage done by their animals to other people’s property, but residents of the
powder mill community never seem to have sought financial compensation. Instead,
they simply asked the company to repair their fences. See Bourcier, 558.
83Ibid., 546. In his essay on fences and farming in nineteenth-century Delaware,
Paul Bourcier uses the terms "agriculturalist" and "gentleman farmer" interchangeably
to refer to "wealthy, educated, prominent, and prosperous landholders, veterans of
other professions (medicine, manufacturing, etc.), who were financially able to
experiment with untested agricultural practices. They organized agricultural societies,
published speeches and essays, and supported agricultural journals." Irenee du Pont
is never specifically mentioned in the essay, but he clearly fits this description.
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fence indicated to the general public that the property it enclosed was privatelyowned, and that the landowner had a legal right to reserve whatever advantages the
property possessed to himself. And because the fence served such an important social
and economic purpose, the gentleman farmer considered any breach to be a personal
offense.84
This belief often led land owners into open conflict with the rural poor, their
tenants, and their neighbors. According to the agricultural press, animal
transgressions constituted the worst threat to private property in nineteenth-century
Delaware. In New Castle County, for example, roaming dogs caused so much damage
to local flocks of sheep that breeders repeatedly petitioned the state legislature for
legal redress. The wording of these documents suggests that the problem was not
merely the economic loss caused by the dog owners’ negligence, but the danger that
such disrespect posed to the freehold concept and to local attitudes about private
property. The determination of blame was by no means clear cut, however, and it
took more than thirty years to pass an "act to prevent injury by dogs."85 Similar
conflicts plagued lower Delaware. Anxious to maximize the productive capacity of
their unimproved holdings, farmers in Kent and Sussex counties sought to enclose
them with fences and bring more acres under cultivation. They were soon challenged
by their economic inferiors, who claimed continued access to these properties by
custom, if not common law. At odds were the traditional right of the poor to let their
hogs forage in undeveloped woodlands and the statutory right of the independent
farmers to manage their holdings as they saw fit.86 By passing new fence
legislation, Delaware courts upheld the right of land holders to preclude public use of

“ Ibid., 557.
85Ibid., 557-8.
86Herman, "Fences," 13. Because hogs and other animals were allowed to roam
freely and forage for food, landowners had to protect their crops by raising fences.
Unimproved property, like woodlands, were left unfenced and thus became available
for "common" use. After the 1790s, Delaware farmers took steps to amend the laws
governing fences and land use, but "The poor perceived new fencing legislation as an
unjust action intended to deprive them of customary rights property."
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their private property. In the process, fences came to represent the growing gap
between those who owned real estate and those who did not.
These tensions were also visible along the Brandywine, where almost all of the
land (improved and otherwise) belonged to a single family, but they never erupted
into open conflict. Most visitors to the powder yards used the Buck Road entrance,
which led directly to Eleutherian Mills and the Upper Yard (fig. 7-9). After the turn
off on Montchanin Road, their carriages followed a straight route to the mansion, past
neatly-fenced fields and wood lands, and through an imposing alley of oak trees to a
circular drive at its end. E. I. du Pont’s prized gardens and orchards occupied a
visible place of honor to one side of the drive, but a willow lot on the opposite side
readily proclaimed the chief source of the family’s income. While modest in terms of
its exterior ornament, the house that Irenee built for his progeny was clearly the seat
of a vast commercial complex. Like the great planters studied by Dell Upton, the du
Ponts successfully constructed a processional landscape. To reach the center, guests
had to pass through a series of symbolic barriers, beginning with the stone fences that
defined the outermost perimeter of their property, and most likely ending with a meal
at their table.87 Although employees were considered part of the intended audience,
they were not subject to the same formalities as visitors. While frequently kept at
arm’s length, powder mill families were not considered part of the "general public"
because they lived, worked, worshipped, and sometimes died in close proximity to
their employers. By separating the Brandywine community from the world at large,
the social and physical barriers erected by the du Ponts thus helped reinforce
communal ties between management and labor.
Despite the vast system of fences that divided and enclosed the powder mill
community, the company did designate certain areas as common spaces. Chief among
these were lots that contained wells or spring houses. Most Brandywine Valley
spring houses were built of stone into the bank of a hill. Water bubbled up from
below the ground and into a paved, sunken trench about three inches deep. A raised

87Regina L. Blaszczyk, "Of Land and Water: The Republican Landscape of E. I.
du Pont," unpublished research paper (1989), 12-18.
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Fig. 7-9. Map of the original du Pont property, showing
location of Eleutherian Mills and the Upper Yard.
Drawn by J. Fairlamb, 1812 (Courtesy Hagley Museum and Library).
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platform led from the doorway into the center of the trench. Wooden benches and
shelves provided storage for food and equipment, especially dairy products.88 Each
cluster of workers’ housing had its own water supply. Over in Squirrel Run, for
example, water flowed from a common source into a series of spring houses. Each
house was divided into compartments and each family was assigned a place to keep
perishables.89 Rain provided another source of water. Period photographs indicate
that most houses had gutters and spouts, which directed the run-off into washtubs and
barrels. Like fences, these communal water systems were maintained by the
company.
Brandywine residents enjoyed the use of many other exterior spaces as well.
In 1832, Sophie informed her brother, Henry, that "Alfred is having a pretty little
fence made to enclose that part of the wood between his house & [EvaJLina’s &
walks cut through it."90 Footpaths and walkways criss-crossed the hillsides,
connecting mansions and clusters of workers’ housing alike. As noted, employees
had unlimited access to certain common pastures, spring houses, wild berry patches,
and orchards. Over time, workers co-opted other areas for their exclusive use. On
the Fourth o f July, for example, there were community picnics at Keyes Hill in
Squirrel Run. Impromptu social gatherings were held right in the streets. The second
floor of the Squirrel Run carpenter shop served as meeting room for local lodges, and
in 1891, the company converted the Eleutherian Mills mansion into a club for
workmen and their families. The old building had been severely damaged by the
explosion of 1890, but Frank du Pont had it refitted with modern bathrooms,
electricity, a bowling alley, a billiard table, a library, a reading room, a gymnasium,
and a dance hall. Within a few months, the club had over 250 members, or almost

88Joan Jensen, Loosening the Bonds: Mid-Atlantic Farm Women. 1750-1850 (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1986), 97.
89Frank Zebley, Along the Brandywine (Wilmington, DE: privately printed,
1940), 137. See also, William Flanagan interview, 1960, and Elizabeth Beacom
interview, 1967.
^Sophie du Pont to Henry du Pont, March 17, 1832.
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four-fifths of the total workforce.91 Their privileges were limited, as befit their
status as employees and tenants, but public access to private property gave powder
mill families an important sense of entitlement. The division of exterior space thus
contributed to the company’s mutualistic compact.
In addition to their practical use as boundaries, fences fulfilled two important
ideological needs. First, they were an effective means of imposing order on the
natural world.

Like the ideal garden, the ideal landscape was rustic yet civilized,

with neat fences, productive fields, and gleaming, white-washed houses. Wellregulated and carefully tended, it not only proclaimed the industry and virtue of the
yeoman farmer, but signalled the creation of a controlled environment, where Nature
had been harnessed to serve Man’s will. No where was this subjugation of the
wilderness more evident than in the powder mill community, where dams and races
restrained the flow of the Brandywine, where clocks and bells regulated the passage
of time, and where fences distributed the landscape among farmers and factory
owners.
Because of the fence’s symbolic role in defining private property and ordering
the natural environment, enclosing the land also became an important expression of
civic duty. In keeping with the accepted relationship between agriculture and
republican virtue, agrarianism was still believed necessary to the health of the nation,
but by the 1820s, yeomen farmers were no longer expected to remain economically
independent. As Paul Bourcier discovered, the rise of capitalism in the lateeighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries "grafted a new meaning of public duty onto
the beliefs of the classical republican agriculturalist."92 With a new emphasis on
personal productivity as the chief indicator of virtue, the nineteenth-century
husbandman had to increase his output. Achieving this goal typically meant adopting
progressive farm management practices and bringing even more land under
cultivation. In New Castle County, farmers responded to these forces by expanding

91John Charles Rumm, "Mutual Interests: Managers and Workers at the Du Pont
Company, 1802-1915," vol. I (Ph. D. diss., University of Delaware, 1989), 188.
92Bourcier, 560.
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their holdings, diversifying their agricultural products, rotating their crops, raising
livestock, or specializing in dairying.93 Fences were indispensable to this process,
for by safeguarding an individual land owner’s agricultural investment from the
encroachments of scavenging animals and neighbors, they allowed him to maximize
his profits. In an increasingly capitalistic, acquisitive atmosphere, where profitmaking was a sign of personal morality, and productivity was the goal of society,
fences thus encouraged the advancement of American society as a whole.94
The fences built by the du Pont company fulfilled all three of these functions.
Through the deliberate use of assorted types of fences and hedges, the company
physically separated its holdings from those of surrounding land owners and
announced its exclusive rights to their natural resources. By dividing their property
into residential, agricultural, and industrial units, the du Ponts also reordered the rural
landscape of the Brandywine Valley. And finally, by restricting the access of
outsiders, their extensive system of enclosures not only ensured the productivity of the
firm as a private corporation, but it enhanced the material progress of its employees,
the surrounding community, the state, and the nation.
When the forces of urbanization and industrialization accelerated in the latenineteenth century, the agrarian side of life in the powder mill community began to
disappear. The Wilmington Street Railway extended its horse-drawn trolley line to
Rising Sun Lane in 1864, but it was the Wilmington and Northern Railway’s 1884
spur line that gave powder workers fast and reliable transportation to and from the
city. As the price of a two-way fare dropped, more and more families did their
shopping in the city, where wholesale grocers allowed them to become less dependent
on the company and local merchants. Many families eventually gave up their kitchen
gardens. Frank L. Mathewson, the grandson of Gilbert Mathewson, Jr., proudly

93Between 1850 and 1910, the number of individual farms swelled from 6,000 to
11,000. Thunderbird Archaeological Associates, "Archaeological Investigations of
the Proposed Dualization of Rte 141 (Centre Road) from Rte 100 (Montchanin Road)
to U. S. Rte 202 (Concord Pike), New Castle County, Delaware," Delaware
Department of Transportation Archaeological Series No. 72 (1989), 15-16.
^Bourcier, 562.
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noted that his parents never grew their own vegetables. The family had big yard
behind their home on Breck’s Lane, but "that was too much work for my father and
too much for me, too." Instead, the Mathewsons got fresh produce from either
Wilmington or Alfred I. du Pont’s garden across the road.

"He didn’t supply work

people but he did supply my father and his other personal employees."95 By 1902,
only 17 percent of the 143 households surveyed by George Cheney still had a garden,
confirming that their importance had decreased dramatically over time. The changing
attitude of Brandywine families toward the kitchen garden thus paralleled attitudes
elsewhere in the United States.96
With increased access to urban markets, powder mill families were able to
purchase more of their food than ever before. The widespread growth of the
meatpacking industry made it easier and cheaper to buy pork and beef products at
local stores. The ability to purchase lard, soap, and candles contributed further to the
demise of home-butchering. While cows and pigs were largely gone by 1902, a few
women still kept chickens. Maria Abrahams Beacom continued to buy her eggs from
Mrs. Deery, who lived in the Upper Banks and only charged ten or twelve cents a
dozen. Beacom usually bought her meat from an itinerant butcher, however. Sam
Frizzell ran a grocery store in Henry Clay Village between 1897 and 1906, and drove
a delivery wagon through the community twice a week. According to Joseph
Campbell, Frizzell would buy pies from a bakery in Wilmington and then sell them to
Brandywine residents. Other items purchased from Wilmington deliverymen included
ice, ice-cream, milk, dry goods, shoes, and fish.97
By the turn of the century, even the traditional Irish attitude toward the land
had changed. New Castle County remained predominantly rural until about 1910, but
affordable farmland was increasingly difficult to acquire after the Civil War. As

95Frank L. Mathewson interview, 1968.
96Tice, 56.
97Jacqueline Hinsley, "19th Century Community Stores," Blacksmith’s Hill
Manual, Sec. V , supplemental information (1989).
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Walter Nugent has argued, the transition from a predominantly frontier-rural mode of
life to a metropolitan one resulted in a successful refitting of America’s lower middle
class between I860 and 1920. Social standing still rested on the ownership of
property, but the meaning of that term had changed to include the possession of
consumer goods and occupational status as well as real estate. Within this new social
context, Irish immigrants who once had hopes of becoming independent yeomen
increasingly pursued alternative avenues to social mobility. In Wilmington,
manufacturing enterprises expanded swiftly in the decades following the Civil War,
and despite the effects of two major depressions, its textile mills, iron-rolling mills,
morocco shops, shipyards, and railroad car shops continued to provide ample
opportunities for employment. Moreover, the Irish were in demand. Although they
had long been discriminated against by native-born Americans, a large influx of
Eastern and Southern Europeans in the 1880s made the English-speaking Irish
workers more appealing to local employers. In response to these conditions, powder
mill households began to embrace urban life, but the agrarian character of the
community ensured that they would never forget their rural roots.
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CHAPTER V III
LINEN TABLECLOTHS A N D LACE CURTAINS:
IRISH ATTITUDES TOW ARD SOCIAL M O B ILITY

In a 1984 interview, Dr. Margaret Seitz fondly recalled how her grandmother,
Catharine Dougherty Gibbons, always said "she would rather have tea and a piece of
bread on a linen tablecloth than she would a banquet on oil-cloth." An immigrant
like her husband, foreman John Gibbons, Catharine had a special attachment to Irish
linen, which she took pains to acquire and maintain. After Catharine’s death, the
collection passed to her daughter, Anna Gibbons Seitz, who added to it and then
passed it to her own daughter. "I had the linen from the family, loads of it,"
Margaret Seitz said.

"Irish linen tablecloths. And the one that I gave the [Hagleyj

museum, with the Lord’s Supper on it, is about 150 years old, I guess. But they
were great for the linen. Sort of liked to show off a little bit, too."1
Scholars of the Irish in America have frequently remarked on their use of lacecurtains to symbolize the attainment of middle-class respectability and status, but Dr.
Seitz’s comments assign a similar role to table linens.2 Used in conjunction with
objects like china dishes, silver utensils, and mahogany furniture, fine fabrics helped
define a fitting space for the exercise of polite behavior. Small and plain, the actual
dwellings belonged to the du Pont company, yet powder mill households employed
plaster, paint, wallpaper, and carpeting to transform rough interiors. Potted plants,

'Margaret Seitz interview, 1984.
2For examples, see Hasia Diner, Erin’s Daughters in America: Irish Immigrant
Women in the Nineteenth Century (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
1986), 43; Kerby A. Miller, Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and the Irish Exodus to
North America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), 495; and David M.
Emmons, The Butte Irish: Class and Ethnicity in an American Mining Town. 18751925 (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1990), 77.
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small flower gardens, and white-washed fences achieved a similar effect outside,
where they lent an air o f refinement to largely utilitarian surroundings. Powder mill
families transformed their persons with similar alacrity. Fashionable clothes and
genteel manners were of little use inside the powder yard, but like linen tablecloths
and lace curtains, they signified the possessor’s aspirations to a different lifestyle.
Though limited by economic and cultural constraints, the families of both common
laborers and skilled powder workers knowingly undertook these and other
refinements, which, in the context of nineteenth-century America, indicated an
affiliation with the non-manual middle class. But the impulse was not simply to
imitate the affluent. By gentrifying their surroundings, nominally "working-class"
households indicated that at certain moments and in certain places they, too, were
capable of meeting bourgeois standards of behavior. And through their increasing
participation in the culture of the middle class, some wage-earning Americans came to
believe that they shared a portion of its power.3
Previous studies of the Irish in America have repeatedly emphasized the
difficulty they had breaking into the middle class. Although a small minority in every
community managed to become shop foremen, merchants, and saloon keepers, most
historians agree that the vast majority of Irish immigrants lacked the necessary skills,
the personal ambition, and the willingness to take a risk that were needed to pursue
social mobility. This interpretation rests on the assumption that Roman Catholicism is
incompatible with modern capitalism.

Derived from Max Weber’s classic work, The

Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Modern Capitalism, this view categorizes the
differences between Catholics and Protestants by distinguishing between ritualistic and
pietistic cultures. According to this dichotomous paradigm. Ritualists, largely
Catholic, are wedded to traditions of social solidarity, patriarchy, hierarchical
authority, political quietism, and an economy of moral limits. Pietists, by contrast,
largely evangelical Protestants, are committed to self-improvement, moral uplift,

3Richard Bushman, The Refinement of America: Persons. Houses. Cities (New
York: Vintage Books, 1992), 406. Bushman makes this argument about cultural
power in reference to the behavior of middle-class Americans relative to their social
and economic superiors, but I have extended it to include some workers as well.
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possessive individualism, voluntaristic associations, ascetic self-discipline, and a free
market economy.4 Many historians have picked up this theme, concluding, for
example, that the traditional, ritualistic beliefs and behavior ascribed to Catholics not
only led Irish workers to value home ownership and job security over advancement
but prohibited them from developing a radical class consciousness.5 Though the

4Steve Fraser, Labor W ill Rule: Sidney Hillman and the Rise of American Labor
(New York: Maxwell MacMillan International, 1991), 106. Fraser found that the
behavior of the Southeastern European refugees, who dominated the garment trades
prior to World War I, was consistent with a pietistic worldview even though they
were not Protestant. This awareness led him to conclude that "pietistic social
pathologies did not necessarily emerge out of evangelical Protestantism."
5Kerby Miller, for example, sees the Irish Catholic worldview as inherently
traditional, and argues that their cultural conservatism, in turn, prevented Irish
Catholics from embracing many modern values and forms of behavior. Following
Miller, David Emmons believes that the conservative response of the Irish to
emigration also explains their conservatism in other aspects of life. In particular, he
argues that the Irish Catholic worldview prohibited mine workers from developing a
radical class consciousness and led them to value home ownership and job security
over social mobility. Ken Fones-Wolf makes a similar claim for Irish Catholics in
Philadelphia, as does Daniel Walkowitz for Troy, Stephen Thernstrom for
Newburyport, Jay Dolan for New York, and R. A. Burchell for San Francisco.
Carole Turbin is one of few historians to conclude that "there is very little evidence
of the ways that the Church and Catholicism might have directly encouraged and/or
discouraged the labor activism of Troy’s Irish women and men." Among other
historians, Gary Gerstle has stressed the conservatism of non-Irish Catholics in the
1930s. Conversely, Ken Heineman has recently shown how certain Catholic labor
leaders in Pittsburgh, mostly priests, used their religious beliefs to articulate a
particularly Catholic version of social activism, which while "opposed to a capitalist
system unresponsive to the needs of its working-class citizens," was not opposed to
capitalism itself. See Miller, 331-334; Emmons, 78; Ken Fones-Wolf, Trade Union
Gospel: Christianity and Labor in Industrial Philadelphia.. 1865-1915 (Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 1989), 57, 93, 98, 123; Daniel Walkowitz, Worker City.
Company Town: Iron and Cotton Workers’ Protest in Troy and Cohoes. New York.
1855-1884 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1978), 257-259; Stephen
Thernstrom, Poverty and Progress: Social Mobility in a Nineteenth-Centurv City
(1964; reprinted, New York: Athaneum Press, 1975), 171-180; Jay P. Dolan, The
Immigrant Church: New York’s Irish and German Catholics. 1815-1865 (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1975), 122-126; R. A. Burchell, The San Francisco
Irish. 1848-1888 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), 85-95; Carole
Turbin, Working Women of Collar Citv: Gender. Class, and Community in Trov.
New York. 1864-86 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1992), 118; Gary Gerstle,
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breadth of evidence certainly suggests that the Irish were conservative in many
respects, especially when compared to other ethnic groups in nineteenth-century
America, there is no reason to assume that they eschewed social mobility and the
liberal, bourgeois values implied by that mobility simply because they were Catholic.
After all, powder mill families emigrated to the United States in the hopes of
improving their social and economic status, and evidence suggests that they were
largely successful.
This chapter examines changing perceptions of social status along the
Brandywine by analyzing both occupational and non-occupational avenues toward
mobility.6 It concludes that despite limited opportunities for occupational
advancement, residents of the powder mill community did not consider themselves
confined to the laboring class because their definition of social status was not
measured by occupation alone. In fact, powder mill households came to exhibit many
behaviors commonly associated with the non-manual middle class. As previous
chapters demonstrated, they transformed their methods of social reproduction,
founded churches, sent their children to school, became homeowners, acquired statusbearing goods, and adopted genteel modes of dress and deportment. Looking back on
their lives in Ireland, immigrant families interpreted these achievements as proof that

Working-Class Americanism: The Politics of Labor in a Textile City. 1914-1960
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 11; and Kenneth J. Heineman, "A
Catholic New Deal: Religion and Labor in 1930s Pittsburgh," The Pennsylvania
Magazine of History and Biography 118, no. 4 (October 1994), 368.
6Although there are many different ways to measure social status, Stephen
Thernstrom concluded in Poverty and Progress, that occupation was the most
"objective" criterion, and further, that an analysis of "the intricacies of etiquette"
favored by sociologists was "of little value to the historian, for historical records
rarely yield the information necessary to apply prestige categories systematically to
societies of the past." Thernstrom’s study is perhaps the most-frequently cited study
of working-class social mobility, and many social and labor historians have adopted
this work-centered approach. Nevertheless, interdisciplinary research by scholars
such as Rhys Isaac, Dell Upton, Jackson Lears, and Walter Susman suggests that the
difficulty in assessing "prestige dimensions of class" is less an absence of historical
records and more a bias against certain kinds of sources and the methodologies
needed to decode them. Thernstrom, 83-84.
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class lines were permeable, and that they had acquired a new, and for them,
extraordinary, degree of control over their everyday lives. This sense of
empowerment, in turn, allowed them to develop a strong affiliation with bourgeois
Americans despite their status as skilled wage workers. And though these families
did not embrace all aspects of the dominant, American culture, it was their distinctive
ethno-religious heritage, that prevented them from doing so, not what they did for a
living.
In terms of wealth and power, the structure of Brandywine society remained
fairly stratified between 1802 and 1902. The du Ponts were at the top, surrounded by
a highly solidified managerial class, which consisted of lccal manufacturers, mill
owners, merchants, gentlemen farmers, and their respective families. Politically,
socially, and economically well-connected, the du Ponts’ sphere of influence extended
far beyond the Brandywine to include the great merchant-planter families o f South
Carolina, the banking houses of New York and Philadelphia, the smoke-filled back
rooms of Washington, D. C ., and the most genteel salons of France. Drawn by the
growing fame of the family and its powder mills, early visitors to Eleutherian Mills
included such celebrated personages as the Marquis de Lafayette, Whig leader Henry
Clay, President James Monroe, and architect Benjamin Latrobe.7 Despite these
alliances, the family’s patent of nobility encouraged them to remain somewhat aloof
from their economic equals. Indeed, the motto engraved on the family’s coat of
arms--a shield with a blue background upon which stood a single Ionic column
surmounted by a helmet—was "Rectitudine Sto," or Upright I Stand.8 Dependent on
but set apart from the other members of their social circle, the du Ponts occupied a
unique position in the community.

7Betty-Bright Low and Jacqueline Hinsley, Sophie du Pont. A Young Lady in
America: Sketches. Diaries, and Letters. 1823-33 (New York: Harry N. Abrams,
Inc., 1987), 15.
8Joseph Frazier Wall, Alfred I. du Pont: The Man and His Family (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1990), 18.
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Far below the aristocratic du Ponts, at the lowest level of Brandywine society,
were the degraded poor. Notations in Victorine and Sophie du Pont’s household
account books confirm the presence of itinerant beggars, and suggest that the family’s
commitment to noblesse oblige lured the indigent out to the powder mills from
Wilmington.9 In between these two extremes, however, was a wide range of
occupational categories and income levels. By 1850, when federal census takers first
began gathering detailed social and economic data, there were 2,064 individuals
associated with the du Pont complex of powder and textile mills. O f these, only 558
listed a specific occupation.10 In keeping with the community’s predominantly
industrial character, 36 percent were laborers, of whom 90 percent were Irish-born.
Manufacturers were next in numerical importance at 10 percent. According to the
folk typology of the Brandywine, this term referred to the most skilled powder
workers; that is, the men who mixed the saltpetre, sulphur, and charcoal, and tended
the rolling, stamping, and graining mills. They were followed by farmers, then
coopers, carpenters, shoemakers, stone masons, blacksmiths, and teamsters.
Spinners, fullers, carders, warpers, weavers, finishers, dyers, machinists, and wool
sorters attested to the importance of the local textile industry, while a waiter, a
coachman, six gardeners, and an assortment of female servants represented those in
domestic service. Additional occupations included a baker, a match maker, a
plasterer, a painter, and three tailors.
Based on these job titles, the majority of powder mill households in 1850 were
members of a wage-earning working class, yet the community also had a vital and
relatively permanent middle class, which had emerged and stabilized in the preFamine period. Though considerably smaller than that of Butte, Lowell, San
Francisco, Philadelphia, or some other urban center, it included many of the same

9Diary, 1843, Papers of Victorine du Pont Bauduy, Box 14, Series A, Group 6,
WMSS; and Household account book, 1855, Sophie du Pont, Series F, Group 9,
WMSS.
10Population figures and occupational data for the powder mill community are
extracted from the seventh U. S. Census (1850), Christiana and Brandywine
hundreds. New Castle County, Delaware.
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kinds of people: independent farmers, shopkeepers, inn keepers, publicans, doctors,
teachers, clergymen, clerks, book keepers, and highly skilled craftsmen like
cabinetmakers, wheelwrights, and millwrights. The specialized nature of powder
manufacturing further required the skills of a collier, two refiners, and eight "powder
makers," who were probably yard foremen. There was even a chemist, forty-sevenyear-old Charles Le Carpentier, whose presence foreshadowed the future of the du
Pont company. Class lines were not fixed, however, and 44 percent of the 96 men
who fell into this category in 1850 had once been common laborers themselves.
As Chapter I noted, it was E. I. du Pont himself who initiated the policy of
hiring common laborers and then training them in the manufacture of black powder.
Alfred du Pont explained the procedure in an 1843 letter:
[After] Our works were begun in 1802, the following rules were then fixed in
relation to employment. 1st Never to admit a man to work within the mills
until he had been a considerable time at outdoor work with us; We therefore
when help is wanted at the powder mills, take in the hands according to their
date of entering our employment, the hand the longest on the place entering
the mills when a vacancy occurs; in this way hands have generally from one to
two years working with us previous to being admitted into our mills for we
usually have from 50 to 60 outdoor hands.11
This policy, coupled with the availability of semi-skilled, skilled, and non-manual
positions in nearby Wilmington, enabled many Irish immigrants to attain occupational
mobility. John Gibbons is a good example. Born in the Parish of Conwall, County
Donegal, around 1821, Gibbons emigrated to Delaware with the help of his brothersin-law, Hugh Creeran and William McCarron. He commenced working in the
powder yards as a common laborer on June 10, 1844, earning $15.50 per month.
Two years later, he married Catherine Dougherty, another emigrant, and began
renting a house. On April 1, 1847, he "went to the powder," where, under the
watchful eyes of Hagley Yard foreman Edward Hurst, he slowly learned the mysteries
of his trade. After Hurst died in the explosion of 1863, the company made Gibbons
his successor. In keeping with his new status, the company offered Gibbons free use

nE. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. to Charles McKinney, Wilkes Barre,
Pennsylvania. Dec. 1843, Series A, Group 5, LMSS.
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of the foreman’s residence on Blacksmith’s Hill, and raised his monthly wage to $40.
With overtime and the wages of fourteen-year-old Charles Gibbons, the family’s total
income in the 1860s and 1870s usually exceeded $720 per annum. Like other powder
workers, John used some of this money to purchase property in Wilmington, but
continued to reside in a company-owned house until his death on January 7, 1885.
He was buried in the churchyard at St. Joseph’s on the Brandywine, and his estate
was evaluated at more than $5,000, excluding real property. By the standards of the
nineteenth century, Gibbons was a convincing model of the self-made man.12
Most o f the powder yard foremen had similar stories, but there were many
paths to success. Peter N. Brennan, Jr., another Irish emigrant, began working in the
Louviers textile mill in the 1810s, and was promoted to clerk after an accident left
him crippled.

He later became a prominent member of the Catholic community in

New Castle County, helping to found and serving as treasurer of both St. Joseph on
the Brandywine and St. M ary’s College in Wilmington. William Boyd, Jr., the
carpenter’s son, started out as a clerk in Andrew Fountain’s store along the
Brandywine, acquired sufficient polish to mingle in Washington society, and later
became a successful merchant in New York City. After emigrating to Delaware in
1833, John Coile advanced from common laborer to powder man, earned enough
money to buy a sizeable farm in Christiana Hundred, and had enough left over to
finance the passage of at least twenty other people from Ireland during the famine
years. Other Irish immigrants eventually became independent businessmen. Paul
Bogan, James Toy, and brothers Owen and James Haughey started out as common
laborers in the powder yards, but by 1850, they all owned and operated stores in

^Information on John Gibbons is taken from a variety of sources including:
Robert Taylor correspondence, Series B, Acc. 500; Petit ledgers, 1842-44, 1845-46,
1847, 1854-55, 1863, 1872, Acc. 500; Boarding book, No. 1699, Acc. 500; House
405, 1850 federal census, Christiana Hundred, New Castle County, Delaware; and
John Gibbons, probate inventory, Feb. 27, 1885, New Castle County probate records.
On the doctrine of the self-made man in the nineteenth century see, for example,
Haltunnen, 25-29, 198, 208; and Mary P. Ryan, Cradle of the Middle Class: The
Family in Oneida County. New York. 1790-1865 (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1981), 146-185.
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Henry Clay Village. Powder man Frank Jeandelle’s son, Irenee, became a printer in
Wilmington, where Samuel Aiken opened a store, and company clerk James Peoples
became an independent powder agent. Powder man Edward Dougherty’s son, John,
born in 1873, was called to the priesthood and eventually attained the rank of
Monsignor.
Other men achieved their particular definition of success through
apprenticeships with du Pont company craftsmen. The son of an Irish Presbyterian
weaver, Hugh Stirling emigrated to Delaware with his family around 1833. Three
years later, at the age of nineteen, he apprenticed himself to master carpenter James
Goodman. When Goodman retired to his farm in 1851, Stirling assumed this position
himself. Because Hugh had his own carpentry shop, his name does not appear in
company wage accounts. However, surviving receipts reveal that he had become an
accomplished cabinetmaker and house builder. By I860, his personal estate was
estimated at $8000 and his real estate in Brandywine Hundred was worth $3000.
Serving variously as an officer in the Delaware Infantry and as an elder of Green Hill
Presbyterian Church, he headed a household of nine individuals, including his
brother-in-law, who managed the Stirling family’s farm, "Rose H ill," and a domestic
servant, who assisted his wife with her day-to-day duties. After Hugh retired in
1876, his younger brother, John, took over as master carpenter.13 Although most
men did not achieve quite the same level of success, the du Pont company preferred
to hire and promote from within, and many young men served apprenticeships with
skilled craftsmen in the community. This practice, an outgrowth of the company’s
overall policy of direct assistance, served to reinforce the high expectation of social
mobility among residents of the community.
As Stephen Thernstrom noted, "a handful of sketches cannot reveal what
proportion of the laboring population reaped the benefits of mobility, nor can it
indicate what avenues of social advance were of particular significance to the working

13Sarah H. Heald, "Report on the Biographical Research for the Brandywine
Manufacturer’s Sunday School," unpublished research report (1984), 59-63.
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class."14 To answer these questions, we need a statistical analysis of social mobility.
Using federal census schedules between 1850 and 1880, Thernstrom traced the status
of unskilled manual laborers and determined that an expectation of social and
economic advancement persisted despite distinctly limited opportunities for
occupational mobility. O f the 171 unskilled Irish laborers living in Newburyport in
1850, only 57 (33 percent) were still present ten years later, and 66 percent of these
were still unskilled laborers. Only 5 percent had moved into a non-manual
profession. The number of common laborers among the original 57 had declined
further by 1870, with only 17 men still without skills. Nevertheless, almost all of
their upward mobility had occurred within the working class, and despite the
availability of semi-skilled and skilled positions, most Irish laborers were unable to
enter the ranks of non-manual workers. This study applies the same methodology,
but uses a combination of census schedules and employee lists to assess mobility
before and after 1850. The results are consistent with Thernstrom’s findings for
Newburyport.
Although Irish laborers in the powder mill community had a consistently high
expectation of occupational mobility throughout the century, the actual likelihood of
moving into a skilled or non-manual position was slim. According to an early
company list, there were forty-three powder workers and nineteen common or
"outdoor" laborers working in and around the yards in 1820. O f these sixty-two men,
only 30 percent were still employed by the du Ponts in 1829, and only one man had
improved his status by moving up from outdoor laborer to powder worker. The
majority (84 percent) of the stable employees were already powder workers in 1820,
and they retained this status almost a decade later.15 The fact that all of them had
once been outdoor laborers themselves betokened well the possibility of advancement
within the company hierarchy, but the high turnover rate among unskilled workers

14Thernstrom, 83.
15”List of Hands, 1820," File 48, Acc. 146; "Population on the Property of E. I.
du Pont & Co., 1829," File 143, Box 9, Acc. 146.
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confirms that the expectation was inconsistent with reality. In addition, a similar
pattern of turnover emerged between 1835 and 1850.
The construction of the lower Hagley yard in 1828 had increased the
company’s demand for labor, and by 1835, it had 180 full-time employees, including
four clerks, forty skilled craftsmen, seventy-six skilled or semi-skilled powder
workers, and sixty unskilled outdoor laborers. Despite opportunities for occupational
mobility, 59 percent of craftsmen and powder workers together had left the
community by 1850, along with 63 percent of the outdoor workers. O f the forty men
who remained, however, almost 63 percent had improved their status by acquiring
new skills and real estate. Most of them were powder workers, but 28 percent of the
laborers managed to advance as well. Daniel McEvey, for example, acquired $2,500
worth of real estate, while James McKenna became a machinist, and James Stewart
become a powder worker.15 Nevertheless, the experiences of these laborers were
not typical, and a closer look at the workforce in 1850 suggests why so many
employees left the community.
In 1979, a graduate student named Glenn Uminowicz undertook a detailed
study of the career paths followed by 105 of the more than 200 men who worked in
the Hagley yard at mid-century.17 He divided them into two cohorts: one composed

15"Roll of Men in the Employ of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. at the Powder
Works 11 Sept. 1835," Box 1878, Series I, Acc. 500; Seventh (1850) U. S. census,
Christiana and Brandywine hundreds, New Castle County, Delaware. Because so
many employees left the community between 1835 and 1850, I also cross-checked the
names of workers with the names of parents in the BMSS receiving books, Acc. 389,
which frequently indicate what happened to both adults and children after they moved
away.
17Glenn Uminowicz, "Earnings and Terms of Service: Hagley Powdermen in
1850," unpublished research paper, (1979). At the start of 1850, there were 197 men
working in and around the powder yards. When its demand for common labor rose
in the spring, as it always did, the company hired forty-one additional men on either a
part-year or seasonal basis. Some performed agricultural labor on the company’s
farms, but most were engaged in cutting willow branches for charcoal, one of the
primary ingredients used in making black powder. Although the company had a small
plot of willow trees adjacent to Eleutherian Mills, it regularly sent gangs o f workers
to buy and cut additional quantities elsewhere. By the end of summer, 35 o f these
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o f sixty-nine full-year powder workers and another containing thirty-six outdoor
laborers, who had been hired by the company during 1850 and who consequently
worked for only part of the year. The powder workers received between $20 and $22
per month in base wages, but overtime pay allowed many to earn more than $300 per
year. The laborers, by contrast, earned between $15.50 and $16.50 per month.
Although this range was comparable to that of entry-level agricultural labor, and
although outdoor laborers performed many of the same agricultural tasks, employment
with the powder company furnished a longer work year plus overtime.

As a result of

their greater incomes, almost half of the men in Uminowicz’s study had a positive
balance with the company ranging from $1 to $100. Another 25 percent had saved
between $100 and $300, and four particularly industrious fellows had in excess of
$800. With steady work, good wages, free housing, and interest-bearing savings
accounts, the sixty-nine powder workers comprised an elite among the company’s
employees. Tracing their careers backward and forward through time, Uminowicz
determined that all of them had once been common outdoor laborers, and that the
average amount of time taken for the first cohort to reach the powder yards was only
2.33 years. Their average term of service was twelve years, and their rate of
turnover was only 6 percent, compared with 27 percent for the entire workforce. The
work histories of the common laborers were significantly different. Only 39 percent
"went to the powder," and though it only took them about two years to get the desired
promotion, their average term of service was less than three years. Based on this
evidence, Uminowicz concluded that the existence of a stable core of skilled powder
workers, who occupied the top positions in every yard, meant that most of the
outdoor laborers hired by the company would never be promoted. O f the seventy-six
skilled men working in the powder yards in 1835, for instance, 51 percent were still
present in 1850; of the sixty-nine men working in the Hagley yard in 1850, 45
percent would serve more than ten years; and of the 249 men who signed the
centennial petition in 1902, nearly 70 percent had been working for the company for
more than ten years. Barring accidents, then, the virtual monopoly that the senior

men had been let go, and by December, the total workforce numbered only 217.
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powder men held over various production processes, plus the time required to master
a specific aspect of the craft, ensured that most of those laborers who did enter the
powder yards would soon move on as well.

In fact, the only reason so many men in

the first cohort had more than ten years service was that an explosion in the Hagley
pounding mill had killed eighteen men in 1847. As a result of this tragedy, more
outdoor workers than usual received promotions, and because they were at the
beginning of their careers when they entered the yards, they stayed there longer.
Under ordinary circumstances, each outdoor laborer admitted to a powder yard
had to serve a special kind of apprenticeship. Despite efforts to mechanize
production, the manufacture of black powder in the nineteenth century relied upon the
constant attention, discretion, and knowledge of individual workers.

Moreover,

workers could only develop these skills through years of hands-on experience.
Though being sent "to the powder" was a significant achievement, a typical man
began his instruction as a glorified "Go Fer," moving materials and equipment from
mill to mill. Over time, and working under the supervision of a senior powder man,
he gradually learned the mysteries of refining saltpetre and sulphur, making charcoal,
or operating one of the specialized powder mills. Because the process was a lengthy
one, it was an exceptional man who actually reached the pinnacle and became a
foreman. Instead, most powder workers left before they even reached "helper"
status.18
In light of the many incentives the Irish had to remain in the community, the
high turnover among powder workers deserves further comment. Donald Adams’s
study of wages and costs of living along the Brandywine determined that conditions in
the powder mill community were very favorable to labor. Compared to other
industrial workers in the region and especially to agricultural labor, powder workers
were much better off in terms of wages, earnings, and savings. For both Irish
immigrants and native-born Americans, Adams concluded that the movement from

l8John Rumm, "Mutual Interests: Managers and Workers at the Du Pont
Company, 1802-1915," (Ph.D. dissertation. University of Delaware, 1989), 7-35
passim.
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farm to factory was "economically rational from a long-term point of view."19
Nevertheless, many skilled powder workers seemed to perceive industrial employment
as temporary. Glenn Uminowicz found that the average age at which members of his
first cohort left the company was thirty-nine, well before their productive lives were
over.’0 Although the occupational and social trajectories of these workmen are
unknown, the long-term goals of many powder mill households clearly led them to
favor movement out of the community over movement within it.
Both skilled and unskilled workers in the nineteenth century were extremely
mobile, a fact which complicates the task of evaluating their social status even
further. Nearly 66 percent of the unskilled laborers living in Newburyport in 1850,
for example, had moved on by 1860. Most undoubtedly left in search of better jobs,
but Thernstrom concluded that their chances of success were poor. Lacking skills,
education, capital, and a strong family network, they were seldom in a strategic
position to conquer the unskilled labor market of New England.21 Brandywine
families had a similar pattern of transience, but they were better prepared to succeed
in their new places of residence than the majority of migratory Irish laborers.
Despite their Catholic faith, most emigrants to the powder mill community originally
hailed from Ulster, and they may have been predisposed to embrace modern,
acquisitive, individualistic values. Protected and nurtured by the benevolence of the
du Ponts, they earned higher wages in their initial positions, amassed substantial
savings, and learned marketable skills. As noted elsewhere, many Irish immigrants
developed close relationships with members of the du Pont family, and some left the
Brandywine with a personal letter of recommendation in their pocket. While a
precise account of their out-migration is beyond the scope of this study, documents

I9DonaId R. Adams, Jr., "The Standard of Living During American
Industrialization: Evidence from the Brandywine Region, 1800-1860," Journal of
Economic History 42 (1982), 8.
20Uminowicz, 15.
21Thernstrom, 87-89.
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kept by Victorine du Pont and her sisters track the movements of hundreds of
individuals and offer important testimony to their social mobility.
Between 1817 and 1850, Victorine registered 1,187 children at the Brandywine
Manufacturers Sunday School, of whom 393 students (34 percent) left the community,
sometimes with their parents, and sometimes as adults. The vast majority of these
(34 percent) she simply listed as having "moved away." Since opportunities for
skilled labor were more plentiful in urban areas, 12 percent moved to Philadelphia
and 8 percent went to Wilmington. Textile manufacturing was a logical pursuit for
many Catholic families from Ulster, and 22 percent resettled in places like
Manayunk, Darby, and Chester, Pennsylvania. Another 13 percent of the Sunday
school scholars "went West," perhaps lured by the promise of cheap land and
plentiful jobs.22
These local pioneers included the children of Hagley foreman John McDermot,
Sr., who in 1825 moved part of his family to a farm in Westmoreland County,
Pennsylvania, just forty miles west of Pittsburgh. John’s eldest daughter, Rosanna,
later informed Victorine that the McDermots had "a very comfortable situation to live
on which contains 228 acres of land, [and] more than 1600 shocks of wheat, rye, and
oats, with 10 head of cattle, 7 head of horses and 30 sheep." All of this, her father
allowed, "was earned by the great prosperity he had making powder on the
Brandywine." Significantly, the family’s prospects improved further when the next
generation entered the marketplace. In 1844, John McDermot, Jr., returned to
Delaware and began working in the powder yards. When his father died the
following year, he went back west and secured a position in a grocery store, where he
quickly advanced from clerk to book keeper. Several members of the family had
remained in the powder mill community, and when John visited them in 1859, he
revealed that he was already a partner in the firm .23

22BMSS Receiving Books, Acc. 389.
23McDermot family letters. File 21, Box 6, Acc. 389.
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Other students reported similar successes to their former teachers. S. B.
Brown worked for a firm called Hood, Bonbright & Company, and in 1872 he
informed Eleuthera du Pont Smith that,
I came here in 1864 on a salary of $300 a year, not knowing anything about
the business. I had of course to begin at the bottom of the ladder and climb
up. I am now their buyer of white goods, linens, flannels and blankets, and
manager of a Department of about a million dollars business. My salary is
now $4,500 with a prospect of continual advancement from year to year.’4
Most individuals went west to purchase land. Joshua Gibbons, for example, a former
teacher in the BMSS, bought several acres in southwestern Pennsylvania and proudly
informed Victorine in 1835 that, "My vocation is farming, the exercise of which has
restored me to good health."25 Not all aspirants to geographic mobility achieved
their goal. Powder man Henry Gegan, for example, packed up his household and
headed west to Richmond, Indiana, where at least seven former Brandywine families
had already resettled, and where, consequently, prospects looked good. In 1834,
however, the du Ponts received a letter from one John D. Vaughn, who informed
them that "an Irishman named Guigan [sic] has died of Asiatic cholera" and that his
wife and children were sick "with little hope of recovery." The family was under the
care of Jane Reed, whose brother, Alexander, still worked in the powder yards.
Gegan’s children survived, and the company sent a representative to bring them home
to their kin in Delaware.26

24S. B. Brown letter, March 26, 1872, File 21, Box 6, Acc. 389.
25Joshua Gibbons to V. E. Bauduy, June 20, 1835, File 21, Box 6, Acc. 389.
26John D. Vaughn, Richmond, Indiana, to E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Box
398, Acc. 500; Papers and Letters of Mrs. Jane Reed, Box 4, Series A, Group 5,
LMSS. Henry Gegan (sometimes spelled Gagan) began working for the du Ponts in
1818. He married his first wife, Mary Brady, the daughter of "Old Patrick," in
1821. She gave birth to six children (Mary, Margaret, Rosanna, Bridget, Philip, and
Patrick) and died of unknown causes around 1831. Gegan then married Sara
Crawford on December 15, 1833 and moved with her to Indiana, leaving $1,721.31
in his account with the company. After his death in 1834, Gegan’s estate was divided
among three of his children, named Patrick, Rosanna, and Frances. Patrick, born in
1829, was the last Gagan child listed in the baptismal register for St. Peter’s/Coffee
Run, and since Sara had no children in Delaware, the birth of Frances remains a
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The risks associated with social mobility were no fewer for those who stayed
on the Brandywine, and the hazards of making black powder prevented many men
from achieving their potential. Between 1802 and 1898, 172 men were killed in
explosions. There were also many casualties. For example, powder man Patrick
Quigg had his leg amputated as a result of the March 1818 explosion.27 Others
suffered burns, lacerations, lost fingers, and damage to their eyes. One man, having
lived through several explosions and their grisly aftermaths, finally quit his job only
to be killed in a freak accident in 1864. He was walking along the Louviers side of
the Brandywine, when the Hagley dust mill exploded, sending a piece of timber flying
across the water and striking him with deadly accuracy in the head.28 In response to
these dangers, the company provided pensions, medical care, and moral support.
After an explosion, the women of the family tended the injured and comforted the
widows and children. The du Pont men organized funerals, settled estates, and
frequently assumed the guardianship of local orphans. For their part, the workmen
took up voluntary collections, and their patronage of estate sales helped further reduce
funeral expenses and household debts. By the 1870s, explosion victims could also
turn to their local chapter of the Ancient Order o f Hibernians or to the St. Peter’s
Beneficial Society in Wilmington. But while these and other forms of assistance
enabled many powder mill households to subsist, the loss of a primary breadwinner
usually prevented them from moving ahead.
Alcoholism was another obstacle to social and economic advancement. The
company forbade the consumption of beer or spirits at work, but drinking was an
established part of Irish culture, and stresses peculiar to the powder industry may

mystery.
27Misc. Bills file, Jan-June 1818, Box 497, Acc. 500.
28Wall, 82. To du Pont employees, the moral of this story was "When your
number is up, you can’t escape by answering, ’Not here.’ " The event is also
recounted in William H. A. Carr, The du Ponts of Delaware (New York: Dodd,
Mead and Company, 1964), 148. Although the workman’s name is unknown,
evidence that it actually happened is found in a list of "Explosions at Brandywine
Mills," by Francis Gurney du Pont, Box 24-25, Acc. 1729.
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have exacerbated the immigrants’ need to find solace in a bottle. Between 1806 and
1809, men living at the company boarding house drank 456 gallons of rum, while
workers at the Duplanty, McCall textile mill downstream drank 306 gallons whiskey.
Taken together, their average rate of consumption equalled only "half a pint per day
to every man."29 Although some workers never drank at all, others seemed
chronically intemperant and their job performance consequently became suspect.
Wagoner Philip Gegan, Henry’s brother, was fired ostensibly for his part in a brawl
at Donnan’s Tavern, but Victorine’s claim that "he was always drunk" suggests that
the fight was simply the last in a series of offenses. Likewise, foremen Henry
Cavender and Frank Jeandelle were discharged for drunkenness on the job, and they
were far from alone. Even the venerable Gilbert Mathewson, Jr., who had more than
sixty years with the company in 1902, was once fired for this reason.30
Sometimes, the consequence of drinking was death. In 1832, Sophie reported
to her brother, Henry, that a man "by the name of Pogue" had drowned in the
Brandywine.
Most people say he did it purposely-some suppose it might be [an] accidentHe is the one that used to work at Hagley, brother to that Pogue that kept a
store in town . . . He was a great drunkard & is supposed to have been drunk-They say he told his wife goodbye & that he was going to drown himself, but
she did not believe him--He went to the wire bridge, [where] several persons,
a dozen perhaps, saw him fall off; they say he crept under the wires & swung
himself down by one of them & sunk to rise no more!31
Powder man Neil McGinley died of "fits, brought on by intemperance" the following
year. According to Sophie, "He never drank so much at a time as to become

29Nuala McGann Drescher, "The Irish in Industrial Wilmington, 1800-1845: A
History of the Life of Irish Emigrants to the Wilmington Area in the Pre-Famine
Years," (M . A. thesis, University of Delaware, I960), 62.
30According to his grandson, "The story goes that he got to drinking heavily and
had a little run-in with old M r. Henry and got fired. But then he opened up a store
around 6th and Adams streets and sold groceries, but he wasn’t there too long before
he came back to the company. As far as I understand, he was then foreman of the
cooper shop, which was up in Breck’s Lane." F. L. Mathewson interview, 1968.
31Sophie du Pont to Henry du Pont 8/26/31, Box 57, Series D, Group 9, WMSS.
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intoxicated, but the constant use of ardent spirits, of which he could take a great deal
without his affecting his head, effectively ruined his constitution & brought on his
dreadful end."32 While most workmen seem to have functioned at a high level
despite their taste for whiskey, several explosions were a direct result of alcoholinduced negligence. These include the explosion of 1818, which killed thirty-six
people, and the explosion of 1857, which killed Alexis du Pont. In response to these
dangers, the du Pont women especially urged their neighbors to abstain from
drinking.

"I went over the New Bridge [and] called to see W[illia]m Allesson, the

Mitchells, W[illia]m Dougherty, and W[illia]m Sterling," wrote Victorine in I860.
"Spoke to the latter on the subject of intemperance. "33 Like many nineteenthcentury Americans, she considered temperance a stepping-stone to middle-class
respectability, but it was a difficult habit for the Irish to follow.
Stresses peculiar to the powder industry may also have compelled some men to
pursue other vocations. Almost every explosion led at least one or two workmen to
quit, and those who stayed were probably ambivalent about their jobs. A file of
requests for recommendations indicates that many men wanted their sons to work
elsewhere, even when they themselves had lengthy terms of service. In 1890, for
example, Frank du Pont wrote to the managers of the Jackson and Sharp Railroad Car
Works in Wilmington to recommend "the son of Dennis McCarthy, an 18 yr.
employee," for an apprenticeship.

"I have had the boy employed here in our metallic

keg factory, and the foreman has spoken well of him. He left us about a year ago, to
get employment in a store. As far as I know the boy, there is nothing to his discredit
his past record."34 Other long-time powder workers sought similar letters for their
offspring. John O ’ Dougherty’s son wanted to be a machinist’s apprentice, while
Thomas Farren wanted to learn the trade of a plumber and steamfitter. Neil Toy’s

32Sophie du Pont to Henry du Pont, 5/30/1832.
33Victorine du Pont Bauduy, scrap diary, April 7, 1860, File of Memoranda,
Diary Notes, Quotations, and Compositions, Box 14, Series A, Group 6, WMSS.
^Francis Gurney du Pont to Jackson & Sharp Car Works, Sept. 26, 1890,
Recommendations File, Box 3, Acc. 504.
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son, James, sought work as a carpenter. Although initially employed by the du Pont
company, James Toy went on to build railroad cars at Harlan and Hollingsworth and
then at Pusey and Jones in Wilmington.

"You couldn’t get him into powder," his son

recalled.35
Many men pursued occupational mobility outside the powder mill community,
but those who remained on the Brandywine soon found that the demand for skilled
powder workers far surpassed that for skilled craftsmen. At mid-century, for
example, there were sixty-nine powder workers, but only thirty-two coopers, twentyseven carpenters, fourteen masons and stone cutters, and fourteen blacksmiths on the
company books. Although the du Ponts offered training in each of these trades, a
young man’s chances of securing such work were actually better in Wilmington,
Philadelphia, or elsewhere. In fact, local men probably knew that pursuing a skilled
craft would eventually require them to leave the Brandywine. Less than one-fourth of
the boys identified in the BMSS receiving books as having served an apprenticeship
remained in the powder mill community as adults.
More significantly, 90 percent of the apprentices were Protestant, a fact which
suggests that work "in the powder" may have been more appealing to Irish Catholics
than other occupations because it allowed them to secure high wages and high status
work without jeopardizing their ties to home and family.

Further study is clearly

needed to support this conclusion, but preliminary research indicates that religious
beliefs profoundly shaped attitudes toward occupational and social mobility. As
Chapter 3 indicated, Catholics comprised approximately 24 percent of the entire
Brandywine population before the Civil War. This figure reflects the high numbers
of Presbyterian and Episcopalian Irish, who worked in the adjacent textile mills.
However, du Pont company wage ledgers for 1852-53 indicate that Catholics
comprised the single largest denomination employed in the powder yards (42 percent).
The number of Catholic powder workers undoubtedly reflects the importance of

35Francis Gurney du Pont to Harlan and Hollingsworth Co., May 10, 1899,
Recommendations File, Box 3, Acc. 504; and James F. Toy interview, 1960. Other
oral histories attest to sons seeking work outside the powder yards. See William
Buchanan interview, 1958, and Eleanor Kane interview, 1984.
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consanguineous kin networks, but it may also point to a distinctly Catholic attitude
about mobility.
Recognizing that the family was the basic unit of Catholic society, and seeking
to consolidate that society in the face o f increasing ethnic heterogeneity and hostility
from the dominant culture, nineteenth-century Catholic clergy and reformers did not
discourage social mobility; rather, they used advice books, newspapers, magazines,
sermons, and some prayer books to articulate a perspective that subordinated personal
advancement to communal values and defined success in group, not individual terms.
Believing that labor was a virtue, they promoted a sense of pride in one’s profession
as the guiding force behind work, and fearing apostasy, they openly condemned the
single-minded pursuit of wealth that they associated with Protestantism. The authors
of Catholic novels endorsed these views as well. Colleen McDannell found that
fictional characters who managed to attain wealth were uniformly portrayed as being
miserable and unfulfilled because they had neglected their family in the process.
Likewise, the work ethic revealed by Catholic textbooks reflected "a gospel of
resignation," not "a gospel of success." Predicated on a belief in the inherently
hierarchical nature of society, it cautioned Catholics to accept their station in life,
have faith in God, and accept His will.

Based on these and other sources, many

historians have argued that Irish Catholics rejected the acquisitive individualism of
middle-class America and equated social mobility with Americanization, a disruption
of home ties, an improper alignment o f priorities, and the consequent abnegation of
traditional Irish culture. The breadth of evidence seems to confirm that the Catholic
work ethic was indeed different from the Protestant version, but it can no longer be
assumed that an inherent conservatism precluded Irish immigrants from pursuing
social mobility.56 As contemporary sources and secondary studies repeatedly show.

36To understand Irish Catholic attitudes toward social mobility I have relied on the
following: Miller, 313-328 and 332-334; Colleen McDannell, "True Men as We Need
Them: Catholicism and the Irish-American Male," American Studies 27, no. 2 (Fall
1986), 30-31; Jeffrey Burns, "The Ideal Catholic Child: Images from Catholic
Textbooks," unpublished research paper, Center for the Study of American
Catholicism, Notre Dame University (1978); and William F. Hartford, Working
People of Holvoke: Class and Ethnicity in a Massachusetts M ill Town. 1850-1960
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nineteenth-century Irish Catholics disregarded many official dictates of the Church,
and the achievements of powder workers in Delaware, like those of countless other
Irish immigrants who acquired skilled trades or became independent business owners,
farmers, and white-collar professionals, demonstrates that they were just as eager to
attain high status positions as their Protestant counterparts. The crucial difference
between the two groups, then, was not that Catholics eschewed occupational and
social mobility, but rather, that their communitarian ethos compelled them to favor
those "avenues of success" that respected the sanctity of home and family life.
A similar attitude characterized the pursuit of occupational and social mobility
by Irish women, but the gendered division of labor, coupled with their different sense
of obligation to family, necessarily compelled them to follow different paths. Despite
the steady movement of women into the wage labor force during the nineteenth
century, the rise of a household ideology after about 1830 served to constrict the
number of "acceptable" female vocations.37 When asked to look after two former
Sunday school students by their dying mother, Sophie du Pont arranged for Maria and
Sarah Miles to learn the millinery trade in Wilmington. Because the Miles sisters
were native-born Americans of Anglo-Protestant stock, their legitimate options for
work also included becoming teachers, seamstresses, governesses, or missionaries, yet

(New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1990), 63-64. Rooted in the economic
and cultural conditions of poverty-stricken, rural Ireland, the Catholic work ethic in
America reflected a family-based or communitarian domesticity, meaning that Irish
men and women fully expected every member of the household to contribute to the
domestic economy. Protestants also emphasized cooperation between family
members, but as Mary Ryan and others have demonstrated, their version of family
life placed greater importance on individualism and egalitarianism. Protestant
domesticity, moreover, rested on the expectation of a male breadwinner and his
dependent wife and children. And because it denied women and children a place in
the domestic economy, it appears to me that the Protestant ideal of home life had to
stress patriarchy and male acquisitiveness more than the Catholic version.
37Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to Work: A History of Wage-Earning Women in the
United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982), 53-72.
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the sisters felt they could earn more money as textile operatives.3* As immigrants,
Irish women experienced the labor market differently. Carole Turbin, Hasia Diner,
and Brian Mitchell have all shown that formal employment--that is, the kind of waged
work acknowledged by census records--was largely the province of young colleens.
Married Irish women, by contrast, overwhelmingly favored boarders and home work,
a fact which implies that they, too, deliberately sought occupations that complemented
their obligation to family.39
Despite the narrow range of female career choices, the Jacksonian spirit of
egalitarianism offered some Irish women the opportunity to pursue social mobility via
education. Though they were taught in separate classes, girls were admitted to the
BMSS from the first days of its operation. Comments in the receiving books indicate
that their aptitude for scholastic achievement rose in proportion to the amount of time
they spent in school. To encourage attendance and reward performance, teachers
gave the best students cards of approbation and small gifts or "premiums," such as
pen wipers, story books, and embroidered linen collars. Only 2 percent of the 1,186
students enrolled between 1817 and 1850 went on to become teachers, however, and

38Anthony F. C. Wallace, Rockdale (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1972),
309-311; Heald, 49-51.
39While married women in other ethnic groups also favored boarders and home
work, the particular experiences of Catholics in Ireland, especially the matri-centered
tendencies of their culture, put a unique spin on their definition of appropriate female
behavior. On the labor performed by married Irish women see Carole Turbin,
"Beyond Conventional Wisdom: Women’s Wage Work, Household Economic
Distribution, and Labor Activism in a Mid-Nineteenth-Century Working-Class
Community," in To Toil the Livelong Dav: America’s Women at Work. 1780-1980
ed. by Carol Groneman and Mary Beth Norton (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1987), 47-67; Diner, 50-51, 70-105; Brian C. Mitchell, The Paddv Camps: The Irish
of Lowell. 1821-1861 (Chicago: University o f Illinois Press, 1988), 104, 144-45. On
other ethnic groups see John Bodnar, The Transplanted (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1985), 65-79; Stanley Nadel, Little Germany: Ethnicity. Religion,
and Class in New York Citv. 1845-80 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990),
75-77; and Eileen Boris, "A Man’s Dwelling House is His Castle: Tenement House
Cigar Making and the Judicial Imperative," in Work Engendered: Toward a New
History of American Labor ed. by Ava Baron (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1991), 121-23.
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none of them were Catholic. Like Mary Green and Mary Jane Cavender, the
daughters of powder men William Green and Henry Cavender, most of the teachers
were female, Presbyterian, and taught for only a year or two before marriage.
If marriage was not an option, then a woman might pursue the teaching
profession seriously. In 1864, thirty-nine-year-old Clarissa Foster informed Eleuthera
Smith, her former teacher, that "I have taught in several schools, and often while thus
employed, my mind wanders off to the old B. M . Sunday school."40 Although
Foster, a Baptist, taught in the Sunday school for several years, her autonomy and
ability to advance were constrained by Victorine du Pont Bauduy’s control of the
curriculum and administration. To pursue teaching as a vocation, then, she had to
leave the Brandywine. Catholic women, by contrast, became teachers by entering a
religious order. Born in 1814, Ann McGran attended the BMSS while her father,
Patrick, was a powder man. She later worked as a domestic at both Eleutherian Mills
and Louviers, but when Patrick died around 1830, the family moved to Philadelphia,
where Ann and her sisters became textile operatives. On April 27, 1834, Ann
informed Victorine that she intended to join the Sisters of Charity, that she would
enter their college in Emmitsburg, Maryland, in two weeks, and that the order had
agreed to defray her expenses. Mrs. McGran strongly disapproved of her daughter’s
plan to leave home, however, and in deference to her mother, Ann continued to work
in the textile mill for several more years. By 1838, Ann had joined the Sisters of
Charity and ten years later, she headed the order’s orphanage at Vincennes,
Indiana.41 While convents supposedly offered Irish Catholic women an alternative
path to social mobility, they did so by severing ties to home and family. As a result,
relatively few local Irish women were called to the religious life.

■
“ "Notebook of Correspondence," file 22, Box 6, Acc. 389.
41Ann’s sister, Mary, was also a nun, and together, they repeatedly encouraged
Sophie du Pont to embrace "the true faith." Heald, 13-19. The existing scholarship
on Catholic sisters is small, but growing. Recent studies include: Margaret Susan
Thompson, The Yoke of Grace: American Nuns and Social Change. 1808-1917 (New
York: forthcoming).
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With limited opportunities for gainful and respectable work of their own, most
of Erin’s daughters in Delaware enhanced their prospects for social mobility through
marriage. The most obvious examples are the wives of powder yard foremen, like
Maria Green, Rebecca Hurst, and Catherine Gibbons, who advanced alongside their
spouses. O f course, young women could not predict which men would move up the
occupational ladder, which ones would fail, and which would meet an untimely death.
When Ann Toy married Paul Bogan around 1836, for instance, he was just a laborer;
by the time the couple celebrated their twentieth anniversary, Paul was a prosperous
merchant with his own store in Henry Clay village.42 Mary McCartney Wilkinson
offers another example o f mobility by marriage. She enjoyed a regular
correspondence with Eleuthera du Pont Smith, and in 1864 and 1865 she wrote
several letters to her former Sunday school teacher, which describe her changing
social status. Wilkinson’s husband, identified only as "J.," apparently served an
apprenticeship in the Henry Clay factory machine shop, and then went to work for
Merrick & Son of Philadelphia, where, Mary said, "he was employed at the time of
our marriage in the Spring of 1851." J. soon secured an even better position as an
engineer with the Pascal Iron Works. The newlyweds then "went to housekeeping" in
nearby Camden, New Jersey, but Mary considered the location unsuitable, and they
quickly purchased "a neat cottage" on Woodbine Street in Philadelphia. J. continued
to change jobs, working variously as an engineer in Cuba and entering the Merchant
Marine. In 1858, he was appointed Chief Engineer for the State of Georgia, but the
outbreak of the Civil War forced him back into marine service. Although there are
no more letters, J. earned an annual income of more than $1000 in the 1850s. By the
1870s, he and Mary had moved to Washington, D .C ., where presumably his
engineering skills would have provided the family with a acceptably "middle-class"
lifestyle.43

42BMSS Receiving Books, Acc. 389; Seventh (1850) federal census, Christiana
Hundred, New Castle County, Delaware.
43"Notebook of Correspondence," file 22, Box 6, Acc. 389.
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A few Brandywine women married directly into the middle class. Wagoner
Francois Petitdemange’s daughter. Elizabeth, married a substantial farmer named
William Husbands, while farmer Samuel Gregg’s daughter, Mary, married the du
Pont company’s chemist, Charles Le Carpentier.44 Maria McCullough’s rise was
even more dramatic. Although most of her childhood and adolescence is unknown,
she was born and reared in proximity to the powder yards. By 1834, nineteen-yearold Maria had a serious suitor, whom, despite his passionate declarations of love, she
spurned the following year in favor of Walter Lackey, a local textile manufacturer.
Lackey had rented a mill and several associated buildings from the du Ponts, but in
1841 he took ill and died. While the account of his estate sale suggests that Lackey’s
income provided a relatively comfortable existence, his widow and two children had
to sell most o f their household goods to pay off his debts. Forced to start all over
again, Maria rented a house in Walker’s Banks and began to take in boarders.
Among the first to arrive were two coopers, Byron and Henry Danby. Their father,
an English immigrant, had a cooper shop on Orange Street in Wilmington, but they
chose to work for the powder company. In 1846, Maria Lackey married Henry
Danby, whose wage account at the keg mill already distinguished him as a man of
industry and promise. By 1860, their real and personal property was worth $3,200,
and they had had four more children of their own. Eight years later, Henry and
Maria moved to Wilmington, where he continued to practice his trade. At the time of
his death in 1882, Danby’s estate stood in excess of $35,000. As his widow and
executrix, the former Maria McCullough had become a wealthy woman indeed.45

“ Heald, 23-26 and 37-39.
45Heald, 78-82. Additional documents are found in the Danby Collection, folder
I, Box 80, Historical Society of Delaware, Wilmington, DE. These include: Henry
Danby’s will; his probate inventory; the settlement of his estate; his marriage
certificate to Maria Lackey; the naturalization papers of his father, John Danby; his
mother’s will; Maria’s 1835 certificate of marriage to Walter Lackey; and an 1834
love letter sent by J. W. Caldwell to Maria McCullough, of "Mount A iry ,” Christiana
Hundred.
William Lackey, the eldest son of Walter and Maria, served an apprenticeship
in the du Pont company keg mill and had become a cooper like his stepfather, Henry,
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Generally speaking, the degree of social mobility achieved by a married
woman has been interpreted as a reflection of her husband’s skill and ability, but an
ambitious wife had many ways to encourage this process.46 As Chapter 4 showed,
the du Pont company regularly employed Irish women to sew powder bags, peel
willow branches, paste labels on powder kegs, and run boarding houses. Some
families undoubtedly used this income to make ends meet, yet women’s waged work
could also provide the discretionary income required to pursue middle-class gentility.
Mary Ryan, Stuart Blumin, and Richard Bushman, among others, have written
extensively about the important role of middle-class women in "domesticating" their
husbands and children. A similar role appears to have existed for at least some wageearning wives and mothers. By mid-century, the American home had become the
targeted destination for a voluminous flow of consumer goods, and as the managers of
their respective households, women of all economic levels assumed the primary
responsibility for buying, arranging, and maintaining them. The presence of objects
like ingrain carpets, horse-hair sofas, transfer-printed tea sets, and upright pianos not
only signalled the family’s new-found social status, but exerted influence over their
behavior. Men were especially affected, for it was unacceptable to spit tobacco on a
carpet, drink from a saucer, talk too loudly, slouch in a chair, or fidget with a
starched collar. Young children were more likely to be excused from such rigid rules
of conduct than either their fathers or older siblings, but by purchasing certain kinds
of "genteel" goods, mothers eventually encouraged all members of their family to

by 1854. He moved to Wilmington following the Civil War, but by 1883 the city
directory lists him as a clerk with the Pennsylvania Railroad. He resided at 910
Orange Street, one of nine rental properties which Henry Danby willed to his
children. Lackey married and had two sons of his own, Frank D. and William J. By
1916, William was a foreman with the B & O Railroad, and his sons were listed as
"F. D. Lackey & Company, Bankers and Brokers, Investment Securities, of
Wilmington."
46While historians readily acknowledge that the economic strategies of immigrant
families rely on women’s earnings, they usually attribute social advancement to the
occupational and property mobility achieved by men. The work of Daniel Walkowitz
on Troy and David Emmons on Butte exemplify this pattern. For a critique of this
male-centered perspective see Turbin, 41.
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display the kind of refined behavior deemed necessary for successful interaction in
modern, bourgeois society. Women thus enhanced the mobility of their households
through their role as both producer and consumer.47
The pursuit of gentility by laboring Americans reflected their awareness that
social mobility required more than a good job, property ownership, and church
membership. It also depended on the acquisition of specialized knowledge, that is,
how to dress, behave, walk, eat, and speak. Chapter 6 argued that powder mill
families understood the meaning of genteel goods and demonstrated how they used
them to convey their changing social status and aspirations. The primary function of
these objects was symbolic; their purchase and use signalled the breadth of the
owner/user’s knowledge and his ability to purchase the goods and services that his
knowledge dictated. The exigencies of a wage-earning, communitarian, domestic
economy certainly prevented Brandywine families from acquiring "polish in every
aspect of their lives," but lower incomes did not stop them from making the effort.
The Martins, for example, arranged for their seventeen-year-old daughter to receive
instruction in French from a private tutor. Born in Ireland, Billy Martin started out
as a common laborer in the powder yards and worked his way up to become manager
of the du Pont company farm.

His wife managed the company dormitory. Sophie du

Pont was so impressed with their efforts to edify their daughter that she acknowledged
the lessons in her diary, saying, "Now the humble Fanny Martin is receiving from the
fruits of her parents’ thrift an education far above what her parents had."48 Foreign
language skills had no effect on a woman’s ability to run a household and raise a
family, but like the possession of parlor furniture and lace curtains, they were
powerful symbols of genteel culture. During the federal period, achieving a certain

470n the relationship between women, gentility, consumption, and class in the
nineteenth century, see Ryan, 200-203; Blumin, 183-191; Diner, 66-69; Bushman,
230-237, 273-279, 440-446; Colleen McDannell, The Christian Home in Victorian
America. 1840-1900 (Bloomington; Indiana University Press, 1986), Chapter 6; and
Jeanne Boydston, Home and Work: Housework. Wages, and the Ideology of Labor in
the Early Republic (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 102-103.
48Sophie du Pont, diary, 3/5/1837, Box 93, Series F, Group 9, WMSS.
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level of education was touted as a prerequisite to successful interaction in American
society, but as Richard Bushman and others have shown, it was also a mark of
refinement. Although most residents of the powder mill community were only
imperfectly literate, enrollment figures at the Sunday school and at local parochial
schools indicate a high level of parental expectation.
The pursuit of gentility also carried over into dress and deportment. On
October 21, 1840, two former Sunday school scholars paid a call at Eleutherian Mills.
One of the women wore an unbecoming shade of apple-green, but Sophie still
pronounced them both "very elegantly dressed." They were followed two days later
by Eliza Fleming, the daughter of an Irish powder man, whom Sophie declared to be
"very pretty & genteel in appearance & manners. "49 Probate inventories reveal that
single men favored fashionable clothing, too, for they possessed silk handkerchiefs,
gold and silver pocketwatches, patterned vests, and fine, woolen surtouts as well as
heavy brogans, leather breeches, and coarse flannel shirts.50 Contemporary sources
suggest that a similar penchant for fancy dress characterized certain communities in
Ireland. An Ordnance Survey report for the Parish of Cappagh, County Tyrone, for
example, observed in 1834 that "Manufactures being at present so cheap and the
passion for dress so uniform, the peasant women have learned to deck their persons
with finery without confining themselves to real comforts, as the contrast fully proves
when seen in their cabins."51 Economic circumstances in Ulster were far from

49Sophie du Pont, diary, 10/22/1840 and 10/23/1840. An earlier diary entry, on
6/3/1832, recorded a meeting with E. Russel: "I never met anyone in that class so
interesting and lovely--She realized the description I have often read in story books &
novels, of cottagers--! was delighted with her manners as well as her appearance."
50For examples, see the following probate inventories: John Fitzgerald alias
O’Gallagher, 1811; Thomas Quig, 1815; William Allison, 1818; John O ’Brien, 1818;
Michael Mooney, 1818; David Flinn, 1818; Hugh McCalegue, 1818; Hugh Brady,
1818; Thomas Kenaday, 1818; John Dunnery, 1818; Philip Dugan, 1818; John
Donohoe, 1818; Samuel Campbell, 1825; and John McGuiness, 1835, all found in
New Castle County probate records.
51Angelique Day and Patrick McWiliams, eds. Parishes of County Tyrone 1.
1821. 1823. 1831-36. vol. 5 of Ordnance Survey Memoirs of Ireland (Belfast: The
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uniform, however, and inhabitants of the nearby Parish of Clogher dressed "very
slovenly." With higher wages and lower prices in the United States, Irish immigrants
were able purchase more and even better quality clothes than they had before.
Although it is unclear whether working people were imitating their economic
superiors or asserting their own tastes, technological innovations, mass production,
and spreading standards of gentility between 1830 and 1870 not only contributed to
the rise of a "plain, dark, democracy of broadcloth," but enabled many persons of
humble origin to enter polite society by exhibiting accepted middle-class modes of
dress and deportment.52
Gentility appealed to residents of the powder mill community for the same
reasons that caused most other nineteenth-century Americans to embrace it. Karen
Haltunnen and John Kasson have shown how the new emphasis on personal
appearance and manners worked to stabilize identity amid the confusion of nineteenthcentury social change. As traditional communities broke up and people were cast
adrift, old methods of determining status and group affiliation were no longer
adequate, especially in the flux of the antebellum city. By authorizing a "sincerity"
system, composed of hundreds of new rules for proper conduct in polite society,
gentility enabled the socially mobile to seize another position, fashion a different
identity, and legitimize their claims to a higher social status.53 In The Refinement of
America. Richard Bushman similarly concluded that gentility appealed to men and
women on the make because it allowed them to appropriate a share of elite power for
themselves.

"Whereas common people before had contented themselves with

observing power or submitting to it in order to partake of its strength, they could now
participate more directly in the cultural aspects of power. Genteel culture was not an

Institute of Irish Studies, 1993), 18. As noted in Chapter 2, the Parish of Cappagh
produced several powder mill families, including the Mullen clan.
520n working-class dress in New York City see Blumin, 140-144.
53Haltunnen, xv-xvi.
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inheritance; it could be acquired by purchase."54 Like Haltunnen and Kasson,
Bushman primarily wrote about the uses of gentility by the newly-emerging middle
class, but evidence concerning powder mill households indicates that working people
were engaged in a similar cultural enterprise. Though widely divergent in terms of
their actual economic and political resources, a widespread dissemination o f
knowledge about the so-called "intricacies of etiquette" required for middle-class
membership enabled ordinary working people to emulate the behavior of polite
society. As we have seen, Brandywine families did not embrace bourgeois culture in
its entirety, but they correctly grasped the relationship between gentility and upward
mobility, and they acquired sufficient social knowledge to achieve success on their
own terms.
Seen from the immigrant wage earner’s perspective, refinement was a mode of
association with the dominant culture, yet it functioned equally well as a standard for
exclusion.55 The established elite did not take kindly to social upstarts, be they
hand-workers or pen-wielders. By 1850, a vernacular gentility had spread through all
levels of American society, but a relatively small number of people in every
community retained real economic and political advantages, which allowed them to
revise constantly the rules for admission into their social circles. The result for the
upwardly mobile everywhere was a crisis of social confidence.56 Though they had
taken great pains to emulate polite society, their position as outsiders ensured that
their knowledge would always be incomplete. Parvenus became a common subject of
social satire, and many outwardly genteel people probably lived in fear that they
would betray themselves by mistakes in speech, dress, or decorum. Within this
context, working people were especially subject to elite ridicule, for despite all their
efforts to improve themselves, most had been born into families whose economic,
ethnic, and religious backgrounds denied them the time, the resources, and perhaps

^Bushman, 410.
55Ibid., xv.
56Haltunnen, 193.
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even the motivation they needed to attain true gentility. Nevertheless, the newlyemerging members of the middle class were even harsher in their criticism, for as
social climbers themselves, their claims to a higher status depended on their own
distance from the vulgar masses.
The bourgeoisie’s negative treatment of working people was exacerbated by a
persistent belief that an individual’s material worth—or the lack thereof—was a
reflection of his or her true character. Rooted in the Reformed (Calvinist) tradition,
this view was predicated on older notions of a benevolent and fair-minded God, who
rewarded the virtuous with outward signs of inner grace. As the forces of modern
capitalism enabled more and more people to acquire the goods and behavior
associated with social privilege, the causal relationship between personal morality and
material prosperity began to break down. In an effort to retain their elevated status,
the middle class shifted its primary criteria for admission from a display of wealth to
a display of sentimentality.57 According to this revised conception of status, the
lowliest laborers could still rise in society but they had to be diligent and cultivate an
appropriately sincere character. If they did this, material riches would necessarily
follow. Conversely, those who failed to prosper were deemed to be lazy or foolish
and therefore unworthy of membership and its privileges. But while the absence or
incomplete expression of sentimentality exposed many persons of humble birth—
completely justifying the anxiety over hypocritical "imposters"-countless others
managed to subvert cultural boundaries and blend into genteel society.
Gentility became a viable avenue of social mobility because it helped
nineteenth-century Americans mediate the transition from a traditional social structure
based on deference and entrenched personal relationships to a more modern system in
which nobody occupied a fixed social position and no one person was better than any
other. Karen Haltunnen has determined that by the 1870s advice manuals and
etiquette books were actively encouraging the upwardly mobile to cultivate the arts of

57Haltunnen, 194. The British middle class devised a similar defensive strategy,
which they repeated in the guise of various romantic movements whenever their status
was threatened. See Colin Campbell, The Romantic Ethic and the Spirit of Modern
Consumerism (London: Basil Blackwell, 1987).
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the confidence man, but attitudes about the nature of status had clearly begun
changing several decades earlier. The shift is encapsulated in Sophie du Pont’s
relationship with Billy Boyd, Jr., the "dandiful" youth with the pink parasol.
Although the passage recounted in Chapter 6 clearly conveys Sophie’s disdain for
Boyd’s outward affectations, other letters reveal that the real issue was a perceived
deficiency of character.
[Men like Boyd] do deserve credit for rising in the world as they have done,
but they spoil the merit of their industry and exertion, by appearing ashamed
of [their origins], and wishing to pass off for what they are not. I will excuse
the vanity of dressing a la dandy, it is only proof of a weak mind. But to be
ashamed of his family and former friends, as William is, shows a bad heart. 1
can understand very well that William Boyd Junior[,] who has been
accustomed to see very excellent society in New York, should find his mother
and father a very unpleasant contrast in manners and his father[’ ]s dirty
habitation not [a] very agreeable residence-tout cela est naturelle. But a
young man of good sense and good feeling would never forget that it was to
that unrefined mother he was indebted for the tender care which preserved and
cherished him from helpless infancy. What mattered if she spoke English or
the Irish brogue, when she watched untired beside his bed of sickness. And
vulgar as his father is[,] if that father had not worked with his own hands to be
able to pay for his son[’]s education, where would Billy Boyd be now!
Certainly not the dashing[,] genteel[,] young merchant of New York. This
ingratitude is what renders him contemptible to me.58
In contrast to Boyd stood working people like Joe Martin, who had risen high in his
own profession, who held his parents in esteem, and whose manner towards the du
Ponts, though "easy," was respectful. Eliza Fleming also earned Sophie’s approval.
She, too, had acquired a suitably genteel manner and appearance, yet it was her lack
of "airs & assumption" that made the difference between acceptance and derision.
Like other well-to-do Americans, Sophie and her family shared the widespread
belief that anyone could rise above the station of his birth. They also felt that
workmen should never forget from whence they came or who helped them rise. This
way of thinking, which emphasized honesty, sincerity, and humility as the key
hallmarks of gentility, fit well the new emphasis on character, but it also reflected an
older, hierarchical view o f the social order, and was probably shaped in part by the

58Sophie du Pont to Henry du Pont, 8/16/1832.
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fact that the du Ponts were real aristocrats. In the tradition of noblesse oblige and in
recognition of their own method of ascent, the family vowed to help their workmen
advance, yet they could never accept people like Boyd, Fleming, and Martin as their
social equals. Spatial proximity reinforced this belief. Having once lived along the
Brandywine and having benefited from the family’s benevolence, workers would
always remain workers to the du Ponts, and no matter how far an employee
advanced, the family expected both sincere and perpetual appreciation for the head
start they had so generously provided. Though offensive to egalitarian sensibilities, a
degree of servility was a condition of employment with the du Ponts, and to Irish
Catholics, who were accustomed to deferential social relations, it may have seemed
but a small price to pay for the assurance of protection they received in exchange.
"The du Ponts were so nice to us," recalled a former employee.

"We did respect

them very much; it was like seeing the President of the United States or the King of
England when any of them came along. It was always ‘M r. Alfred,’ or ‘M r. Frank,’
or ‘M r. Henry,’ or ‘Mr. Eugene,’ and ‘Miss Louise,’ and ‘Miss Joanna.’ "59 As we
have seen, the abiding paternalism of the du Ponts could even work to an individual’s
advantage, as when former workmen and their children continued to receive direct
assistance in the form of loans and letters of recommendation. Outside the powder
mill community, however, the transformation of American society increasingly
challenged the relevance of this arrangement. The growth and corresponding
anonymity of antebellum cities, in particular, offered new opportunities for success
and sanctioned different avenues for social mobility. Gentility remained an important
sign of social status, but by the Civil War, advancement had come to depend less on
character and more on aggressiveness, charm, and the arts of social manipulation.60
As a result, the man identified along the Brandywine as Billy Boyd, the carpenter’s
son, was elsewhere known as William Boyd, the prosperous, genteel merchant of
New York City.

59Quoted in Glenn Porter, The Workers’ World at Haglev exhibition catalog
(Greenville, DE: Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation, 1981), 37.
“ Haltunnen, 202.
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Though William Boyd’s success was exceptional, the avenues of social
mobility he favored were followed to varying extents by many other men and women
in the powder mill community. Catholics, in particular, were constrained by their
home-centered, communitarian work ethic, yet the refinements undertaken along the
Brandywine had the same meaning as those effected in New York City or in the
western territories. Acknowledging the value that these working people placed on
gentility forces us to rethink many of the conclusions about social mobility reached by
the "new" social and labor historians o f the 1970s and ’80s. Long ago, Stephen
Thernstrom argued that Irish immigrants were rarely able to attain middle-class status
because the cost of home ownership prevented them from acquiring the education or
skills needed to climb into the non-manual professions. Having rejected the
"intricacies of etiquette" favored by sociologist William Warner, he restricted his
analysis to statistical data concerning occupational and property mobility. Borrowing
his methodology, this study found similar conditions along the Brandywine. As in
Newburyport, real opportunities to purchase property or acquire new skills were few,
but the number of success stories was sufficient to support the expectation o f social
mobility among powder mill families.

Had this investigation not proceeded farther,

we might be inclined to agree with Thernstrom and his many followers that Irish
laborers remained confined to the working class by virtue of their lower incomes and
manual occupations. However, increasing recognition of the conceptual difficulties
associated with materialist history necessitated a different course of investigation.
There are four distinct problems with a work-centered approach to social
mobility. First, while relations of production and the operation of market forces are
crucial elements in the structuring of capitalist societies, historians now agree that an
emphasis on occupational categories marginalizes the impact of non-economic factors
like gender, ethnicity, race, and religion. Second, the status accorded to a particular
occupation changes over time. To be a laborer clearly meant something different in
1800 than it did in either 1850 or 1900. Similarly, an individual’s status can change
even though his job title does not. Hence, a man moving from apprentice to
journeyman to master might consistently give his trade as "carpenter." A third
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criticism of occupational analysis is that it promotes an individualistic and malecentered perspective, stemming from an assumption that the status of an entire
household can be deduced from the work performed by its primary and typically
masculine breadwinner. And in light of recent studies concerning the complexity of
identity and consciousness, interpreting people’s beliefs and behavior on the basis of
their income or job titles now appears reductionist. Shifting attention away from the
factory not only resolves these methodological difficulties, but as the preceding
discussion suggests, it allows a more nuanced understanding of Irish attitudes towards
social mobility.
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CONCLUSION

In a 1987 essay, Michael Kazin urged labor historians to consider that most
workers "have simultaneously articulated not one ideology, but several, roughly
corresponding to different spheres of their lives."1 I f Kazin is right, and the
seemingly contradictory sense of identity fashioned by powder mill families in the
nineteenth century suggests that he is, then understanding the complexity of worker
consciousness requires us to explore all the different factors that shape perceptions of
self, including family structure, ethnicity, religion, gender relations, attitudes toward
home ownership, and consumption patterns as well as work and the pursuit of
occupational mobility. Although many social and labor historians have examined life
outside the factory, few have questioned the assumption that work is the primary
criterion for determining identity and consciousness. This materialist bias has led
them to study only how the above factors affected workers’ sense of themselves as
workers; that is, they place undue consideration on the ways in which certain aspects
of everyday life fostered or inhibited worker protest. The result is a history of
working people that emphasizes cultural conflict.

"Labor at Home" set out to

evaluate the same factors, but in terms of cultural concordance. In this way, it was
possible to show not only how and why working people consciously embraced certain
bourgeois values and social mores, but that their identity reflected "multipositional"
and sometimes contradictory perceptions of themselves as producers, consumers,
men, women, Catholics, Protestants, Irish immigrants, and Americans.

‘Michael Kazin, "Struggling With Class Struggle: Marxism and the Search for a
Synthesis of U. S. Labor History," Labor History 28 (Fall 1987), 512. This opinion
has been echoed in various forms by other practitioners of the field, including Ava
Baron, Alice Kessler-Harris, Lizabeth Cohen, and Earl Lewis.
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Drawing on the works of cultural anthropologists like Clifford Geertz and
Mary Douglas, of sociologists like Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, and of
historians like Anthony F. C. Wallace and Rhys Isaac, this dissertation concludes that
culture reflects changing economic circumstances and interests, but emerges out of a
society’s or group’s sense of shared knowledge. In this context, power is not derived
solely or even primarily from ownership of the means of production; rather, it derives
from an ability to restrict access to certain crucial kinds of information. The old
dictum, "With knowledge comes power," is born out by many diverse works of
scholarship. Anthropologist Mary Douglas found that knowledge divides even the
most primitive societies into various low- and high-status groups, while sociologist
Peter Berger reached a similar conclusion about modern capitalistic societies.
Historians, too, have repeatedly noted the ways in which access to certain kinds of
information and behavior serves to define insiders and exclude outsiders. This
dialectic has links to arguments about professionalization, as when midwives lost their
control over the birthing process to doctors in the early-nineteenth century. It can
also be seen in studies about the de-skilling process, where workers in certain
industries saw a large percentage of their technological knowledge usurped by
managerial "experts." It appears in the practical and ideological prohibitions against
educating slaves, free-blacks, women, and other minorities, or in the
disenfranchisement of persons other than white, male property-holders. And finally,
it has emerged in recent studies about deportment, values, and etiquette, where
knowing the proper way to dress, speak, eat, sit, stand, and walk was a crucial
precursor to membership in the middle-class and where gentility constituted a kind of
intellectual property akin to technological or professional knowledge.
Interpreting a group’s culture in terms of their access to knowledge helps
explain how it was possible for Irish immigrants to behave like middle-class
Americans, despite their different economic and political interests. Because the
process of group formation is a dialectical one, persons excluded from full
membership frequently have detailed knowledge of those inside and vice-versa.
Simply put, information has a way of leaking out, no matter how hard insiders work
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to prevent the dissemination of that knowledge on which their power rests. As full
and active participants of the larger society, Irish Catholics understood which criteria
were necessary for acceptance into the mainstream of American life and they acted
accordingly. At one extreme were those who made a wholesale transition to
American culture. Significantly, Dale Knobel and Colleen McDannell both found that
in nineteenth-century novels and magazines these individuals typically announced their
intention to assimilate by adopting a more "American-sounding" name.2 At the other
extreme were those who resisted any attempt to join the dominant culture. Unwilling
or unable to adapt to their new country, they remained homesick, disconsolate, and as
Kerby Miller contends, they lived out the rest of their lives as exiles from Erin. The
majority of the Irish, however, fell somewhere between these two poles.
In Delaware as elsewhere, the factory emerged as an important arena of
cultural conflict, but Irish men and women in this community exhibited no sense of
class consciousness in the Marxian sense. Neither the powder workers nor the textile
workers ever organized effectively, and there was minimal resistance to the power of
local manufacturers. Despite the very real structural constraints imposed on them by
their employers, the state, and the larger society, however, Brandywine families were
remarkably autonomous. The volatile nature of the powder manufacturing process
limited the degree of mechanization that was possible, and powder yard workers were
not subjected to wage cuts or lay-offs until the 1890s. Moreover, leaders of the du
Pont company pledged to uplift their workmen through various policies of direct
assistance, and their domination of the black powder market, coupled with the small
size of the workforce before 1902, allowed them to implement many practices well
before their counterparts in other industries. Faced with hostility from the AngloProtestant majority, many Irish immigrants in America turned to religious, fraternal,
or political associations to protect and preserve distinctive aspects o f their ethnic
identity, but the paternalism of the du Ponts made such defensive measures
unnecessary.

In Ireland, the household had been the sole defender of Irish Catholic

2Dale Knobel, Paddv and the Republic: Ethnicity and Nationality in Antebellum
America (Middleton, CT: Weslyan University Press, 1986), x; and McDannell, 30.
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culture, and the specific accumulation matrix of the powder mill community allowed
it to retain this function. In the absence of overt religious prejudice, Irish Catholics
in this community did not resolve to build their own church until almost forty years
after the powder mills opened, and they did not develop a strong parish orientation
until the 1880s or later. Similarly, while a strong ethnic enclave did emerge, it was
based on affiliative ties, not public organizations.
Despite the attention historians have paid to fraternal associations, trade
unions, political parties, and churches, this dissertation concludes that it was the
household that served as the primary mediator between cultural stasis and change,
between conservatism and radicalism, and between traditionalism and modernization.
The Irish who migrated to the Brandywine came to the United States seeking political,
economic, social, and religious freedoms. Although their decision to leave Ireland
clearly indicated a willingness to change, they never intended to abandon their
distinctive ethno-religious heritage. The family remained the foundation of their
existence and as the primary unit of socialization, it was simultaneously responsible
for preserving knowledge of their traditional culture and for processing new
information about American society. Thus, while the persistence of many traditional
customs and beliefs kept Irish Catholics and native-born Protestants apart, the
processes of assimilation and acculturation drew them together.
As wage-earning, manual laborers, powder mill families should be labelled
"working-class," but an analysis of their life outside the powder yards precludes such
a simple determination. By the 1820s, some households began to convey their
increasing affiliation with the middle classes by amassing their savings, by selectively
purchasing status-laden goods like tea sets and parlor furnishings, by pursuing
property and occupational mobility, and by financing schools and churches.
Paradoxically, these same families maintained practices that proclaimed their identity
as Irish Catholics. Growing potatoes, drinking large quantities of whiskey, displaying
crucifixes, naming children for saints, and sanctioning assertive female behavior
perpetuated their unique cultural identity, yet these practices fueled the prejudices that
confined many Irish immigrants to the lower ranks of society. Although comparative
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work will have to await household-centered studies of other communities, evidence
gathered for this study clearly demonstrates that status, identity, and consciousness are
determined in complex and often contradictory ways.
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